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Music, Music, Everywhere

Publisher Larry Archibald

Yes, everywhere—as we made much of on last

Editor and Chief Tester J. Gordon Holt

month's cover—but now there are drops to

International Editor John Atkinson
Assistant Editor Richard Lehnert

drink, at least in Stereopbile. Due to the efforts
of Assistant Editor Richard Lehnert, Ste reopbile
readers can now enjoy what has been standard

Contributing Editors

in other magazines about hi-fi: record reviews!

Martin Colloms

Of course, my promises with respect to record

Alvin Gold
George M. Graves II
Ken Kessler

reviews started back at the beginning of 1985,
and Iwas supposed to make good on them by
1986. Ifailed in timeliness, but fortunately I

Peter Mitchell
Thomas Norton

hired John Atkinson, who has put together the

Dick Olsher

organizational expertise and spiritual oomph

Don Scott
Bill Sommerwerck

to get Stereopbile published monthly—com-

Sam Tellig
Stephen W. Watkinson
Musician in Residence Lewis Lipnick

plete with record reviews.
Reading through this month's initial burst,
Iwas most impressed not by the fact of record
reviews but by their quality and by the wide

Music Reviewers

range of music covered. Richard Lehnert has

David B. Alfyin
Les Berkley

indeed put together acritical reviewing team,

James Berwin
Tom Gillett
David Lennox
Harold Lynn

possessing both qualifications and real excitement with respect to the music reviewed.
Though unfortunately not from the background of auto repair (my own oft -maligned,

Bernard Soil

but invaluable, metier), Richard has been a

Business Manager Gail Anderson

typesetter for the past eight years, has written

(505) 982-2366
Advertising Representative

poetry for 20, was a professional actor for a
year, wore the hats of book review editor,

(Domestic & Foreign)

typesetter, copy editor, and feature writer for

Nelson & Associates

East West Journal (one year), played the bas-

62 Wendover Rd. Yonkers, NY 10705

soon for seven years, is a classically trained

(914) 476-3157

singer, and acted as Stereopbile's Copy Editor

Production Manager Rebecca Willard

for the past two years (a role in which he con-

Production Andrew Main, Janice St. Marie
& Susan Lamden

tinues, along with many new ones). Even more
significant, Richard is adevoted lover of music

Ad Copy Manager Susan Lamden

(he has worn out two, and is working on his

Feature Design Michael Motley

third, copies of Sold's Ring on LP—and therefore has at the very least apractical apprecia-

Cover Illustration Lenndy McCullough

tion of CD) who has managed to avoid any

Typesetting Copygraphics

enthusiasm for hi-fi the hobby So he looks at
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our beloved toys just abit askance —a healthy
kind of person to have around.
So, Welcome, Richard, and welcome, record
reviews. Long may you prosper and educate
in our pages.

Subscriptions
U.S. residents 800-435-0715
800-892-0753 (Illinois)
From outside U.S. call (505) 982-2366.
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AS WE SEE IT

the

DAT

solution

J. Gordon Holt offers up aglimmer of salvation
for the record industry

A

syou no doubt know, America's music
industry is scared to death of the new

that every DAT machine brought into the US

Digital Audio Tape (DAT) system about

when arecording has been buggered up in a

be equipped with aspecial chip that senses

to be released in the US by ahost ofJapanese

specific way (called Copycoding), and shuts

manufacturers. All across the land, we hear

down the machine when you try to copy the

record manufacturers pathetically wailing, "It's
too good, it's too good! It's so good that no one
will ever again buy any of our overpriced CDs;

recording.
Copycode is abad idea from start to finish.

they'll just borrow them from friends and copy
them illegally. They'll put us out of business

quencies in the region where the ear is most

Based on notching out anarrow band of fresensitive, it drastically degrades the sound of

by cutting our income to amere 500 million or

the recording, and the "spoiler" circuitry that

so ayear. There go the villas on the Riviera, the
matched pairs of DeLoreans, the $100-a-bottle

the Copycode bill would want to make mandatory for every DAT recorder has areputation

wines, the Gucci jockey shorts! All the things

for giving false alarms, periodically interrup-

that make life worth living, gone forever!"
Those of us who have to make do with only

which are not supposed to be copy-protected.

ting the recording of some kinds of material

one DeLorean would laugh at their distress,

But there is no need to consider the Copycode

were it not for the fact that the money which
makes their way of life possible can also buy

system any longer. Ihave amuch better idea,
based on how some computer software is

Congressmen, who are busy right now con-

sold, and Ihereby offer it free to anyone who

sidering ways in which dat ol' debbil DAT can

wants to use it. Here's how it would work.

be de-fanged. The most popular proposal to
date is CBS's Copycode! which would require
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When you buy aCD or aprerecorded DAT
See Stereopbtle 5531.10 No.5, pp.5,99
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Definitive.
conrad-johnson design, inc.
2800R Dorr Ave. •Pairfax, VA 22031
703-698-8581

cassette, the colorfully labeled plastic box
would be empty except for aslip of paper. This
would be auser licensing agreement, pointing
out in the most complicated legalese possible

more than 10 copies, the penalty shall be life
imprisonment or the gas chamber, whichever
comes first.)
But how to catch the naughty people? First,

that your $25 outlay is not apurchase, but an

there could be a$1000 reward for anyone who

open-ended rental. You may play the record-

gives the record company or the FBI any
information leading to the arrest and conviction
of an illegal copyist. Second, the record com-

ing as often as you wish, but you don't own
it. And you may not copy it for any purpose,
even to protect yourself against possible
damage to or loss of the original. You must
then signify your assent to this arrangement

pany could employ squads of Spot Checkers,
who would be legally empowered to stop any
vehicle or enter any home without warning (or

by signing on the dotted line and returning the

warrant) for the purpose of running suspect

slip of paper to the record manufacturer, who

tapes through the company's files. (A radio or
radio telephone link would permit this.) Each

will then send you your recording by aBrinks
Security Systems courier.
If you don't sign and submit, you won't get
the recording you paid for, and of course there

Spot Checker squad would be accompanied
by aSWAT team which would be fully armed
but should not be authorized to use deadly

will be no refund if you refuse to sign. That's

force unless (I) the suspects use disrespectful

your choice, and your refusal to go along with

language, (2) the suspects refuse to hand over
their tapes for checking, or (3) amember of the

the scheme will just be proof that you intended
all along to mass-produce perfect copies of

SWAT team is in abad mood. That should put

the recording and put the record manufacturer
out of business by selling hundreds of thou-

an end to illegal copying once and for all.
The additional expense of custom-pro-

sands of them at aunit cost of half the price

ducing one CD per customer, and of monitor-

of araw DAT cassette.

ing all registered owners, might conceivably
increase the unit cost of acommercial record-

The manufacturer would be foolish, though,
to assume that, just because you sign the licensing agreement, you will adhere to the terms
of it. There must be Compliance Monitoring.

ing by enough to make illegal copying much
more widespread. But the increased number
of convictions would more than justify the

To facilitate this, each recording will, during

additional expense of record-keeping and

recording, have afew milliseconds of recorded

enforcement, and the fines could provide additional profit for the poverty-stricken record

material excised by acomputer at irregular
intervals during the program, and adetailed log

companies.

of the excisions will be placed on file with the

All this may seem just abit draconic for that

record company. 2 (If the excisions are brief

innocent second copy of aCD or cassette for

enough, no one will notice.) Then, if a

the car or Walkman, but it isn't. Not at all.

suspected illicit copy ever surfaces, all the

We're talking about LAW AND ORDER here.
Specifically, copyright law and the orderly col-

record company will have to do is run it
through an excision counter/timer, which will

lection of Money. 3 A copyright is supposed to

then computer-match the pattern of missing

ensure that every record maker gets every cent

material to the file copy which bears your

coming to him from the use of his product.

name and address, and they've got you dead

Unauthorized record copying is against the

to rights. Upon conviction in court—an openand-shut case—you will be fined $250,000,

law, and must be stamped out at all costs. Particularly when the copy is too good. Personal

all of your personal property will be confis-

freedom and technological advancement are

cated, and your firstborn will be sacrificed to
the god Mammon. (For those who produce

worthy concepts in theory, but depriving an
Obscenely Rich Corporation of its rightful
Money by breaking the law is against God's

2According to Barry Fox in the August 1987 issue of Whitt,
Compact Disc?, EMI in England is proposing marking recordings with an identifying sequence of tones, analogous to abar.
code, so that the source for counterfeit copies can be traced.
And where do they propose to place these tones? Why, in
the convenient notch left by CBS's Copycode system, of
course! It would make me cry, except that neither EMI nor
CBS seems to be making recordings these days that twould
wish to own.
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will. And if He won't punish violators, then,
by God, the record industry will just have to
do it for Him! It's called Doing God's Work.
What could be simpler?
3Please remove your hat

in the presence of that Word.

7

Enjoy the Music
as Well as
the Convenience
The SONOGRAPHE SDI
features analogue circuits by
conrad-johnson to bring musical
accuracy to the compact disc
format.
Tony Cordesman, Stereophile
Volume 10 Number 1(January
1987): "...
the Sonographe is, to
my ears, the best CD player to hit
the market."

the conrad-johnson group
2800R Dorr Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
(703) 698-8581

LETTERS
We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

CopyCode #1

that is most apparent in Classical and Jazz.
"Hopefully CBS has enough smarts to not

Editor:
Enclosed find acopy of the letter Irecently

go forward with such abackward approach

sent to CBS. Ihope you can print it so my fel-

to the DAT situation."

low readers could read it and join me in my
boycott of CBS and affiliates.
"I have delayed writing this letter in the
hope that saner heads would prevail at CBS.
However, it looks like that will not be the case

David Blount
Coatesville, PA

CopyCode #3
Editor:
The DAT/Compact Disc CopyCode system

That is unfortunate. Due to your participation

proposed by CBS sounds like agiant step back-

in 'CopyCoding; Iwill boycott CBS and af-

ward for reproduced sound. Iwould like to

filiates! As of July 4th 1987, Iwill not purchase

propose aboycott of all CBS products until

any form of prerecorded music (or video) from
CBS or any company associated with CBS in

this CopyCode proposal of CBS is scrapped.
Iam enclosing acopy of aletter Ihave sent to

any manner. Also Iam cancelling my subscription to Stereo Review and the CBS Compact

the CBS Compact Disc Club explaining my

Disc Club.
"This is the only way Iknow to show you
that Iam totally against any form of copy protection of my music (or video).
"A copy of this letter will be sent to various publications for reprint. Hopefully, many
more people will join me and vote on copy

view of this subject.
"Now that Ihave completed my enrollment
agreement, Iam hereby cancelling my membership in the club.
"I want to explain the reason Iam cancelling. Since CBS is proposing (and pushing very
hard for) aCopyCode system to prevent digital
audio tape copying of Compact Discs whereby

protection the way it really counts, with their
wallets!"
James A Rose
Margate, FL

aportion of the music will actually be removed
from the Compact Disc (horrible idea), Iam

CopyCode #2

this absurd idea is put to rest once and for all.

Editor:

Iam also encouraging others to do likewise."
David K. Gamlowski
Lompoc, CA

Here is my copy of aletter Isent to the CBS
Compact Disc Club:
"Enclosed you will find my final order after

not going to purchase any more CBS products
(including recordings, magazines, etc.) until

which Irequest that you cancel my member-

CopyCode #4

ship. My reason for cancelling is due to the
pigheaded manner in which CBS is handling

Oppose any bills that would require anti-

the recent debate over DAT and Compact Disc
"I am convinced that you people have lost

taping chips in DAT recorders.
The CBS CopyCode system design requires

Editor:

your marbles!! As adevoted audiophile for

the electronic removal of aband of frequen-

almost 20 years, it's appalling to see techno-

cies from the music program. The CopyCode

logical advancements like the Compact Disc

scanner chip which would be required in

be forced to take steps backward because of

Digital Audio 'Pape recorders detects that some

stupid fears over DAT copies being made.
"If you would take time to realize that those

of the music has been deleted and will then
stop the recording process on the DAT machine

who are going to pirate the CD format will do
so anyway regardless of what encoding 'chip'

be removed in the encoding process to allow

you install. It is my understanding that this encoding process will cause asonic degradation

the CopyCode scanner chip to operate is centered around 3.8kHz. Some musical tones in

Stereophile, October 1987

The band of audio frequencies which must

9

this frequency band include the notes B, G, E,

gust 3rd. This will impose aone-year ban on

B-flat, F-sharp, and D-sharp. These notes are

the sale of DAT recorders lacking the yet- to-

not in some inaudible region, but are in the

be developed CopyCode chip, even though the

middle of the audio spectrum.

National Bureau of Standards, at the time of

The first public audition of the CBS Copy-

the vote, was nowhere near any kind of ap-

Code system in New York City to asection

praisal of whether the CBS CopyCode notch

meeting of the Audio Engineering Society pro-

audibly affected the music It goes to show the
kind of haste politicians adopt when their lobbyists have big money at stake. Fortunately,

duced unanimous agreement that CopyCodeencoded music sounds different from the
original non-encoded music source.
It is proposed that in order to prohibit record-

an amendment to the bill allows for the suspension of the ban if "The Secretary of Com-

ings on DAT machines, record companies

merce later finds the anti-taping system to

must use CBS CopyCode encoding on all

cause audible distortion." It seems crazy to

music released commercially. This will affect
everyone who listens to music and grossly
overshoots the targeted DAT recorders. This
will also insure that DAT recorders will fail in

me that, when the record industry loses millions to professional counterfeiters, who often
master their illegal records from atape of an

the marketplace and deny the public asignifi-

Le they should be more concerned with deliberately spoiling their highest-quality product

cant advancement in audio technology. The

to prevent taping in the home, an activity

public ends up with adulterated music and no
DAT recorders.

always borders on the legal.

which, as pointed out by Mr Davis, nearly
—JA

The CBS CopyCode system is useless on all
other types of recording systems, including

Wrong identity

compact cassettes, Hi -Fi VCRs, and open-reel

Editor:

tape recorders. The public has been using

Iwould like to point out an error in Martin

recording devices since their invention. The
Supreme Court has already ruled that the

Colloms' report from the Summer CES in
Vol.10 No.5. The loudspeaker he described on
p.79 as "promising," with a"well-balanced
tonal presentation" and attributed to New York
Audio Labs, is in fact designed and manufac-

public may use video tape recorders for personal use.
The original intention of acopyguard system
is to prohibit direct digital-to-digital copies of
copyrighted music between digital outputs of
compact disc players and digital inputs to DAT
recorders. The CBS CopyCode system is not

tured by New York Acoustics. It is our Nova 1
model, priced at 31195/pair. To avoid such
confusion in the future, the brand will be

required to prohibit this activity. The digital

known as Virtual Image Research. Full details
can be obtained from the Virtual Image Re-

words containing the music have unused space

search division of New York Acoustics, 167

in which to insert acode which will prohibit

Sawmill River Road, Yonkers, NY 10701. Tel:

digital-to-digital transfers. These digital codes
have absolutely no effect on the musical pro-

(914) 476-4900.

WI Kratzman

New York Acoustics, Yonkers, NY

gram. Prototype DAT recorders tested in this
country already have this feature in their
design.
CopyCode encoded music can never be
restored to its original condition.
It is wrong to intentionally destroy some in-

We apologize to New York Acoustics, and
would like also to correct another error in our
CES coverage. We stated on p. 71 of 14,110 Na 5
that amplifier manufacturers B&K were dem-

formation on all music to protect it from DAT

onstrating their products with Vandersteen
2C loudspeakers. They point out, however,

recorder technology.
With most serious urgency,

producing the good sound on which we re-

that it was Merlin 3B+ loudspeakers that were

Gregory G. Davis

ported.

—

JA

Danbury, CT

Wrong orchestra
Things look black on the CopyCode front as

Editor:

the House Energy and Commerce subcommittee voted in favor of the HR 1384 bill on Au-

ears. On p.85 of Vol.10 NOES, he states, "Ber-

10

Ithink you should fine-tune Lewis Lipnick's
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The affordable
new hybrid
from Audio Research

It's no secret that the Audio
Research SP11 hybrid preamplifier
has secured its reputation in esoteric
music systems around the world.
Now, Audio Research introduces
some of the SP11's acclaimed hybrid
technology in asimpler, less costly
format.
The new SP9 hybrid preamplifier
combines the essential controls and
pure musicality listeners want most,
with the robust construction Audio
Research is noted for. Using just two
6DJ8 vacuum tubes and proprietary
FET-based circuitry, the SP9 provides
more than enough gain (66 dB) for
popular moderate-to-high output
moving coil phono cartridges (loading
may be set internally). High-level
circuits have been optimized for
overload-proof reproduction from
compact discs. Two tape inputs /
outputs, plus automatic /manual
muting, add convenience and
protection.
HIGH DEFINITION

MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

With phono noise (IHF weighted)
measuring 72 dB below a1mV input,
the SP9 allows music to bloom
dynamically from anear-silent
background. Staging is broad and
deep, with focus of individual voices
both palpable and rock-steady. In the
end, the new SP9 is true to its
heritage: it sets surprising new
standards of musical accuracy at its
price — and invites comparison with
the most expensive competitors.
Audition the SP9 soon at your
nearest Audio Research dealer.
Abbreviated Specifications
GAIN: Phono, 66 dB (RIAA ± .25dB).
NOISE: Phono, IHF weighted 72 dB below
1mV input.
DISTORTION: < .01% at 2V RMS output
10 Hz to 30 kHz.
DIMENSIONS: 19"W x5.25"H x10.25"D.
26 lbs. shipping weight.

audio research
corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex. 290-583
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Yamaha's redefined HI-BIT stancLard
18-hit/176.4 kHz oversampfing

YamahahasJust redefined
the compact disc.

The new Yamaha CDX-1100U brings awhole
new definition to the term definition.
It does so by simply integrating the most innovative and advanced CD technologies ever. No
doubt exactly what you expect fiom the leader in
digital audio sound repmduction.
But if you think that's all we did to impmve
our new CD player, listen carefully. Because the
CDX-1100U also employs HI-BIT technology no
other manufactturr has even thought of.
Like quadrupling the sampling rate to 176.4
kHz, then combirung it with our exclusive 18-bit

digital filter and 18-bit dual digital-to-analog converters.This unique combination produces waveform resolution accuracy four times greater than
any other CD player on the market today.
What does all this accuracy mean? or starters, amore precise interpretation of the music
that was always on your discs to begin with. A
truer, more realistic soundstage, articulated without sacrificing musical warmth or smoothness.

12

Of course, there are other design features
that put the CDX-1100U at the forefront of CD
performance. Including afloating suspension
system that eliminates vibration-induced signal
modulation, and photo-optical couplings for a
noise-free digital signal transmission.
And there's more than leading-edge technology to the CDX-1100U. There's also leading-edge
convenience. By way of our 44-key wireless
remote that has interactive control compatibilities,
our 4-way repeat play, and our 24-track random
programming that lets you play the music in the
order you want it played.
If you'd like more details on Yamaha's latest
advances in digital technology write
for afree teduucal white paper But nimbi
for the simplest and best explanation --of our technological superiority, slip one of your
compact discs into aCDX-1100U and push "Play"
Then you'll know you've finally heard it all.

=

YAMAHA 1887-1987
Yunaha Elecnanics Cra putatiuii. USA. PO, Bo( 6660. Buena Park. CA 90622
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nard Haitink's CD of Shostakovich's Sym-

$0.08/foot, and Iam impressed, to say the

phony 15 had all the weight and depth of the

least. Inow have cleaner, clearer sound.

Concertgebouw Orchestra and Hall." Did it in-

Richard M. Canon
No address supplied

deed? Please inform Mr. Lipnick that, according to the booklet that came with the CD,
Haitink's Shostakovich 15th was made with the
LPO in London's Kingsway Hall. Mr. Lipnick's
veracity has slipped to the bottom of the or-

Or merely unhelpful?

chestra pit!

Charles Eggert
Rhinebeck, NY

press Ican get my hands on, whether British
or American. (Alas, there is no Australian hi-

Unfortunately, a typo changed "5" to "15;"
the orchestra was the Concertgebouw for Sym-

fi press.) Stereophile and TAS have only become readily available relatively recently, so

phony 5, the actual one heard, but didn't
change correspondingly to the LPO with the

came across Stereophile about two years ago,

typo.

—LL

Editor:
Living in Australia, Iread all of the quality hi-fi

for years the British held sway. When Ifirst
Iwas refreshed by the different approach of
the Americans, and their different sets of bi-

Wrong meaning
Editor:
Asentence was inadvertently garbled in David
Hafler's letter in Vol» No.5. The fourth paragraph on p.27 should have read:
"There were several readers who have questioned the use of adriving amplifier to supply
signal for the SWDT. They mistakenly believed
that the characteristics of the driving amplifier
would affect the results of the test. The primary function of the driving amplifier is to
provide a low-impedance signal at a level
equal to the level desired in the test amplifier.
As long as the drive amplifier supplies awideband, fast-risetime signal, its own distortion
characteristics do not matter. It could be a
noise generator or aspark gap, and the swœ
would still be valid. If the drive amplifier has
distortion, then the test amplifier is being
tested as to its capability to handle adistorted
signal without adding further distortion."
Bob Tacker
The David Hailer Company, Philadelphia, PA

Nonsense?
Editor:
When Ifirst read Alvin Gold's article on solid-

ases, and therefore viewed with interest the advent last year ofJohn Atkinson. While at first
Iwas generally pleased, there have lately been
acouple of things to make me put pen to paper.
Firstly there is the use of English writers. This
is happening to such an extent that Isometimes forget whether I'm reading Stereophile
or HFN/RR, particularly as on occasions the
articles in question have been nearly duplicated in the other journal (eg, Martin Colloms
on planar speakers, Alvin Gold on solid-core
cables, etc.). But at least you don't let Jimmy
Hughes write for you.
While Ifind Ken Kessler very amusing, and
applaud him for almost single-handedly resurrecting valve amplifiers in the UK (and partly
in Australia), Ifind his reviews amazingly
unhelpful and unreliable. Alvin Gold Ifind
merely generally unhelpful. Actually Iwas intrigued by AG's latest espousal of solid-core
cable in Vol.10 No.4, but disappointed that
there has been no attempt to get an aççeçsment
from one of your serious writers such as JGH.
Finally, one thing Ihope disappears very
soon is the wretched advice column.
Richard Lees

core cable in Vol.10 No.4, Idismissed it as

Fullerton, Adelaide, South Australia

nonsense and put the magazine down. A few
days later, however, Iwas trying out an ampli-

But agood issue, nevertheless

fier which hitherto Ihad thought to have an

Editor:

irritating and harsh high end. As Idid not have
long enough cables, 1cut up an old power

Vol.10 No.4? A good issue! Iparticularly enjoyed the "Consultation" section.

cord for use as speaker cable. Iimmediately

TAS arrived the same day. Their use of ini-

heard astrong improvement in high-end clarity.

tials and "to be continued" is annoying. Also

When Iread through what Mr. Gold had
described, it was exactly what Ihad heard!
For the last few weeks Ihave been using 20
feet of 20-gauge solid-copper wire, costing
Stereophile, October 1987

their elite-club tone is bothersome, so:
Stop the two- and three-part reviews.
Clear, when possible; mysteries where necessary.
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"Martin-Logan
makes the
speakers that
Mozart and
Beethoven
s
,
would have
used ... 59

•

...and Iwouldn't think of listening
to any other loudspeaker." LEONARD SLATKIN*

W

hen most audio manufacturers speak of
"technology," it's
usually to discuss the amount
of distortion their product
produces. When MartinLogan uses the term, it's to
expound on the musical experience of listening to a
symphony played through
"Monolith's." Or perhaps a
concerto as rendered by a
pair of "C LS."
It is an experience that transcends cartridges, electronics, and speakerwire. It avoids the anxiety
of slew rate and damping factor. It's an
experience that amazes the world-class
conductor to the extent that he would give
this unqualified endorsement.
The experience is MUSIC. The product
of musicians and Martin-Logan's "technology."
A New Standard of Design
When Martin-Logan employs the term
"technology," it's to amplify aphilosophy
of electrostatic loudspeaker design. A
design far beyond the capabilities of any
other speaker company.
*Mr. Slatkin is the conductor of the St. Louis Symphony.

It's adesign that employs
electrostatic diaphrams whose
mass is so light, it equals that
of acubic inch of air. Adesign
so advanced that it is both
acoustically AND physically
transparent. Adesign so revolutionary that its only requirements are better than average
quality amplification and an
unremitting zeal for musical
performance.
A New Standard of
Performance
Mr. Slatkin also stated,
"The Martin-Logans are extraordinary
speakers that decisively establish new
standards of loudspeaker performance."
The creation of which was more than the
handiwork of technocrats.
We invite you to experience their musical
technology personally at your authorized
Martin-Logan dealer.
Martin-Logan, Ltd.
The Electrostatic Loudspeaker
Technology Company
P.O. Box 741, 2001 Delaware
Lawrence, Kansas 66046
(913) 749-0133

Graphs: When helpful.

acted as apositive element, it chose to create

More American equipment reviewed in Amer-

avacuum into which other interests were able

ica, please. The impact of English models or

to step to assume control. Now, when it is too
late, the press can only protest and view with

of 50Hz 240V electricity is unknown.
Bob Perl

alarm. It's too late, fellows. The parade has

Lubbock, TX

passed. Where were you when we needed you?
Another characteristic that Ithink harms the

Editor:
In over 60 years of listening to and reading

field is the extreme good-guys/bad-guys pos-

about recordings, Ican only recall two devel-

publication praises Amplifier A and damns

Progress?

ture of some publications. Whenever one

opments (the variable-pitch groove and the

Amplifier B for characteristics which only it

hot-stylus cutting technique) that were not

can hear, but another publication praises Band
damns A on the same bases, neither is right.

damned by some critic somewhere I'm talking
about such things as the flat disc, the lateralcut groove, electrical recording, the pre-LP
vinyl disc the long-playing record, the use of

winning the Golden-Ears award than in ad-

magnetic tape to make master recordings, sur-

ation on minuscule differences between com-

round sound, transistors, digital recording, the

ponents, with intemperate damning of those
malefactors who dare to produce second-best

CD, and all the rest of those things that I'll
remember as soon as Iseal the envelope. Each
was judged to be detrimental to sound record-

It seems to me that each is more interested in
vancing the art of reproduced music. This fix-

components, is an obvious disservice to the
field. Ithink it's impossible to differentiate to

ing, which explains why the records we listen

that extent between components that have

to today are so inferior to those we heard back

reached such adegree of excellence. Ithink

in the 1920s and '30s.

that it is lying to the reader to claim that you
can. Even if it were possible, it wouldn't matter,

Hey, it may not make sense, but the logic is
flawless: if each new development is astep
backward, then—logically—sound recording

since—once that point of excellence is reached
—there are other important factors (availability,

has to get progressively worse. So, either the

reliability, other components in the chain, et

sound today is abysmal, or developments such
as Ihave cited above were not detrimental.

al). Such intemperate damning drives potential

My opinion is that the second conclusion
is true Some new developments may be bummers (I am told this is true in the case of Dynagroove). Many of the others had initial flaws—
harsh sound, poor bass, mushy highs, pumping, whatever. But once those flaws were

listeners away from the field for fear that they
will make ahorrible mistake. It is the function
of the press to try to encourage the production
of good products rather than punish those
who are guilty of producing second-rate products or are personally unlikeable. Honorable

worked out, many of the developments were

failures are to be respected.
There should be more light and less heat. All

real advances. My feeling is that the hi-fi press
would have better served the art of sound

stand back now and then and ask, "what is our

publications (including Stereopbile) need to

reproduction by citing the flaws and doing

function and how can we best perform it?" Let

whatever it could to help work them out, than

us not unquestioningly accept every new de-

by digging trenches and taking an immediate

velopment that surfaces, but let us not rush to
damn it either. Let's praise good work and en-

antagonistic stance.
But, if it comes out almost right in the end,
does it make adifference? Yes. Let's take sur-

courage it to be better, not consign to Hell

round (or, as Iprefer, "ambient") sound as the

mit ourselves to make our own opinions clear

example. Right now the hi-fi press is alarmed

and to persuade others to share them, but not

that the manufacturers are standardizing an in-

demand that everyone share them or else!
Paul A. Alter

ferior format for surround-sound reproduc-

those who, in our opinion, fall short. Let's per-

tion. If that is true, it is greatly the fault of that
same press. When the press took amilitant

Hyattsville, MD

anti-surround posture, or looked the other

Hearers and hear -nots

way until the dust settled, the press lost its

Editor:

leadership role. Where the press might have

For many years Ihave followed the antics of
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"It is
clearly superior
to past a
fiers in the low- to
mid-priced r e not to mention
most amplifie
oto three times
its price- that I
unhesitatingly
recommend i
even the most
demanding
system!'
Anthony Cordesman
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Apcom
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the hearers and the hear-nots. It seems that
they have always been with us. 30 years ago,

mission of the sage.

when J. Gordon Holt was answering readers'

gineers and musicians included, do not hear
differences in the blind A/B tests, likely because they do not hear differences that they

technical questions for High Fidelity, there
were some profound differences to be found

My point is simply this: Most people, en-

between components. Indeed, the entire hi-fi
industry depended on the ability of the sages
to educate the public as to what could be ac-

consider significant. The Boston Symphony
will sound different in adifferent hall, playing

complished by ajudicious choice of equipment. Performance differences between, say,

conductor. This does not invalidate the per-

aFisher and aMarantz amplifier (both respected
names at that time), were plainly audible to a
person who had taken the time to become
familiar with the equipment.

the same piece, using the same musicians and
formance.
Apompous review of a$5000 class-A power
amplifier, or a$50/ft. piece of wire, where the
most obscure of subtleties, if indeed present,
are classed as dramatic, is less than forthright.

If there was the usual Hi -Fi Salon type of

What should be an informative report more

A/B facility available, the sage could, with alit-

often becomes an opportunity for the reviewer

tle time, educate the customer to the differ-

to display his jaundice, and roll forth in all

ences and hopefully: 1) make asale; 2) make
afriend and admirer of acustomer; 3) gratify

manner of profound, subjective prolixity.

his pride and ego, for his demonstrated golden
ears. If the decision were to be between, say,

design work, it has become apparent to me

aMarantz and aMcIntosh, there was agreater

level can explain almost every case of perceived difference or "superiority." Gordon

challenge: the sage was forced to call upon his
perception of the supplicant's prejudices, as
well as whatever less obvious sonic difference
may have been present. It helped at times to

After over 25 years of audio and acoustical
that very slight changes in spectral balance or

Holt's call for long-term ABX testing would be
interesting, and Ihope informative. Idoubt if
it would satisfy the sages, who have always

call the subtle differences "marked" or "dra-

needed the students to keep their egos prop-

matic." Thus, when the student finally came

erly propped up.

could not do at the outset of the lesson, he
could feel he had graduated into the upper

Jim Fullmer
Sandy, UT

to identify the difference, which he likely

The wrong end of the stick?

class of those golden -est of ears who could,

Editor:

indeed, tell between aMcIntosh and aMarantz.
To imply that there has been no progress

As arecent subscriber, Ican't help wondering
if Stereophile hasn't got hold of the wrong end

since those times is, of course, fallacious. We

of the stick in its present approach to the sub-

no longer are dependent upon the performance of the output transformer, which was
certainly the major factor in the personality of

the starting point for satisfying results must be

apower amplifier. Program material, with the
advent of agood CD, can be almost beyond

ject of quality home music reproduction. Surely
good program material and, at least as far as
classical music recording is concerned, we
have experienced what Iand many others, in-

question, technically. The particular judgments

cluding recognized music critics, regard as

made by the artists and recording engineers
can be an issue, but such is art. Loudspeakers
alone (and possibly cartridges) are still subject

steady deterioration in microphone technique

to fairly gross personality signatures, which

ference if amplifier A is slightly "sweeter" or
"cleaner" than amplifier B?

can be easily heard.
In the meantime, it appears that the sage has

and recording "production" over asustained
period of time. Does it then make much dif-

In my experience, the most important "com-

retreated to higher ground. Those who must

ponent" in hi-fi is the record, tape, or broad-

have their egos assuaged by owning a$20,000

cast. Allowing for arange of, and changes in,

music system are far and few, but still need to

preferences concerning microphone place-

be reassured that subtle "inner voices," which

ment, recorded perspective, dynamics, etc.,
aclearly stated universal objective that seems

may require "several days" to manifest themselves, are "dramatic." Supplying such assurances and hyperbole seems to be the present
Stereophile, October 1987
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Rebirth of the Analog Record
Introducing the New, Sonically Incredible
Alpha Genesis I000'
Moving Coil Cartridge from MonsterCable'

Analog or Digital? Compact Disc or LP?
After you've heard the remarkable sound of the
new Alpha Genesis 1000, there's no contest. Analog
records win.

Rediscover your favorite recordings.
In this age of digital, advancements in analog record
reproduction don't come easily. That's why we proudly
invite you to hear our latest creation, the Genesis 10(X).
It's sonic capabilities are asignificant contribution to
the state-of the-art in analog record reproduction.
The Genesis 10(Xfs incredible sound brings asense
of immediacy and excitement to the music. Experience
arenewed liveness, naturalness, and 3dimensionality
from all of your records, heretofore unobtainable from
any cartridge. Moving coil or moving magnet.

New technologies in cartridge design.
An all out design by llisoyoshi Nakatsuka (designer of
the other Alpha Series), the Genesis 10(X) is the
ultimate realizations of his 20 years cartridge design.
Using a new coil design allows both channels to
maintain absolute accuracy in frequency response and
phase for unprecedented depth and soundstage. Anew
"MicroRidge 2" stylus tip is the smallest ever produced
for lowest noise and least distortion. Anew cantilever
technology made with adiamond sputtered carbon
deposited over boron adds stiffness, without typical
mechanical resonances. A new natural dampening
material that's smooth and linear in response, does not
deteriorate with time. And that's just the beginning.
Experience the Alpha Genesis in your sound
system and rediscover adawn of a new era in anal, ,j.;
record reproduction.

MONSTER CRBLE*
101 Townsend St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 777-1355

original Quad ESL. Recordings made with

cellent, but please, let's have more CD reviews

these aims in view even today appear to give

—and not only classical, but rock, pop, and
jazz as well. There are excellent recordings in
these fields too.

the greatest satisfaction to people who attend
concerts regularly (and are not obliged to sit
in the very front rows). Unfortunately, the

The adage, "Garbage in. .. garbage out"

number of recordings now available that meet

rings as true in audio as it does in the computer

these criteria to any degree at all is rapidly

field. No matter how good your system is (I

shrinking. Iwonder what Stereophile's posi-

have Mark Levinson electronics, Quad speakers, Denon CD player, and Oracle turntable),

tion is on this crucial concern—on which,
ultimately, the magazine's own future must
hinge?

it won't sound great unless the source material
is great—so let's see more high-quality record

Given that Stereophile's focus is primarily

and CD reviews. There are alot of mediocre

on the equipment side, rather than program—

CDs out there and very few high-quality, well-

and I'd just as soon have no record reviews as

performed and recorded CDs, so please give
us guidance.
Mitchell Schubert

ones fairly devoid of informed musical judgment—I can't help feeling that despite enor-

Richmond, VA

mous expenditures of time, effort, and money
by designers and manufacturers of all kinds of

This issue sees the start of Stereophile's ex-

stereo apparatus over the last three decades,

panded record review section. We hope that

little if any real progress had been made for

it meets the needs of Mr Paradis and Mr

those who, like myself, are interested mainly
in reproducing classical recordings in ways

Schubert.

that replicate, to areasonable degree, the ex-

A matter of satisfaction

perience of aperformance heard from agood

Editor:

seat in Carnegie Hall, etc, taking the limitations

Since becoming areader of Stereopbile three

of the typical domestic surround into account.
Lest this assertion be doubted, Ichallenge

years ago, Ihave replaced 80% of my system
with recommended components, learned about

anyone to produce better results, by these

room acoustics, placement, etc But, most important, I've learned to listen to what Iam

criteria, than those 1continue to obtain from
astereo rig elements of which are as much as

hearing. My problem seems that I've become

30 years old! (Quad ESL, 44/303 amplifier, FM

critical of my music. If it isn't my system, it's

tuner, Linn turntable, SME -III tonearm, Shure
V15 V MR cartridge.) Other components have,

the placement of the speakers, or the recording itself. This has taken away some of the joy

of course, been tried over the years, and while
Quad ESL-63, Sound Lab, and Fried speakers

of listening to music, although Ido continue
to search (and read Stereopbile) for better

have been admired, various "high-end" ampli-

sound. This is not aproblem since it is ahobby,

fiers and control units listened to with interest
(and, sometimes, with dismay at obvious distortions Ithink Stereopbile is not forthright
enough in identifying), and moving-coil pick-

but will it ever end? Am Idestined to spend
thousands of dollars and yet not be satisfied?
It is somewhat like being married: you love

bination has yet yielded the same degree of

your wife, but don't like everything you hear
from her.
Jeffrey Gabrielse
Sheboygan, WI

long-term satisfaction as the basic arrangement
just mentioned, in which the primary disting-

PS: How about arecommended systems guide?
You often mention how a speaker system

ups heard in suitable tonearms, no other com-

uishing factor is the uncanny sense—with the

works well with this or that. Choose some

best source—of actually being present, with

budget or "Cheapskate" systems.

the performers, in the concert hall, recital
room, or opera house.

Steven Paradis
New York, NY

We're sorry, it may never end. On the other
band, you may have agreat time in the not

Garbage in and out

ending! Everyone must find a way to isolate
their critical faculty (which can depend on

Editor:

finding equipment that sidesteps your critical

Iam aloyal subscriber to Stereopbile. Your

faculty and goes right to your emotional

equipment reviews and special articles are ex-

centers) in order to enjoy tbe music But one
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@ 1987 Museatex

The Meitner CD 3is the true
audiophile compact disc player.
Full potential of the digital
medium has been realized.
A Total System Approach:
Meitner Preamplifiers, Amplifiers,
Power Sources, Turntable and Tone Arm;
Museatex Accessories.
Museatex Audio Inc. (514) 333-666/

MUSEATEX

thing is very important: no matter bow well-

receive. Your recommendations have too sig-

reviewed or recommended a component, if
you find that your musical enjoyment goes

nificant an impact on consumer choices for
you to ignore this situation.

down when it is used in your system, then
something somewhere, is wrong.

Oliver Costich
Arlington, VA

The recommended systems idea often comes
up, with much opinion pro and con. The cons
don't come out until we publish such aguide

It is aproblem keeping up with the constant

(we did back in Volume 4), but consist of
complaints that "I don't want to change ev-

change component suppliers, subcontractors,
and even designs. As Mr Costich states, it

modifications tbat occur as manufacturers

erything Iown; please tell me with what to

would be impossible to "police" the industry,

replace just my Morpbonic turntable, Mori-

but our "Recommended Components"feature
(to be updated in Vol.10 No.8) does take ac-

bund-2 speaker system, and Magnophluxus
cartridge—so they perfectly complement my
Proboscis 4a preamp and 5d amplifier when
used with Propbundus cabling." We would
welcome further comment

—LA

A matter of consistency

count of what we have experienced, resulting
in aproduct being up- or downgraded, or
even dropped from the listing.
Comments such as Mr Costicb's, though,
supply powerful incentive to check out ongoing production of particular products; other

Editor:

readers should feel encouraged to do the

Having auditioned numerous preamps in my

same Anytime we suspect aproduct of having
been tweaked, or of being different in produc-

own system—very revealing and not a"Cheapskate" setup—I hear nothing like the sound

tion than as tested, we will either borrow or

reported in Stereopbile. The differences are far
too great to be explained by sample-to-sample

buy additional samples.

variation. Ido not doubt that each reviewer
calls 'ern as he sees 'em, but these discrepan-

Why no personal service?

cies lead to some important questions: What

Editor:

is the source of these review samples? Are they

As asubscriber to Stereopbile, the statement

production models? Have they been tweaked
or modified in any way? How does the re-

about not being able to answer letters per-

viewer know that the unit is not a"ringer?"
Even if the tested unit is "stock," what assur-

you print at the head of the "Letters" section
sonally, because of the cost or time involved,
really amazes me.

ance does the reader have that future produc-

This is one of the reasons Iread the magazine:

tion units have the same sonic performance as

to keep in touch with what is going on in the

the test unit?
The last question Ibelieve to be especially

audio world and to get in touch with manufac-

important. Manufacturers do change designs
and component suppliers for a variety of
reasons. For example, PS Audio has added protection circuitry to the 200C amp, and Adcom
has changed suppliers for many components
in the GFA-555 amp. Do these changes affect
the sound? The manufacturers say no, but a

turers that have units Iam interested in.
Since you can't answer letters, how is one
to get answers to specific questions relating to
articles in the magazine?
Idon't buy the magazine just to read words.
There has to be an exchange of information for
it to be useful to the reader.
Anthony Mattina

very large number of careful listeners with

Staten Island, NY

whom Icorrespond (including several dealers)
disagree.

JGH and Iwould like to have the time to be

Iknow that Stereopbile cannot police the
manufacturers and reevaluate every model
variation. However, Ifeel that you could do a

able to answer personally all the mail that the

better job of reporting changes made to com-

every month is more than afull-time job for
both of us, and though we sometimes are able

ponents that you have placed on your list of

magazine receives, but it just isn't possible.
Getting Stereophile to the printers on time

recommended components and emphasize

to respond to letters, we cannot make any

that buyers audition the actual unit they would

promises. Letters asking for technical advice
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MONITOR
AUDIO

ith discerning appreciation for :he
_
rience of good listening, music lovers in
18 countries have demanded Monitor Audio
loudspeakers for excellence in engineering
and esthetics in sound and form
Monitor Audio has earned its enviable
: reputation as one of the world's premier
, creators of audio loudspeakers with accolades
such as the 1987 Loudspeaker of the Year
: Award.'
' Manufactured in England and designed to
- reproduce the stunning reality of compact
• disc and digital recordings, Monitor
Audio loudspeakers employ the world's most
., advanced metaldome tweeter technology
matched to closely toleranced components.
Cabinets are finished in the finest realwood veneers. among them meogany oak.
walnut, rosewood, teak and the uniquely
stunning Kenya Black
"Best Buy" — recommendations show
Monitor Audio to have the added virtue of
value for money.
Audition the entire line for its breathtaking
accuracy. wide dynamic range and
Iv unparalleled clarity
peaking volumes for an auc:opnile s
pride of possession since 1972 Monitor
Audio loudspeakers are asuperior
sound system's voice.
•Model R352. 'best loudspeaker
What Hi-Fi' Awards 1987
" Hi -Fi Choice 1986/87
"Best Buy" Awarr.!≤

V
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS, PLEASE CONTACT

IÇÉVRO

ELECTRONICS INC.

In Canada: 1755 Plummer Street, Unit 20,
Pickering Ontario L1W 3S1 Tel (416)831-4741
In U.S.A.: PO. Box #1355 Buffalo NY14205 Tel (416)831 4741

will often be answered in the "Consultation"

sentence in the current article that reads,

section (but with an inevitable delay), while

"Where deletions are made, we strive might-

letters of general interest, making points that
need to be aired, stand agood chance of appearing in "Letters." Iam sorry that we can

ily to give reasons (there always are reasons)."
At this point, Ineither know why the mod-

not offer more than that.

Why no Cheapskate update?

no longer is.
As asubscriber, Isubscribe to, and read,
your magazine to acquire knowledge. In this

Editor:

case little knowledge has been transferred.

—JA

ified preamp was recommended, nor why it

Please do abadly needed update by Sam

Further, the situation is left open to idle and

on his "Cheapskate"-style recommended com-

slanderous speculation, just the sort of thing

ponents. His last one was Vol.8 No.8, p.52,

the high end breeds, and that Isubscribe to
Stereopbile to avoid.

almost three years ago. Or at least a"low end
of the high end," such as the summary by AHC
acouple of years ago. It's long overdue, and
many of the components they recommended
back in '84 and '85 have been discontinued or
superseded. It also certainly would be useful
and helpful if you would make available an upto-date "Synopsis" or index of your reviews
and articles.

Michael P. Avery
Austin, TX
In the case of manufacturers with whom we
have a very limited relationship (to the best
of my knowledge we have received only one
product ever from Van Alstine for review), it

Ronald Lias

is possible for products to slip through the

Denver, Colorado

cracks. With the modified PAS-3X, Ishipped

Why no Van Mstine?
Editor:

my personal (and venerable) PAS-3X to Van
Alstine, who returned it promptly in afew
weeks. Igave it to one of our "pre-reviewers"

In the foreword to the "Recommended Com-

(people with discriminating ears and good

ponents" article in Vol.10 No.3 you state, "We

systems, but possessed of limitedjournalistic

recommend that any product's entire review
be read before purchase is seriously contem-

talent), and put the entry in "Recommended

plated; many salient characteristics, peculiarities, and caveats appear in reviews but not

Components" based on bis preview. Some
months later Isent the unit to SWW, but before he got achance to review the component

here." However, there is at least one compo-

(and be was notably slow in his response)

nent where your normal procedures have
broken down, leaving me unable to follow

Van Alstine called to request it back for a
more recent version of the update. It was

your advice.
A few years back Ipicked up a Dynaco

returned to Van Alstine, but at the present

PAS-3X at agarage sale, mostly for use as a
backup in case my main system became in-

time Ihaven't been able to track its whereabouts.
In his newsletter Van Alstine bas alleged

operative. Since then the preamp has spent
most of its life in my garage. When my receiver

that the lack of areview in Stereophile comes
from his being anon-advertiser As anyone

started to act up, Ibegan to use the PAS-3X and

can see perusing our pages, we review—pos-

then to appreciate its virtues. Later Inoticed
that the preamp is on the recommended com-

ducts of advertisers and non-advertisers

ponents list. Ialso noticed that the Frank Van
Alstine-modified PAS-3X was recommended

itively or negatively, as they deserve—the proalike. Rather in this case the problem is sloth,

over the stock PAS-3X. The modified preamp

inattention, and (on the part of our reviewers)
a certain lack of enthusiasm. It should be

had not been reviewed, but a review was
promised.

known that Van Alstine is out only two UPS
charges and the cost of his modification

In Vol.10 No.3, Inoticed that the Van Alstine
modified PAS-3X was no longer recommended.

(which Isuspect is minimal). Iam out my
PAS-3X, though Isuspect its whereabouts will
be discovered one day. }bu, the readers, have

It seems odd that the modified preamp was
never reviewed, and that there was no explanation as to why it was dropped from the
recommended components list, despite the
Stereophile, October 1987

suffered the most, for you are out the information you deserve. This is asituation Iwill
address immediately; you will have your
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DIVA
The Next Step

APOGEE ACOUSTICS
35 York Ave.
Randolph, MA 02368
(617) 963-0124
Telex 928121
APOGEE RAND.

Audition this acclaimed
loudspeaker at your nearest
high end dealer and at the
New York City HiFi Show—
Central Suite on the
mezzanine.
FIPOGEE FICOUSTICS, INC.

review of the Van Alstine-modified PAS-3X

of some of these speakers.

(though Iwould have appreciated an enquir-

Thomas Hughes
Waymart, PA

ing pbone call from VA before be launched
into aslander of this magazine).
—LA

Regarding the non-appearance of the VMPS
Super Tower II AIR in "Recommended Com-

Why no VMPS?
Editor:
I'm curious why some speaker systems that
you have reviewed do not make your recommendation list after they got agreat review.
For example, in AHC's review of the VMPS

ponents," the fact that aproduct gets afavorable review is not the only evidence we take
into account when deciding whether to include
it or not in our listing. Often, we try to get
judgments from other members of the review

Supertower II A/R in Vol.9 No.3, he stated that

team, sometimes based on dealer samples,

they have the best bass of any speakers and any
subwoofers at any price. The main reference

and in the case of the VMPS, which, as Mr

speaker for this review was the Infinity RS-

speaker; we wanted more data before making

lb, which is about five times as expensive as
the VMPS. He also stated that the top end is

afinal decision. As Brian Cheney of VMPS is

coherent, but not as good as you have heard.

speaker designers around, we take the omission
seriously and will do our best to obtain a

Let's see, the VMPS has the best bass of any
speaker system, the top end is good but not
exceptional, the speaker is every bit digital-

Hughes points out, is a very expensive loud-

undoubtedly one of the more talented loud-

review sample here in Santa Fe, to further inform ourselves.

—JA

ready and abig savings compared with the
reference speaker that you used. With such
high marks and somewhat reasonable price,

The Analog Addict awakens

this speaker should have at least ahigh "C"
rating, maybe because of its huge size. The

The Analog Addict has awakened. Thank you

Editor:
so much for my latest issue of Stereopbile

same article stated that the lower VMPS models

(Vol.10 No.4). While it is not quite 24 hours

(Supertower and Tower) are alot smaller, could

old, Ihave read with interest the letters to the
Editor regarding CD and LP as viable media.

easily fit into small-to-medium-sized listening
rooms, and sound better than the Supertower

As acontented subscriber to Stereopbile for

Il A/Rs in rooms of this size. So now you have

several years, and an avid reader for many

the smaller VMPS speakers that still have the

more, Ihave watched the debate unfold.

best bass, exceptional highs, and amore reason-

To me, compact disc as amusical source

able price. Again these speakers did not make
your list, not even asmall mention. Why?

material has some fine, very practical points

Robert Jammer
Milwaukee, WI
Again, why no VMPS?
Editor:
I've subscribed to your magazine for alittle

in its favor that make it an attractive playback
medium for the "average" consumer. It can be
instantly pointed out, and is probably unarguable, that the CD enjoys asilent surface against
which music clearly sounds clean. There is a
wonderful convenience in being able to sit and
listen to your favorite album without the need

more than ayear now, and so far have only one

to turn the disc over halfway into your listen-

question to ask. Ihope you can answer it as

ing. Further, it has been made asimple process

honestly and completely as you do other
readers' letters.

sired cuts or program the order in which one

My question is in regard to the loudspeaker

with most players to easily cancel any unde-

section of your recommended components

would like to hear aspecific album sequenced.
In my opinion, it is features and conveniences

list. Why is the VMPS II A/R not included

such as these, in addition to avaluable and

anywhere in any class? Admittedly, it is somewhat expensive at $3200 to $3400 assembled,
though much less in kit form. Even if you consider the $3400 price, it is comparably priced

acceptable sound quality, that make the compact disc of more than passing interest to the
mass-consumer, music-buying public.

to many of your recommended speakers in

This may be the most significant point,
though—the average "mass-consumer, music-

Class B, and with some of the same qualities

buying public" For an individual with atypical
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With aworldwide reputation for sonic excellence, the new
Luxman Receivers also deliver more power than ever before.
For over 60 years, Luxman
audio components have been
internationally recognized
for their superb sonic quality.
However, the recent
introduction of compact discs
with wide dynamics and highaccuracy loudspeakers with low

impedance ratings has created a
need for receivers with "real"
output power.
With the tremendous dynamic
power of the new Luxman
receivers, our reputation for
"(7timate Fidelity" is likely to
change to "I 7timate Power."

LUXMAN
AI
)ivision of.Alpine Electronics of America. Inc. 12131 326-810/

Sansui, Fisher, Pioneer, Sound Design, etc.,

analog LP is on the horizon. The reason for

rack-mount system (no offense is intended

this imminent downfall will be based on eco-

here in any way) and an associated "record
player" with any one of amyriad of cartridges

nomic considerations: the numbers game, as

available, the addition of acompact disc player

it is often called. A high percentage of the
music-buying public will gravitate toward, and

will bring about wet pants. My observation
here is that this socioeconomic music-consumer group has to be, by all rights, the record

sales; perhaps because they are unable to
afford the level of analog playback equipment

be absorbed by, the trend toward compact disc

company's target market and first priority. I

necessary to experience the performance de-

read of some study in the last few years, per-

scribed, or because that level of performance
just isn't, to them, aprerequisite for musical

haps during the fervor over the release of
Michael Jackson's Thriller album, that some
70% of the record-buying public is between

enjoyment. Iam often reminded by my wife

13 and 23 years of age. It's doubtful that this

audiophiles, that beyond a certain degree,

(God love her), and other like-minded non-

group owns Goldmunds, SOTAs, and Oracles.

improvements in my own system are imper-

However—and the Analog Addict is on a
roll here—I recently had the good fortune to

ceptible to others.
Ifear that it is amatter of more of these

be able to acquire an exceptionally high-qual-

"other" people populating the world and buy-

ity turntable front-end combination which,

ing CD-recorded music that will rivet the

for me, unequivocally put the debate to rest.

attention of the record companies on their

Given the opportunity to accurately and pre-

needs, which will slowly reduce LP sales to a

cisely extract exacting information geometrically from the groove walls of awell-engi-

non-profitable level, hence out of the marketplace.

neered vinyl LP can quickly recompose one's

Iforesee small independent record labels

psychic life center; provided, obviously, that

continuing to flourish and feed the cravings

the remainder of the components in the Audio-

of afew, but by and large volume sales in the

phile system are able to transmit that level of

record stores will ultimately decide which

quality to the auditory senses of the delirious

medium survives. Let those of us who remain

listener.
Have Iinstantaneously become aconfirmed

faithful to the analog persuasion hope (against
hope) that it will be vinyl.

believer? You bet. Why? Because the presence,

No doubt the debate will continue to air for

breadth, detail, depth, ambience, focus, imag-

some time; however, in the meantime, Ishall

ing, timbre, balance, and sheer musical enjoy-

continue to market my Analog Addict T-shirts

ment are clearly unbounded.
Ihave been so sincerely pleased with my

and hope for the friendly support of Stereopbile and its readership.

rejuvenating listening time that, as afull-time
professional photographer and amateur graphic

Bill Reckert, the Analog Addict
Sterling, VA

artist, Ifelt compelled to create adesign that
can impart my enthusiasm to others. This is
what Ihave come to call the Analog Addict.
It is a major, black, eloquently controlled

Dull Mono?

graphic, 9-inch circular disc with the intricate

Though George Martin deserves endless thanks

inlay of atreble clef sign vertically inscribed
in its center, rimmed and skewed with two

for his original contributions to the classic

black arches to symbolize record grooves, and
the words 'Analog Addict."

me for his latest formalistic decision to keep

Editor:
The first four Beatles CDs are in dull mono!

Beatles recordings, he gets no accolades from

Good fortune and positive feedback from

these recordings mono. Compare the old Something New album and see if you do not agree:

my audiophile friends and acquaintances led
me to silk-screen the design on high-quality

the stereo versions have more presence (especially on headphones), save for the inherent

T-shirts for distribution. A poster is also in the

limitations of the analog discs of the time (eg

planning which will have this marvelous and

almost unbearable compression).

highly visual design at its center.
Alas, regrettably Ifear all good things will

Further, Ihope Parlophone/Capitol has the
good sense to release on disc all of the miss-

come to an end. Likely, the demise of the vinyl

ing songs without repeating songs from prior
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At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Hotel has arrived With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices. Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth.
At Hotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights. Instead, they concentrate on audible performance.
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As aresult,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually
plays louder and sounds better than many with 100-watt
specs -and 100-watt prices.
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Hotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel components rave reviews.
For reprints of these reviews, and abrochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Hotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, PO. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240
Or call us at (4161297-0599.
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High performance. Down to earth
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discs. No "Greatest Hits" disc is necessary for

them. This tuner now sounds 300% better

the Beatles. Examples of "missing" songs are:

than the day Ibought it. Iwant your readers
to know what atruly fine company NAD is; it
just goes to show that they really stand behind
their products, something which instills alot

"I Want to Hold Your Hand," "Long 'Pall Sally,"
"I Call Your Name," "I'll Get You," "She Loves
You," "Slow Down," "Matchbox," "Let it Be"
(the single), "You Know My Name (Look Up
the Number)," and "Hey Jude." Ihope that

of confidence in the consumer for the overall
reliability of their products

they learn from past mistakes and formulate

Robert S. Matthews

asensible compilation of the Beatles catalog.
Brian Graifman
New York, NY

Springfield, VA
PS: I'm really glad Iswitched over to your
magazine. Idiscontinued my subscription to

The Good News #1

in the sky. Ienjoy your magazine because you

Editor:

review equipment (bat is affordable to the
average person. Also, you point out equip-

The Absolute Sound because their heads are

Sincere thanks must go to the Kinergetics Co
After owning one of their amplifiers and
having problems with it for over ayear of the

ment that has good value for the amount of
dollars spent. Keep up the good work.

year-and-a-half Iowned it, anew KBA-200
was shipped as areplacement!
Personal thanks to Tony DiChiro for the new
amp. The unit works fine, and the updates
make apleasant difference in the midrange and
treble over the original unit. My faith in highend audio has been restored.

Errors?
Editor:
Vol.10 No.4 was one of the best ever, with a
nice variety of hardware reviews and some
stimulating musico-aesthetic dissertations. But

Doug West

there were two errors in the "Consultation"

LLwonia, HI

section.

The Good News #2

JA's statement that any attempt to equalize
is doomed to failure, because the boost affects

Editor:

both the direct and reflected sounds, is incorrect.

Just wanted to pass on to you and some of

Under steady-state conditions (which is

your readers (if you wish to print it) agood

how most equalization is performed), the net

news story! Ibought an NAD Model 4150 tuner

signal at the listener's ear can be considered

about three years ago and was never fully

the vector sum of two components. One is the
direct sound from the speaker. The other is the

satisfied with the performance. The Search
button never functioned properly from day

sum of all the reflected signals, which can be

one. Also, there was achannel output imbal-

taken to have asingle net amplitude and phase.

ance (one channel was louder than the other).

In any room there is at least one frequency

Iwon't mention the name of the dealer here

where the reflected wave is exactly out of

in the Washington, DC area; however, after tak-

phase with the direct. If the reflected wave
were also exactly equal in amplitude to the

ing the unit back and forth to the dealer, I
became frustrated to the point where Itold
them that, since they couldn't fix the search

direct, there would then be total cancellation,
and the assertion would be correct.

button, Iwould just live with the unit without

But only at those few frequencies, and only

this feature.
The good news is, after Iexplained this story

if the amplitudes were equal. At most frequen-

to Mr. Richard Greene at NAD, he said just ship

cies, the phase shift is not 180 degrees, and it's
unlikely the reflected amplitude is equal to the

the unit back to the NAD factory and that they

direct at any frequency. Since there is never

would be more than happy to fix the unit free

(well, hardly ever) total cancellation, there is

of charge, even though my warranty period

always anon-zero acoustic resultant. So (for

had expired. Not only did they fix the search
scanning button, but they added all updates

example) doubling the direct output of the

and completely realigned the unit gratis! For

speaker would double the reflected level, and
hence double the amplitude of their resultant.

acompany so dedicated to making the con-

Q.E.D.

sumer happy and satisfied, Isay hats off to
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JGH's statement that changes in coating
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More and more sound engineers are taking our Professional Series
equipment out of their homes and into sound studios, night clubs, even
concert halls. Because, right out of the box, our top-of-the-line
audiophile gear meets the specs of these demanding applications.
Take our Professional Series Alpha-650 power amplifier. It delivers
300 watts per channel (650 watts mono) through rock-stable hybrid
Class AB circuits. Input is via balanced-line XLR or RCA-type connectors. There's electronic protection against shorts, overheating, and
stray DC. And our Professional Series EQ-30M Mono Equalizer and
CO-23 Active Crossover Network add 32 bands of equalization, plus
22-point crossover capability, for taming virtually any listening space.
For athorough demonstration of our Professional Series line,
simply visit your local Nikko dealer.
Or, better yet, just take in aconcert.
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The Power of Technology
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Nikko Audio systems and components are available exclusively through Authorized Nikko Audio Dealers.

thickness change atape's HF output is also

microinches, so you can see that most of the

incorrect. Most cassette decks have only one

oxide, even if magnetized, is ineffective in

record/playback head, whose gap length' is
extremely short, to optimize it for good HF

creating head output.
'Ewe thickness is not as important as smooth-

playback. When recording, ashort-gap head

ness. The coating must be microscopically

does not direct much HF flux toward the tape.

smooth. Any roughness will change the dis-

The full coating thickness is not magnetized

tance of the tape from the head, modulating

at high frequencies, so thickness variations

the HF output via spacing loss. This causes HF

have almost no effect on HF response.
Even if the full thickness were magnetized,

intermodulation, and asubjectively rough or
grainy high end.

changes in coating thickness still wouldn't

Bias variations come from differences in

cause much change in HF output, because of

magnetic remanence and coercivity, not thick-

an effect called spacing loss. The further any
source of flux from the head gap, the less the

virtually identical among all cassette tapes

head's output. This effect is wavelength-dependent. The loss, in dB, is given by 54.6d/L,

(even those from different manufacturers), so
that LF output (which is only slightly altered

where d is the distance of the flux from the

by bias changes) will be consistent.

head, and Lis the wavelength. Plugging some

ness differences. In fact, coating thickness is

Despite these criticisms, Stereopbile has a

numbers into this equation will give afeel for

remarkable track record in giving accurate

the effect. A 20kHz wavelength is 94 micro-

technical information. (1 know, because I've

inches. Aspacing of 1/10 that would produce

read every issue.) And it's always apleasure
reading anything from JGH. He's the best.

aloss of 5.5dB. Cassette coatings are about 100

William Sommerwerck
IFor some strange reason, what normal people would call
the gap teltltb is called the gap length by magnetic engineers.
I'm conforming here to that (rather odd) designation.

(also known as BS)
Mechanicsburg, PA

THE PERFECT CONTACT
WITH LOCKABLE PLUGS

WBT 0200 Chassis Socket

For your free copy of our catalogue contact

may audio marketing ltd
P.O. Box 1048 Champlain N Y 12919 Tel
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DIGITAL-1

DIGITAL-2

The only people capable of showing
The ES Series: The next step in digital
Most important of all, the
audio, from the creator of the compact
705ESD has adirect digital
disc.
Sony has been the leader in both
output stage for the digital
professional and home digital
needs of tomorrow.
audio for over adecade. With
Direct Digital Output:
such breakthroughs as PCM
A Sony first that connects
processors, Compact Disc Players
the present to the future.
and Digital Audio Tape recorders.
In 1985, Sony pioneered
UGtTAL Oui
Now, the Sony ES engineers, adedicated
the concept of processing
group who are above the compromise
data through an outboard
between technology convenience and price,
D/A converter, to avoid the normal restrichave created the
tions imposed by
ES Series.
chassis size, signal
Each component
path integration and
in the ES Series repreheat degradation.
sents an ES engineer's
Now, any digital
dream. Once you've
music source can be
heard them, you'll
reproduced with
The Sony 705ESD CD Player: 4X oversampling
want to own them.
more depth, detail and
digital filter; 16-bit dual D/A converters;
imaging than ever before.
The CDP-705ESD: A
deglitcher stage; Unilinear Converter master
clock'; linear phase filters; Error Prediction
The TA-E77ESD: The
new benchmark in aseries
Logic; aspheric optical lens; Linear Motor
future of digital signal
of reference standard
tracking; low-resonance G-Chassis; dual
processing.
Compact Disc Players.
power transformers; Optical Transfer stage;
digital output.
The TA-E77ESD Preampli
Like all the new Sony ES
fier
provides
three
digital
inputs for direct
Series CD players, the 705ESD offers 4X overinterfacing with both current and future
sampling and full 16-bit, dual D/A converters.
digital components, plus
But as an ES Digital component, the
decoding at three different
705ESD must provide even more.
sampling rates. It also has a
Such as special waveform shift circuits that
digital processing loop for
avoid crossover and notch distortion at low
high-quality recording.
voltage levels for superb linearity.
The 4X oversampling, 16Or an advanced digital-to-analog
bit, dual D/A converters are
converter deglitcher that improves music
totally shielded in acopper subresolution at all listening levels.
chassis that prevents spurious

ES

Now until December 31. 1987. buy any Sony ES CD player and get aspecial Telárc/Sony CD sampler free. See your Sony ES dealer for detail:

you the future of digital audio just did.
noise from affecting
The ES Series:
«um
w
the analog circuits.
Proof positive that
Direct coupling of
Sony is still
the D/A converter
the leader in
simplifies the signal
digital audio.
path and minimizes
When the ES
internal interference.
The Sony TA-E77ESD Preamplifier: Decodes
engineers created the ES
32kHz/44.1kHz/48kHz sampling rates;
The TA-E77ESD includes
Series, they had permanence
3digital input stages; digital output stage;
many features that are difficult digital processing loop; 4X oversampling
in mind. These components
to find on other preamplifiers
digital filter: 16-bit dual D/A converters;
will please their owners for
copper-shielded subchassis; direct-coupled
at any price.
years to come.
D/A stage; low-resonance G-Chassis;
Even aprogrammable
All ES components, includsource/direct switching; high-grade relay
infrared Remote Commander* switches; full complement of audio and
ing our integrated amplifiers,
video inputs, including high-resolution
that controls any brand of
tuners, cassette decks and
(S-video) input/output terminals; separate
audio and video component
audio/video signal paths; REC OUT selector
digital processors, are
with infrared operation.
designed with meticThe TA-N77ES:
ulous detail and built
A power amplifier
with extreme care.
worthy of the Sony
That's why Sony
ES name.
backs each ES comEven the most
ponent with athreeadvanced components
year parts and labor
require superior amplilimited warranty.
fier performance. The
The ES Series
The Sony TA-N77ES Amplifier: 200 watts
TA-N77ES delivers 200
components are now available
per channel, both channels driven into 8
watts of continuous power
ohms; 270 watts per channel, into 4ohms;
at exclusive, authorized Sony
per channel into 8ohms and
Spontaneous Twin Drive (STD) design; 520
ES dealerships nationwide.
VA power transformer; non-conductive,
has the operating stability to
So visit one today.
low-resonance G-Chassis; high-current,
deriver 660 watts of dynamic
non-switching discrete output stage.
To find your nearest dealer,
power into a1ohm load.
call 1-201-930-7156 (M-F, 8-5, EST).
ASpontaneous Twin Drive
Once you've seen ES, you'll know you've
design with separate voltage and current
seen the components of the future.
stages helps reduce cross-interference. And
the oversized power transformer and highcurrent non-switching discrete output stage
provide additional power on demand.
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO

ES Series SONIC

C 1987 Sony Corporation of America. Sony. The Leader in Digital Audio, and Remote Commander are trademarks of Sony

"McIntosh ...no other transistor amplifier
is capable of reproducing as well."
"All the sounds, even those different one from
another, remain separated and distinctive. There
results a sensation of contrast, precision, and uncommon cfarity.
... A close analysis of different frequencies
reveals an extremely deep bass, very rich in
spatial detail ... The upper bass region is very
linear testifying to an extraordinary richness of
information. The very structured mid-range contributes enormously to listening pleasure.
The feeling of power is never refuted and instead
of stunning the listener, the 7270 recreates an
audio environment of a majesty that no other
transistor amplifier is capable of reproducing as
well." Need we say. more?
—litt.VUt DU SON, foremost French stereo magazine.

For

formation on the McIntosh MC 7270

Amplillçr and other McIntosh products write:
• MclNT0S i I400RATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96
T SIDE STATION, DEI'
BINGHAMTON, N

.SI7

3904-0096
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THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
Sam Tellig

The Jadis JA-30

useless

First of all, they haven't blown up. I've had a
pair of Jadis JA-30 amplifiers for six months

speakers. Even with the new Quad ESL-63s,
they can run out of steam before the speakers

now, with no problems whatsoever. Nor have

do (though not much before). But the Quads

my local Jadis dealer or his customers had any

can play louder with other amps.

problems. Whatever you've read elsewhere
about the JA-200 blowing up, there appears to

and Ihave to say about the JA-30, its bass per-

be no reliability problem with the JA-30.

formance is limited. No worse in this respect

with

inefficient,

low-impedance

Second, despite all the wonderful things DO

Second, the JA-30 sounds almost as good

than, say, aConrad-Johnson MV50, the bass

as the JA-200, and retails for about athird the

still lacks the solidity and extension you can

price—the Cheapskate's Jadis! However, the
price of the JA-200s is now $12,750; the

get from any number of solid-state amps at a
fraction of the price.

JA-30s, amere $4300 apair. Remember-1

Clipping is gentle, until you really crank up

told you to buy the JA-30s when they were

the volume. After apoint, of course, the amps
give up and you hear considerable distortion.
Try them with your speakers in your listening

only $3600 apair.
Who in his/her—no, make it his—right
mind would purchase apair of 30 watt tube
amplifiers for $4300 a pair? Could they
possibly be worth all that money?

room to see if the sound-pressure levels satisfy you.
Too bad Stereo Review didn't have Smoo-

amplifiers that sound quite like the Jadis and

tums—or Phootums—the Philistines' Woofer
& Tweeter Marching Society—take on the

sell for less. No, in that Ipersonally can be

JA-30s. Detroit, huh? Must be alot of auto-

Yes and no. Yes, in that Iknow of no other

satisfied with lesser sound that costs afraction

motive people. Gad! Tin-ear types would

of the price. More on that later. First, the
JA-30s.

undoubtedly tell you that you can achieve the

Before you rush to purchase apair on the
basis of Olsher's ecstasy (Vol.10 No.3) or my

same sound with a30Wpc Pioneer receiver. I
can imagine Julian Hirsch taking these amps
down into his pine-panelled rec room (I assume

own rave, you should remember that the JA-30

he has pine panelling), plugging them into apair

features a mere 30 watts per channel. It is

of Ohm speakers, with signal from aJVC CD
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...audible results
with the finest
in connecting
components.

SOUND • CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
14932 N. Florida

Tampa, FL 33612

(813)961-3319

In Canada: Korbon Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr.,
Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. L5TIK7, Phone (416) 676-1260
Department A

player, and concluding that the amps sound just

can twist the tilt control and switch in the high-

like any others.

frequency filters and at least have listenable
sound.
Incidentally, the Jadis JA-30s showed me that

They don't. The Jadis JA-30s have away of
making most other amps sound abit, well,
crude Once you get accustomed to the sound

the Shure Ultra 500 cartridge is better than I

of the JA-30s, most other amps sound lifeless,

thought—very neutral, open, detailed, smooth,

veiled, dark, dull, fuzzy, closed-in, you name

unfatiguing, but perhaps alittle lightweight in
the bass. (Maybe not, though—other cartridges

it. The Jadis amps will bring out the worst in
whatever you compare them ta They will also
bring out the best (and worst) in whatever signal
you feed into them. Which is one of the
problems.
Unlike many other tube amps, they don't roll

may be bloated in the bass because of poorly
controlled resonances.) The JA-30s also revealed
certain moving-coils that I thought were
okay—like the Denon DL160 —to be overbright, edgy, grainy.

off the highs, except perhaps the extreme highs.

The JA-30s demonstrated that the Rega

Nor do they obscure detail. Nor do they add

RB300 arm is almost, but not quite as good as
the SME IV and V for alaughable fraction of

much in the way of extra warmth—a bit,
perhaps, but not much. They are everything
you want, except powerful (hell, you can't have

the price, and considerably better than some
other arms which will go nameless here

everything for amere $4300). They are open,

because Ididn't have that much time to

detailed, delicate, smooth; altogether, lovely.

audition.

But do you want sound this good? Do you
want, albeit with limited power, the most open,
airy, transparent, delicate revealing sound you

They also revealed that: the AR ES-1 table
(better buy one now, before AR discontinues
it) is better than aLinn Axis—deeper sound-

have probably ever heard from a power

stage, better imaging, more neutral; the Adcom

amplifier?

GFP-545 preamp, good as it is for $595, isn't

For several reasons, I've decided Idon't. First,
few signal sources are good enough for the
Jadis. Unless you want to spend $7200 for a

really in aclass with the Klyne SK-5; the I3&K
ST 140 is fuzzy, veiled, lacking in transparency;
and on and on ...

Jadis JP-80 preamp, another $2050 for an SME
V tonearm, another $2000 for adecent 'table,

The Radford Renaissance

$600 to $1000 for acartridge and $2000 or
more for aCD player, you'll never hear alot of

that going from the Jadis JA-30s to this Radford

the transparency, delicacy, and detail of the Jadis
JA-30s. You can probably be happy with lesser

From the sublime to the—well, let's just say
is like going from French cuisine to British.
This 30Wpc tube amplifier retails for around

hi-fi unless you get used to listening to
something like the JA-30s, with other gear of

£1000 in Britain, which makes it several hun-

comparable quality in the chain. That, in fact,

MV50. Here, the roles are reversed, with the

is my advice; at any rate, you'll probably end
up listening more to the music and performance than the sound.

MV50 retailing for $1485 and the Radford

I've heard the Jadis JA-30s with the JP-80

ed so nice, with its exposed tubes and gold-

dred pounds cheaper than aConrad-Johnson

Renaissance for $2400. Iwas excited about the
Radford STA-25 Mark IV Signature—it look-

pre-amp (briefly) and with other good preamps

finish chrome. The Renaissance is downright

(like the Klyne SK-5A). Rarely is it worth the

ugly by comparison. If 1owned one Iwould

bother; the recorded material, either LP or CD,
is seldom good enough.
Especially now, with CD, which, quite

be tempted to hide it—the amplifier having all
the beauty of, say, afurnace motor.

possibly, is not going to be an audio perfectionist's dream. Unfortunately, the material will
be digital from now on. EMI/Angel has stopped

Renaissance sounds lifeless, dark, dull. Yes, it's

issuing new-release classical LPs. Delos and
Denon have given up.

Compared with the JA-30s, the Radford
smooth and has anice soundstage. But the
Conrad-Johnson MV50 is at least as good, and
more powerful, for nearly $1000 less! Perhaps
the strongest point of the Radford Renaissance

Forget it, friends, I'll take aQuad 34 pre-amp
and 306 power amp. If 1don't like the sound
of an LP or CD in the raw (usually the case), I
Stereophile, October 1987

IAs we go to press, *reel Marketing, the Radford distributors,
inform us that the US price of the Renaissance has been
dropped to $1995.
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These remarkable 4-way systems are the product of
Fostex RP Technology, atransducer design which has
been awarded more than 20 international patents. Only
afew of these magnificent 2001 systems will be available
at very select audio salons. For more information write.

Fostex

FOSTEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA
15431 Blackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA 90650, U.S.A., (213) 921-1112 •FAX (213)802-1964
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is its bass—surprisingly good for atube power

than the typical modern-day tube amplifier,

amp, and perhaps stronger, tighter, deeper

reminding me of an unmodified Marantz 8or

than the JA-30s. But that's about the only thing

8B. (1 keep an 8 in my closet for nostalgia's

the Radford gets high marks for.

sake.)
The ST 140's problem is that it sounds slight-

The Radford, along with most other tube
power amps, has that ability to convey aconvincing illusion of acoustical space—what I

ly rolled off in the high end—music isn't as

call the "palpable presence" of an instrumen-

outrageously unfair comparison, since the

talist or soloist. But then, the Conrad-Johnson

JA-30s retail for ten times the price; but the ST

MV50 has this quality, too.

140 doesn't sound any more rolled off than,
say, the Conrad-Johnson MV50. The MV50

I'm afraid Icannot recommend the Renaissance unless it has a Reformation in price
and/or performance.

crisp and lively as with the Jadis JA-30s. An

scores over the ST 140 in conveying more of
that "palpable presence," but the ST 140 does
surprisingly well.

The Sumo Polaris & B&K ST 140

As with most MOSFET amps I've met,

You can build adecent tube preamplifier for
under agrand, and quite afew manufacturers

though, the B&K ST 140 draws acertain veil
over the music—I call it the MOSFET mist.

have done so: MFA (the Magus—review coming up), the Conrad-Johnson PV7, the Lazarus

is an overall softening, sort of asoft-focus ef-

The best way to characterize it, subjectively,

Cascade Basic, the Audible Illusions Modulus.

fect, as if someone had smeared Vaseline or a

But atube power amplifier for much under a
kilobuck? That's just not passible, although the

fingerprint over a lens. The sound is not

Quicksilver monoblocks retailed for just under

unpleasant, but very sweet (euphonically colored perhaps, but who cares?) and forgiving.

$1000 when they first came out. It's the
transformers in particular that make tube amps

Magus or the Lazarus, and you can almost

so costly to build. ,
So if you're on abudget, you might com-

Pair aB&K ST 140 with atube preamp like the
believe you're listening to tubes all the way
through.

bine one of the above-mentioned tube

Isuppose John Beyer might be able to get

preamps (my current favorite is the Magus, by
aslight margin) with such solid-state power
amps as the B&K ST 140, the British Fidelity

this amp to sound alittle more detailed, but
Iwouldn't want him to lose the sweetness as

P170, or the Sumo Polaris.
I've discussed the B&K before, but Ijust

he strives for transparency; the ST 140 is quite
nice as it is, thank you. And it seems to work
best with speakers that sound their worst

recently received asample of current produc-

when driven by many of today's solid-state

tion; asweeter-sounding $440 amp I've never

designs. (I'm thinking of speakers like the

heard. The ST 140 strikes me as more tubelike

Quad ESL-63s and the Spendor SP- ls.)
But Imainly wanted to write about the Sumo

2The VTL 30/30 retails for ahair under $1000. as does the
Berning TF30. But this doesn't affect the Cheapskates
argument.
— JA

B&K ST 140
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Polaris, which is also aMOSFET amp. The Polaris, like the ST 140, is rated at 100Wpc, but retails

Sumo Polaris

dual channel STASIS class A
amplification
parallel cascoded FET
preamplification
magnificent music

illustrated:
model SA 3 dual channel STASIS class A
power amplifier
model FET nine unified cartridge high level
FET preamplifier with external supply

Threshold Corporation
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for $600—a third more than the ST 140.
The Polaris should be better, and is, at least

prefer the extra crispness and cleanness of the

in one respect: transparency. The MOSFET

way of dealing with harmonics. With both, a
tenor sax sounds almost like atenor sax.
Soundstaging? I'd rank the amps about

mist is almost, but not quite, gone. Highs are
more crystalline, and the music sounds more

Polaris. Both amps have an almost tubelike

detailed in every part of the frequency spec-

equally good. Bass response? Ditto—a draw.

trum, including the bass. The difference is not
dramatic, but it's audible If you find the ST 140

(The B&K ST 140 is improved in this respect,

too fuzzy for your liking, you should consider

Which amplifier would Iprefer? That's alittle like asking whether I prefer the old

the Polaris as an alternative.
Where the Polaris loses out to the B&K is in

compared with earlier versions.)

Carnegie Hall (the B&K, sort of soft and sweet)

that elusive area of sweetness of particular in-

to the new,

terest to classical music lovers, especially
chamber-music aficionados. Violins, in par-

brighter). Ihaven't quite made up my mind.

renovated version (crisper,

ticular, are just wonderful with the B&K. With
piano music, on the other hand, Ithink Imight

B&K costs 25% less than the Sumo—my first
recommendation has to be the B&K.
$

But when Iadd price into the balance—the

...remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance'? Well
that's even more remarkable
Ramapo ,'

music .. above all.
In the U.S.: AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada .Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd 5. Weston, ON M9L 2S8
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THE
INSIDE STORY
Introducing Vintage, Sansui's collection of components created for the
discriminating listener. The performance story starts inside the AU-X901
integrated amplifier which is designed to bring you sound previously
associated only with separates.
Sansui's exclusive -Alpha" X-Balanced technology works together
with balanced inputs to address the problems of today's noisy RF home
environment. It also reduces potentially negative ground influences from
both the power supply and the counterelectromotive current from
speakers, thereby producing cleaner, purer sound.
With 130 watts per channel rthe AU-X901 delivers 390 watts of dynamic
power at 4ohms. Key features include: anti-resonant Excelite PC boards;
amassive transformer; abalanced power supply; high-grade capacitors;
and discrete componentry.
•130 watts per channel. min. RMS. both channels driven into 8ohms from 20-20kHz with no more
than 0.005 0 oTHD.

THE
OUTSIDE STORY
The Vintage performance story continues on the outside. Sansui's
AU-X901 features adouble chassis to reduce resonance and provide
heavy shielding, plus astrategically placed fifth foot to further reduce
resonance. Coupled with gold-plated terminals and balanced inputs, the
result is sound clarity.
The front panel has been ergonomically designed for ease of operation,
and the handsome piano finish is additional proof of the quality within.
Both inside and out, the Vintage AU-X901 delivers the kind of sound you
want to hear.
For further information, call or
write: Sansui Electronics Corporation, PO Box 624, Lyndhurst, NJ
07071 (201) 460-9710.

VINTAGE
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to blankly denigrate the conducting profession. Rather, Iwould like to take this opportunity to illuminate some of the darker and less
obvious aspects of asubject not often discussed
outside professional musical circles. Perhaps,
some of the points addressed will give the
non-musician audiophile some insights into
the behind-the-scenes world of orchestras
and conductors, possibly adding to their understanding and enjoyment of recorded performances.
But before delving further into the subject,
Iwould like to share an experience that might
give the non-musician some insight into the
music business. Iwas still in music school, and

w

had only just joined the Union (American
Federation of Musicians), when Igot an urgent
call to sub for the second bassoonist in the
hen Itold some of my colleagues
in the National Symphony that I

local professional orchestra (of major caliber,
but to remain anonymous). Upon arrival at the

was going to write an article on

rehearsal, full of elated expectations, Iwas

conductors for Stereophile, several suggested
that Ifirst retire, or leave town. Their percep-

casually greeted by the first bassoonist, who
pointed out afew pitfalls in the specific pieces

tion of the situation as being one of conductor

to be played, then nonchalantly mentioned,

vs musician, or "them" us "us,- is not uncom-

"whatever you do, don't look up."

mon. This adversarial view of conductors is

Don't watch the conductor.. .what strange

one of the few ways through which professional musicians can vent their frustrations of

advice! For the previous 15 years or so that I

having to deal with the often incompetent, un-

had studied the bassoon and played in orchestras, all Ihad heard was "always keep one

musical leadership originating from the po-

eye on the conductor." And now, in my first

dium. Although Iagree with their assessment

professional job, I'm told not to watch. When

in many cases, the purpose of this article is not

Ifinally got up the nerve to ask the section
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leader why she would make such aludicrous
statement, she replied with agrin, "you'll find
out." Well, find out Idid. During the rehearsal of Schumann's Manfred (which Iwas
sightreading for the first time), my eyes were
glued to the music, for fear of making amistake
and calling attention to my inexperience. But
after afew minutes, my pavlovian training to
automatically watch the conductor (also to
remain anonymous) took over, and what Isaw
was both shocking and depressing. The orchestra was playing in 4/4 time, but he was
beating in 3/4, making useless, spastic gestures
that bore no relationship to what we were
doing. Iquickly glanced around the ensemble,
and realized that Iwas the only one watching
the podium. The whole situation seemed
bizarre enough, except for the fact that the
orchestra, in spite of the conductor, was playing perfectly together.
Fortunately, this type of scenario is rare. According to my colleagues around the world,
however, variations on this situation occur
regularly. Lest the reader think that this writer
has an unusually large chip on his shoulder
concerning conductors, or that the person on
the podium is totally unnecessary, rest assured
that neither is the case. In fact, agood conductor can make the significant difference between asimply adequate performance, and a
memorable artistic event. In the words of Anta!
Dorati, one of the conducting "greats" of our
time, the successful conductor should be "the
ultimate musical traffic policeman.. .correctly
directing the various orchestral voices, giving
clear signals to the musicians in order to ob-
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Lewis Lilynick
offers aview
frcrm the _pit
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Model 2.5 Fi (above)
automatic record cleaner
and cd -1 motorized cd cleaper

"Thanks to Nitty Gritty, every music lover
can get the best sound from his records"
(and compact discs, too)

S

osays James Jarvis of the SENSIBLE
SOUND. And Bert Whyte of AUDIO,
Tony Cordesman of STEREOPH ILE,
Julian Hirsch of STEREO REVIEW, Enid
Lumley of INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW,
Michel Prin of SON HI FI, Al Fasoldt of FANFARE, and Jack Philpot of AUDIO AMATEUR
all agree: there is no other record or compact
disc cleaning system that is equal to those
made by Nitty Gritty Record Care Products of
California.
Why do these independent audiocritics feel
so strongly? Because cleaning systems made
by Nitty Gritty get records and compact discs
100% clean. Free of dust, grease and static
electricity. Microscopically clean. Perfectly
clean.
Have you ever listened to aclean record?
Records that have been cleaned by a Nitty
Gritty sound more like live music. They have
extended high frequency response, improved
imaging, more acoustical space, and less
noise.
The effectiveness of the Nitty Gritty record
cleaning system is due to its superior design.
The record cleaning system employs apowerful vacuum and apure cleaning fluid. The Nitty
Gritty cleaning fluid dissolves dust, and
grease, neutralizes static charge, and then is

suctioned immediately off, leaving a purified
record. Perfectly prepared for play.
"Any record in one's collection, old or new,
audiophile or not, will benefit greatly with a
(Nitty Gritty) cleaning." Jarvis says, "I believe
that anyone considering upgrading his system
in any way should first obtain one of these
record cleaning machines. Only then will he
be aware of what he might be missing in the
music, or of what his current system is really
capable of in terms of music reproduction."
Digital gets a wash, too.
The CD-1 is the first motorized CD cleaner.
It uses bi-directional rotation to safely and
surely clean acompact disc. Bert Whyte said,
"Nitty Gritty has come up with aCD cleaning
machine that is unquestionably the easiest to
use as well as the most efficient and effective
method of ensuring pristine CD playing
surfaces."
A full-line brochure, full reprints of test reports, alist of retail prices, and alist of dealers
are available to you. Write or call for an immediate packet of ear-opening information.
Nitty Gritty Record Care Products
4650 Arrow Highway, #F4
Montclair, California 91763
(714) 625-5525

tain his ideas of interpretation and instrumental

to tell us what you want." The ensuing concert

balances.. .without getting in the way and

didn't go well, with several near-disasters,
prompting another colleague to declare after-

impeding the flow of the performance."
Although maestro Dorati more or less accurately describes the ideal conductor, Ifeel

ward that "this guy couldn't get ajob conducting on Amtrak!"

he overlooks some other very important at-

Orchestral players, unlike soloists, are con-

tributes. When dealing with 110 strong-willed,
professional musicians who view the conductor as apossible adversary, patience, diplomacy, asense of humor, and alittle knowledge

ditioned to follow specific directions. As the
above incidence illustrates, we cannot adequately do our jobs unless the instructions
coming from the podium are clear and

of human psychology can positively con-

understandable. Although orchestras of good

tribute to the quality of the final product.

quality can put out competent, "generic" per-

The days of the tyrannical master of the

formances when deprived of clear direction,

podium are gone. Although many of the legendary greats achieved excellent results through
intimidation and hysterical antics, such be-

they will bend over backward for aconductor whom they can respect and follow.

havior is no longer tolerated. Through organi-

does not hear the conductorper se; only the

zations such as the American Federation of

results. But how much should the results

Musicians and ICSOM (International Confer-

reflect aparticular conductor's personality, and

ence of Symphony and Opera Musicians),

how much the composer's intentions? Ifirmly
believe that the composer's wishes must first

orchestral players have pulled themselves up

It should be kept in mind that the listener

out of the dark ages, demanding more humane

be satisfied before any individual stylistic

and professional treatment. And just as it is

preferences are injected, although music of

possible to attract more flies with honey than

lesser quality often needs all the help it can get.

with vinegar, presnt-day conductors are

The line between credibly interpreting asym-

discovering that musicians will give much
more of themselves if shown the respect they

phonic work, and getting in the way of the
music, is very fine. Asensitive conductor, more

deserve. Iadmit that some orchestral players

interested in bringing an art form to life than

despise any conductor, no matter how competent or diplomatic, but these malcontents

fulfilling his egocentric desires, will use his
skills to present an interpretation that best

have, in my opinion, no business being in pro-

serves the music. The other type of conduc-

fessional orchestras.
There are stories about orchestras who eat

choreography on the podium (and there are

tor, more interested in calling attention to his

conductors and spit out the bones, resenting

plenty of these), will ignore, or even purposely

anyone telling them what to do. Although ex-

distort the composer's directives, to suit his

aggerated, these stories usually refer to a

own selfish needs.
The musical buck really does stop at the

typically

beastly

maestro,

who

makes

unreasonable demands while verbally abusing the players. The real issue is often the

podium: the ultimate responsibility for the

degree of the conductor's incompetence, and

ders. Historically, many of the finest symphony

his inability to achieve good performances.

conductors have come from the opera pit,

Most professional musicians really do want to
play their best, and don't appreciate unquali-

where the various skills required separate the
pros from the pikers. Working with the musical

fied and inferior conductors who prevent
them from doing so. Ican remember one par-

opera conductor must be able to juggle the

peformance rests on the conductor's shoul-

equivalent of athree-ring circus, the successful

ticularly stormy rehearsal several years ago,

various forces (orchestra, vocal soloists,

when an unusually arrogant and incompetent

chorus, etc.), keep everything in proper

young maestro was having adifficult time getting what he wanted from the orchestra. After

perspective, and maintain the musical now and
theatrical impact. Safe to say that extensive

several tension-filled minutes of ranting and
raving about how unresponsive we were, one

qualifies someone to conduct asymphony

of the more vocal members of the wind sec-

orchestra. The opposite, however, is not

tion told him "look—we'll play it forward,

necessarily the case. Any conductor, whether

backward, or upside down ...
but you've got

in the pit or on the stage, must also have the

Stereophile, October 1987

experience directing opera automatically
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For over thirty years Teac has been
famous for building precision tape
recording equipment. But, we're not
willing to rest on our reels. So now Teat
offers its most comprehensive line ever.
From audio and hi-fi video recording
equipment, to compact disc players, to
graphic equalizers, speakers, and acomplete line of audio and video accessories.
One thing, however, will never change
at Teac—our obsession with creating
the most advanced, feature-filled,
superbly executed audio and video
equipment we can make.

TEAC

Courtesy: Angel Records

Leopold Stokowski
necessary skills to immediately detect any problems, and take the required steps to put the
performance back on track.

After these nececsary skills are mastered, the
individual should be thoroughly acquainted
with each orchestral instrument, not neces-

All of this isn't easy, and very few of the

sarily as aperformer (although this doesn't

many conductors performing nowadays have

hurt), but well enough to understand the spe-

the necessary skills to properly practice their

cific strengths and limitations peculiar to each.
This is where many otherwise talented con-

art. The training required is extensive, often
taking several years, and is in addition to any
previous performance experience (je, playing

ductors fail miserably, often assuming that any
instrumental limitations are the sole responsibility of the players. They do not realize that

an instrument or singing). First of all, anyone
seriously considering a conducting career

an understanding of all of the orchestral in-

must be able to sightread complex scores with
and without the aid of apiano keyboard. They

struments can help them to communicate
more effectively with the musicians, and there-

must be able to transpose the various instru-

fore achieve better performances. It is inter-

mental lines in the typical orchestral score

esting to note that the majority of conductors

at sight at the keyboard, and therefore should

come from piano or string backgrounds, often

be accomplished pianists. Too many aspiring
young conductors, notably Americans, are not

viewing the woodwinds, brass, and percussion
from apoint of ignorance. In the 18 years I've

fluent at the piano, cannot sightread complex

played in the National Symphony, Ican count
on one hand the number of times aconduc-

orchestral scores, and are unable to keep track
of several simultaneous instrumental lines. But
this should come as no surprise; unlike the
classical European methods of training, that
have historically turned out the finest, most
competent conductors, few of the professional
music schools in the United States adequately
prepare their students in these disciplines.
Stereophile, October 1987

tor has taken any interest in the ultimate capabilities of the contrabassoon. Although my instrument is certainly not the Cinderella of the
symphony orchestra (a point often made by
some of my colleagues), it does have agood
deal more potential than most conductors
(or composers, for that matter) realize. Those
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More than
just a
loudspeaker...
acomplete
musical
experience.
SIGNET
SU»

Many speakers offer areasonable
illusion of simple left-right stereo.
And some can also provide wellbalanced, full-range sound. But the
new SL-100 loudspeaker system from
Signet goes asignificant step further.
It reaches beyond the speakers'
physical location to precisely
recreate the spatial dimensions of
the original recording.
This three-dimensional accuracy
is achieved by apatented breakthrough in directivity control: the
Ferrallipse Acoustic Lens.* A remarkable dual-ellipsoid sonic reflector,
it was originally presented to the
scientific community at the Audio
Engineering Society Convention on
October 14, 1985. A reprint of the AES
paper is available on written request.
The Signet SL-100 loudspeaker is its
first commercial audio application.

The Ferrallipse Acoustic Lens
combines and focuses the output
of two precision 1" high frequency
transducers to achieve truly uniform 120° dispersion coupled with
uncommonly high power handling
capacity.
Before you select aspeaker system,
visit your Signet dealer. Bring your
most demanding analog or digital
recordings, and your memories of
how music really sounds. Then sit
down, relax, and close your eyes.
You'll be transported by aremarkably
convincing sonic illusion. The new
Definitive Image Loudspeaker,
only from Signet.
•Ferrallipse. is aregistered tradeinarls
Phase Coherent Audio, Inc.
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few conductors who have approached me,
wanting to learn about one of the more mysterious members of the orchestra, have all
been surprised to learn of the contrabassoon's
technical and melodic capabilities. It is no
coincidence that the truly great maestros,
known for achieving the most impressive
orchestral sonics (Stokowski, Ormandy, Walter,
Munch, Sze11, etc.), were also well acquainted
with the orchestral instruments. They gained
their knowledge through hands-on experience, or by "picking the brains" of the finest
players.
But even with athorough knowledge of the
instruments, the ability to sightread scores, and
the technique necessary to deliver aclear beat,
very

few conductors have expertise in

dynamically balancing the orchestral voices,
or the charisma required to command aprofessional symphony orchestra. The fine art of
balancing voices within an ensemble, instrumental or vocal, requires a thoroughly
analytical mind capable of recognizing incor-

Erich Leinsdorf

rect relationships between musical lines
(primary vs secondary), along with the ability
to effect the necessary changes. Almost anyone

large group of highly motivated professionals

interpretation to the musicians. As with any

can detect that something isn't quite right in

(each thinking that his ideas are best), the need

agiven musical performance; but it's quite

for asingle interpretation is obvious (le, "be

another thing to be able to identify the specific

reasonable, do it my way"). Many otherwise

components causing the problem. This skill

competent conductors lack the informed

can be likened to the sculptor's, who has the
capability of envisioning afinished artwork

chestra; this results in musical mutiny. There

emerging from the raw material. The untrained
viewer, on the other hand, while admiring the

authority to demand their ideas from an oris, unfortunately, acatch-22 involved here: the
self-assured, charismatic, conductorial profile

finished product, can seldom see the relation-

usually comes only with experience. But how

ship between inspiration and execution.

is one to gain this experience if the orchestra

It is extremely frustrating and irritating to
play for those maestros whose limited train-

musicians won't accept anything but the
seasoned professional? This situation can be

ing consists principally of "conducting the

compared to the instrumentalist who has just

phonograph." Their inability to successfully
work with anything other than a perfect,

graduated from music school. Even though he
may be an accomplished performer, most

prepackaged performance, combined with

major orchestras won't even hear his audition

their lack of conductorial communication

without prior experience.
Given the enormous responsibilities and

skills, wastes valuable rehearsal time, and
creates an atmosphere of insecurity and
distrust among the musicians. Professional

extensive training required, who in their right
mind would want to be aconductor? Unfor-

musicians have very little patience with such

tunately, this profession attracts many for the

incompetence, and will often make the con-

wrong reasons. Of course, there are some very

ductor aware of their discontent, either by
subtly ignoring him, or through more obvious,

fine conductors who make apoint of serving
the composer's intentions first, but anyone

hostile methods.
The last, but possibly most important, func-

who has the chutzpah to stand up in front of
one hundred hard-baked professional musi-

tion served by the conductor is the presenta-

cians, and try to make them play the way he

tion of asingle, coherent, and understandable

wants, has to have asomewhat elevated view

Stereophile, October 1987
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The creation of music is an art

Havens 8( Hardesty recreates music
through the application of science

G

real sound is the product of great
equipment, finely tuned by musiciantechnicians.
At Havens and Hardesty we believe in the
physical laws of science discovered by men
like Newton, Fourier, and Ohm. And we
know how their principles will affect sound
reproduction.
Our staff puts its 45 years of collective
engineering experience into every audio system we sell and install. We draw from this
wealth of expertise to recommend the best
combination of cartridges, tonearms, turntables, interconnect cables, preamps, amps,
speaker wires, and loudspeakers. All our
systems are engineered to achieve the highest
performance possible.
Art recreated through science
The purpose of all our efforts is to enable our
clients to realize the musical experience in
their homes. To touch the soul of Beethoven,
Ellington, or Dylan. To relive a moment of
history, or a dream of musical fantasy.

To accomplish this we have assembled the
finest brands of audio equipment in the world:
Audio Research, Acoustic Sciences, Audire,
Audioquest, Bang & Olufsen, Fosgate, Linn,
Magnum-Dynalab, Martin-Logan, McLaren,
Mod Squad, NAD, Nakamichi, Nitty Gritty,
Spectrum, Spica, Stax, and Vandersteen.
Our spacious store offers two comfortably
appointed sound rooms that will make you
feel at home. Hardwired systems of perfectly
matched components enable you to compare
equipment and easily appreciate their
differences.
One visit to our shop will convince you that
we have the highest level of audio expertise
in Orange County.
Our location just south and east of Long
Beach is freeway accessible.
HAVENS & HARDESTY AUDIO SYSTEMS
15102 Bolsa Chica Road
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714) 897-0166

RCA Red Seal

Fritz Reiner
of his own capabilities. And, as in other pro-

colors never heard before (or since). Even

fessions, the conductors generally known to
be the least competent usually have the most

though Maestros Ormandy and Muti have
placed their musical stamps on the Philadel-

inflated egos.

phia Orchestra, one can still hear the Stokowski

Disregarding the relatively large number of
less than adequate conductors, Iwould like to
mention some of the eats," past and present,
who have significantly contributed to the

legacy in that magnificent ensemble.
Fritz Reiner, who built the Chicago Symphony into the unmatched ensemble it is

high standards of orchestral performance that

today, was probably the most feared, hated,
and respected conductor in the twentieth

we now enjoy. One of the most frequently

century. Ruling by intimidation and unques-

asked questions Iget concerning music is

tioned authority, his sadistic methods gave rise

"who is your favorite conductor?" This really

to his reputation of eating flies for breakfast.

is impossible to answer, since there are so
many great conductors, all excelling in specific

Although his musicians viewed him as a

areas, interfacing more or less successfully

monster, they considered it aprivilege to be
able to play in his orchestra. His phenomenal

with particular ensembles. Most of the great

ability to control an orchestra resulted in some

orchestras reflect traditions molded and

of the greatest performances of all time. If he

developed through extended tenures with

were alive today, however, his inhumane

specific conductors, even though some of
those conductors have been gone for several

methods would not be tolerated.

years.

members of the old-world Germanic conduct-

Erich Leinsdorf, one of the last remaining

One of the masters of the art of natural

ing school, and Raphael Fruhbeck de Burgos,

musical flow and brilliant orchestral sonics was

amusician combining the brilliance of Spanish

Leopold Stokowski. Using a very spare,

tradition with the solidity of German training,

understated baton technique (and, later, no

have entirely dissimilar baton techniques and

baton at all), his method of intense eye-contact

styles. But in spite of these differences, both
share the unique ability to immediately cap-

with his musicians made it unnecessary for
him to explain his wishes verbally (something

tivate an orchestra's attention and response,

that musicians appreciate). His complete

with consistent results. Maestro Fruhbeck, a

understanding of all the orchestral instruments

master of efficient rehearsal technique, can

enabled him to achieve arich palette of tonal

always be counted on to provide clear and
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for me, one of the musical highlights of the
season.
English orchestras are renowned for their
particularly transparent and light playing style,
and two late conductors, Sirs Adrian Boult and
Thomas Beecham, were greatly responsible
for developing and refining this school of performance. Boult was achampion of contemporary English music, specifically Vaughan
Williams, Bax, Elgar, and Walton. The depth
and vitality of his recordings of the Vaughan
Williams Symphonies remain unequalled.
Boult effectively proved that his composers'
music need not have the gutless, pale personality often evident in lesser performances.
Beecham, an extroverted and charismatic conductor, had amore varied repertoire, and was
responsible for some legendary performances
of Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, and Brahms. His
baton technique was, at best, vague. But in

Leonard SlatInn

spite of this apparent shortcoming, he achieved
remarkably tight ensemble playing from any
orchestra he conducted (although no one
seems to understand how). His quick wit and

practical direction, without any extraneous
calisthenics. The final sacrificial dance in
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring is usually, at best,
a real dog fight. With Fruhbeck on the

sense of humor, often used at the expense of
his musicians, was famous. One time, when
the contrabassoonist made a particularly
digestive noise on his instrument (something

podium, the lack of panic, and the sense of
confidence that he exudes, make playing this

easily done), Beecham suggested that he "pull
the chain when he was finished." Another

often treacherous passage seem uncommonly
comfortable. Maestro Leinsdorf, on the other

story concerned afemale principal cellist who
was having aproblem with acertain solo. After

hand, controls an orchestra with a more

several unsuccessful attempts, Beecham said,

understated style, but with an intensity and

"Madam...there you sit with the most

musical drive that make one believe that the
orchestra actually becomes adirect extension

Thomas Beecham

of his hands.
Herbert Blomstedt, Gunther Herbig, and,
of course, Herbert von Karajan, all products
of classical European training, share the same
sense of discipline and control as Fruhbeck
and Leinsdorf. Blomstedt and Herbig, although
not as well known as von Karajan, are both
highly respected among orchestral musicians
for their musical refinement and technical
excellence. During arecent guest appearance
with the National Symphony, Maestro Herbig
captivated orchestra and audience with his
elegant and musically superb interpretations
of Beethoven's Seventh and Dvorak's Eighth
Symphonies. 1was actually pretty sick of
Beethoven's Seventh before Herbig arrived,
having played it about four hundred times, but
our performance of that work with him was,
54
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has
been hailed by critics as one of the
major loudspeaker design
breakthroughs of the last decade.
In fact, the Energy 22 may well
rank as astandard against which
other speakers should be judged.
Audition either the Energy 22 Pro
Monitors or the Reference
Connoisseurs and we think you'll
agree that they are not only the
most exciting speakers you've ever
heard, but "a stunning
achievement" indeed!
The Energy 22 Pro Monitor

"A STUNNING ACHIEVEMENT"
Top Retail Experts Personal
Views About The Energy 22
Sassafras. Philadelphia, P.A., Charles Hardesty
- Bob Morgan. "As Philadelphia's premier high
end dealer we had the good fortune to introduce
the Energy 22 to our market. Since then the
reaction has been incredible from audiophiles
and music lovers alike. We believe the Energy
22 represents the pinnacle of loudspeaker
design - anywhere near its price range. Designatron, Long Island, N.Y. - Charles
Caccuito. "Never before have we experienced a
speaker system which exhibits the level of
realism that the Energy 22 provides. The
excitement generated by Energy speakers is only
exceeded by the pleasure of owning them. The
Energy 22 sets a reference standard by which all
other speakers must be judged."
Audio Associates, Washington, D.C. - Mike
Zazanis. The Energy 22 is a very musical
speaker at a very inexpensive price that easily
could cost a lot more money."
Pro Musica, Chicago, IL. - Ken Christianson,
John Schwarz. "The Energy 22 Reference
Connoisseur & Pro Monitors simply outperform
the competition. Musically satisfying to the most
demanding listeners.

Classic Stereo, Ft.

Wayne, IN. - Paul Pohnert.
"The Energy 22 Reference Connoisseur and
Energy 22 Pro Monitor are the most musically
correct speakers we have sold. They deliver
excellent stereo imaging: are very intimate
when music is intimate, yet powerfully dynamic
when music is dynamic."
Audio by Caruso, Miami, FL. - Don Caruso.
"The Reference Connoisseurs are among the
most neutral, uncolored speakers we have
found!!! They provide very relaxing listening. Shelly's Stereo, Los Angeles, CA., - Robert
Coyle "The Energy 22 and ESM speaker line
offers the consumers styling and value at a
price no other speaker line can match. The
performance rivals the world's finest speakers.
Sound Company, San Diego, CA. - Bob
Kokley. "Over the years we have heard many
promises of new breakthroughs in speakers with
disappointing results. The Energy 22 is one of
the only products which performed beyond
those promises. A job well done."
Christopher Hansen Ltd., Los Angeles, CA. Chris Hansen. "The Energy 22 is very
musically involving - 'Absolutely Brilliant'.''
The Sounding Board, Berkley, CA. - Jim
Serena. "The Energy 22 is an outstanding
speaker. What's incredible is the value,
compact size and its performance level."

Energy Loudspeakers. 135 Torbay Road. Markham, Ontario
L3R 167 •(416) 475-0050 •FAX 1-416-475-8643 •TLX 06-986689
Copyright API 1987, Energy Loudspeakers

"WIETIVITIMARONTL-, -

Eh-zzo
If you aspire to owning the tamous
Energy 22 Pro Monitor but can't quite
afford it, hear the ESM-2. With size and
perfonnance approaching the 22, it is
"both afine loudspeaker and an
excellent value
Or perhaps the more compact ESM-3
will better suit you -it is "definitely an
excellent value."
On astudent budget? Try the new
ESM-4 bookshelf monitor •very
affordable!
Audition any of the ESM monitors. Wk.
think you'll agre.e with what Stereo
Review High Fidelity and Audio Ideas
say below

"AMAZING AT THE PRICE"
"a fine loudspeaker and an excellent value.., very smooth and quite flat, falling within
± 3-1/2 dB on-axis throughout the range above the 50 Hz band.., in the lab's 300 Hz pulse
test the ESM-2 accepted without noticeable complaint the full output of the test amplifier..
(470 watts, peak into 8ohms), for acalculated SPL (Sound Pressure Level) of 114-3/4 dB. Loud
transients thus should be handled well.., bass sounds more extended than the response curves
might suggest, with surprising heft at the very bottom... Stereo imaging too is very good...
Even if your budget can accommodate twice the ESM-2's price — you owe it to yourself
to audition Energy's latest design."
High Fidelity, January 1986, on the ESM-2
"response varied only ± 1.5 dB from 180 to 18,000 Hz which is unquestionably one of the
smoothest responses we have yet encountered from aspeaker.. dispersion on apar with
response flatness.., phase shift highly linear., excellent power-handling ability., only at 100 Hz
did we manage to reach the speaker's (power handling) limits: with 990 watts (using
single cycle bursts followed by 128 cycles of silence)... smooth midrange and high frequency
response, excellent dispersion and group delay, and exceptional short-term power-handling
ability., definitely an excellent value."
Stereo Review, February 1986 on the ESM-3
"exceptional overtone balance... imaging was just about the best I've heard.., excellent
dynamic range... it sounds great... no real compromises in its design... anyone looking for a
$1,500.00 to $2,000.00 system would be foolish not to carefully audition the Energy ESM-2...
amazing at the price."
Audio Ideas, 1985 edition, on the ESM-2
Energy Loudspeakers, 135 Torbay Road, Markham, Ontario
L3R 1G7 •(416) 475-0050 •FAX 1-416-475-8643 •TLX 06-986689

Copyright', API 1987, Energy Loudspeakers

'MONTOe

beautiful instrument in the world between

conductor of the Bournemouth Symphony.

your legs, and all you can do is scratch it."

Litton has demonstrated his excellence on the

Beecham did not like to rehearse, claiming it
detracted from the spontaneity of the performance (something many other conductors would

podium, as well as at the piano keyboard (you
should hear his Gershwin!), through several
recent British recordings.

be wise to consider). He was once asked by an

With more and more performing musicians

inexperienced horn player to go through some

abandoning their playing careers for alife on
the podium, one would think that the future

difficult parts of an unfamiliar piece that they
were going to perform that evening. Dismissing the request as unnecessary, he told the nervous musician, "don't worry.. .you're going
to love it."
There are also, in spite of my earlier negative

supply of excellent conductors is assured. Unfortunately, many of the transplants flooding
the market simply do not have what it takes.
Icertainly have no aspirations to such lofty
heights (remember, the contrabassoon is the

remarks, some fine young American conduc-

lowest), and would not like to be thought of

tors who have been making significant names
for themselves throughout the world. Leonard

among my colleagues as one of those musi-

Slatkin, Michael Tilson-Thomas, and James
Conlon are probably well known to the reader
through their recordings. Leonard Slatkin has
brought the St. Louis Symphony, once rela-

cians who quit music to become aconductor"
It would be unfair to damn the entire conducting profession because of those incompetent
"time beaters" who have no right to command
such aposition. At the same time, the ego

tively obscure, into world-class status, and

required of anyone wishing to pursue acareer

James Conlon is currently involved in an am-

on the podium often attracts those individuals

bitious project to record the orchestral and
choral works of the grossly underrated Franz

searching for glorified soapboxes. The conscientious masters of the art who place their

Liszt. Andrew Litton, arelative newcomer to

egos aside for the cause of musical integrity are

the American conducting scene, has recently

relatively few; the remaining majority of also-

been appointed to the post of principal guest

rans is anecessary evil.

ISCRETE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.
3254 Fifth St, Oceanside, NY 11572 (516) 764-1121
FINE AUDIO CABLES •AMPLIFIERS • CD PLAYERS • SOUND SORBER PANELS

sections of auniform column of music. For
those few "hi-fi nuts," as we used to call them,
who installed multiple(-mono) speakers, the
point-source or beam-end became either a
uniform, monolithic wall, or an ambience
through which one moved: asuffusion. Again,
to borrow avisual simile, this last was not like
expanding from 35rrun to 70mm film or Cinerama —changes in image proportion—but
merely like blowing up asnapshot to an 8x10.
Of course, for the vast majority of listeners,
"mono" was invented simultaneously with
"stereo"; as far as most owners of recordplayers were concerned, there was only lowfidelity and high-fidelity sound. Just as the
burgeoning digital technology has suddenly
given the name "analog" to the medium we,
our parents, and grandparents grew up with,
so any important new technology frames and
surrounds its antecedents.
This makes it impossible to go back and
hear as we once heard. What used to be the
whole of recorded sound is now just one type
of recorded sound; it now does what it never
did before: imply, by its very existence, all
alternatives to itself. Before stereo, listening to

at val: 1/JIS aritcle is uv•itten by anonaudiophile. Iown and listen to several
thousand recordings through about
$2500 worth of arather motley assortment of
audio components. Though very well informed
musically, and adisciplined listener, Audiophilia remains for me astoried land. Various
desultory discussions with LA and JA, some
going back almost two years, about the possibly refreshing certainly outre (for these pages)
outlook of acertified Audio Ignoramus, have
finally borne astringent fruit in this diversion
of an article. Iwish you joy of the words.
As achild growing up in an electrified culture,
the equations white/black, good/bad, daily
reified by the B&W family television set, were
paralleled by asimilar stricture in the adjacent
sense of hearing: monaural sound. Here, as in
TV, was apoint source of stimuli, atight beam
of sound heard end-on, as it were, the act of
listening consisting of microsecond-thin cross-
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SOMETIMES THE ANSWER IS SIMPLE —
BUT THE TASK IS DIFFICULT
It's simple: The Aragon should cost several thousand dollars.
If you can appreciate the difficulty of creating aworld class
amplifier for under one thousand dollars, then you must go see,
hear and feel the Aragon.
There is aquality retailer near you that will be happy to introduce
you to Aragon and explain how the task was accomplished.
We are certain you will enjoy the visit.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502

LIMITED
•

(914) 693-8008

mono meant merely that one chose to listen

single speaker, abeam of condensed musical

to recorded music. Now, it means one has

energy hit me squarely in the breast. Isay

chosen to listen to recorded music monaurally;

"breast" because Idon't actually mean the

that is, one has chosen one of several ways of
listening to music.

literal, physiological "chest"; the archaicism
is apt because Idescribe an emotional reality

These points may seem so obvious as to be

here: the gestalt of listening. Of course, the

self-evident. But it is in just such well-lighted

sound entered my ears, was conducted as electrical impulses to my brain, etc. But as my

places, so apparently obvious as to require no
acknowledgement at all, let alone redundant

heart—again, the poetic, not the cardiac,

discussion, that important truths can be hidden in plain sight.

muscle—was the organ of reaction, Isimply
read out the mechanical middlemen.

Ihave not listened to monaural sound in

This "beaming" made for some fascinating

over 20 years, but in some ways Istill miss it.

and powerful effects. As mono's aural "win-

(How much of this is due to simple nostalgia

dow" on music is little more than a high-

Ihave no idea—I finished high school about

resolution peephole, the deep-focus, aperi-

the same time my family bought their first
stereo system, and undoubtedly made assump-

pheral sound turns an orchestra into asingle

tions about "maturing" from mono to stereo.)

complex instrument, amany-limbed, singlebodied unit. (lb say that this has nothing to do

There is no doubt in my mind that the listen-

with live orchestral sound at once belabors,

ing Idid then was "deeper," in an almost literal

and is beside, the point. This is adiscussion

sense: as if examining a transparent core-

of different ways we listen to recorded music)

sample end-on, atube filled with layers of
sound and texture. This sort of auditory "star-

The sound funnels out of nowhere into the

ing" does not actively encourage analytical

listening room, like the voice of God.
The terms Ihave so far circumlocuted in this

listening; instruments, voices, and textures are

piece are "religious" and "mystical"; the

not spread out conveniently over a stereo

former is further corrupted daily, and the latter

soundstage to be isolated at will, either by

is more often than not used as apejorative But

directed listening or abalance control. The

they are apt here: if religious and spiritual

sound is one enjambed unit, apprehended

archetypes are by definition, those which cannot be analyzed, dismantled, reduced to com-

holographically at first, but parsable only at
amuch higher pitch of intent.

ponent atoms, then mono can at least be called

In mono, then, music is absorbed holistical-

a relatively mystical way of listening. Aural

ly; acoustically, one does not "choose" which

archetypes—potent combinations of sound,

areas of the sound to listen to, as in stereo.
Stereo listening is somewhat similar to sitting

rhythm, and harmony—are directly implanted

in the first few rows of amovie theater, and

in the mind, and are all the more powerful and
self-contained because of their unbroken,

constructing one's own movie by moving

hieroglyphic unity. A tough nut to crack.

one's eyes to certain areas of the screen, and

In point-source mono, an orchestra, like a

not others (I do this all the time; it makes

point, has no dimensions; it is as big or as small

movie-going avery engaged experience). The
analogy breaks down because, unlike the

as we—or our gain controls—imagine it to be

severe directional constraints of vision, which

In stereo, an orchestra is as wide as the distance
between the speakers, give or take afew feet.

the Western mind constructs as alinear exer-

Regardless of how wide this might actually be

cise, hearing is omnidirectional; one can

in individual circumstances, my point is that

choose not to listen to certain sounds, but one

its very measureability, its finitude, reduces it

cannot choose not to bear them except by
covering one's ears, thereby shutting out all

dimensionality. Point-source mono, not sub-

sound. Conversely, we pay for the luxury of
stereoscopic vision by not being able to see
omnidirectionally. Perhaps only teachers have

to human proportions, subjects it to real-world
ject to such limits, thus transcends judgments
based on them. There is only one direction to

eyes in the backs of their heads; each of us,

pay heed to when listening to single-source
sound; choice is not afactor.

however, has an ear on each side.
In my early days of mono listening, then, my
experience ran as follows: directly from that

mystical only to someone brought up in a
monotheistic culture addicted to linear, climac-
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The Euphonic Technology ET650PX features:
•Philips latest Dual 16-bit 4-times oversampling technology with
•Maximum-strategy error correction and improved Digital Filter,
•Isolated High-slewing Analog section with its independent
Discrete Low Impedance Power Supply,
•Decoupled Digital circuits with improved DAC support circuitry,
•Mechanically stabilized, damped chassis and
strategically damped CD transport...
and Euphonic Technology's meticulous hand-craftsmanship

The Result:
music with sonic accuracy, imaging transparency and detail
to challenge the very best analog front end...
Euphonic Technology can upgrade your Philips-based CD player to state-of-theart performance.

EUPHONIC
technology

207 Mountain Road, Wilton, CT 06897
203 834-2468
Available direct or through selected dealers

Visit us at Stereophile's high-end Hi -Fi Show
October 16-17-18 in New York City
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tic myths of progress. Had Native Americans,

took some time before my mind turned itself

the Chinese, or East Indians invented elec-

around, Moebius-wise, and began to fill in the

tronic technologies for recording music, how

holes and make some sort of musical sense of

might they have differed from ours? Or would
such machinery have been apriority at all?
In his Ob! Meat aBlow that Phantom Gave

the mess.
None of this should be construed as a
criticism of stereo per se. Icertainly don't think

Me!, anthropologist Edmund Carpenter's

mono has any more in common with live

"media log" of contemporary neolithic cul-

music than stereo—or any less—they simply
require very different mindsets for informed

tures' first encounters with modem electronic
media, the author tells again and again of how

listening. Nor was stereo the end of the "beam-

television and photographic images, and taperecorded voices, were at first not recognized

ing" effect. After Ihad made the transition from

as anything at all by these various peoples.

now was that the beams of sound were no

Again and again, they had to be instructed in
pattern recognition, until hitherto abstract

longer total, no longer entubed all of the music
into aconcentrated ray of sound. Now various

Mono Listener to Stereo Scanner, the difference

aural and visual doodlings were suddenly

groups of instruments, sometimes even large

given habitations and names—in this case,
their own.

sections of the orchestra, would beam at me

Just so was my own introduction to stereo.

proached, Iwould hear, say, the brasses and

When Ifirst heard it in my late teens, stereo did

from different directions. Often, as climaxes ap-

not reveal itself as more "natural," more

celli "lock in" to one another, welded into a
tight, solid mass. This solidity did not preclude

"realistic" than mono; Ihad to learn to listen

differentiating the sounds of individual in-

to stereophonically recorded music. This may
sound strange, because of course I've listened

struments or groups of instruments; but there

and heard stereophonically all my life—after

Ihave never heard, nor would want to, in acon-

all, Ihave two functioning ears. But at first it
just sounded all wrong, totally out of propor-

cert hall but which Ifind unique to and attractive in recorded music. This is avery sensual

tion, and certainly nothing like what Iheard

appreciation, combining what Iconsider the

was no doubt that they were combining in ways

at Philharmonic Hall, the Met, or when playing

best aspects of mono with those of analog

with my own high school band, orchestra, and
woodwind quintet. It sounded weird, artificial,

stereo: the climactic word of God arrowing

trumped up.
Stereo complicated the situation in more

Digital recording has changed all that, but,
again, not for better or worse. With orchestral

down out of diaphanous stereophonic clouds.

ways than two. Iremember how flimsy it

recording at least, all beaming is gone, even

sounded: light, floaty, insubstantial, bodiless,
and stretched mighty thin. Until Igot used to

now an astounding democratization of sound

it, Ioften felt as if watching a particularly

across the board, regardless of recording, label,

breakneck tennis match; it seemed Ihad to
keep moving my head in the direction of

player, or playback system. It's possible that,
after two years of listening to compact discs, 1

whatever sounds most demanded my atten-

still do not sufficiently trust the lack of

tion. Rather than asolid, substantial, though
narrow beam of concentrated sound, Iheard

background noise, or have not entirely lost my

what sounded like alight canopy blowing and

clicks. Whatever the reason, digital still sounds

flapping in the wind, secured only at right and
left extremes. Imost definitely did not hear

almost unbearably fragile to me, always about
to collapse under the strain of its own pre-

anything resembling a"soundstage"

with uniformly mediocre equipment. Ihear

dread of new or known pops, scratches, and

heard

ciousness. Sometimes the tension is fatiguing;

two distinct sources of sound, but they did not
mesh or blend into awhole greater than their

actively wear one down, but because of the

sum. Rather, they reached toward each other

constant expectation of sonic degradations that

without touching.
Nor was this phenomenon system-specific;

never come.
But back to that "democratic" sound: Ifind

not, Ithink, because of recording artifacts that

Iheard these great flapping foils of sound on

digital sound to be almost aschematization of

all the systems in which my friends' families

orchestral music. Again, not acriticism per se,

were then so conspicuously investing. It just

but an index of difference; Ifind it, in most
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PLUG YOURSELF INTO
TH RIGHT CROWD...
Amplify your selling power and
connect with one of the largest
markets in the nation--when you
advertise in

1
11
he Village Voice Cons mer
Electronics Supplement.
Reach a finely tuned audience of
over half a million 18-34 year old
electronic buffs--an audience that
spends money to hear the best
and stays on top of the latest in
state-of-the-art technology.
Published 6x a year, our supplement is used by thousands of highenergy readers with purchasing
power--over 94% own audio
equipment and over 20% spent
$3000 or more in the past 12
months.
Plug yourself into our Consumer
Electronics Supplement today—
and get the highest return rate in
the nation's largest weekly
audited newspaper. Call Joyce
Frazzini at 212-460-1466 to place
your reservations for our October
20th issue (on sale Oct. 14)—the
perfect place for thousands to
see your ad. And be sure to stop
by our room at the Omni Hotel
October 16-18 to pick up a copy
of our paper and meet with our
Reps.

842 Broadway
New York, New York
10003

cases, a musical schematization. There is a

that, no matter how closely modeled the ter-

meticulous specificity in the apportioning of
soundspace to any given soloist, choir, or sec-

ritory, Iapprehend it through the formalism

tion; Iget the impression of the mills of God
grinding exceeding fine, allotting to each instrument not ajot nor tittle more or less than its

and conventions of cartography. Iam still
reading amap: listening to, and through, an
abstraction of orchestral sound.
Two years on, and I'm still not sure of all
this. Ifind digital sound endlessly fascinating,

share of the overall sound. This, too, can be
wearying—such exactitude is exhausting even
to witness. The orchestra, though sounding

and, more often than not, preferable to analog.
After this amount of time, however, Ithink I

vaster and deeper than ever before, sounds

can safely strike out novelty as the basis of the

somehow pinned to the soundstage, laid out
against the aural horizon like apatient spread-

allure. Isimply find what digital does provocative and very, but not exclusively, attrac-

eagled on atable. Not aflattering simile admit-

tive. Icertainly do not, however, think I've

tedly; here's another: like alarge map, amap
which, for once, is just as large as the territory
it describes; which is, somehow, map and territory in one, carefully unrolled on asloping
plane beginning somewhere on the floor below

made the "right" or "most accurate" choice.
These are still, as far as I'm concerned, issues
terminally moot, tastes eternally personal.
As the groping metaphors and similes of this
article bear witness, Icontinue to find it dif-

and in front of my speakers, and ending

ficult to articulate the differences between and

somewhere behind and above. The map is projected with astounding resolution: the high, far

among mono and stereo, stereo and digital.

corners are just as legible as the low, near center

comparing apples and peaches, but such corn-

directly before me The color, texture and glare
of the paper on which the map is printed drop

pots can still be, Ibelieve fruitful. This, Ithink,
can be said: digital stereo is as different from
analog stereo as analog stereo is from analog

out entirely; Iam reading a transparency through
which the territory itself is revealed on ascale
of 1:1. Still, there is no getting around the fact

Certainly Iconfuse my categories, insisting on

mono, and all three are equidistant from the
verbatim transcription of orchestral music. S

START SMALL OR DO AWALL
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Advertisement

An open letter from Bruce Brisson

MT

Dear Audiophile:
A decade ago, audio enthusiasts were connecting highperformance equipment with cheap patch cords and zip
wire. Today audio cable has come of age as atrue audio
component, highly technical in nature and as critical to the
enjoyment of music as any other component in aquality
home audio system.
Appreciation and acceptance of superior audio cable did
not happen by accident. The underground audio press,
high-end dealers and audiophiles all realized they were
hearing awhole new ballgame—a major step closer to the
real thing! And since the early-1980s, MIT has been the
acknowledged leader in developing high-performance audio
cable, for the same reasons any product line emerges as
#1—superior quality and performance, and customer
enthusiasm and satisfaction.
This audible superiority of MIT cable derives from neither
luck or magic. Rather it is based upon leading-edge computer design capability, rigorous testing and aunique
understanding of the physics of cable performance. Scientific test procedures document the reasons why MIT cable
products bring you closer to the live music experience. I
would like to share these reasons with you, starting with
the pivotal subject of "phase noise
Phase noise is adegrading by-product of alarger cable
problem known as "delay distortion.'' Instead of passing
energy uniformly, non-neutral cable actually stores energy,
subsequently releasing this energy—at the wrong time, and
out-of-phase. Such cables have alarge "settling time," which
means that as asignal passes through these cables, substantial information is left behind.
This residue then piggy-backs onto the next signal, producing audible and out-of-phase sonic additions. This gremlin
is phase noise, inevitable in any cable not correctly designed
to fully pass all frequencies at exactly the same speed. Unlike
other audio cable, MIT cable is designed to be truly phase
coherent. Highs and lows travel through MIT cable at the
same velocity, eliminating delay distortions and phase noise.
Thus MIT cable is neutral—it does not alter the sound as do
other cables.

Advertisement

A straight wire bypass is the generally accepted control
when testing how other components change the sound (via
substitution or insertion). And use of straight wire in audio
cable is actually recommended in some quarters. So we
decided to test MIT MI-330 head-to-head against straight
wire, using 1meter lengths (a complex tone consisting of a
step pulse created by using a +.090v 40hz pulse delayed by
100ns, riding over a +.090v 40khz
A=10 mV

dA-62 mV

T=0 Ps

dT=34.132 ns

I

Signal Triggered

Straight wire:
measuring instantaneous phase noise

A= -8 mV

dA=18 mV

T=0 Ps

dT=46.746 ns

I

Signal Triggered

MI-330:
phase coherent and noise free

The test graphs demonstrate the phase noise superiority
of MI-330. Using true 13ghz sampling and a200ns time base
for superior resolution, aphase noise residue of +.072v remains
in straight wire during what should be aquiet period (at dc).
For MI-330, this residual is only +.010v, yielding truer quiet
passages. MI-330's defined waveform and quiet passages
mean the music starts and stops only when it is supposed
to, yielding amore holographic sound stage, intertransient
silence and minimal distortion.
Cables with delay distortions may at first seem quicker,
with more highs and ambience. Why? As discussed, these
frequency dependent delays move energy from one location
in acomplex waveform to another. This changes the waveform or musical tone. Worse yet, moving energy around
within the tone also results in noise, defocusing and removal
of low-level detail.
Minimal phase noise is but one significant advantage of MIT
cables. We will take up other key factors in future issues.
Good listening,

Bruce A. Brisson
President
*For amore technical discussion of delay distortion and phase
noise, please write for data to Transparent Audio Marketing,
RO. Box 117, Route 202, Hollis, ME 04042

AIISSIOI
to MEP

John Atkinson
interviews
Mission
designer
Henry Azima,

rt

iits first three years, UK hi-fi manufacurer Mission Electronics employed a

number of engineers to reinforce the

creative talents of founder and hi-fi enthusiast
Farad Azima. The lineup included John Bicht,
now with Versa Dynamics, and Stan Curtis,
now heading up Cambridge Audio. But when
Farad's brother Henry—'Henry" is actually a

nickname and Iam sure you can see the derivation—joined the company in 1979, he
brought both amuch-needed stability, and initiated aconsiderable degree of commercial
success for the company's products. Now resident in Canada, he spends his time commuting between his laboratory in Toronto and the
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company's headquarters near Cambridge,
England. Prior to joining Mission, however,
Henry had served in the Iranian Navy for 15
years, an unusual training for an audio engineer. Iasked him if this had been an appropriate preparation for the world of hi- fi.
HA: Ihad actually been astudent in the UK,
studying electronic engineering at the University of Surrey in Guildford. When Ileft the

audio. Istarted to appreciate the problems involved, but Iwas very skeptical about most of
the problems discussed. "Amplifiers sounding
different?" "Wires sounding different?" —it
was all very new to me. But it sort of clicked
together and Istarted to work with Mission
near the end of 1979. My first assignment was
to design anew compact speaker, which Idid
with some hardship and difficulty. The result

Navy in 1979 after the revolution in Iran, I

was the Mission 700.

moved to the UK and got a job with my

JA: That speaker sold very well in the UK. In,

previous University as an Assistant Lecturer

fact, Ithink it fair to say that, as with Celes-

and Researcher. However, Farad then asked me
out of the blue to join Mission. Isaid, "Well,

rions Ditton 15 in the early '70s, it redefined
the quality of loudspeaker the customer could

1have no idea about hi-fi, and stuff like that."

expect at the important £100 price point.

He said, "You will learn, there's no problem!"
So my career as an audio designer really

being new to the industry, my first assignment

started quite by accident. Farad got me every

was fairly successful. Ifelt more confident,

HA: It was very encouraging that, despite my

bit of literature that he could lay his hands on,

therefore, when early in 1980, we started the

and within acouple of months Ihad read

project that would result in the 776 preamplifier and 777 power amplifier.

about 10,000 pages of technical papers on

JA: In retrospect, though, and in the context
of Mission's philosophy as set by the 700
loudspeaker—to combine good sound quality
with an affordable price tag—weren't the 776
and 777 abit of adetour? They were unashamedly high-end products; they were expensive; they were even esoteric, with the
preamplifier being lead/acid battery-powered
and the ergonomics being sacrificed to the
distinctive styling. Was the design of these products away of working out what you felt about
amplifiers before getting into the Cyrus integrated amplifiers?
HA: Yes, Ithink the primary reason behind
the introduction of those amplifiers was for
Mission to get afoothold in the market and
gain recognition as aserious manufacturer of
electronic products. We wanted to prove,
both to ourselves and to the industry, that we
could do agood job. Ithink we were the first
specialist manufacturer to use MOSFETs. We
used them well, Ithink, and in places like
West Germany the 777 was considered to be
one of the best amplifiers in the world.
JA: The styling was pretty controversial.
HA: The styling was my idea, and as soon as
Iproposed it to Farad, he just snapped his
fingers. Either you loved the look or you hated
The Mission 700 loudspeaker, seen here from
behind the front baffle, pioneered the idea of
positioning the woofer above the tweeter in
order to direct the main response axis toward
the listener.
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it There was no inbetween.
JA: What do you think is important in power
amplifier design?
HA: It may sound cliched, but obviously there
are some basic and fundamental design aspects
69

which must be correct, and which probably

the choice of coupling capacitors, for exam-

every amplifier manufacturer knows about

ple, was important when it came to sound

nowadays. The power supply, for example has
to be adequate You have to make sure that you

quality?

don't have problems like transient inter-

HA: Absolutely. And we learned through alot
of heartache that to source good components

modulation distortion, etc., which are fairly

was very difficult. We have now established a

widely known now. Circuit layout we find
more and more to be extremely important, as

UK, who can supply components according

is choice of the components. But Ithink the
most important aspect of any amplifier design

umes with Cyrus are fairly good, meaning

is not the individual parameters; rather, it's a

that we can get things at reasonable prices. So

relationship with many good suppliers in the
to our specifications. Fortunately, our vol-

successful combination of the whole thing.

Ithink we are now using the sort of com-

JA: You say that having an adequate power

ponents we have always wanted to use. In the

supply is important. But how do you define

Cyrus 2, for example, all the capacitors below
lOnF are polypropylene, which we believe is
one of the best types. And although we use

"adequate" for mass-market products like the
Cyrus 1and 2? On what basis do you make the
necessary compromises between keeping the

electrolytic coupling capacitors, these are the

costs down and keeping within your defini-

best we know of.

tion of "adequate?"

JA: You haven't thought about using DC

HA: Well, the power supply is one of the

servo-circuits so that you can get rid of even
those coupling capacitors.
HA: Maybe in the next generation, but to do
it that way, especially in the preamplifier,

costliest parts of any amplifier. So, given the
cost restrictions, you have to learn to design
the rest of the amplifier to suit. Obviously, for
the same price you can buy a lousy transformer or agood transformer. We have learned

makes the circuitry more complicated. Albeit
we haven't tried it as such, but it may not prove

how to source and to specify and design, in

actually as good sonically. In theory, Icould

conjunction with our transformer manufacturer, who makes agood transformer. But put-

probably make the Cyrus amplifier better, but
there are production and engineering prob-

ting that to one side, other aspects of the

lems with asuch aphysically small amplifier.
You see, all the circuitry is on one board. The

amplifier, especially the power-output specification, play a big role here. For the same

price Iwould have to pay would be to com-

power-supply cost, you can make a200 watt

promise the optimization of the layout.

per channel amplifier which would be lousy,
but afantastic 20Wpc amplifier. You have to

JA: And if you did it on more than one board,
the price would go up commensurately and

balance sound quality against how much power
you actually want to deliver.

HA: And, of course, the maintenance and the

JA: But surely the market comes into that
choice? It's my impression that people always
want more watts, perhaps to the extent that a

the amplifier would be less competitive.
service cost would go up as well. Ithink that,
as well as the fact that it's agood-sounding
amplifier, one of the beauties of Cyrus's design

lousy 200W amplifier would probably sell bet-

is that it's ajoy to work with, to repair or to

ter than areally good 20W amplifier.

change anything, because it's very simple.

HA: Unfortunately so. Yes. But for people who

JA: There does seem to be acorrelation be-

are dedicated to good sound, one has to forego

tween good-sounding amplifiers and simple,

the big sale, and insist on making an amplifier

direct circuitry. It's been suggested that one
reason why tube amplifiers sound good is not

that sounds better. This is the better way to go
Ithink we have aamission to promote the

due to the use of tubes but because they tend

right idea, but in North America, unfortunately,

to have very simple circuits, with very short

it's like pulling teeth; people like big boxes
and high powers. Ithink, though, that there

signal paths. That would also explain why a

are enough people now who understand

good as it should because it has avery complicated printed-circuit-board layout, and the
signal is actually taken in avery complicated

these things, and we are making headway.
JA: You say that choice of components is important in amplifier design. As an ex-military
engineer, did it come as ashock to find that
70

typical Japanese amplifier doesn't sound as

manner from input to output. The Cyrus
design, with its very compact power-amplifier
Stereophile, October 1987
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Seen here in plan, the internal construction of Mission's Cyrus Two amplifier uses just one printed
circuit board and a"short," rationally laid out, signal path. The ribbon cable taking line-level
signals to the selector switches uses single solid-core conductors.
layout and line-level inputs taken straight to
the selector switching and volume control, ap-

response with anything but apurely resistive
loudspeaker. But 1.5mm cable would have, I

pears to have as direct asignal path as you can
get, given the compromises inherent in an af-

could forget such problems, especially in a

think, sufficiently low resistivity that you

fordable one-board design.

normal listening environment where you

HA: Absolutely. In fact, Iwould like to take a

won't use more than 3to 4meters.

sidestep and compare this with the business
of single-strand cables, which are now coming
into fashion. This primarily started in the UK,

JA: To return to amplification, Inoted with interest that although the Cyrus power-amplifier
section is based on discrete transistors, you use

with people like Denis Morecroft working on

op-amps to implement the Cyrus's disc cir-

it, and Mission also intends to produce speaker
cables and interconnects in single-strand form.

cuitry. There seems to be a strong feeling
among American audiophiles that op-amps are

Ithink that the comparison here is that single-

ano-no for high-end design, there being so

strand has got one simple path, whereas with
multistrand, however good the quality of the

many bad-sounding products using them.
HA: Well, obviously the choice of the op-amp

single strands which constitute the cable,

is extremely important. We use the best type
available for audio applications: the NE5534.

you've got amultipath problem. You have the
effects of corrosion between the strands, you

The ones we specify for Cyrus are the AN type

have got all sorts of diode effects.

which are preselected, with guaranteed low

JA: But two things worry me with single-

noise. These are made by Signetics, the designers of the 5534, and they're reliable and

strand, solid-core speaker cable. One is that
conventional single-strand house-wiring cable,

always within specification. They are abso-

as sometimes recommended in Hi- Fi Answers,

lutely fantastic. We have never had one go out

is not very pure copper. It's very brittle; if you

of spec.
JA: That's all right, of course, as long as you

bend it too many times, it snaps. The second
is, how do you get the resistivity low enough?
HA: What we are trying to do is to shoot for
a1.5mm-diameter, pure copper wire. Once
you lay acable around the house, you won't

can guarantee your supplies! My own experience has been that, if you choose to use
op-amps, you must design with as much care
as you do using discrete transistors. Iget the

really move it again, so provided that you can

impression, from looking at some CD-player

actually dress it around the carpet, etc., that's

output stages for example that many designers

it. It should be fine One problem, Ithink, with
the thickness that Morecroft is going for—he's
apparently trying to do it with 0.67mm—is

regard op-amps as magic bricks with programmable gain. They just drop them into the cir-

that the series resistance will alter the Q of the

quirements of the IC.

loudspeaker. It will also change the frequency

HA: How you use op-amps is extremely im-
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cuit without athought as to the specific re-
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Two stages along the Mission 770's path from aBBC-influenced "monitor" to ahigh-dynamic
range, very sensitive loudspeaker: left is the 1984 incarnation; right, the 1987 770.
portant. You have to take care, because to make

with them. He has got agood understanding

an amplifier with acertain gain with any op-

of the problems and he likes to keep that to

amp, you can do all sorts of things: you can put
in stabilization capacitors, you can roll the

himself. But recently, Farad has been very busy
with many other areas of the company, and

response off sooner or later; there are even

cannot spend as much time on loudspeaker

many ways of actually putting the external

design. Ibecame more involved again, and ac-

capacitors and resistors into the circuit. You

tually did agreat deal of work on the new

must be careful in how you arrange the
regulated power supplies, etc. Ithink the op-

range of Mission speakers, the new 780

amps we use are quite excellent: they lend

JA: What aspect of loudspeaker performance—

themselves to the neutrality of the sound. To

sensitivity, bass extension, midrange purity,

Argonaut, 770 Freedom, and Leading Edge.

be able to match them in discrete form, you

optimum dispersion pattern, lack of resonant

have to spend ahell of alot more money and

behavior—would you say is most important?

the size becomes out of proportion—
especially when you're talking about small
amplifiers.

HA: All of them! Well, traditionally at Mission

JA: Have you thought about using any of the

tually known as agood midband loudspeaker

we have been concerned with the midband.
And Ithink it fair to say that we have been ac-

high-quality audio grade op-amps such as are

manufacturer. But for the last three or four

made by Precision Monolithics, or Linear

years, we have been trying to come to an

Technology?
HA: We have actually tried the OP37, which

agreeable compromise between the need for

is adirect replacement for the NE5534, and we

midband clarity and the kind of bass
reproduction nowadays required for rock

didn't find any improvement; in fact, if

music and Reggae, the kind of music which

anything, it made the sound not as good. It

people actually love to listen to.

could be the fact that we didn't alter circuit

But Imust say it's not an easy marriage.

criteria to suit it, but we shouldn't have had
to—the two ICs are supposed to be inter-

There are speakers, especially in the UK, that

pensive anyway We could have afforded to use

are well-known for playing the bass extremely well, but suffer from midband problems
and colorations. Ithink for the first time in

them in the Cyrus, but we opted not to.

the history of Mission, we feel confident that

changeable. They are not that much more ex-

JA: Your first hi-fi product design was the 700;

we have been successful in marrying these

are you still actively involved in loudspeakers?
HA: Yes, Ihave been close to the design side,

two areas, which we feel to be equally impor-

although Farad has been mainly involved,

tant. We have given alot of attention to the
box design, more than we ever did. The

because he likes speakers. He feels at home

boxes are now extremely well built; for the
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first time, we have used internal bracing. We
have looked at box damping in a big way,

Iwas recently talking with areviewer from
West Germany who was skeptical about the

and we now use some very special materials.
And the two top speakers, the 770 Freedom
and 780 Argonaut, are now time-aligned. We

whole principle of the thing, and felt that
many discs sound awful. Iasked him, "Have
you ever heard at least one compact disc

have also been extremely concerned with the

which sounds unbelievably good?" He said,

design of the drive-unit itself, especially the

"Yes, Ihave." "A disc which is totally magic, I

woofer.

mean, you cannot fault it?" Again he said,
"Yes." Now if you have heard even one, it

JA: Iknow that Mission has its own drive-unit
manufacturing facility. Do you make the

means that the system works. That is the

woofers yourself?

proof. You cannot make something which is

HA: No, we don't. We have them made for us,

wrong to sound perfect. But if you manage to

to our specifications. We still make one or two
of our own drivers, but that is basically to keep

lay your hand on agood record, areasonable

that side of the company active There are now

playback system—the third-generation players
work excellently—you can make magic! There

manufacturers in Europe that can do an ex-

may be many areas that can be improved, but

cellent job, at amore competitive price than

the system works.

we could do ourselves. In the Freedom and

JA: Iget the impression from talking to studio

the Argonaut, we are using a proprietary
tweeter made for us in Denmark. It is the result

engineers that the recording field lags behind

own design in conjunction with the Danish

the consumer field, the playback machines
being more developed than the recorders.
HA: Absolutely. In fact, I was talking to

engineers. We prototyped it probably 20 times,

another West German reviewer, Franz Schul-

of at least three years' work; in fact, it's our

until we liked it. It is very special, and ex-

ler, who has reviewed 5000 CDs and has seen

clusive to us.
JA: It appears to be ahorn-loaded dome.
HA: We don't like to call it ahorn. Rather, it's

every plant in the world; he is probably the

impedance matched. The final major area of

appears that while many recordings actually

concern is the loudspeaker's dispersion char-

released on CD may have started with 15 to

world authority on digitally recorded sound.
The stories he was telling me were awful. It

acteristic We paid alot of attention to that, and

16-bit resolution, when the data were finally

we feel that aspeaker has to have an excellent
lateral dispersion characteristic The response
should roll off off-axis in an ordered manner.

put on the disc, the resolution was probably

JA: Mission was one of the first "real" hi-fi

no better than 10-bit. They use thirdgeneration tapes, they use bad printing, they
fool around with the mixing, and they just

companies to launch acompact disc player,
the DAD 700 being one of the first machines

own mind that probably only 1% of the CDs

to be recognized as having better sound quality

you could buy, as of the end of 1986, are

than the stock players. Could you tell me
some of your feelings on CD, its faults and

true 15 to 16-bit. The rest are far below.
JA: That's the way Iunderstand it. You may

advantages?
HA: Well, CD, Ithink, is probably the me-

start with a16-bit master, but the minute you

dium, mathematically speaking. There's no

digital mixer, even if you do something as

destroy the sound. Franz was certain in his

do any operations on the data, if you use a

question about it in my mind. The foundation

fundamental to recording as adding analog

is sound, the technology is fantastic—it can

HF equalization or boosting gain, you reduce
the effective resolution. In the digital domain,

actually extract the information recorded on
the disc and replay it. But at the moment, I

digital mixers, filters, and equalizers are based

think probably the weakest link is the record-

on the fact that the signal has mathematical

ing. That's not to say that playback can't be improved; it would be naive to say that it's ex-

operations performed on it, with the result

tremely good at this stage. It has many faults
in many areas, but, knowing the faults and
knowing the recordings available, Ithink the

that the resultant data consist of considerably
more than 16 bits; when these long words are
truncated back to 16-bit, unless done with
care, large amounts of quantization distortion

sound you can reproduce from CD is just

can be introduced.

unbelievable.

HA: It depends how accurate these mathema-
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system. From speaker to cartridge,
anything that delivers less than absolute accuracy is disappointing. Naturally, these sensibilities extend to the
purchase source as well.
For 30 years, Lawrence Stereo has
catered to the discriminating southeastern audiophile. Extensive product
knowledge and experience allow us to
stock only premier component lines
and to offer custom system design and
installation services. Extending to our
maintenance division, we affiliate only
with technicians who are dedicated
perfectionists.
©Lawrence Stereo 1987

At Lawrence we speak the language of the true audiophile, and that's
music to your ears.
Offering. Acoustic Research Connoisseur Series/conradjohnson group:
conradjohnson, Sonographe, Synthesis/Denon/Forte Audio/Kimber
Kable/Koetsu/Kyocera/Ortofon/RAM
Meworks/SOM/Sound Connections/
Souther/Sumiko: Grace, Premie;
Talisman/Superphon/Threshold/
Vandersteen Audio and more.

ILAWRENCE
STEREO
1927 11th Ave. S. Birmingham. AL 35205
(205) 933-0330

tical manipulations are. Like, if the accuracy

JA: Assuming that the political problems are

of the signal being mixed with the audio
stream is only 12-bit, then the end result cannot be better than the 12-bit.

resolved, does Mission intend to produce an
R-DAT recorder?
HA: Mission is now looking very closely at

JA: It means that an engineer designing

producing one; Ithink we'll be probably one

playback machines is, to some extent, hung
on the quality of disc.

of the first manufacturers in the UK to make

HA: We are at the mercy of what's on the
disc!

an R-DAT machine. At the moment, we are
looking at many different sources in Japan
from which to source our transport, and we

JA: Let's talk about Mission's current CD

have to compare and see which one would

machines, the PCM 7000 and 4000. Almost

actually work out better.
Obviously, many people are afraid of R-DAT.

three years ago Philips announced their
second-generation chip set, based on adual

It represents abig problem for the recording

16-bit DAC IC with 4x oversampling, but they
apparently had tremendous problems in get-

industry, because if the R-DAT actually comes
to the market, people can produce cheap,

ting them into production compared with the

cheap, cheap, copies of prerecorded music in

tried and tested 14-bit technology. What does

Taiwan and Hong Kong which would completely destroy the royalties to the musicians.

Mission do to ensure that the chips you get
from Philips are good enough?

It would be extremely hard to control that.

HA: We know that we get preselected chips

Very, very hard.

because these chips go into all their machines.
In fact, Ithink they grade them themselves for

ready to go into the market with R-DAT, in the

their cheaper machines and use the worst
ones; we are assured by our contract with

sense that they try not to upset the market by
making the man in the street misbelieve what

And Iunderstand that the Japanese weren't

them that we get, preselected, the best avail-

he has been told. However, one day he's told

able chips. Personally, Ithink we are far better off than with the 14-bit chip set.

CD is the best; the next day, he's told it's R-DAT,

In particular, the new digital filter which

tories which used to make video tape decks

works with the 16-bit DAC is far superior to
the old one. The impulse response, which is

have no work. They need to make something
to keep people in their jobs. The result is that

the reason being the fact that the Japanese fac-

convoluted to get the low-pass filtering, is far

people get really skeptical; it can actually ter-

more accurate; it gives just 0.02dB amplitude

ribly upset the marketplace.

ripple in the passband, which is far superior
than the 0.5dB we have with the 14-bit. It

media, CD and R-DAT, can exist side by side,

uses more coefficients and it's truncated better. The result is afar superior digital filter.

But the fact of the matter is that these two
as the turntable did with the cassette deck.
The problem, Ithink, is that the claims

JA: Do you think that Philips' way of using

made for this new machine—that it is as good

oversampling is fundamentally more accurate

as CD and can do the same job—are not true.

than the general Japanese way (until this summer) of using straightforward 16-bit DACs

There are two or three parameters involved

running at 44.1kHz?
HA: Iam totally convinced. There are two or

medium, will be at the mercy both of tape
stretching, and of dropouts of the magnetic

here: one is that the R-DAT, being a tape

three advantages, most important of which is

information. Second, because it's based on

the fact that you can get the out-of-band re-

mechanical friction, it could actually deterior-

jection without the problems associated with

ate. There may be error detection and correc-

high-order analog filters. There are no prob-

tion mechanisms inside, but it won't be the

lems with phase shift, because the filtering is
done by atime-delay method. It's not at the

same. Whereas the CD, if you take care of it,
can actually be aperpetual medium. Number

mercy of the components or of temperature

three is that CD is true random access, whereas

change, it's avery mathematical and very ac-

the tape is not. These important features, I

curate way of really achieving the desired

think, will distinguish the two media.

response. And with the new chip set, we get

Ithink there is no doubt, however, that R-

at least 60dB attenuation out-of-band; the
previous set gave only 50 and better.

DAT will replace the analog Compact Cassette
within the next five to six years.
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Portland Symphony Orchestra, Bruce Hangen Conducting. Portland, Maine.

Correct Phase is Everything to Music

11/1111T

Phase Correct Audio Cable Comes frorn[

MIT is the only audio cable company to have access to the full
benefits of Bruce Brisson's technologies—Van-Lay Construction
and Time Matrix Termination. These technologies guarantee phase
correctness in the most critical applications. Phase correctness is
the most essential ingredient for neutral tonal balance, a threedimensional soundstage, and focus.
MIT MH-750•MIT MH-650•MIT MI-330 •Spectral/MITMI-500
MIT MH-750, MH-650, MI-330, and Spectral/MIT MI-500 have set
the musical standards by which all audio cables are judged. Time
Matrix Termination corrects phase nonlinearities at three points
across the audio band. Because they have low TIM distortion, MIT
cables are able to transfer the music with unequaled clarity and low
level information.
MIT MH-750 Shotgun • MIT MI-330 Shotgun
Spectral/MIT MI-500 Shotgun
MIT's new series of cables incorporates the same technologies as
MIT MH-750, MI-330, and Spectral/MIT MI-500, but the more
elaborate Time Matrix Termination of the Shotgun Series corrects
phase nonlinearities at six points across the audio band resulting in
a more life-like soundstage and greater dynamic range. In the
Shotguns, TIM distortion has been reduced to even lower levels.
For More Information and aLocal Dealer:
Transparent Audio Marketing • Rt 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

PC
SQUARED

Music Interface Technologies

PC-2 INTERCONNECT CABLE

PC-18 SPEAKER CABLE

CORRECT PHASE IS EVERYTHING TO MUSIC..
.. PHASE CORRECT CABLE COMES FROM M

-1

3ruce Brisson of Music Interface Technologies realize(
en years ago that it takes more than a straight wire t(
ransfer an actual musical signal accurately.

)C-SQUARED

is anew phase correct, moderately priced cabk
rom MIT. PC-SQUARED employs equal amounts of polypropy
ene and copper in apatent pending configuration that insure:
)hase correctness. This new construction technique is callec
Jnifield Construction. Because eddy effects are greatly reduce(
nPC-SQUARED, all frequencies arrive at the output of the cablE
it the same time. The result is clean highs in anatural balancE
vith other frequencies and outstanding imaging and focus.

For More Information and a Local Dealer

Transparent Audio Marketing
Rt. 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

WADIA

4

Advanced Technology Preamplifier

Most amplification components get in the
way of the music, but not the Wadia-4.
The Wadia-4 Advanced Technology Preamplifier offers near-perfect transient response
and inter-transient silence, as well the
absence of distortion and coloration.
With aWadia-4, all you hear is the music.
Medea Ud. has been quietly designing and
building preamplifiers, one at a time, for
over 30 years. Now, for the first time, these
handcrafted units are available in limited
quantities from selected dealers.

.1111114

For more information, call or write Medea Ltd.
P.O. Box 24049, Minneapolis, MN 55424, 612/926-3858
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MEDEA Ltd

PURE GOLD
Alvin Gold
1worked closely with the guy for ages. We

he's genial and soft-spoken. Whoever heard

always got on well and tended to agree on
things, despite having come into the industry

of asharp intelligence behind agenial countenance. Ronald Reagan?
To find out when Stan Curtis was invented

from quite different directions. Predictably,
then, Iwas among the last to lay hands on Stan

and why, you need to go back to 1968, when

Curtis's much-talked-about Cambridge Audio

Cambridge Audio was born. The startlingly

CD2 16-bit 16x oversampling CD player—the

original Cambridge Audio P40 was the fruit of

CD player that wrests the specmanship lead

aparty working under the aegis of something
called the AIM Technology (or was that Con-

from the Japanese.
If that's all it was about, Iwouldn't he writ-

sultants?) thinktank, which was run by abunch

ing about it here. But first, what can Itell you

of academics. The P40 —a stunning piece of

about Stan the man? Well, he's married, has

design—was arguably the first transistor amp

two young children, and lives with his family

that really worked. The problem, as with all

(I wouldn't have had to say that once upon a
time) in a tiny village a little outside Cam-

such items from wet-behind-the-ears aca-

bridge, England, in arambling property far
enough from civilization for the boundaries

into production. No one knew how to make
the bloody thing work, and it suffered all kinds

to go fenceless. Ex-hi-fi reviewer Stan used to

of reliability and build problems. After about

supply measurements when Ineeded them for

18 months, the firm collapsed.
At this point Colin Hammond (the then UK,

my own reviews, but, as afull-time manufacturer, he's had to stop all that.
At that time, he operated avery nicely kitted-

demia, arose when the factory tried putting it

Canada, and US Revox distributor) stepped in

out laboratory in an outhouse. Since then it has

as leader, and brought Stan, who until then
had been the chief Revox service engineer, in

expanded into alarge converted barn some

as troubleshooter. Stan—and this information

distance away, and, as Iwrite, Stan is just set-

is from the horse's mouth—helped set up the
factory properly and introduced arange of
new products. One of these was adigital tuner,

tling into amuch larger, brand-new factory;
his current Audi is the biggest I've ever seen.
C'est progress, n'est-ce pas?

the world's first. It had everything amodern

What Iremember most is that Stan was

digital tuner has, but was stuffed to the gills

always discovering things, breadboarding

with TTL chips—nearly athousand of the lit-

something or other, or making up bits of test

tle buggers. But only ahandful of the tuners
were ever made, and none were sold to the

gear or amplifier output stages whose operation he would explain to me with almost childlike relish and pride. (Being abit thick, I'd then

public.
The other Cambridge Audio equipment,

instantly forget everything he told me.) His ro-

however, did sell well through most of the

tund affability makes him an unlikely trail

70s, including the P50, P100, P110, P60 (which

blazer, agenuine antihero—Stan has always

had two volume controls), the T55 tuner, and
the R40 and R50 transmission-line monitors,

been doing things that no one else had quite
got round to doing for themselves.

which acquired near-legendary status in the

Almost uniquely, he is just as happy with

US. This was aboom time for the industry, and

logic elements and digital circuit techniques

something in the region of 5000-6000 am-

as he ever was with op-amps and power sup-

plifiers were made and sold every month. Of

plies. The number of audio engineers with

one model alone, the P60, over half amillion
were sold. Compare this with the 20,000-odd

digital design skills and audiophile sensibilities
can be counted on the fingers of one hand,

A&R Cambridge A60s sold throughout the '80s

leaving at least three of them untouched. I (this being the nearest modem equivalent and
wear the mantle and pseudo-intellectual bag-

the most successful of its genre in the UK).
Achange in taxation on consumer purchases

gage of the traditional hi-fi guru. Like Isaid,

in 1974, to aValue Added Tax system, coin-

think Stan's real problem is that he doesn't
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cided with the end of what had been asustained hi-fi boom, and Cambridge Audio
gradually wound down, losing impetus as the
enthusiasts left and the accountants tightened
their grips. Colin Hammond was making a
fortune in the US with discotheque equipment, and moved there lock, stock, and barrel. Cambridge moved to new, smaller premises, amalgamated with other concerns, and
generally dropped from view. But they never
completely went under.
In 1980, Cambridge Audio was bought by
one Vince Adams, who asked Stan to design
a new product range. Just as Stan came up
with an amplifier called the P35, Vince went
bust, and to cut a long and rather fraught
story short, Stan, along with other members
of his family, bought him out. The P35 was
sold as an OEM design in the UK, Teledyne
Acoustic Research marketing it as the AR amplifier—their second non-loudspeaker-related
product following the successful reintroduction of their turntable. In foreign markets, a
related model was sold under the Cambridge
Audio banner. The company was export-oriented right from the beginning, and even
now, with the situation redressed to adegree,
something like 80% of Cambridge's flm-plus
turnover (small, but growing fast) was ex-

You are visiting a store that cares
about your music.
Audioquest
offers 8speaker cables
and 3 interconnect
cables to handle any
application.

ported. Current production is running at
something over 1000 amplifiers amonth, and
set to increase with amove to anew factory.
The CD1 CD player is probably the bestknown Cambridge product in the US. According to Stan, this was aone-off product, designed for his own use following a CD vs
master-tape demonstration set up by Decca
to convince askeptical press that the two
sounded identical (ha ha). Stan took the golden
award on that occasion, achieving aperfect
score on all the comparisons except that he
identified the CD as the master tape each
time, and vice versa.
The first CD1 was shown in January 1985 at
the Las Vegas CES, and was the world's first

oucJioquest
Products that bring your system lo ide!"

629 Camino Mares #306
San Clemente, CA 92672
(714) 240-0604

multi-box player (the Sony 650/702 combination appeared at CES in Chicago in June
the same year), and the orders piled in. "That's
why it's so idiosyncratic and unbeautiful,"
Stan explained. "Everyone wanted it quick,
so we carried on making it as it was." Over
3000 have been made to date, several hundred of which went to the US. Such figures
aren't bad for what is one of the most expen-
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sive and least prepossessing CD players on
earth.
Idid have alittle chat with the man about
the reliability of this product, which certainly
wasn't all it could have been in the early days.
The story, it seems, is that the basic mechanism, lifted from aPhilips model known as the
Magnavox CD1040, was none too reliable in
that incarnation either. Stan claims that faults

only one thing: the player had to be all-digital.
The importance of this concept cannot be
overstated. Unless the output amplifiers are
built like Audio Research's SP1 I, it isn't going
to be good enough. And SPI Is are not known
for being especially affordable. A common attribute of all audiophile CD players to date, including the CD1, is that they add stages—be
it power supply, output circuitry, additional

in the transport and elsewhere were system-

filtering, or whatever—to existing players. As

atically designed out as they were identified,

adirect result, they all tend to share certain

and that, among other measures, he runs

audible features. Audiophile players typically

each transport for two weeks, only the survivors making it into players for sale. Even

sound smooth and refined, but ambience and

then there were problems. Cambridge players

resolution tend to suffer. The comparison with
analog can be very revealing.

didn't always survive transit, the lead com-

Rather than attempt to stretch the abilities

ponents in the suspension system being par-

of aplayer originally designed to sell for $200-

ticularly vulnerable. This, too, has been tackled

$250, therefore, Stan decided to make the CD2

vigorously by avariety of measures, including the use of adouble-box arrangement.

unique. Based only very loosely on Philips

This extensive after-launch support is no-

hardware, the player works at 16-bit level but
with I6x oversampling instead of the ubiqui-

thing more than the product deserves, and it

tous 4x oversampling. This allows the anti-

would be reasonable to argue that none of it

aliasing filters to operate with very much more

should have been necessary. But late is better

gentle slopes, which early CD2s achieved with

than never; as well as being the first of its
type, the CD1 has become the longest-sur-

asimple 6dB/octave passive network. Later

way, it has turned into the Linn Sondek of CD

players have dispensed with that safety-net
filter altogether, and any remaining attenuation
is taken care of by any residual distributed

players, with build and performance improv-

resistance and capacitance in the cables.

viving player of its type in production. In its

ing slowly but consistently, while retaining a
degree of consistency and purposefulness
that other players simply haven't supplied. In

As well as eliminating the anti-aliasing filters, the integrator stage is also dispensed

fact, alot of CDIs are sold in the UK by Linn

with: with at least four samples produced for
every one with other CD technologies, the

dealers for use with Linn-based systems—

unsmoothed digital waveform has many more

those with Linn or Naim amps, as arule. Linn

steps and amuch smoother shape.

themselves must be eyeing this market with

The technical problems are obvious. Around

some relish. The word from my spies is that
they are playing with aCD transport of their
own design, presently running with Philips

22 million instructions/second have to be processed against the 4million or so maximum
for anormal player—conducting arithmetic

optics and electronics.

at this kind of speed is in large-minicomputer

The trouble with the CDI is obvious. It's ex-

territory. The solution is to distribute the proc-

pensive, elitist, and, if you think about, it's

essing in order among four 16-bit DACs, all

totally at odds with the rest of the Cambridge

controlled by a custom microprocessor of

Audio range of products, which is nothing if
it isn't affordable. From the manufacturing

Stan's own design. The DACs run at their normal clock speeds, so settling times and so on

point of view, the CDI is avery expensive and

are not compromised, and all the complexity
of this player—and it is complex—is entirely

difficult player to make, and is necessarily very
labor-intensive. Everything has to be hand-

in the digital domain. The outputs of the DACs

built, manually matched and tweaked, and

are summed in the correct order and fed

many of the components are very expensive.
The CD2, originally conceived to offer

directly to the CD-player output with no fur-

sound quality as close as passible to that of the
CDI, was to be much more repeatable, consis-

required by the disc being played. When it is,
asimple passive network is introduced and a

tent, and mass-producible. To Stan this meant

front panel light is illuminated.
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THE

BEDINI

PHILOSOPHY

For years, audio component manufacturers have been
trying to achieve a perfect power amplifier. Most of them
fell short of their goals due to compromise. In today's
world of audio Bedini is totally committed to provide the
audiophile with the ultimate power amplifier. All Bedini
products are handcrafted with painstaking care and are
subject to rigorous quality control. The people at Bedini
have only one goal: To bring you the finest products that
only skill, care and time can produce.

ENRICHED OUTPUT TRANSISTOR5 m
BEDINI Model 150/150 MK II

Si3echni
hi.
The 103 transistor cases have been ground open by hand
and filled with a proprietary crystaline solution which stops
ultrasonic ringing and improves switching speed. The transistors are then critically matched to provide the smoothest
sound possible in Class AB amplifier design.
For Further Information Please Contact:
MIKE FISHMAN

do ROYAL SALES, INC.

600 W

Broadway, Suite 100 • Glendale, CA 91204

818/502-4166
TERRITORIES AVAILABLE •DEALER AND REP INQUIRIES INVITED
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Icannot let this column close without trying
to give at least the flavor of the product when
used in anger, particularly in the light of some
of the early comments Ihave heard and seen
written. Some of them have, in effect, accused

impression is of great clarity. The sound can
indeed be very sharp and articulate, even
when using some quite cheap replay equipment. In reality, though, the lack of information means that it can be very difficult to get

the CD2 of sounding aggressive and/or OTT

ahandle on exactly what you're hearing.

(UK-talk for Over The Top").
1believe such opinions are fundamentally
misplaced. Idon't imagine for one moment

The CD2 stands in relation to other audiophile CD players in much the same way agenuinely competent amplifier (tube or solid-

that the CD2 is anything more than one rung

state) does to some of the more favored and

further up avery long ladder. But Ibelieve, as

exotic tube-based gear (which, in practice, I

Ihave believed for avery long time, that the

have found to sound soft and soggy and in-

main problem with compact disc is not the

capable of driving awet paper bag, still less a
loudspeaker). A CD player with real informa-

one usually mentioned, viz, that it is uncouth
and slightly aggressive. Problems of this kind

tion content is rarer than rocking-horse or-

can usually be sorted out quite easily, or by-

dure; an audiophile CD player is rarer again.

passed, as they are in many audiophile players.

This is what the CD2 is all about. It is aplayer

The real problem with CD, Icontend, is that

for which the words "stereo soundstage," "tim-

the information content is low. The most im-

bre," and "dynamics" all have real meaning.

portant subjective difference between good
CD and good analog sound is that with the lat-

The CD2 is perhaps the first CD player which
allows you to hear what is going on.

ter you can hear what is being played, where

Editor's note: Although Cambridge Audio

it is being played, and everything else you

products used to be distributed in the USA by

need to know to reconstruct a reasonably

Sumiko, this relationship has now ceased.

complete picture of the event. If there's abit

Those interested in more information on the

of noise or distortion, the odd crackle perhaps,

CD2 should contact Cambridge Audio at

well, that doesn't take it away—and cannot,
if you think about it. With CD. the superficial

Home Farm, Diddington, Huntingdon, Cambs.
PF1R 9X1'. England

An Analog Revolution

WELL TEMPERED TABLE • WELL TEMPERED
ARM •VAN DEN HUL
MC-10
It's arevolution because there is now no need to spend $3000 to $15000 on an
analog playback system that clearly outperforms the best CD players. Celebrate
analog with aWell Tempered Table, Well Tempered Arm, and Van Den Hui'
MC-10 for less than $2200.
For alocal dealer call or write:
Transparent Audio Marketing • At. 202, Box 117 •Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553
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THE SECOND
CONSUMER HI-FI SHOW
IN LESS THAN A YEAR!

I

t's happening all over

again—on the East Coast. this lime. a Hi -Fi show for
consumers , This show, co-sponsored by Stereophile
magazine and Nelson & Associates. will feature the
highest of the high-end manufacturers

Hear eso-

teric equipment set up by the designers themselves
Tickets are available at the door or from your favorite
dealer who sells Stereophile Just think, you get awhole
weekend—three days of the best reproduced sound
you've ever heard—for lust St5

THE HIGHEST
OF HIGH-END SOUND!

N
Mid-town
Manhattan's
Omni Park
Central Hotel
is near
everything.
Carnegie Hall is
just ablock
away

OMNI nun( CENTRAL
HOTEL
Seventh Avenue and 56th Street

FRIDAY•SATURDAY•SUNDAY

OCTOBER 16-17-18

Participants at the
High End Hi -Fi Show
AR
Accuphase
Adcom
Apogee

... . - —.
Goldmund
Infinity
JBL
JSE

Monitor
Monster Cable
Motif
NAD

Aragon
Arcici
Audio Research
Audioquest
B &W
Belles

Kindel
Ktimo
Krell
Kyocera
Linn
Lurne

Nitty Gritty
Onkyo
Oracle
Ortofon
PS Audio
Pioneer

Beveridge
British Fidelity
California Audio
Technology
Carnegie
Celestion
Cello
conrad Johnson
Counterpoint
Electronics
DBX
Dahlquist

M &K
MIT
McLaren
Magnepan
Magnavox
Magnum Dynalabs
Mark Levinson
Audio Systems
Meitner
Melos
Merlin
Merrill

Princeton Acoustics
Proton
RH Labs
Revak
Rotel
Roksan
SOTA
Sansui Vintage
Snell
Spectral
Stan
Sumo

Denon
Discrete Technology

Mod Squad
Mondial

Sumiko
Synthesis

Dual
Duntech
Eminent Technology
Euphonic Technology
Fosgate
Fostex
Fuselier

Tandberg
Teac
Thiel
Threshold
True Image
VPI
Vandersteen

Garrott

Village Voice
WBCN
Well Tempered Lab
Wilson Audio
Yamaha

TICKETS $15
at the door
Tickets good for entire show

FRIDAY

October 16, 1to 9pm

SATURDAY

October 17. 11 am to 8pm

SUNDAY

October 18, 11 am to 6pm
FOR INFORMATION CALL
STEREOPHILE 505/982-2366

PRESENTS

A Hi -Fi Show? In New York? In October?
Yes, it's true. This month sees Stereophile's
second foray into the world of show promotion, with "The High-End Hi -Fi Show," taking

eign loudspeaker, and Cello's exclusive handbuilt electronics. Cello's Mark Levinson will be
on hand to explain the unusual approach his

Hotel, October 16th through the 18th. (The

company has taken toward sound reproduction in the home. Ask him why he chose to
launch the company with an equalizer, of all

Omni Park, as we are sure you are aware, is
where Jackie Gleason made The Honeymoon-

things.
• A long-awaited loudspeaker has been the

place at the Big Apple's Omni Park Central

ers—or at least he stayed there alot. Coupled

Celestion SL700, the more expensive develop-

with the fact that it's amere block away from

ment of the company's renowned '600. The
High-End Hi -Fi Show will be your first chance

Carnegie Hall, what better pedigree could a
venue have?)
"The Highest of High-End Sound" is the
motto of the show; certainly the potential for
such sound is there, with over 80 brands of hill components being demonstrated on the
Mezzanine, 23rd, 24th, 25th, and 26th floors

to hear this exquisite miniature.
• Fostex is better known for their semipro
and pro-audio equipment. They are taking the
opportunity presented by the Show, however,
to—are you ready?—demonstrate in-car loudspeakers costing $2500 per pair!

Aragon, B&W, Celestion, Cello, conrad-johnson, Dahlquist, Discrete Technology, Duntech,

• Brooklyn dealer Innovative Audio, apparently the largest Linn dealer in the US, will put
on some ear-opening demonstrations for diose ,

Eminent Technology, Linn, Martin Logan, Meit-

who are skeptical about sonic differences

of the hotel. Manufacturers such as Apogee,

ner, The Mod Squad, NAD, Sumo, Threshold,

between turntables and arms, as well as digital

and Vandersteen, as well as Tri-State area high-

sources.
• The name of Lyric Hi -Fi is synonymous
with the high end in music reproduction. The

end dealers including Lyric Hi -Fi, Sound by
Singer, CSA, Innovative Audio, and Harvey
Electronics, will be doing their best to produce

highlight of this New York dealer's display will

music, the quality of which will blow your

be asystem based around the near-mythical

socks off!

Infinity IRS Series V loudspeakers and the

Highlights? Boy, will there be highlights!

Goldmund Reference turntable—a $100,000

• Apogee was voted one of the best-sounding

system!
• Launched at the Show will be the "Sequel,"

rooms at our Santa Monica Show last March.
Main-man Jason Bloom, in addition to play-

an "entry-level" electrostatic/dynamic hybrid

ing an entertaining selection of sonic showApogee Diva full-range ribbon loudspeakers.

sleeve.
• Meitner will demonstrate acomplete system featuring the $1500 AT-2 turntable/arm

• CSA will have the hotel's 26th floor to them-

combination. Though full of clever touches,

selves to demonstrate astate-of-the-art system
including Duntech's ear-opening 2001 Sover-

the talking point is the platter, or lack thereof.

stopper records, will demonstrate the new
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from Martin-Logan, no deeper than an LP

Ed Meitner will be on hand to field questions
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about this radical departure from traditional

should be able to work out where Jim is com-

practice; he must have apretty well-rehearsed

ing from when it comes to what equipment

response by now!

best preserves the sound of the Steinway.

• Nimbus will treat show visitors to sneak
previews of their forthcoming titles, heard via

The Musician in the Middle: Principal Contrabassoonist for the National Symphony Or-

suitable components including conrad-john-

chestra and regular Stereopbile contributor

son's DF1 CD player and Premier tube electronics, the Motif MS100 power amplifier, and
the four-box Synthesis Reference System loud-

of his instrument is treated by sound-repro-

speakers.
• DAT will be dere! Onkyo will demonstrate

some superbly subwooferish soupcons of subterranean sonics. (Not Saturday, as Lewis will

their DT-2001 DAT recorder with apreview of

be helping his orchestra perform in Washington that day.)

the world's first direct-to-DAT recording, re-

Lewis Lipnick will talk about how the sound
duction equipment. Be prepared to experience

corded under the auspices of Reference Record-

Listening Tests: One of the controversies

ing,s' Professor Keith Johnson.

covered in the magazine over the last year or

• 'All rube, all analog" is Performance Recoldings' battle cry, and pianist James Boyk will

so is the audibility of some of the more arcane
aspects of high-end reproduction. Are "audio-

reaffirm his conviction that life should revolve

phile-quality" capacitors better than cheap

at 33 /
4 rpm. His room will be an oasis for
1

Radio Shack-grade electrolytics? Does thin,

those who've had their fill of digitization.

solid-core cable sound better than conven-

• Top New York specialists Sound By Singer

tional multistrand audiophile cable? Do differ-

are setting up six completely different systems
to show New Yorkers what they should be

ent tubes sound different? \Vas Stereo Review
right when it "proved" that acheap amplifier

hearing—and seeing.

sounds the same as an expensive one? Take

Is there more? Yes, there's more.

part in blind listening tests to see how easy it

The Hi -Fi Show Fringe

is to detect such differences under pressure.
Ask Dr. Gordon: This is your chance to get

Every show has its Fringe, in addition to the
Official Events. In the Stereopbile Hi -Fi Show

swered, and even make the experts wriggle on

Fringe, asituation alittle less structured than
the formal exhibits will allow some more fundamental aspects of high fidelity and sound
reproduction to be re-examined.

your problems solved, your questions anthe hook. Heading Stereopbile's panel of audio
experts will be the magazine's Founder and
Editor J. Gordon Holt, accompanied by such
luminaries as the Audio Cheapskate, Stereo-

A full program of fringe events is planned

pbile's Publisher Larry Archibald, and Ken

to take place throughout the show in the Park

Kessler, from Hi -Fi News & Record Review.

Suite on the Mezzanine floor:

Entry to any of the sessions is by free ticket,

Stereo & the Soundstage: Stereo is what

available on afirst-come, first-served basis
from the Stereopbile room-2431.

distinguishes hi-fi from audio, right? But do
you know why? John Atkinson starts with the
basics of the hearing process, goes on to show
how different microphone techniques distort

Where is the Show? The Omni Park Central Hotel, 56th Street and 7th Avenue, New

the original soundstage to agreater or lesser

York, NY

extent, and ends up (he hopes) showing how

When is the Show? October 1987: Friday the

amore analytical listening attitude will increase

16th, 1pm-9pm, Saturday the 17th, Ilam-8pm,
Sunday the 18th, 1lam-6pm

your appreciation of fine hi-fi components.
The Sound of the Piano: Think you know
what apiano sounds like? Caltech lecturer,

What does it cost to get in? Admission at
the door will be $15, or $12.50 in advance

concert pianist, and recording artist James

from Stereopbile, PO Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM

Boyk dissects the sound of aseven-foot Stein-

87501—see the ad on p.89 for details. And
every visitor will get afree copy of the 100-

way concert-grand piano, showing what needs
to be reproduced by ahi-fi system in the way

page Show Guide, which includes apreview

of harmonic complexity and dynamic contrast. As the motto of his Performance Record-

of Stereopbile's "Recommended Compo-

ings record company is
Stereophile, October 1987

Analog," you

nents" feature.
See you there!
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
SONY CDP-705ESD CD PLAYER
J. Gordon Holt

Sony CD P-705ES CD player
16-bit, 4x oversampling CD player. Dimensions: 17" W by 5" H by 15%" D. Price: $1500. Approximate number of dealers: 120-150. Manufacturer: Sony Consumer Products, 1Sony Drive, Park
Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930-1000.
As co-developer (with Philips) of the CD system, Sony has contributed many innovations

tween the digital filter and the DAC inputs,
direct-coupled audio stages, separate power

to player design during the years since their

transformers for the deck motors and the elec-

first model, the CDP-101. Most of them, how-

tronics section, adigital output socket, and
high-potency error correction. The only thing

ever, have related to tracking and error correction, rather than to sound quality. Only in bass
reproduction have Sony's players reigned su-

one might (or might not) ask for is tubed am-

preme; in other sound-related areas, they have

plification in the audio stages.
The question of whose 16-bit DAC chip is

tended to lag behind what has been consid-

used in the 705 is of interest, if only because

ered the state of the art for the past few years.

some critics have reported that the new Philips

Most of the pioneering work there has been

chip produces rather muddled sound. Open-

done by Philips, and it has taken as long as two
years for Sony to adopt some of those refine-

ing up the 705 shed no light on this, as the top

ments (digital filtering and four-times over-

of the DAC was covered by asmall rectangle
of hard reddish-brown ceramic-like material,

sampling, in particular).
The CDP-705ESD, the latest model in Sony's

tification of the chip. Sony claims this attach-

ES (formerly Esprit) line of players, seems,
however, to have finally caught up with the

vide additional vibration damping of the chip

state of the art, incorporating as it does prac-

firmly glued into place so as to prevent idenment is not for security purposes, but to pro-

tically every design feature that has been

(?!). But they make no secret of the fact that the
DAC in the 705 is not from Sony, but is in fact

shown to improve the sound: four-times oversampling, analog and digital filtering, asingle

complaints about that chip have stemmed

synchronizing DAC clock employing elec-

from its poor linearity at low levels, and claim

the Philips one. They also point out that the

tronic synthesis to generate the other control

to have solved this problem (about which

frequencies, a16-bit DAC for each channel,

more later).
The CDP-705ESD is a full-featured CD

phase correction, fiber-optic coupling be92
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player, in that there is almost nothing aCD

Imentioned above that Sony claimed to

system is capable of that it won't do. All func-

have

tions can be performed from the remote unit
as well as from the player's front panel, and

nonlinearity in the Philips 16-bit chip. Their
solution is to use what they call "random

solved

the

problem

of low-level

since we all know by now what aCD system

amplitude shifting" (by 1% of the maximum

can do, Iwon't waste space talking about it.

level) of the digital pulses coming to the DAC,

The unit is superbly constructed, as befits
its not-insubstantial price tag. The drawer

to "average out" the errors. In other words,
they claim to use what amounts to dithering

mechanism is very fast in action, yet surpris-

in the digital domain.

ingly solid, sounding rather like the door of

Most DACs, including (I assume) the Philips

atiny Mercedes Benz when it opens or closes.
Tapping any part of the drawer mechanism

16-bit, use solid-state switches controlled by

merely produces adull clunk. None of your
cheap pressed-metal construction here: the

the binary signal input to connect varying
numbers of precision resistors in a ladder
arrangement, in order to produce current flows

deck looks rugged enough to outlast Western
civilization. Band-seek times are as short as in

which, in theory, are absolutely proportional

any previous Sony player, le, they rarely exceed-

practice, most DACs exhibit some non-

ed 2.5s to reach track 99 of the Denon test CD.

linearity at levels involving the least-significant

As usual (now), both direct and volumecontrolled outputs are provided, despite im-

bits; that is, equal bit steps cause unequal
analog amplitude steps. If these nonlinearities

to the magnitude of each digital "word." In

plications in the literature that the 705's con-

are aresult of resistor-value inaccuracies, as

trolled outputs will provide as good sound as
the direct ones. (If they do, why provide the
directs?) This was the case when the controlled

stated in textbooks on the subject, then it is
unclear how digital dithering can correct

outputs were set at full volume, but at lower

of an A/D converter, which is dealing with
continuously varying voltages and must make

levels (which made it admittedly difficult to

them. The situation is quite different from that

compare them), Ihad the persistent feeling

"decisions" as to which levels will trip the bit

that they sounded as if they had ahair less

switches from one level to another. A/D conversion errors (quantization errors) result when

detail than the directs. But the difference was
so slight that Icould not be certain it existed
at all, so am willing to grant Sony their claim:
The controlled outputs are, for all intents and
purposes, as clean as the directs.
Overall, the sound of Sony's CDP-705ESD

transitions from one bit level to another occur
at levels other than halfway between adjacent
quantization levels. A DAC doesn't have to
make decisions; its switches are controlled by
unambiguous On/Off commands comprising

was identical in two respects to that of their

the digital bit stream. So Icannot figure out

1986 CDP-650ESD/DAS-703ES combo, which,

how Sony's "solution" could possibly work.

at $3100, costs more than twice as much.
There was the same remarkable Sony CD low

Neither, it seems, can JA, nor digital audio ex-

end, which combines tremendous heft and ex-

pert Ken Pohlman (whom Iphoned about
this), nor Sony Audio's information maven,

tension with an unsurpassed degree of solidity,

Marc Finer. One thing was obvious from my

detail, and control, and there was the same

tests, though: Something has made the 705

neutral midrange. (This apparent neutrality of

better at retrieving low-level detail than any

the best Japanese players tends to put them at
adisadvantage vis a vis some other "tweak"

previous Sony player, regardless of price.
In his review of the Stax Quattro CD player

designs, as it does nothing to hide the grundge

(Vol.10 No.6), JA refers to what appears to be

that underlies alot of CD sound. More-laid-

a"threshold" effect with CDs, which he sees

back players tend to reduce it, making them

as erecting abarrier between the recording

sound "cleaner.") But in all other respects, the

and the music, thus requiring some effort on

$1500 705 is better than Sony's previous stateof-the-art combo. It is ashade more easy and

the part of the listener to hear "through" one
to the other. Imay have some further light to

relaxed in quality, and has perceptibly better

shed on this.

definition and focus. But by far the greatest improvement is in the areas of low-level detailing

My preferred seat in aconcert hall is row H,
where SPLs rarely exceed 95dB. That, abetted

and ambience extraction.

by the distant perspective of all modern
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classical recordings, has limited my listening
level for symphonic recordings (which com-

the 705, the signal was audible at the -90dB
level, but roughly 50% of it sounded like

prise the bulk of my listening) to between 90

noise. With the Stax Quattro, only the signal

and 95dB on peaks. Also, because of my in-

was audible at the lowest level; there was no

credible age (I will be 102 on Thursday, 1988),

noise. The differences were great enough to

my hearing threshold is about 5dB higher than

suggest that, in fact, they may constitute the

that of your typical wee lad, so at the levels at
which Icustomarily listen, my hearing cuts off

greatest difference between these players. And

at alevel above that at which most CD players

all three players at ahigh level. The clarity of

start exhibiting nonlinearity problems. LA, a

inner details, and reproduction of the lowest

wee lad of 42 who presumably has no such ex-

levels of ambience, proved to be in direct proportion to how cleanly each player reproduced the lowest-level signals on that test disc!

cuse, likes to listen at levels about 10dB higher
than Ido. JA, an infant of 39, who should have
better hearing than either of his associates,

that proved to be the case when Ilistened to

But the audibility of the differences was directly

typically listens about 5dB higher than I.
The Stax review contained the statement that

95dB listening level (from the disc's OdB band),

LA seems to find the "threshold" effect more

Icould barely hear the differences on the

troublesome than JA, who in turn has more

-90dB band of the test record, and could not
hear the -100dB band at all! Listening to music

trouble with it than Ido. The relationship
would appear to be related to listening level.
A recently acquired CBS test record (catalog
number CD-1) tends to confirm this. The disc
has several bands on which a500Hz tone is incremented downward in volume to the CD
system's theoretical dynamic range floor. Ido
not have the necessary instrumentation to

related to how loudly Ilistened. At my normal

at the same level, Icould not distinguish any
of those players from the others. Idid the rest
of my listening at peak levels of around 102dB.
The CDP-705ESD still does not have quite
the low-level resolution and spaciousness of
the Stax Quattro, but is its equal in every other
respect. There is not, to my knowledge, another

measure linearity at such low levels, but simply
listening to those bands revealed immense differences between different CD players that I

player in their price class which can compete

had on hand, including some of what are con-

ference. Both are very highly recommended,
without reservations. But of course, both will

sidered to be state-of-the-art players. On the

with either. And for once, the price difference
is almost aperfect reflection of the quality dif-

$3100 Sony combo, the test signal became

probably be obsolete—in the sense that nei-

inaudible at alevel 10dB above the dynamic
range floor only noise (hiss) was audible With

ther will be the best—in six months. That's the
way it goes with CD players.

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS ARIA COMPACT
DISC PLAYER
Dick Olsher
16-bit, 4x oversampling CD player. Price: $1395 w/o remote, $1495 w/remote. Approximate
number of dealers: 60. Manufacturer: California Audio Labs, 7231 Garden Grove Boulevard #6F,
Garden Grove, CA 92641. Tel: (714) 894-9747.
The notion that mass-market CD players can
be improved sonically even by very simple

and resistors. This is, to my mind, aground-

mods was recently endorsed in the popular

publication. By endorsing (at least tacitly,
anyway) amodification to the product of a

audio press. Walter Jung's article in the June
1987 issue of Audio ("The Magnavox 16-Bit

breaking article by a glossy mass-market

Series: Making Good Players Better") described

considerable advertiser, at least two implications were made clear to the public First, even

asimple modification to current-generation
Philips players involving better op-amps, caps,

perfect. Second, better passive parts can make
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expensive mass-produced CD players are not
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CAL Aria CD player
asignificant sonic improvement. , Kudos to
Audio editor Eugene Pitts!
The Aria is yet another modification of a
Philips chassis. It is intended to be, but is not
quite, the son of Tempest—the much more
expensive daddy of the CAL family. Although
there are family similarities, such as the use of
vacuum-tube technology, the Aria, unlike the
Tempest, is based on the new-generation

are better suited for this application because
they have low noise low leakage currents, constant impedance over avery wide bandwidth,
and maintain aconstant voltage, around 2V,
over awide current range. And indeed, the
Aria PC board glows bright with LEDs! 2
The second area of innovation involves
wave shaping of the clocked binary waveform
generated from the laser readout. The idealized

Philips 460 machine, which uses the 1541

output from the laser readout is astream of

16-bit dual-DAC chip. Because supplies of the

clocked digital data in the form of square-

older 14-bit machines are drying up fast, all
Philips modifiers will be forced in the next
year or so to tackle the newer machines. CAL
modifications to the stock deck include goldplated phono jacks and anew PC board containing the Mike Moffat technology, DAC, current-to-voltage conversion, analog filtering,
and gain stages. The board is dotted with
audiophile-caliber passive parts, including
Sidereal and polystyrene caps. The Mike Moffat technology is patent pending, and is currently licensed to CAL exclusively in the US,
although Mike himself is authorized to produce up to six players a month using this
circuitry.

waves.

Each positive-going edge of the

squarewave represents a binary "1," the
negative-going edge represents a"0." However, in real life atrue squarewave is impossible to obtain, and you get apulse with finite
rise and fall times that encroach on the gap
between pulses. The rise time can introduce
timing errors which will distort the analog
signal. Pulse-shaping networks are well known
in the art, but they have been considered
unnecessary in the past because CD players
appear to work reasonably well without them.
These circuits can be thought of as correction
filters which act on the imperfect squarewaves
to produce pulses which are better behaved
in the time domain. Mike maintains that in

Mike's invention provides improvement in
two areas. The first has to do with the constant voltage or current reference for the DAC.

order to bridge the gap between mass-market

Avoltage or current reference is needed for the

reshaping of the clocked binary waveform

DAC to prevent baseline shift or drift. But

prior to the digital to analog conversion is
crucial.

because it is intimately involved in the conversion process, this circuit is capable of injecting
noise and bandwidth limitations into the
analog signal. Typically, aconventional diode
or Zener diode is used in such acircuit. Mike
discovered that light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
IIt should he pointed out that Audio was one of the pioneers
in examining the audibility of passive components. Their article on capacitor aberrations by Waft Jung and Richard Marsh
(February and March 1980) was the first that I, at least, saw
on the subject.
—LA
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CD players and high-end analog systems,

Rather than use vacuum tubes exclusively
for filtering and voltage amplification, the Aria
uses hybrid circuitry for these tasks. A pair of
Gold-Aero 6922s—the industrial version of
the 6DJ8 tube—is used for the analog filtra2An excellent preamplifier produced very briefly by the Pink
lbangle company in England used LEDs as voltage references.
as did Malcolm Flawksfores circuit for the French Nuance
preamplifier.
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tion, while ahigh-quality solid-state op-amp
is used for the gain stage.

These problems were acutely obvious on
Gothic Voices (Hyperion CDA 66039) and

The Aria offers the usual programming

Canteloube's Chants DAuveigne (London 410

features as well as abasic IR remote control.

004-2). It should be possible on these record-

For example, from adisc containing 14 tracks

ings to visualize both the voice box and dia-

you might want to listen to tracks 7, 3, 9, 5, 12,
and 10—in that order. No problem. The Aria

phragm of the singers, the overall effect being
spatially akin to that of an expanding ripple in

will accommodate these sort of requests easily

apond as the singer modulates from soft to

enough. Why anybody, however, would bother
to take the time to do this instead of sitting

loud. There are commercial players that can
do this quite convincingly. The Kinergetics

back, relaxing, and just plain enjoying the

KCD-20a, for example, is capable of wonderful

music is not clear to me, especially when the
convenient remote control allows one to skip

at least.

focus, and puts the Aria to shame on this score

aless-than-favorite track with merely the flick

At this point in the proceedings, Idecided

of a finger. I hope no one out there is

to switch amplifiers with the hope of shedding
more light on the situation. With the Krell

reprogramming classical music. Can you imagine listening to a symphony with the

KSA-100 amp in the chain, the character of the

movements in reverse order? That would be

treble remained unchanged, but blurring of

akin to eating dessert before the main course.

spatial detail was slightly reduced. Still not

You'd have to be acertified nerd to do that.

enough, though, to bring the Aria in line with

Sonic Impressions: Chapter 1

players like the Kinergetics KCD-20a.
My consternation with the sound of the Aria

First impressions, obtained with my Koval-

led me to compare it with the Mk.11 version of

modded Quad ESLs, the Michaelson & Austin

the CAL Tempest. The Tempest is, by acon-

TVA-10 amp, and Moffat line-level preamp,

siderable margin, the better-sounding player.

were mixed. Yes, the overall balance of the Aria
was quite neutral, without the subjective treble
emphasis of lesser players. Reproduction of

Its treble spaciousness and clarity alone made
for a dramatic improvement in the sound.
Transparency was also improved, and spatial

harmonic textures was natural. Resolution of

resolution was up afew notches, it being easier

low-level detail was good, and soundstage

to resolve hall reverb, with an improved depth

dimensions were adequate. But several short-

perspective. The timbre of violin overtones
(eg, on Elgar's string quartet in Eminor, Meri-

comings interfered with the enjoyment of
music. Neither the treble nor the bass of the
Aria quite matched the clarity and detail of its
midrange. The treble lacked spaciousness,

dian ECD 84082) was also sweeter and more

being noticeably closed-in, and treble transients

and intimacy of the Tempest, and consistently

were too sluggish and overly liquid. The upper
mids were clearly solid-state in character:

failed to engage and involve me in the music

slightly dry and gray. String overtones lost a
bit of sweetness, becoming rather desiccated

1(CD 7900) was not projected in the center of
the soundstage with sufficient conviction, nor

in nature. Soprano voice likewise wilted abit
in the upper octaves. Most disturbing,

was the double bass well defined. Mobile

however, were the losses in spatial resolution.

features superb transfers from analog: the

The sharpness or focus with which instrumental outlines were portrayed within the soundstage suffered significantly. Instrument loca-

music springs forth from silky smooth

convincing through the Tempest.
The Aria appeared to lack the incisiveness

Therese Juel's voice on the Opus 3'km Record

Fidelity's gold-plated Ultra Disc, ajazz sampler,

backgrounds. The Zoot Sims Quartet's "Do
Nothing 'Till You Hear From Me" is one of my

tions were slightly fuzzed-over in space, their

favorite tracks. Here the Aria lost detail on

outlines being slightly bloated and phasey.

brushed cymbals, and the highs were slightly

Instrumental ensembles and massed voices

grainy. The opening chords of the Sibelius

blended together so that it was difficult to pin-

Symphony 2(BIS CD-252) should grab hold

point individual instruments and voices with
decent precision. Hall reverb was consistently

of you and project asense of urgency. The
same music through the Aria was not suc-

obscured so that it was difficult to discern the

cessful in materializing such amood. Then

size of the hall.

there is Mavis Rivers and the Matt Catingub
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Quintet (Delos 4002). Because the recording

tingly large chest; Icertainly do.

space is almost totally dead, the music

The obvious question at this point is this:

possesses a forward, concise quality. Also,
Mavis's voice has adistinctive warm timbre,

since CD players sport astereo separation spec
so much better than that of phono cartridges,

being ahybrid of Ella Fitzgerald and Sarah

for example, why don't they blow away analog
systems in the area of spatial resolution? Part

Vaughan. These characteristics were slightly
obscured by the Aria, and the urge to tap your
foot along with the music was diminished.
About this time (May1987), Mike Moffat sent

of the answer, I'm sure, lies in the fact that the
present standard test for stereo separation is
incapable of assessing crosstalk for complex

me asample of his latest killer CD player, this

transient sounds. And what is the mechanism

one based on aPhilips 650 chassis that, like the
Aria, uses the TDA 1541 dual-DAC chip. This

for introducing crosstalk in aCD player? It
would appear to involve electromagnetic

player pushed the new Philips CD technology

coupling between channels—either in the

to the limit, and yet, much to my surprise, I
noted aloss of spatial resolution very similar

analog gain stage or even in the DAC chip.

to that of the Aria. Mike assured me that the

or DACs are not adequately isolated or

phase delay of his player was quite minimal out

separated physically, there is the possibility of
mutual coupling of electromagnetic fields.

to 15kHz, and that therefore the phasey imaging Iwas hearing should not be there. Actually,
the sharpness of the focus has to do with
crosstalk or stereo separation. Crosstalk refers

Whenever the right- and left-channel IC pins

This is not new stuff.
The sonic benefits of dual-mono construction have been recognized in the past. Such an

to the leakage of one channel into the other,
and is specified in -dB; separation is an alter-

also physically separate left- and right-channel

nate way of specifying the same thing and is

circuitry, as in the Accuphase player. The cost

measured in +dB. For example, stereo separa-

of the extra DAC should not be aproblem in
the world of high-end CD players, which Mike

tion for ahigh-quality phono cartridge may
be aminimum of 20dB between 20Hz and

approach requires not only mono DACs, but

Moffat was able to verify in the case of the

20kHz. This means that the worst-case right-

Philips 650 player. He rigged two DAC chips

left interchannel leakage is down 20dB in

in dual-mono fashion to replace the single 1541

amplitude compared with the primary signal.

in his player, and claims to have heard ama-

Unfortunately, this specification does not

jor improvement in soundstage focus. Needless to say, he's in the midst of amajor redesign

address an important aspect of the crosstalk
signal: its phase in relation to the primary
signal. 5 Generally, the phase of the crosstalk

serious implications for the Aria is that the

is different from that of the primary signal.

stock Philips 1541 DAC-based players might

Amplitude addition or subtraction between

not be capable of outstanding spatial resolu-

the crosstalk and primary signal that is asym-

tion. This is agood example of agiant step forward for technology and asmall step back-

metric between channels will then cause the
image location to shift or wander. This is

of his player. Another possible conclusion with

ward for sound quality.

because the location of an image within the
soundstage is determined by its right-left

Sonic Impressions: Chapter 2

intensity ratio. Often both the amplitude and

After Irelayed my initial impressions to CAL,

phase of the crosstalk are frequency-dependent;

Iwas assured that my Aria sample must be

in the reproduction of acomplex sound, the
harmonics and the fundamental might be

defective. Although Icould find no indication

shifted in space by varying amounts, and some

second sample before finalizing my review. In

of the harmonics might be shifted in space

mid-July, Neal Sinclair of CAL and Mike Moffat
flew out to Santa Fe with asecond Aria. Accord-

more than others. The end result is aloss of

that this was the case, Idid agree to test a

spatial resolution and abroadening of image

ing to Neal, the first production run of 18 or

sizes. Some people might not object to fivefoot-wide violins, or asinger with adisconcer-

so Arias was tainted by asubstandard waveshaping chip. Asmall quantity of the chip was
sourced from aWest-Coast supplier, and was

3Or its quality—something very important in cartridge
sound.
—JA
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subsequently discovered to have amuch larger
settling time than spelled out by specification.
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According to CAL, this would have been sufficient to defocus the soundstage. Iwas able

what some people might term aslight glare.
Igreatly prefer the harmonic textures of the

to establish to my satisfaction that the later ver-

Tempest to those of the Aria, the latter being

sion of the Aria imaged much better than the

drier and grainier, traits Inormally associate

first sample Why didn't CAL discover the problem earlier? Well, apparently the players are

Tempest may be more euphonic, but Ithink

with solid-state gear. The upper octaves of the

auditioned before shipment, but Stax Lambda-

most people will be charmed by the lèmpest's

Pro headphones are used to assess sound

suaveness in the upper octaves, which trans-

quality. And everybody knows that head-

lates into greater long-term listenability.

phones are not suitable for assessing imaging,

Neither player really excels in the area of

the soundstage being collapsed within one's

soundstage focus in my opinion, both slightly
blurring instrumental outlines.

head. This will supposedly change, and an
audition via loudspeakers will be used in the
final QC testing of the product.

Finally, Ishould point out that on two occasions Iencountered electronic glitches in the

This final round of listening tests was con-

operation of the Aria (second sample)—the

ducted with the Threshold FET-10 preamp in

player simply refused to respond to my com-

the front end, the Krell KSA-100 amp, and the

mands. The disc drawer refused to close, and

Dahlia-Debra speakers (my favorite Quad ESIs
having been sidelined temporarily with azap-

the track selector quit working on another oc-

ped tweeter panel in one channel). The most

casion. In both cases, cycling the unit off and
then on again cured the problem. These are

impressive turnaround was noted on the "Columba Aspexit" track from Gothic Voices.

in the nature of minor irritations, but in a
$1400 player one would expect freedom from

Whereas previously the singers were homogenized into ablob just left of center, they now
achieved decent resolution, with very good

such gremlins.
In the world of CD players, the Aria must be

resolution of hall sound. It quickly became

considered avery good player. In the context
of very expensive CD players, however, it does

obvious, however, that, outside of improved
imaging, the old and new Arias sounded essen-

not succeed in holding its own. Ihad hoped
that the Aria, for a lot less bucks, offered

tially the same Kin Te Kanawa's sibilants (Blue
Skies, London 414 666-2) were still slightly

perhaps 90% of the Tempest's sonic potential.

etched, and string overtones still possessed a

rather a distant cousin. It generally offers
natural harmonic textures, has no major flaws,

somewhat coarse texture. Relistening to the

However, this is not the case, the Aria being

Opu%3 Test Record 1, Iconvinced myself that
soundstage depth was compressed and that

and therefore offers good long-term listen-

treble transparency was diminished. For example, on track 10, the chorus was nicely

could live with. My black-vinyl analog system

ability, but on the whole it is not aplayer I

spread across the soundstage with good delineation of individual voices (better than

offers far more musical conviction—even with
"cheap" LPs—and remains for me the most
enjoyable vehicle for musical fidelity in the

before), but the extreme treble was just as indelicate and lacking in spaciousness as before.

even equal my analog front end, but it should

As a final check, 1put the new Aria up
against the Tempest. Again, the Tempest acquitted itself much better. In the treble the

home. No, Idon't expect the Aria to best or
at least equal the performance of acarefully
assembled $1400 table/arm/cartridge. This I
seriously doubt. At around $800, the Aria

Tempest was sweeter, softer, and much more

would have been ahit. At the asking price, its

spacious. but there was atrace of brightness

performance/price ratio preempt a recom-

from the upper mids through the lower treble.

mendation

DENON DCD-3300 CD PLAYER
J. Gordon Holt
16-bit, 4x oversampling CD player with infra-red remote. Dimensions: 17" W by 4" H by 14 1/
4"
D. Price: $1700. Approximate number of dealers: 200. Manufacturer: Denon America, Inc., 222
New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054. Tel: (201) 575-7810
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Denon DCD-3300 CD player

Something interesting and significant has been
going on in Japan in recent years. What's interesting is that some of the biggest manufac-

sonics, but so-called market position—the
public's gut feeling about the manufacturer.

turers of home electronics equipment are start-

Another example of this comes to mind. In
1980, when Audio Research's top preamplifier

ing to take high-end audio seriously. What's

cost around $2000, a$1300 Denon preamp,

significant is that Stateside audio perfectionists
are starting to take those efforts seriously.

in which it was compared favorably with the

Ever since they started flooding American
stores in the early '70s, Japanese audio products have been viewed by American highenders as sonically flawed examples of expedience over idealism, wherein features come
first and performance second. No one denies
that the average Japanese receiver, with its
multiplicity of switches and flashing lights,
represents good value for the money. (Al-

the PRA-200, got arave review in these pages,
best domestic units. Yet that Denon preamp
never made it to our "Recommended Components" list. Which just goes to show that
even aconscientiously dedicated magazine like
Stereophile is not immune to marketplace
prejudices.
It wasn't until the Compact Disc came along
that Americans started taking Japanese audio
seriously. Although CD was adesign collabora-

though we managed to convince ourselves

tion between Sony and Philips, most American

that this had nothing to do with efficiency or

audiophiles saw it as aJapanese development.

dedication to productivity, and was only
because Japanese workers were paid coolie
wages.) Nor has anyone argued that the Japa-

because for the first few years after the introduction, it seemed that all system devel-

nese themselves didn't earn our scorn for their

opments which improved the sound came

High-enders had aslightly different view of it,

products; they clearly had no interest in the

from the European sector. Philips developed

US perfectionist-audio market; it was clearly

oversampling and digital filtering in time for

too small amarket to provide enough volume
to be viable.

the launch, and some small English firms fur-

The idea of a no-holds-barred Japanese

proven sound enhancements as beefed-up

audio product, in which price was strictly
secondary to quality, was so alien to American.

power supplies and careful attention to areas
(like better capacitors) which mainstream

consumers that, when Sony actually intro-

engineers had traditionally scorned.

duced such aline of products (the Esprit line)
six years ago, no one believed it. (Stereophile

Some two or so years back, however, the
Japanese appeared to take along, hard look at

tested apair of their TA-N900 mono power
amplifiers in 1982; while we acknowledged

some of the players garnering favorable re-

their superb sound quality, we nonetheless

design innovations in their own machines.

complained about their "astronomical" prices—

Today, such things as 4x oversampling, DC-

$2000 each. So much for our commitment to
idealism!) That the Esprit line laid an egg in the

coupled audio sections, and dedicated, regulated power supplies are as commonplace in

US marketplace was only further confirmation
of what industry observers had known for

top Japanese players as in European or American models, with the result that some Japanese

ther souped up Philips decks with such time-

views, and started incorporating some of these

years: Everyone gives lip service to sound

players now outperform the competition.

quality, but what really sells products is not

Starting with the uncompromising (and to-
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hell-with-the-cost) $8000 Accuphase, the

in action, but isn't slow enough to irritate. It

newest Japanese players (from Stax, Sony,
Yamaha, and Denon) have been garnering

is, however, unusually noisy, producing a

raves from people who, just ayear or so ago,

and aclunk when it operates. Track-seek times

wouldn't give the time of day to anything

are about average, ranging from about 3to 8
seconds, and the player is as versatile as any

made by those firms.

rather loud whirring sound (55dB at 1foot)

Less than ayear ago, several high-end review

(and much more so than the Stax Quattro), but

magazines (including this one) reported that
Denon's DCD-1500 player (priced at asurpris-

is not as simple to operate as the Sony units.

ingly reasonable $650) offered superb sound

backward by one index point just by tapping

for the money. The DCD-3300, at more than
twice the price, is Denon's deluxe version of

the Index button; on the Denon, you have to
press Index twice, then tell it which index

that player.
Like the 1500, the 3300 uses what Denon

served about the Denon was some bizarre

With aSony, for example, you advance or go

point to go to. The only unusual thing Iob-

calls a"Super Linear" converter. There are in-

behavior during a thunderstorm. On three

dependent left- and right-channel DACs by
Burr-Brown, but that's only half the story here

occasions, while stopped with adisc loaded,

What makes them "Super Linear" is Denon's

it started playing spontaneously in response
to nearby lightning strikes. Whether this was

custom-trimming of the LSB (lesser-signif-

due to flickering fluorescent lights in my listen-

icant-bit) resistors in the D/A-conversion lad-

ing room or to line-voltage spikes is uncertain,

der circuit.

but the first time it happened it startled the

Most of the nonlinearities which make DACs
sound bad are inaccuracies in the values of the

Hell out of me! If you have aweak heart, consider yourself forewarned.

ladder resistors involved in the three least-

Overall, the DCD-3300's sound is remark-

significant-bit transactions. Because of the

ably smooth and listenable; one of the best I

very small size of these resistors in an inte-

have heard in this respect, save for some which

grated circuit, and the fact that they are printed
onto the chip, it is extremely difficult to manufacture them with exactly the desired resis-

Ifelt were too colored to give the time of day

tance values. But if they aren't exact, the lowest

to. The 3300 is ashade laid-back—about half
as much so as the $2500 Stax, which it does
not quite equal in presentation of detail. The

signal levels will err above or below what they

sound is just ahair warm, almost rich, but with

should be. This causes inaccuracies in the

excellent bass: tight, deep, and punchy, with

volume of very quiet passages and, worse,

very good detail. Bass heft is not quite up there
with the Stax or the Sonys, but the difference

audible distortion of low-level signals. Rather
than wage acontinuing battle with their DAC
suppliers, Denon simply uses external ladder

is very slight. The soundstage is very wide,
with occasional imaging beyond the speakers

resistors to trim those in the DAC to the precise

(from recordings with that kind of information

values needed.

on them), depth is very well rendered, with

Other features of the DCD-3300 include op-

no apparent foreshortening of perspective and

tical coupling between the digital processing

imaging is precise and stable. In fact, only in

board and the DAC/analog board, 4x over-

the retrieval of very subtle details and low-level
ambience decay does the Denon give ground

sampling, digital filters as well as "linearphase" 7th-order analog filters, the latter using

to some other players. The Stax does aslightly

LC-OFC- wound coils, two separate power
transformers, asprung disc transport, acop-

better job here while the Sony CDP-705ESD
is comparable.

per-plated chassis, anti-vibration construction,

These subjective comparisons were borne

professional 600 ohm balanced-line outputs
(as well as the usual fixed and variable un-

out by the dithered low-level tests on the CBS
CD-1 test disc: the Stax was fairly clean down

balanced outputs), and an optical output for

to the -100dB point, while the Sony 705 and

feeding afiber-optic coupler to an external
D/A converter equipped with an optical input.

signals at that level. Iconsider this, though, to

the Denon 3300 produced rather rough, noisy

(The only one Ihave encountered so far is the

be one of the cruelest tests one can perform

Accuphase, but I'm sure there will be more.)

on aCD player! The DCD-3300 also nego-

The loading drawer is only moderately fast

tiated without aglitch all of the error-correc-
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tion tests on Philips' Test Sample 5A test

vanishingly soft, although its added detail may

record, which simulates fingerprints, scratches,

be simply the result of that smidgen more of

and blobs of surface gunk of various sizes.
The only real audible difference between

output through the 3-7kHz brightness region.
And the Sony handles alittle more suavely, and
has somewhat better human engineering.

the 3300 and the Sony 705 was in detail and
focus. While the Denon DCD-3300 has less of
the "hardness" that many of CD's detractors

So which is "better"? I'm going to finesse
this one and refuse to make ajudgment: the

claim to hear from other, ostensibly better

one that sounds the best to you will depend

players, it also has less of the resolving power
that CD's admirers value so much.

entirely on your system and your personal

The 3300 lists at $200 more than the Sony

priorities. If you dote on detail, consider the
Sony; if you salivate over sweetness, consider

705. Is it any better? More to the point, is it
$200 worth of better? Well, the Sony is, I

the Denon. But don't expect either of these,
or the Stax Quattro, for that matter, to sound

believe, ashade more neutral through the all-

anything like your analog disc player, unless
you've taken the effort to get your analog

important midrange, which means the Denon
will sound abit bland on some systems and
the Sony will sound abit brash on others. The
Sony has avery slight edge on LF impact and

player to sound like CDs. Trust has to start
somewhere, and when it comes to tonal balance, Iput mine in CD.

in across-the-board detail at levels above the

SHURE D-6000 CD PLAYER
J. Gordon Holt

Shure D-6000 CD player
Compact Disc player with infra-red remote. 16-bit linear, two-times oversampling with digital
filters. output 0to 2V. Dimensions: 17" W by 3" H by 12 3
4 "D. Price: $599. Approximate number
/
of dealers: 300. Manufacturer: Shure Bros., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60202. Tel: (312)
866-2200.
Even though this is their second model, the

have to OEM ,their CD players from aJapanese

idea of aShure Compact Disc player still seems

manufacturer (NEC).

as oxymoronic as that of aCadillac subcom-

While the D-6000 does not appear to offer
the frills and whistles of the deluxe Japanese

pact. For years, Shure was America's leading
manufacturer of phono cartridges, whose

CD players, it will do everything most people

ever-improving designs culminated in the
Ultra 500, which may well go down in history

will want it to do, including additive track programming (up to 15 selections), side repeat,

as the best MM cartridge ever made. Shure will

band repeat, selectable-point repeat, and track

probably never try for abetter design than

callout by number from its remote control
unit. (Yes, it has aremote). The only significant

that, because the imminent demise of the
109-year-old mechanical disc is no longer a

omission is index-number callout, which most

matter of speculation; it is aforegone conclusion. But considering the pioneering work

users deem about as important as voting.
Operation is so simple, you hardly need the in-

Shure did in cartridge design, it must be a
source of some embarrassment for them to
Stereophile, October 1987

1OEM stands for Original-Equipment Manufacturer.
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structions. So, naturally, the instructions are
amodel of clarity (Only when aplayer is more
complicated than the Space Shuttle will its

immunity is well above average in all directions, and the player's error correction is
superb, handling the worst data-loss tests on

instructions read as though translated from

the Philips 5A

Cuneiform by aLatvian who took English for

ble glitches or mutes. Ergonomically, Iwould

one semester and got aC.)

say the only shortcoming of the D-6000 is a

The bright blue LED display has /
4 1
inchhigh characters, which can be read from aconsiderable distance by anyone with average

— lizst

Sample" disc without audi-

loading drawer that seems to resist proper
seating of the disc The disc will not seat itself
if dropped cavalierly into the well; it has to be

visual acuity. And although you can't directly

carefully centered by hand, and trying to close

access index points on the disc, the display

the door without proper seating causes the

shows them anyway, so you can find them by

thing to get hung up, which issues an Error

fast shuttling. The shuttle functions allow you

indication on the LED display and immobilizes
everything until you punch the Drawer Open

to hear the signal at reduced level, and provide
two scan speeds: slow for the first three sec-

button and recenter the disc

onds, then switching automatically to fast if

There is, as usual, asonic difference be-

you hold the button down for longer than that.

tween the fixed and variable-level signal out-

The remote control supplied has keys for

puts, but it is so slight that Iwould hate to have

changing the level of the player's variable out-

to stake my reputation as a"golden ear" on

puts, permitting control of volume from the
listening seat. One can become very spoiled

being able to tell which is which. On direct

CD players with remote volume control, Ihave

comparison, though, it was evident that the
direct outputs sounded ashade crisper and
harder than the variable at the latter's reduced

come to wish my Audio Research SP-11

settings. (There was no audible difference

by this kind of thing; after having used several

preamp had it. (Bill Johnson please note!) The

when the variable output was at its full volume

Shure player's numeric keypad is on the

setting.) Nonetheless, 1used the fixed outputs

remote control only, but if you mislay the

for my tests, simply on the assumption that

remote, you can still program the player, and
all other seek-and-find functions can be per-

one component (a volume control) less in the
signal circuit was the preferred condition. The

formed from the front panel. Iquestion,

balance of this report is based on the use of the

though, why Shure bothered to include adoor

fixed outputs.
Sonically, the Ultra D-6000 has some things
in common with the best of Shure's phono

Open/Close button on the remote unit. What's
the point of opening the door if you aren't
close enough to the player to remove the disc?

cartridges. Its extreme high end sounds

And if you are, why not just use the Open but-

smooth and sweet rather than super-detailed,

ton on the player? Perhaps Shure will enlighten

relaxed rather than sharply etched. Its low end
is fairly deep and full, but with only very good

us about this.
Shure's D-6000 shares with some Sonys the
distinction of being one of relatively few

it comes to LF range, heft, and detail. How do

which, in my opinion at least, bring common

they do it?!) The D-6000's sound is, overall,

sense to the operation of the Pause control.

thankfully free from the little nasties that CD's
critics enjoy calling "digititis," although there

Pause and Play are the same button; if the
machine is stopped, pressing that button initiates play. If it is already playing, that button

detail. (Sony's units still lead the pack when

is a trace of hardness through the middle

puts it into pause, while pressing it again

highs, more audible on some recordings
(which themselves err in that direction) than

resumes play. Ihave never quite understood

on others. Inner detailing is very good but not

why so many players, on which adedicated

incredibly good, and tends to diminish slightly

Pause button lights up when activated, require
that you then press adifferent button (usually
Play) to deactivate the pause.

(along with soundstage width) during loud,
complex passages.
At best, the soundstaging has great spacious-

Drawer action on the D-6000 is satisfactorily

ness but is slightly compressed in apparent

prompt and rapid, although not as nimble as
some. Seek speed is excellent, at 7seconds

depth and perspective, while the preservation
of low-level ambience information is very

from start of Muck 1to start of Track 99. Shock

nearly as good as Ihave heard from any CD
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player to date.

less smooth-sounding, has no tendency at all

This, then, is by no means astate-of-the-art

toward hardness, produces asomewhat deeper

CD player, but when "state of the art" means

soundstage from the same material, and its
stereo presentation holds together better dur-

an $8000 price tag—I am, of course, talking
about the Accuphase—who's going to insist
on it? In its price class, though, the Ultra
D-6000's competition is clearly the Denon
DCD-1500 which, at alist price of $10 less than
the Shure, is the winner by asmall but definite

ing loud orchestral tutti. The Denon's only
area of uncertainty is its error-correction abilities, which Ihave not been able to check out
because we obtained our Philips test disc after
Ihad reviewed the player. The Shure is an ex-

margin. The Denon is alittle more detailed in

cellent CD player for the price, but, in my

the highs than the Shure without being any

opinion, the Denon is abetter one.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED?
John Atkinson reviews acomplete system from Mission Electronics
Mission 780 Argonaut: two-way, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1", impedance-transformed
tweeter, two 215mm polypropylene homopolymer-cone woofers. Crossover frequency: 1.7kHz.
Frequency response: 30Hz-20kHz ±3dB. Sensitivity: 95dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 4ohms.
Amplifier requirements: 50-200W. Dimensions: 371/
2"(950mm) H by 10 1
/
4 "(260mm) W by 12"
(320mm) D. Internal volume: 55 liters. Shipping weight: 62 lbs (28 kg) each. Price: $1799/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 200. Manufacturer: Mission Electronics Ltd, Huntingdon, PE18
6ED, England. Distributors: Mission Electronics, 5985 Atlantic Drive, Unit 6, Mississauga, Ontario
L4W 1S4, Canada. Tel: (416) 673-3777.
Mission Cyrus Two: 50W/channel integrated amplifier. Power output: 50W/channel into 8ohms,
80W into 4ohms. Current delivery: 15A continuous, 60A p-p. Damping factor: 100, 20Hz-20kHz.
Slew Factor: 10. Dynamic Headroom: 1.4dB. Distortion, full pr: 0.004% (8 ohms, 1kHz), 0.005%
(4 ohms, 1kHz), 0.01% (8 ohms, 20kHz), 0.015% (4 ohms, 20kHz). Input sensitivity: 22uV (MC),
0.31rnV (MM), 50mV (line). Input overload: 24dB (MC), 27dB (MM), infinite (line). Input impedance:
470 ohms/6800pF (MC), 47k ohms+100pF (MM), 14k ohms (line). Size: 8%" W by 14" D by 31/
4"
H. Price: $599. Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: Mission Electronics Ltd,
Huntingdon, PE18 6ED, England. Distributors: Mission Electronics, 5985 Atlantic Drive, Unit
6, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1S4, Canada. Tel: (416) 673-37n.
Mission PCM 7000 CD player: 16-bit, 4x oversampling, CD player, with full programmability,
full remote-control, remote volume control. Price: $999. Approximate number of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: Mission Electronics Ltd, Huntingdon, PE18 6ED, England. Distributors: Mission
Electronics, 5985 Atlantic Drive, Unit 6, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1S4, Canada. Tel: (416)
673-3777.

Since its founding just over ten years ago, Mis-

and distributor, has run the company since its

sion Electronics has grown to become one of

inception and has amajor influence on the
sound of all Mission products, asubstantive

the largest "real" hi-fi companies in the UK.
Although their product line originally con-

role in their design since 1979 has been taken

sisted of three relatively conventional loud-

by Farad's brother Henry (interviewed else-

speakers, it rapidly grew to encompass highend pre- and power amplifiers, cartridges,

where in this issue).

tonearms, and turntables, and, in the mid '80s,

ing creative force eight or nine years ago, when

asystem concept based on CD replay and
relatively inexpensive electronics: the Cyrus

Iused to regularly visit him at his London
apartment and witness stages in the design of

amplifiers and tuner. Although founder Farad

aloudspeaker that, in retrospect, would put

Azima, an erstwhile UK pro-audio importer

Mission Electronics on the high-end map. As
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Farad, however, was effectively the sole driv-
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well as drinking large amounts of his liquor,

weight, without the almost universal propen-

night after night Iwould witness Farad putting

sity for box loudspeakers to lose definition

record after record on his Linn, listening to

in the upper bass, while sensitivity was high,

what seemed to be innumerable prototypes of

so that the speakers would produce high sound-

what became the Mission 770, trying to match

pressure levels with the relatively modest out-

the midrange accuracy of the classic "BBC-

put power of the Mission amplification.

sound" Spendor BCI but marrying it to aless

Intrigued, Ispent aweekend at Mission's

loose bass region, more suited to the special

Canada HQ in Toronto, listening to an Argo-

requirements of modern LP replay.
And to alarge extent he succeeded. Ican

naut- and Cyrus-based system put together
by Armi. Impressed with what Ihad heard, I

remember almost painfully exquisite repro-

requested a complete Mission system for

duction of Jackson Browne's live Running on

review, resulting in the words you are now

Empty album, Emmylou Harris just taking my

reading. Each piece of equipment—the PCM

breath away with Quarter Moon in a Ten-Cent

7000 CD player, Cyrus Two integrated ampli-

7bwn, and Dire Straits' Sultans of Swing causing us to boogie until we were disturbed by

fier, and 780 Argonaut loudspeaker—was first
auditioned in the context of my own usual

the early-morning sounds of London's pigeons

system, based on aLinn Troika/Ittok/Sondek

taking their first cough. The 770 was one of the

feeding an Audio Research SP10/Krell KSA-50

first speakers to use apolypropylene-cone

combination which in turn drives Celestion
SL600 loudspeakers on spiked Foundation

bass/midrange unit; the combination of an
upper-midrange transparency rare at the time
of its launch, and low frequencies that, while
never quite as tight as those of the Linn 'sobank, nevertheless were "fast" and played

stands. Interconnects and speaker cables are
by Monster; beer by Corona; Scotch by The
Mac-allan. Following that experience, the three
components were auditioned as acomplete

tunes effectively, caused the 770 to be the
loudspeaker of choice for many UK audio-

Mission system.

philes in the early '80s.
Farad and Isomewhat lost Contact over the

Mission PCM 7000 CD player:

following years, and perhaps inevitably, I

This latest Mission CD player has already been

$999

found myself losing sympathy with the sound

reviewed in Stereopbile, by George Graves in

of Mission's loudspeakers. While always detailed

Vol» No.2 and Martin Colloms in \&l.10 No.4,

and fast, and offering excellent value for money,

so Iwill only give it a brief description.

they increasingly featured, in my opinion, a
somewhat forward midrange which didn't fit

Although based on Philips' second-generation
digital filter and 4x oversampled, 16-bit DAC

with my awakening tastes for subtlety and

circuitry, it is not amodified Philips player.

restraint in high-end sound. If you take perfec-

Rather, the slim chassis contains the Philips

tion in sound reproduction to lie at the top of

transport and digital board, with Mission's pro-

abroad-skirted mountain, then you could say

prietary analog circuitry on aseparate board.

that Farad's and my paths toward perfection
diverged around opposite sides of the moun-

unusual features: CMOS switching ICs are used

Based on high-quality op-amps, this has two

tain. The destination may be the same, but the

to give ahigh-precision switched stereo at-

incidental scenery is totally different.
Time passed, however, and in 1986 Ifound

tenuator, operating in ldB steps and capable
of being operated by remote control; acomb-

myself being drawn again toward the sounds

type filter removes ultrasonic spuriae at mul-

of Farad's brainchildren. Aided by the set-up
skills of one of the partners in Mission's Cana-

the exception of volume, all the remote control

tiples of the 44.11cHz sampling frequency. With

dian subsidiary, Armi Leonetti, Mission had

functions are duplicated on the front panel;

always obtained excellent sound in their CES
exhibits. While the top models in Mission's

the latter has one of the more attractive fluorescent displays Ihave seen, with alarge, attrac-

new generation of loudspeakers, the 770

tively proportioned numeric display easily

Freedom and 780 Argonaut, didn't look or
sound anything like their distinguished ances-

visible from across the room, and the Mission

tor, the original 770, they sounded good on

logo picked out in red.
The sound: Iliked the PCM 7000. Low fre-

their own terms. Low frequencies had excellent

quencies were well-defined, the treble was
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O
Mission PCM 7000 CD Player

O

the top octave, and stereo imaging was

Mission Cyrus Two
amplifier: $599

spacious and well-defined. Perhaps more im-

Now some three years old as aproduct, the

portantly, as far as Iam concerned, was the fact

Cyrus Two is avery compact integrated amplifier, considering its 50Wpc output, as wide but

lightish in balance, though alittle reticent in

that there was a lack of "digital edge," the
sound being easy to live with. It was not quite
as overwhelmingly detailed or as consistently

alittle longer than an "A4" sheet of paper. (For

musical as the Stax Quattro reviewed in Vol.10

paper sizes, A4 is the same size as the popular

those unfamiliar with international standard

No.5, but provided aconsiderable degree of

Tandy 100/102 laptop computers, if not quite

pleasure.
My final listening was with the low-level

as thick, of course.) The shorter sides of the

fade on CBS's CD1 test disc. This 500Hz tone
was dithered so that it should sound like apure

paper comprise the front and rear panels of the
amplifier; the front carries avolume control,
a source selector marked "Listen," another

tone mixed with noise, even at levels below

selector marked "Record," and apart from an

the "theoretical" resolving point of aI6-bit

on/off switch and ared Cyrus Two logo (illu-

digital system. If you hear distortion on this

minated when the amplifier is on), that's it.

fade, then you can be sure that it comes from

No tone or balance controls to disturb the

the player. The 7000 fared quite well on this
test, the tone being reasonably pure at the

signal's flow from source to loudspeaker.
(Frankly, Idon't find the omission of either to

-60dB starting point of the fade. As the level

be any kind of hindrance, particularly the

dropped, high-order harmonics could be
heard to swell and fade at different levels,

balance control. Contrary to opinions eqxtssed
previously stated in these pages, the balance

showing that the DAC's linearity is a little

control seems to me to be about as useful as

uneven. The Mission PCM 7000 didn't produce as pure atone as the Stax Quattro in this

teats on abull; if you find that you have to use

respect, but was actually better than the $8000

there is something the matter with your car-

Accu phase machine.

tridge, speakers, or room, and the cause of
higher sound quality would be better served

The remote volume control was aboon! Not

it to render soundstaging symmetrical, then

only did it enable the PCM 7000 to be used

by attacking those problems at source.)

straight into the power amplifier, it made possible fine-tuning of playback level without my

cratically labeled: P, 0, D, T, T. It takes more

The source selector switches are idiosyn-

having to get up from my listening chair! This

than amoment's thought to realize that these

is the CD player for couch potatoes. It perhaps

stand for Analog Disc, Off, CD, 'Ruler, and Tape

is alittle expensive now, in view of the performance offered by the Sony 4x oversampled

The manual warns about setting both Listen
and Record selectors to Tape; the result will be

machines appearing in the stores this Fall, but
can be nevertheless recommended.

preferred the two controls to be linked in some
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Mission Cyrus 2integrated amp

manner to make this impossible. Trusting the

and aSignetics low-noise NE5534AN op-amp,

purchaser's common sense is, Iam sure, an un-

or the MM input circuit, again based on a

wise business. (Even audio reviewers forget to

5534AN, is in circuit. The RIAA equalization

read the Owner's Manual on occasion!)

circuit is based on an LF353 dual high-speed,
FET-input op-amp, the massaged signal then
going to the selector switches.

The back panel—Oh joy!—has the RCA
jacks pointing upward, significantly facilitating
the connecting of leads. (Would you believe
that my equipment rack has arearview mirror
behind the SP10?) It also means that the
sockets can be mounted directly on the

Inside, the layout is both rational and
designed to give the simplest possible signal
path. Line-level inputs are taken via asingle-

printed circuit board. Though these nickelplated sockets appear to be relatively inexpen-

to the source selector switches, these mounted
on the pcb and connecting with the front-

sive, they gave no trouble in use, and are conveniently labeled. To the right are two pairs of

control follows, again connected to the front

4mm sockets for speaker connection (these
will only take banana plugs), again mounted

that though the control is sourced from the

on the pcb, aheadphone socket (which doesn't
switch off the speakers when in use), and a

respected Japanese company ALPS, it was their
"cooking" pot. Though this will not adversely

strand ribbon cable straight from the sockets

panel knobs via plastic extenders. The volume
panel by an extender but Iwasn't happy to see

covered receptacle for connecting Mission's

affect the sound to any significant extent, its

optional PSX auxiliary ±40V power supply.

channel matching at low levels will be less

Costing $449, this last separately powers the

good than Iwould have liked.

power amplifier circuitry, allowing the existing

The center of the large single pcb contains
the power-amplifier circuitry. Based entirely

supply to be wholly dedicated to the disc
preamp circuit. In effect, adding aPSX to the

on discrete transistors, each channel is very

Cyrus l‘vo gives the equivalent of atraditional

compact, occupying amere 7 in. , of board

preamp/power amplifier set-up, but with a
significantly gutsier power transformer for the

space. The direct-coupled class-A/B output

preamp than is usually the case. It also does

per channel, the amp running quite hot as a

away with the need for additional cables and
sockets, with their potential for degrading the
sound, between the two.

result—consists of two pairs of small T0220cased bipolar transistors per channel bolted
to areasonably large, finned aluminum heat-

On the left rear, two pairs of phono sockets

sink on the right-hand side of the chassis.

adjacent to agrounding post handle MM and

These wide-bandwidth transistors are ap-

stage—standing bias current is ahealthy 60mA

MC cartridges; aswitch selects whether the in-

parently exclusive to Mission—I believe they

ternal MC head amplifier, based on the popular
LM394 "super-matched" transistor-pair chip

are made by the French Thomson company—
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and are said to be exceptionally linear.
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Measured DC offsets at the output terminals

treble was ultimately thought to be atrace soft.

were low, being between 1and 7mV on the

The MC input appeared to match the Linn

three Cyrus Twos Ihad to hand; this shows

Troika well, noise being very low (though not

good quality control on the part of Mission.
The pcb is cut away behind the front panel

approaching the Stygian darkness achieved by
Ben Duncan's op-amp DIY AMP-01 pream-

to accommodate the 200VA toroidal power
transformer. The only component not mounted

plifier published in HFN/RR in 1984). All in all,

on the pcb, it is sourced from the well-re-

however, this is excellent performance for
what is avery compact, relatively inexpensive

spected Scottish Holden and Fisher company,

product aimed at the mass market. Certainly,

who also supply English manufacturers Naim

Ifind it hard to think of acombination of
preamplifier and power amplifier costing $600

and Exposure, as well as Mark Levinson in the
US. The power supply proper has separate
diode bridges for the disc and power amplifier

that would rival the Cyrus "Pivo. (It's even hard

circuitry, with ±10,000uF reservoir capacitors

to think of any $600 pre/power combination,
the only candidates being the NYAL Superlt,

feeding the latter. The preamp reservoir is less
hefty, of course, but low-impedance

NAD 1130, or Hafler DH-100 driving inexpensive power amplifiers such as the Hafler DH-

LM3t7/337 voltage regulators supply a
generous ±18 volts to the op-amp circuitry.

for the Cyrus Two, in my opinion, comes from

Obviously an audiophile has been at work

120 and NAD 2155.) The only real competition

on the selection of passive components: high-

other English integrated amplifiers, the Audiolab 8000, British Fidelity Al, and Naim NAIT

quality, metal-film resistors and polypropy-

(the latter two being significantly less power-

lene-dielectric capacitors are abundantly pres-

ful, however.)

ent. In addition, the front panel, top, and sides
of the box are plastic moldings, agood sign.

market in the US, integrated amplifiers do not

With the exception of Audio Research, who
sticks with steel for the top and bottom plates
of their preamplifiers, there does seem to be

Iam told that when it comes to the real hi-fi
sell in any great number. This is ashame, as I
find it hard to think of amore cost-effective
way of entering the high-end arena than Mis-

agood correlation between good sound and

sion's Cyrus Two. It may not be perfect, but

alack of ferromagnetic material near signalcarrying circuitry. Mission hasn't carried the

any compromises in performance to keep the
price competitive have been well-managed.

idea through to its logical end, however, as the
bottom tray of the Cyrus Two is pressed steel.

Its compact and unusual styling may be astrike
against it in the 19"-rack-oriented US; however,

The sound: In addition to being used with

sound at an affordable price, and can be rec-

the Cyrus Two provides ataste of high-end
the other Mission components, the Cyrus '1%vo

ommended to those with shallow pockets but

was used extensively for the speaker review

expensive tastes.

in this issue of Stereophile. Some areas of performance stood out. The bass was quick, the
midrange detailed, and high frequencies were
clean, though the extension was alittle curtailed

Mission 780 Argonaut
loudspeaker: $1799
As Isaid earlier, the classic Mission 770 was

in the extreme HF. Soundstaging was good,

very much aBBC-influenced design, conform-

with excellent depth, though the image seemed

ing to the British idea of a low-sensitivity,

alittle confined to the loudspeakers. Others

reflex-loaded, "monitor" speaker, though it

took time to make their presence felt. There

had excellent upper-bass clarity compared

was asense of ease to the sound, despite the
relatively low power, and the excellent

with its similar-sized contemporaries, the

transparency rendered reproduction always

top of Mission's 1987 line, the 780 Argonaut

musical.

Rogers Studio Monitor and Spendor BC1. The
has very little in common with the original

On the minus side, low-frequency extension

770. A tall, attractively styled, floor-standing

was noticeably lacking when compared with

sealed-box design, it uses two 8.5" polypropy-

the similarly powered (but four times as expensive) Krell KSA-50. The rather forward mid-

lene-coned woofers, with inverted dust caps
bearing the Mission logo. Between the woofers

range meant that some records reproduced
with a little too much aggression, and the

is mounted what Mission calls a"Super Elliptic
Impedance Transformed Tweeter." In English,
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with Argonaut" printed in red on the top
slope of the bottom baffle.
The cabinet is made from MDF, and is extensively braced. The rear panel is inset, to increase rigidity, and the base is fitted with
bushes to take standard screw-in spikes. The
crossover uses high-quality components, and
electrical connection is via two pairs of fiveway binding posts on the rear panel. The
tweeter and woofers can be driven separately,
either biwired or biamped, though, as supplied, jumpers connect the two pairs of posts
for conventional wiring. The knobs of these
are my preferred hexagonal profile, so that a
nut driver can be used to tighten them up. All
in all, the 780 Argonaut is an extremely wellengineered and finished product.
The sound: Following Mission's recommendations, the 780s were positioned about 9 in
front of the rear wall, spaced by about six feet
and firing straight ahead without any toe-in.
Spikes were screwed to the speakers' bases to
couple them to the floor beneath the rug. In
addition, the near-wall placement made it easy
for additional braces, cut from broom handle,
to be wedged between the speakers' rear
panels and the wall, something Ihad found to
be beneficial with the Linn Sara. The initial
auditioning was done with the speakers conventionally wired, driven by the Krell KSA-50.
No doubt about it, the 780s are loudspeakers, being some 10dB more sensitive than my
Celestions. In addition, the dynamics were excellent, not only regarding "jump factor" —
Mission 780 speaker

the ability to go very loud very quickly—but
also the differentiation between subtly different sounds. Though he felt it to be well-

this is aplastic-dome tweeter, loaded with a

controlled in his review of the 780 (Hi -Fi

short flared horn with an elliptical mouth. (A

Answers, March 1987), Alvin Gold found the

horn acts as atransformer between the high
acoustic source impedance of the small-area

780's bass somewhat lightweight. The Argo-

dome and the low air-mass load impedance.)

the best Ihave heard in my room, however:
there was well-controlled low bass apparent,

The horn both maximizes the treble unit's sensitivity and optimizes its dispersion.
The unit is made by the Danish Vifa com-

naut's low-frequency performance was about

with one of the tightest, most detailed upperbass regions Ihave experienced; only the Linn

pany, but is exclusive to Mission. The drive-

Isobarik and Celestion SL600 are in the same

units are time-aligned, the woofers being

class. The bass guitar chording in Peter Ga-

mounted forward of the tweeter on sub-baffles
that look to be made from structural foam

briel's "Don't Give Up" had excellent "edges,"
for example, with accurate weight.

(though this doesn't mean that the speaker is
phase-linear, this being dependent on the

only aslightly hollow coloration apparent, and

crossover configuration). The edges of the
sub-baffles are sloped to echo the horn flare,

ing very neutral. Higher in frequency, how-
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The midrange seemed well-detailed, with
that only to aslight degree, woodwind sound-
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ever, Iwas less happy. The presence region

averaged response was fiat down to 40Hz, thus

seemed rather "shouty," and setting playback

reproducing the fundamental frequencies of

levels, particularly with vocal recordings, was

all instruments down to the double bass and

difficult, the speaker unexpectedly sounding
too "loud," depending both on the type of

bass guitar in full measure. The in-room -6dB
point was alow 32Hz, reinforcing the point

music and the way it had been recorded. The
top octave was alittle exaggerated, resulting

made by Martin Colloms (in Vol.10 No.5) that
awell-designed sealed-box loudspeaker in a

in strings becoming slightly wiry This sparkle

typical room will get considerable help from

lent itself to reproduction of percussion and
brass instruments, however, the blatty fizz of

And well-designed the 780's bass is: there is

trumpets and trombones played loud coming
over very well indeed. For some reason, this
forward quality in the treble seemed much less
bothersome with CD replay than it did from

the room acoustics at frequencies below 60Hz.
negligible rise at resonance, and the only
unevenness—in the mid- and upper-bass
response—is due to the proximity of the rear
wall in the recommended positioning.

LP. Ican only suggest an incompatibility be-

The averaged response was superbly flat

tween the 780's treble voicing and the typical
MC cartridge's response shaping.

through the midrange, ±1.1dB limits sufficing

Imaging was excellent for a wall-placed
loudspeaker, that detailed midrange retrieving

however, there was alittle too much energy in
the 3.15kHz and 6.3kHz bands. In addition,
the extreme HF response on the tweeter axis

ambient clues to create awide, spacious stage.
If depth was not reproduced with as much

from 160Hz to 2.5kHz. Above that frequency,

didn't

roll off early enough.

This was

panache as with the SL600s, the 780s are still
no slouches in this area.
Changing to biwiring, again with the Krell

ameliorated in use by the fact that the listener
sits about 15° above the tweeter axis; with the

driving the speakers, seemed to add slightly

the listener will then also be about 15° off-axis

more LF extension. Notes started and stopped

laterally. The measured in-room response for

more positively, and the treble was cleaner, if

this listening position lowers the presence

still somewhat unsubtle.

peak and gives aslightly better integration be-

Overall, my listening suggests the 780 to be
amixture of the outstanding and the ordinary.

the expense of the evenness of the upper

speakers firing straight ahead into the room,

tween the upper bass and lower midrange, at

Below 2kHz, it is one of the best dynamic
loudspeakers Ihave used, with asuperbly tuned
bass alignment, excellent dynamics, and a

midrange. Nevertheless, excellent ±1.9dB

relatively neutral midrange. Above 2kHz, it is
rather aggressive and will require careful

40Hz to 4kHz!
However, though the direct sound appears

system and room matching to produce acon-

to be pretty flat, aside effect of the excess onaxis HF energy is that the reverberant sound-

sistently musical sound. Considering, however,
that it is aimed at awider market than the US
high end, its basic sound quality blows the
socks off similarly priced mass-market

limits still hold for the spatially averaged
response on this axis over two decades, from

field also has alifted treble. Whether this will
be bothersome or not will depend on a
number of factors, including the size of the

speakers that Ihave heard. Its idiosyncratic
treble will mean that you will either love or

room, the proximity of the side walls, how
close you sit to the speakers, and the degree

hate the 780; if the former, it could be considered good value, even at its highish price.

of HF absorption offered by the room furnishings. Although my room is well-behaved
regarding flutter echo, it is quite reflective; this

Measurement: Nearfield, the LF response

non-flat nature of the treble reverberation,

was 6dB down at 38Hz, quite ahigh frequency

coupled with the 780's slightly peaky low

considering the size of the box. Mission's

treble and my fairly close seating position about
seven feet from the speakers, would probably

designers, however, have sacrificed some extension in order to squeeze as much sensitivity

explain why Ifelt the speaker's HF to be rather

as possible from the drive-units. (All things
being equal, cabinet volume, sensitivity, and

aggressive.
The fact that the high- and low-pass legs of

bass extension are locked together in an intimate

the crossover can be separated enabled me to

mathematical embrace.) In-room, the spatially

measure the tweeter and woofer response
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independently. The crossover point of my pair
appeared to be a little higher than spec at
2.2kHz. Acoustic crossover slopes appear to
be 18dB/octave for the low- and 12dB/octave

the 780s in single-wired mode with one Cyrus
Two; Ithen used two Cyrus Twos wired for
dual-mono operation—a simple dealer modification is necessary—so that the speakers could

for the high-pass, though the fact that the

be used in biamped mode, Mission recom-

tweeter peaks alittle bit at 3.15kHz makes this
an approximate measurement, at best. Listening to the drive-units on their own—

mending that the two channels of one amplifier

something recommended by Jimmy Hughes
in Hi -Fi Answers acouple of years back—

then be used to drive each Argonaut. (The
alternative approach, with one stereo amplifier
driving the tweeters and one the woofers, is
only suggested in Mission's manual if the user

revealed the woofers to be well-behaved, if a
little hollow-sounding, through the midrange,
with no severe discontinuities in their response

wants to use two different amplifiers; this is

The sound was quite musical, though there
was acomplete lack of HF, of course.
Listening to the tweeter on its own with a

sion Isoplats to isolate them from structural

pink noise signal revealed aslight hardness

regarded as less good, however.)
Both CD player and amplifiers sat on Misvibration. The Isoplat consists of a wellfinished MDF board, exactly twice the width
of aCyrus amplifier and the same size as the

around 3kHz and excessive energy in the top

CD player, resting on four Sorbothane feet,

octave, but not as much treble peakiness as I
had suspected from my full-range listening.
The tweeter response seemed alittle critical

and can be recommended for use in rooms
where vibration problems exist. The sound of
many components, not just tube preamplifiers,

in the vertical plane, but well-maintained

will clean up if so isolated, in my experience.

laterally to about ±15°. Having become familiar
with the signature of the tweeter on its own,
Ifound with full-range pink noise that it didn't
integrate as well with the woofers as Iwould
have liked. (The original 770 was superb in this
respect, there being no indication that some
frequencies came from the woofer and some
from the tweeter, even close up.)
The impedance plot showed the LF resonance
to lie at 49Hz, the value averaging 4 ohms
through the lower midrange and rising to
around 8at lkHz. Though Mission says in its
literature that, as a 4 ohm design, the 780
needs a"modem" amplifier to drive it properly,
it should not present adrive problem to amplifiers, particularly in view of its high sensitivity,
measuring agenuine 93dB/W/m for the IkHz
/ -octave noise band.
4
1

The Mission System

With asingle Mission Cyrus Two replacing
the Audio Research/Krell combination, though
the sound was less delicate overall, with aless
even midrange tonality, the 780's HF was considerably tamed. Low frequencies were less
extended and the upper bass fattened alittle,
but though the detail apparent was quite abit
less clearly presented, the combination was
undoubtedly musical. To me, this indicates that
the 780 has been voiced with the specific
sonic signature of the Cyrus Two in mind. The
amplifier's HF softness will compensate for the
speaker's rather aggressive treble balance,
while the forwardness of the Cyrus's upper
midrange will not be exaggerated by the 780.
The fattening of the upper bass will also add
awarmth that many people will appreciate.
One small irritation was an apparent
mismatch between the 780s' sensitivity and
that of the Cyrus Two. The amplifier was run-

Having completed the individual auditioning,

ning out of steam at about two-thirds of the

Iput together the components as asystem.
The speakers remained in the same position

volume control's swing, meaning that for lowlevel listening, the control pot was being used in an area where its interctsiannel tracking

in the room, but were now connected to the
amplifier via 12 feet or so of Mission speaker
cable. This is a conventional figure-eight,

was less good.

multistrand design (651 strands!), insulated

Cyrus Two as with the Krell; accordingly, I

with PVC. The copper is annealed, and it is
recommended that the cable be used with the
"M" of the printed Mission logo nearest the
amplifier connection and the "n" nearest the
loudspeakers for best results. Initially Iused
110

Stereo staging was not as wide with one
hooked up the second Cyrus Two as described
above, the system, at least as far as CD replay
was concerned, now being identical to what
Ihad heard in Toronto.
Well. This is one potent music system.
Stereophile, October 1987

Ultimately, Istill found the 780's treble to be

Live rock recording followed live rock

alittle too brash, alittle too unsubtle. Though

recording. Springsteen followed Joe Walsh.

detailed, it was unkind to classical music on
CD that had been recorded with an upfront

Cream followed Springsteen, followed by the

balance, and to LP reproduction too much of

recently disinterred live Jimi Hendrix album
and The Grateful Dead. Beer followed beer.

the time. But if you want bass performance

We switched to Scotch. This is one hell of a

and dynamics, this biamped Mission system

party system; Mission should supply air guitars
as optional accessories.

is hard to beat without spending big bucks.
With the exception of Dan D'Agostino's Krellpowered big Apogees, Ihave never heard such
an accurate reproduction of the raw energy of

Then Ibroke it.
The culprit track? Prince's "Purple Rain," of

bloated yet fast quality that it has in real life;

course! Live drums, heavy bass and guitar
power chords, all reproduced with their full
weight by the Missions. Ihad been playing at

drum sound just slammed out the speakers.

peak levels approaching 110dB, meaning that

The "Leaving Me Now" track on Level 42's
World Machine album, for example, starts with

(With abiamped system, this is less of an ear-

rock music. Bass guitar reproduction had the

an isolated snare rimshot; even though Iknew
it was coming, Istill fell backward out of my
chair every time, so quickly did the sound go
up and down. And Joe Walsh's live "Rocky
Mountain Way," recently released on a 70minute "twofer" CD by MCA, just devastated me.
That clean, controlled bass, while not reaching
down quite as far as with the biwired Krell,
enabled such outrageous bass recordings as
the "Red and Blue" mix of Yes's "Owner of a
Lonely Heart" to come over with tremendous
weight, yet still be adequately resolved in the

the Cyrus Twos were running well into clip.
bender than would otherwise be the case: the
bass amp may be banging against the rails but
the added harmonics will be thrown away by
the crossover's low-pass filter; the tweeter
amplifier will be unlikely to be clipped at the
same level, so the high frequencies will remain
clean.) The plastic cases were almost too hot
to touch, let alone the heatsinlcs. The rail fuses
blew, too late to save the output stages.
No blame can be attached to the equipment;
only to the user. Now Iknow why Mission
produces the add-on PSX power supply.

presence of confusing signals in the same fre-

Returning to the Krell/Celestion set-up

quency region. Here, bass guitar is doubled by
amale hum for most of the track, competing

proved interesting. Though the treble was
significantly more delicate and the soundstag-

with abass drum wound up almost to break-

ing superb, the sound was, well, effete. Upper-

ing point. Just when you think that your ears
can't take any more, outraged by the tonal ex-

bass edges were as clean as with the Missions,
but the sense of power being kept in check

cesses of producer Trevor Horn's balancing
act, the bass line is doubled an octave lower

was missing. The dynamic aspect, so essential

by a 16-foot bass line which Ihave always
assumed to be asynthesizer. On this Mission
system, Icould almost swear that it was, in
fact, an octave-divided human voice.

to live music and pteserved so well by the
780s, was, for want of a better word,
miniaturized. What the 780s do well, the '600s
do less well; and vice versa.
Iwould like both.

BEDINI 150/150 MK.II STEREO POWER
AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
Solid-state class-AB amp. Power output: 120 watts per channel into 8ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz.
Bandwidth (8 ohms, 1watt): 1Hz to 100kHz. Input sensitivity: 500mV. Input impedance: 50 k
ohms. Damping Factor: 100 at 50Hz. Weight: 22 pounds. Dimensions: 19" W by 7" H by 12" D.
Price: $999.95. Approximate number of dealers: 40. Manufacturer: Bedini Electronics, c/o Royal
Sales, 600 W. Broadway, Suite 100, Glendale, CA 91204. Tel: (818) 502-4166.
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Bedini 150/150 Mk II amp
Bedini rhymes with Houdini, and underscores

not only more bass, but more bass detail and

the former's miraculous escape from extinc-

punch. The highs were very extended, with
impressive zip and zing. And always lots of

tion in the market place. An endangered
species for several years now, Bedini has been
recently rescued by Royal Sales. The produc-

detail. Everywhere you looked, there was
detail. Now you could tell more clearly which

tion facility in Paramount, California, has aprojected monthly production capacity of up to

musician coughed, and what you previously
took to be acontrabassoon passage was now

350 assorted units. I'm not sure if the Bedini
designs have been licensed or sold outright to

clearly resolved as an attack of flatulence. But
missing in action was the accuracy or fidelity
of harmonic textures. The overtone structure

Royal Sales. In any event, Royal Sales is committed not only to extensive quality control,
but also to improving Bedini's dealer base. Ac-

was too hard, brittle, grainy, g,rundgy, glassy,
zippy, or just plain harsh. Iremember the

cording to Royal Sales' Mike Fishman, not only
are all parts tested and graded prior to produc-

day Iswitched from aCitation solid-state amp
to a Dynaco tubed amp. Wow! Whoopee!

tion, but there's 100% quality control at every

Sonic bliss!

stage of production. Each amplifier is burned

Musical textures are an alliance of softness

in for 24 hours and tested for an additional six

and hardness, and while it's true that tubes

hours before shipment.
In August, Bedini will be implementing a

music, at least they err in the direction of

couple of changes to the amplifier line. The

tend to emphasize the soft or liquid aspects of
listenability. Transistors, on the other hand, err
in the direction of hardness and harshness,

front panel and the heatsinks will be doubled in thickness. Also, the power transformer
in the 150 will be beefed up to enable a150W

music-lovers mad. Interestingly, the same peo-

power output. My review sample was shipped

ple who endorsed solid-state in its infancy

in June and does not incorporate these

were also first in line to jump on the CD band-

changes.

wagon. This says alot about their priorities in
reproduced sound, but it would be amistake

John Bedini's reputation was built on several

which understandably used to drive many

fine class-A amplifiers, most notably the 25/25.
This was a25W class-A amp using no overall

to judge someone else's priorities as either

negative feedback; it measured poorly on the

involves a Zen-like suspension of one's

"good" or "bad." Enjoying reproduced music

test bench but was capable of astonishing

analytical or thought processes in order to

detail and midrange lucidity. It demonstrated

enmesh the mind in the illusion of asoundstage without musicians. Perhaps those who

that solid-state amps could imitate the sound
of music with conviction sufficient even for
audiophiles. And that, my friends, was far from

can enter this state more effectively are capable

known in the '70s; the early transistor designs

There are really no good or bad audiophiles,

of the '60s sounded like parodies of live music

just more or less discriminating ones.
The 25/25 defined adesign approach (je,

Sure, compared with tube designs there was
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class-A biasing and alack of overall negative

AC-coupled via 4uF film-type caps made by

feedback) that could civilize transistor circuits.

Electrocube. Looking at an input impedance

While I'm not implying that this is the only

of 50 kohms, this translates into abass half-

workable design philosophy, it has certainly

power frequency of about 1Hz. The amp is
rather lightweight at 22 pounds, and betrays

proved to be the most successful. Just look at
our "Recommended Component" listing: the
only solid-state amps that make it into our
Class-A listing are purist-pure class-A designs.
In apure class-A design, the operating point
is fixed such that the output transistors are
always conducting, and handle both the
negative and positive portions of the signal

its lack of power-transformer muscle. A
major feature is the use of proprietary output
transistors which have had their cases ground
open by hand and filled with acrystalline
material claimed to eliminate high-frequency
ringing and improve switching speed. These
transistors are then critically matched to
"deliver the smoothest sound possible in class-

waveform. The situation is fundamentally different for class-B operation. Here the output

AB amplifier design." Idon't know about that,

transistors are dedicated to either the positive
or negative parts of the signal, and are switched

but these transistors glow in the dark, which
does add an element of visual charm.

off and on at the appropriate time. Less heat
is generated because each transistor is off for

The 150 was auditioned on the Dahlia-Debra
speakers. My front end consisted of the Sao

half acycle, and the costs of making ahigh-

Win Table and MC cartridge, WTA tonearm,

powered output stage are much less compared

the Threshold FET-10 preamp, and Monster

with the equivalent class-A design.

Cable M1000 interconnects. Ikicked things off

Of course, class-B designs have well-known

with the "Lesley Test": Sony PCM-Fl master

problems. There's abasic nonlinearity in the
output where the signal crosses from positive

tapes of my spouse's soprano voice, asound
I've loved and lived with for about 20 years.

to negative—so-called crossover distortion.

First impressions were of decidedly solid-state-

To overcome this problem, large amounts of
overall negative feedback are required, which

like harmonic textures, slightly hard and
coarse. There were losses in transparency

leads to other problems such as transient

and focus in the midrange. There were traces

intermodulation distortion. Class-AB designs
attempt to provide ahappy medium between

of araspy and dry quality to Lesley's voice
which detracted from the purity of the upper

the two extremes. At low power levels of afew

registers. The extreme treble, however, was

watts, the amp is biased to operate in class-A.

surprisingly sweet and clean—at least at low

When current demands increase, the transistors effectively operate in class-B, with the
resultant benefit of lots of power for fewer
bucks. It is assumed that the increased distor-

to moderate volume levels. On analog program, atonal balance anomaly was confirmed.
The mida were recessed to the point of highlighting the upper octaves. More specifically, it

tion at higher levels will be masked by the

was the lower mida that were subjectively

increased loudness of the music Unfortunately,

lightweight and lacking cojones, resulting in

class-AB amps tend to have asplit personality.

what Iwould call an effeminate tonal balance

As the music soars from soft to loud, the amp
goes from clean to muddy or from sweet to
sour. Ifind this situation less acceptable than

consistently present throughout the listening
session.
Another pervasive coloration noted was a

that of continuous mud and harshness afforded

dryness that infected the upper rnids and lower

by apure class-B design. After all, is it fair

treble. Together with slightly etched treble transients, these attributes contributed an artificial
quality to the 150's reproduction of the upper

to be titillated by aglimpse of Heaven, only to
have it continuously yanked away?
pure class-A design from Bedini, and Ifind that

octaves. The 150 shares in the traditional weaknesses of solid-state designs in failing to bring

rather surprising. After finding awinning for-

spatial resolution home On Opus 3's »st

Ibelieve that the 150/150 is the first non-

mula, not sticking with it is usually unwise.

Record I, it was difficult to discern the dimen-

Sort of like Coca Cola. Why mess with it?
The 150/150 Mk.II uses the same driver-

sions of the recording venues. Both depth and

stage design with differential push-pull

width perspectives appeared to shrink. Imaging
specificity also suffered. with instrument sizes

topology found in the 25/25. The inputs are

stretched across the soundstage Cut B3 features
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aspacious church acoustic and alarge chorus.

ever, it became achore to continue listening.

With the 150 it was difficult to resolve the

JGH's Eagle 2A amp provided an interesting

church acoustic, and individual voices in the

contrast. The Eagle 2A was more forward, and

chorus were not sharply focused. Another
example is the double-bass on cut B6, which

the mids abit more transparent. The Eagle
handily won the battle of the bass, with

was difficult to resolve spatially. Moving on to

stupendous bass quality and power. The Eagle

David Abel's Guarnerius (Wilson Audio's record-

was better balanced through the lower octaves,

ing of the Beethoven Sonata for piano and

and much more dynamic than the 150. In the

violin), very little of the liquid sweetness and

extreme treble, the Bedini had aclear edge, but

spaciousness of this instrument came through.
The violin sounded closed-in, dry, and traces

by now who cares? This is not to imply that
the Eagle is an amp Icould live with. It is not.

of midrange grain were apparent. Carl Orffs

But if someone put agun to my head and

Carmina Burana (EMI ASD 3117) did not fare

demanded that Ichoose one or the other, I
would certainly opt for the Eagle.

any better, taking on adry, cold, and analytical
character without much of the warmth this
recording has evidenced in the past with a
variety of other amps. At this point Ibecame

The Bedini 150 is an easy amp to criticize,
and 1have not flinched from the task. In the
context of '70s solid-state amplifiers, it actually

aware of acompressive effect: the music failed

sounds very good (I'm thinking of an assorted

to ebb and flow from soft to loud. Dynamic

offering from Dynaco to GAS that the 150

contrasts became congested, and grain and
grundge increased during complex passages.

Zone. As it stands now, Ifind the dryish,

Isuppose it is anticlimactic to report that
bass definition was very good. However, bass

analytical nature of the upper octaves most offputting. The lightweight tonal balance and

punch or current drive were merely good but

dynamic constriction are also major liabilities.

could trounce). But this is not The Tiviligin

not very good; bass impact was somewhat

These problems must be solved before I

lacking.
What about long-term listenability? To the

would consider recommending this amp. At

150's credit, after about an hour or so, Iwas not
irritated to the point of exiting the room via

anumber of Class C amplifiers in "Recommended Components" that are much easier

the window, screaming all the way down. How-

to live with.

its price point of around akilobuck, there are

SYNTHESIS LM300 LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Floor-standing three-way loudspeaker system. Frequency response (-3dB): 30Hz-20kHz. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m. Impedance: 8ohms. Size: 14" by 15" by 44". Weight: 90 lbs. each. Finishes:
Cream, Chestnut, or Black grille, Natural Oak trim. Price: $2450/pr. Approximate number of
dealers: 20. Manufacturer: Synthesis, 2817M Dorr Avenue, Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703)698-7905.

Synthesis, for those readers who may not
know, is the loudspeaker branch of the Conrad-Johnson "group." They're getting into
loudspeakers in abig way, and if the LM300

met with alot of resistance from the high-end
community. There are anumber of superb
ones out there, but it's generally assumed that,
somehow, ribbons and electrostatics are auto-

is any indication, their efforts aren't being

matically superior. That is simply not afair

wasted. This is one superb loudspeaker, arguably competitive with any enclosure-type

assumption, in my opinion, and in recent years

system on the market, and good enough to
stand comparison with many of the exotics

advances in cone technology, cabinet design,
and crossover networks have narrowed what
was once agenuine gap in performance be-

and dipole designs.

tween exotics and box speakers into astandoff:

Conventional, box-type loudspeakers have
114

each type of design has its own strengths.
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naturally at the bottom end at about 85Hz (no
high-pass network is used on this driver). The
mid-to-high crossover is also at an unusual
point-1250Hz, also using 12dB/octave Besçel
filters. The tweeter is a1" Dynaudio; like all
Dynaudio drivers, it has exceptional powerhandling capability. The physical configuration of the LM300 is rather conventional,
except that the tweeter is stepped back slightly
—presumably for phase alignment—and is
mounted in asemi-open baffle arrangement
at the top of the enclosure. There is aconsiderable amount of wood framing around the
tweeter (to support the grille); the inside of this
framing is treated with felt to minimize reflections and adverse diffraction effects. The
sensitivity of the system is relatively high
(91dB/W/m). Heavy-duty barrier terminals
are provided (Synthesis prefers these to banana
jacks); bi-wiring is also provided for (and
recommended).
Synthesis also sent a new Motif MS-100
power amp to use in reviewing the LM300 (the
amplifier will be reviewed separately in alater
issue). They also arranged to send along aset
of their recommended speaker cables. No,
Conrad-Johnson isn't into manufacturing wire
(not yet). The wire is !Umber Kable 8TC—but
not your ordinary one pair per speaker. Synthesis uses four lengths of 8TC to each speaker
(two lengths for each of the bi-wire circuits).
I'm not so sure how Ifeel about using what
amounted to $1600 worth of wire to drive
these speakers (8 x25 feet = 200 feet at $81
foot), but I'm reasonably certain that the wire
Synthesis LM300 speaker

was not alimiting factor! Idid, however, also
do afair amount of listening with ordinary

In appearance, the LM300 strongly resem-

wire (4-series Kimber, primarily, in anormal
bi-wire mode: two pairs of wires per speaker)

bles its smaller brother, the LM200. It's atall

and can report that it also did avery good

pillar almost totally covered in grille fabric,

job—more on that later.

with an oak base. It's large enough to perform

The Synthesis LM300s are something quite

superbly in the low end, small enough not to
completely take over the environment.

special. Their most obvious characteristic is
a forward, lively, dynamic quality. They're

That's relative, of course. All bets are off if

definitely more "up-front" than most audio-

you listen in abroom closet.
The reflex-loaded 10 "woofer of the LM300

phile loudspeakers, but are very low in audible

(a good-quality Focal unit) begins its top-end
rolloff at an unusually low 100Hz with a12dB/

colorations, especially in the vital midrange.
But I'm getting ahead of myself; let's start from

octave Bessel low-pass filter (Bessel filters are

the top.
The entire treble range of the LM300 is open

an unusual choice in aloudspeaker crossover

and coherent. The low 1250Hz crossover

network—Butterworth filters are the most
common). The 7" midrange (also aFocal) is in

clearly helps here, and Inoted no sonic aber-

its own separate reflex enclosure, rolling off
Stereophile, October 1987

rations that could be blamed on this crossover
point. It is well known that cone midrange
115

drivers perform rather marginally at the top of

periment with the rear control.

their range; Synthesis avoids this problem

The midrange of the LM300 is excellent. Oc-

altogether by the chosen crossover point. Nor-

casionally 1thought Iheard abit of nasality on
some recordings, but others were totally free

mally this would create other problems—most
tweeters cannot beedriven this low, but the
Dynaudio is clearly up to the job.
Iwas very impressed by the overall upper

of this characteristic. The detailing noted in the
high frequencies extended down through the
midrange. The overall sound was very dy-

range of the LM300, but it took some getting

namic, the upper midrange somewhat forward-

used to, and some audiophiles are not going

sounding but never brash or unnatural. This

to find it their cup of tea. It is very extended,
very clean, very detailed. You want to hear
detail? You want to hear chairs creak, the

is definitely not alaid-back loudspeaker system. Ihave expressed apreference in the past

delicate fingering sounds on guitar, important

found myself willingly seduced by the live-

ambience cues? You'll hear them on the Syn-

liness and low coloration of the Synthesis.

for asomewhat more distant perspective, but

thesis. But the same characteristics that make

The low-end quality of the LM300 depends

these loudspeakers terrific for some types of

to alarge extend on what you feed it. This

program material make them problematic on
one particular type—large-scale orchestral

brings us back to those heavy-duty speaker

works. Depending on the particular recording

prefers. The bass was at its best with these

chosen, the orchestral sound could range from

cables: deep, tight, and well defined. Midbass

slightly bright to distinctly tizzy. The highs
were never hard, harsh, or dry (unless those

was excellent, with just enough warmth to
keep the sound from drying out, but not

characteristics were in the program material),
but were never subtle. Strings had too much

enough to muddy the overall balance. The
external woofer terminals give the user the

sheen, brass instruments were weighted toward their upper harmonics. Curiously, most

choice of woofer polarity in hooking up the
system; in my room, both speakers sounded

orchestral CDs were in better balance than
most orchestral LPs. (Most LP listening for this

best with the woofers wired in reverse polarity.
(I do not, of course, mean out of phase with

review was done with aMonster Alpha 2in an
ET Il tonearm driving aKlyne SK-5A preamp

each other; merely that the plus and minus
leads on both woofers were reversed from nor-

wires—the tricked-up Kimbers that Synthesis

with the Klyne's high-frequency compensa-

mal.) Synthesis recommends experimentation

tion circuits in use at 16kHz (-3dB point) to
compensate for the rise in the Alpha. This

with this, and so do I.
The LM 300s are capable of developing an

combination sounded superb on other types

excellent soundstagc At their best, the imaging
and depth are close to holographic, acharac-

of recordings through the LM300, so Idon't
consider it a fault for the bright high-end

teristic no doubt helped by the speakers'

balance noted.)

overall excellent detail and extended high-

Synthesis does provide ahigh-frequency
level control on the back of the LM300, with

frequency response. Depth is well-developed—not mind-boggling, but natural (tube

astated ±1
2 dB range. Backing off this control
/
to the full minus rotation helped some on
orchestral recordings, but softened things a

with their favorite amplifiers; Iused solid-state

shade too much on other types of music. I
settled on the mid setting of this control for
most of my auditioning. Ido not believe the

fans will no doubt want to try these speakers
amps with them). The speakers that Ihave
heard with better imaging have invariably been
mini-monitors; the LM300s do extremely well
in this important characteristic, despite their

problem is one of too much overall tweeter

size. When the program material allowed it, the

output, but rather that old conflict between
flat response us agradual upper-octave rolloff.

soundstage extended beyond the outer edges
of the space defined by the loudspeakers, and

The Synthesis is clearly of the flat school, but

instruments playing within the space between

it did not, in my room, sound overbright ex-

the LM300s could be quite precisely located.
The overall sonic presentation was appropriate

cept on the type of music and recording Ihave
noted. Fans of large-scale orchestral recordings

to the program: small on intimate material,

should listen carefully to this characteristic

larger when called for. The LM300s never

when auditioning these loudspeakers, and ex-

sounded consistently small or large—a very
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desirable trait.

the LM300s are hardly lacking there), have a

Ididn't find placement to be aparticular
problem with the LM300s, and quickly settled
on placing the speakers just under two feet

finer sense of depth, amore delicate, sweeter

from the back wall, about eight feet apart, and
toed in toward the listening position. My
normal listening position is about 12 feet from

treble (they are, to my ears, far more successful
than the Synthesis in reproduction of anatural
orchestral balance), and tend to "disappear"
to agreater extent. In all fairness to the Snells,
Iwas not able to audition them with the up-

the plane of the loudspeakers; moving about
two feet closer definitely improved the imag-

graded wire and the Motif MS 100 amplifier.

ing specificity, but at asmall sacrifice in the

Snells are more tolerant of amplifiers and

low end. Spikes are provided, and recom-

interconnects.

Because of their slightly sweeter balance, the

mended. It will pay you to experiment, but

That brings me to the final topic: what

won't take aprotracted period of time to ar-

associated equipment to use with the LM300s.
Idid most of my listening with two ampli-

rive at at optimum position.
Iwould like to comment on what Ifeel to

fiers—the Motif and the Adcom GFA-555. The

be adesign flaw in the LM300s: the woodwork

Adcom did avery fine job, but the Motif was

surrounding the open-space mounted tweeter.
Iremarked earlier that the inside of this area

definitely superior (especially in natural detail,
soundstaging, and sweetness), except in the

is well covered with felt to damp reflections

low bass, where the added power of the Ad-

and diffraction; Ifeel the felt should be thicker,
the woodwork thinner. Iheard no obvious

corn gave aslightly tighter, punchier sound.
And last, but not least, wire. Ihate to say it, but
the obscene amount of Kimber Kable pro-

aberrations from this mounting arrangement,
but some further improvement in the already
excellent soundstaging may be possible with
further damping.

vided by Synthesis really did make adifference
over the more modest Kimber 4series hookup. Bass was tighter and deeper, highs were
sweeter, the overall sound fuller and better

Picking apart the response of aloudspeaker
and analyzing it piece by piece, as Ihave done

balanced, and soundstaging distinctly superior.

above, can be useful, but doesn't do justice to

But Idid say earlier that the less elaborate wir-

the overall impression that atruly accurate

ing setup did agood job, and it did. Don't let
your inability (or unwillingness!) to spend a

loudspeaker can make. And the LM300 made
a favorable impact on me. If you read my

fortune for wire keep you from seriously con-

review of the Snell C/i afew issues back (Vol.10

sidering the LM300s; they willingly respond

No.2), you might remember that Ialso liked

to the best associated equipment, but won't

that loudspeaker a great deal. My feelings
about the LM300 are equally positive, though

disappoint with affordable gear.

for different reasons. This is aperfect exam-

With the LM300, Synthesis has served
notice that it can play with the big boys in the

ple of how it's possible to appreciate two

loudspeaker game. I'm not alone in that feel-

loudspeakers with very different sounds. The
LM300s have significantly superior detail

ing; Conrad-Johnson used these loudspeakers
(and Motif electronics) in their exhibit at the

throughout the frequency range, adistinctly
tighter midbass, more pinpoint imaging, sev-

March, and they were rated highly by show at-

eral dB higher sensitivity (they can step out

Santa Monica Stereopbtle Hi -Fi Show last

with afar smaller amplifier to the same effect),

tendees. But don't accept my word, or the
results of that show, sound unheard. You owe

and are more dynamic and alive. The Snells go

it to yourself to audition them. Soon.

$

noticeably deeper in the very low end (though

THE PERFECT BOX SPEAKER?
John Atkinson reviews six more affordable loudspeakers
AR Connoisseur 351 two-and-a-half-way, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" titanium-dome
tweeter. 6.5" filled-polypropylene-cone bass/midrange driver. 8" filled-polypropylene-cone woofer
Stereophile, October 1987

Crossover frequency: 4kHz. Frequency response: 50Hz-22kHz +3dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m.
Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Amplifier requirements: 10-100W. Dimensions: 22 7/
8"H by 10 3
4 "
/
W by 10 7/
8"D. Internal volume: 30 liters. Weight: 24.2 lbs each. Price: $700/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 50. Teledyne Acoustic Research, 330 Turnpike Street, Canton, MA 02021.
Tel: (617) 821-2300.
AR TSW 410: three-way, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 3/
4 "titanium-dome tweeter, 6.5"
filled-polypropylene-cone midrange driver, 8" filled-polypropylene-cone woofer. Crossover frequencies: 450Hz, 3.8kHz. Frequency response: 46Hz-40kHz +3dB. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m.
Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Amplifier requirements: 10-100W. Dimensions: 24 1/
2"H by 12 1
/
4"
W by 11 3
/ "D. Internal volume: 32.3 liters. Weight: 30.5 lbs each. Price: $560/pair Approximate
4
number of dealers: 350. Manufacturer Teledyne Acoustic Research. 330 Turnpike Street. Canton,
MA 02021. Tel: (617) 821-2300.
ARC CS2: two-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" soft-dome tweeter, two 6.5"
plastic-cone woofers. Crossover frequency: 2250Hz. Frequency response: 45Hz-20kHz +3dB.
Sensitivity: 93dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Minimum amplifier requirements: 10W.
Dimensions: 22" H by 12" diameter. Weight: 23 lbs each. Price: $695/pair. Approximate number
of dealers: undisclosed. Manufacturer: ARC Inc., 2510 N.47th Street, Suite HH, Boulder, CO
80301. Tel: (303) 442-8207.
Camber 1.5: two-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 0.75" soft-dome tweeter, 6.5"
plastic-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 3.5kHz. Frequency response: 55Hz-20kHz +3dB.
Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Minimum amplifier requirements: 10W.
Dimensions: 16" H by 10" W by 11" D. Weight: 19 lbs each. Price: $339/pair (stands $69/pair).
Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer: Plateau-Camber Audio Inc., 4946 Bourg
Street. Montreal, Quebec H4T 1J2, Canada. Tel: (514) 738-3225.
Monitor Audio R352: two-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 0.75" soft-dome tweeter,
8" flared paper-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Frequency response: 55Hz-20kHz
+3dB. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Minimum amplifier requirements:
15W. Dimensions: 18 5/
8"(472mm) by 91
/
2"(242mm) W by 97
/
8")250mm) D. Internal volume:
36 liters. Weight: 15.4 lbs each. Price: $559/pair (stands $169/pair). Approximate number of
dealers: 30 (Canada), 25-30 (USA). Manufacturer: Monitor Audio Ltd., 34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CB1 4ZW, England. Distributors: Kevro Electronics Inc., 1755 Plummer Street, Unit 20,
Pickering, Ontario L1W 3S1. Canada. Tel (416) 831-4741. US Office: PO Box 1355, Buffalo,
NY 14205.
True Image HR-6.5: two-way, transmission-line loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" soft-dome tweeter,
6.5" plastic-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 2.8kHz. Frequency response: 35Hz-22kHz
+2dB. Sensitivity: 86.5dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. Amplifier requirements: 15100W. Dimensions: 125/
8"H by 9" W by 11 1
/
8"D. Weight: 15 lbs. each. Price: $590/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 5. Manufacturer: True Image Research Corp., PO Box 7146, Alhambra,
CA 91802-7146. Tel: (818) 282-6032.

In Stereophile Vol.I0 No.5, Ireviewed seven
pairs of box loudspeakers costing under $1000

tations, should only rarely venture into Cheapskate territory. LA's logic was unanswerable.

the cardboard boxes and tepacked the speakers

He pointed out that: 1) only last month Ihad
made JGH's countenance turn green by grab-

in

bing the Stax and Accuphase CD players to

per pair. However, no sooner had Igathered
their three-dimensional

jigsaw-puzzle

pieces of shaped and sculpted foam than

review; 2) The Audio Cheapskate was show-

LA-always on the lookout for willing volun-

ing too much of an unhealthy interest in

teers-volunteered me for the task of review-

music (of all things!) to want to review beer-

ing another six. In vain could Iprotest that an

budget loudspeakers; and 3) he was the Pub-

audiophile of my standing, with campaign

lisher.

medals from the early digital vs analog cam-

Impressed by the force of his arguments

paign, that unpleasant affair over Blumlein

(particularly the last), Iset to unpacking a

miking, and both tube vs solid-state confron-

new batch of boxes. They proved interesting
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when compared with those reviewed in
Vol.10 No.5: whereas that batch had included
four with high-tech metal-dome tweeters,
only two of this batch did (the AFts), the other

with crossed figure-eight ribbon mikes); Stan
Rogers' Northwest Passage (Fogarty's Cove
Music FCM-004); Ray Noble's "The very
thought of you" (Ella Fitzgerald recorded in

four featuring relatively conventional, soft-

1962, backed by anaturally miked big band);

dome units. Two were sealed-box, three-

and Stravinsky's Firebird suite, on Sheffield
Lab CD-24 (pure Blumlein-miked orchestra).

reflex, and the sixth—the smallest—a transmission line. Four were American, one was
British, and one Canadian.
The test procedure was roughly the same

The frequency response of each speaker was
measured in the listening window—spatially
averaged to minimize room standing-wave

as for the first series of loudspeakers: each

problems—using

pair was used with Audio Research SP-10
II/Krell KSA-50 amplification, Mission PCM

dition, the nearfleld low-frequency response

7000 and Meridian MCD Pro CD players, and
a 1987 Linn Sondek/Ittok/Troilca combina-

V3

-octave pink noise; in ad-

was measured with asinewave sweep to get an
idea of the true bass extension relative to the
level at 100Hz.

tion sitting on aSound Organization table. A
Mission Cyrus 2integrated amplifier was also

AR Connoisseur 35T: $700

used, being more representative of the kind

AR's "Connoisseur" series of components,

of hardware to be found driving speakers at

which includes the classic ES1 turntable, are

this price level. Interconnect was Monster Interlink Reference A; speaker cable was either

this New England company's "high-end"
range, where price is not such an overriding

Monster MI or two pairs of Mission cables for

factor in design as it could be. Crossovers use

the biwired speakers. Each pair of loudspeakers was carefully positioned for optimum performance, and either Heybrook metal-frame
or Celestion/Foundation lead/sand-filled metalpillar stands were used to raise the speakers to
the appropriate heights. (Exceptions were the
Cambers and Monitor Audios, which were
used with their own matching wooden surds.)
All stands were spiked in order to couple
vibrations to the tile-on-concrete floor beneath the rug.
Each pair of speakers was used for everyday listening, with no other speakers in the
room. , In addition, more rigorous listening
tests were performed using a selection of
music identical to that used for the Vol.10
No.5 reviews to get an idea of the loudspeakers' comparative strengths and weaknesses. The tracks used were as follows:
Chopin's Waltz in C-sharp minor, HFN/RR
test CD 2 (my own recording, made with the
Calrec Soundfield mike in crossed figureeight mode); the drumkit recording on the
HFN/RR test CD (again recorded with the
Soundfield mike); Beethoven "Pathetique"
sonata, Performance Recordings PR-5 (recorded
1Iadvise you to insist upon auditioning loudspeakers one
pair at atime, either in the dealer's dem room or at home,
before making afinal purchase decision; only then will you
get atrue idea of their soundstaging capabilities.
2Available from the HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK401TH, England. Tel: 011 44 234 741152.
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Acoustic Research 35T speaker

metal-film capacitors and other high-quality
components. Cabinets are veneered in real

Though still polite, the sound was quite abit
more musical and detailed, and Irecommend

wood, with acurved front baffle and rebated

anyone purchasing 35Ts to use them only in

drive-units to minimize diffraction problems,

this mode. The extra expense in cabling will

and AR's top drive-unit technology is em-

be more than offset by the improvement in the

ployed to give the high dynamic range de-

35T's sonics.

manded by digital source material. All the

Recorded piano had good left-hand weight;

Connoisseur loudspeakers use anew 1" titanium-dome tweeter, said to operate as apure

though the upper-bass was alittle too warm

piston up to above the audio range. Although

very cleanly. While the upper midrange was

the 35T appears to be athree-way design, both
the 6.5" and 8" carbon-loaded polypropyleneconed drivers operate in tandem at low fre-

for my taste, the mid-bass started and stopped
abit forward in balance, the midrange was excellent in terms of coloration, being very true
to instrumental colors. The treble was clean-

quencies to give the effective operating cone

sounding, but the highish level of the tweeter

area of a10" woofer. The 8" rolls off (in the

exaggerated recorded tape hiss somewhat and

midrange) before the 6.5", however, so that the

gave the sound of violins and cymbals alittle

all-important midrange is not compromised

too much HF edge. However, Isuspect that

by the needs for high-level low-frequency

reducing the tweeter output would not improve matters as it would also increase the

reproduction, hence my use of the "two -anda-half-way" nomenclature.
Following current UK practice, the rear
panel is inset to increase cabinet rigidity, and
in company with other modern UK designs,

speaker's somewhat shut-in sonic character.

two sets of five-way binding posts are provided

larger rooms, this HF plateau will be less
noticeable.)

so that the high-pass and low-pass legs of the
crossover can be separated for biwiring or

(I should mention that the geography of my
listening room dictates that Isit relatively close
to the loudspeakers, about six feet away; in

Imaging was not up to the standards of

even biamping.

precision set by the Celestion SL6S, but was
nevertheless good, the piano image on the live

The sound: AR recommends their own 22"
SW1 stands for use with the 35T, but as these

James Boyk recording being well delineated.

were not supplied with the review samples, I
initially used 16' Celestion/Foundation stands,
with the speakers positioned in free-space
locations 1.5m from the rear wall. Sitting level
with the tweeters gave asound with alittle too
much HF energy and an isolated band around
MHz, coupled with alack of energy in the
upper midrange which left the bass alittle

Depth was reasonably well resolved, but
varied somewhat with frequency, violins being
set alittle farther back than the violas and celli.
Dynamics were the 351's weak spot, recorded
drums lacking alittle body and thus impact.
Measurement: The spatially averaged inroom response was one of the best Ihave
measured in my listening room, being effec-

isolated. Replacing the lower stands with 23"

tively fiat (±1.8dB) through the midrange and

wooden stands gave amore even response

the low treble from 160Hz to 3.I5kHz. Above

through the midrange, and aless prominent
upper treble octave. The optimum listening

that frequency, there was aslight peak be-

axis appears, therefore, to be between the

energy in the top HF octave. With a 4kHz
crossover frequency, this would indicate that

tweeter and the upper bass/midrange unit.

tween 5and 6kHz, with just alittle too much

The speakers are quite critical in the vertical

the tweeter is just alittle too sensitive for the

plane; dual-mono pink noise also revealed

in-room system balance. Angling the speakers

more vertical-venetian-blinding laterally than
Iwould have liked.

so that the listener sits slightly off-axis

Though the HF was lively when the speakers
were conventionally wired—supplied jumpers
link the two pairs of binding posts—I found

some detail. Above the tweeter axis, the
midrange response became more uneven,
indicating that, despite the speaker's tall pro-

the sound from the 35Th to be a little un-

portions, low stands are to be avoided.

exciting. Changing to afully biwired configuration opened up the sound considerably.

that pioneered sealed-box, air-suspension bass
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smooths the HF response, at the expense of

As might be expected from the company
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loading, the low frequencies have been welltuned, with only aslight rise at resonance, inroom extension reaching around 45Hz. Nearfield, the response was 6dB down at 52Hz.
The nominal impedance is 6ohms; it actually
didn't reach much below that value, reaching
4ohms at 140Hz, so shouldn't present modem
amplifiers with any drive problems.
Conclusion: The AR 35T is much like alate
'80s, high-tech equivalent of the classic
Acoustic Research AR3A. Relatively uncolored,
capable of reasonably precise stereo imaging,
with good bass performance and aclean, if
somewhat elevated treble, it retains atrace of
its ancestor's polite character. The biwiring
option is essential to get the best from this
well-made loudspeaker, but it can then be confidently recommended.

AR TSW 410: $560
Launched at the 1987 Las Vegas CES, AR's TSW
range parallels their Connoisseur range, but
with more of an emphasis on value for money.
The cost-cutting is in secondary areas, in order
that the sound not be compromised. Eg, comparing the TSW 410 with the almost identically
sized Connoisseur 351, the more expensive
speaker's real-wood-veneered cabinetry is
replaced with aplain black, vinyl-wrap chipboard carcass, set off by awooden trim plate
top and bottom. These overlap the front baffle
to some extent, more at the bottom than at the
top, and are made into astyling feature by an
angled, plastic space-frame grille. Again, the

Acoustic Research TSW 410 speaker
acruciform phase corrector/acoustic lens and
is loaded by avery short, straight-flare horn.
The pcb-mounted crossover appears to be

back panel is slightly recessed, but unlike the

of good quality, and electrical connection is

Connoisseur series, the drivers are not rebated,

via five-way binding posts on the rear panel.

and a felt acoustic blanket, of the type
pioneered by AR with their AR9 in the mid

The sound: The TSW 410 is termed a

'70s, surrounds the tweeter. The latter has a

"bookshelf' design by AR in their literature,

specially shaped, trapezoidal mounting plate,
termed by AR a"Tetra-Helix," to spread out

and no specific placement information is given
in the otherwise informative booklet. It took

reflection/diffraction effects in frequency,

some time and experimentation, therefore, to

reducing their severity.
The drive-unit complement appears very

could give of their best. My initial listening was

find positions in my room where the speakers

similar to that of the 35T, with 6.5" and 8'

done with the speakers on 16' stands, in the

polypropylene-cone drivers complementing

positions where the 351b had worked well,
around 1.5m into the room. The treble,

the tweeter. Unlike the 351, however, the TSW
410 is atrue three-way design, the woofer

however, was noticeably uneven, with very

crossing over at 450Hz to the 6.5" unit. The

sharp vertical beaming apparent. Sitting so that

tweeter handles the final two octaves, above

Icould just see the cabinet tops resulted in an

3.8kHz; although it, too, is atitanium-dome
unit, it appears quite different from that used

HF peak; moving down acouple of inches, to
just below the tweeter axis, evened out the

in AR's Connoisseur range: the 3A"dome has

response; moving down another couple of
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inches accentuated aslight suckout in the low

This could be ameliorated by facing the

treble. In addition, severe vertical-venetian-

loudspeakers straight out into the room.

blinding was noticeable, small side-to-side

The sensitivity appeared to be about that

head movements producing large balance

specified, at 90dB/W/m, though the speaker

changes with pink noise. (I suspect that the
relatively large-diameter midrange unit gets

actually draws 2W, due to its 4ohm impedance

quite bearny when crossing over to the wide-

ohms in the lower midrange, but the speaker

dispersion tweeter.)

should not present amplifiers with any drive
problems.

Placing the speakers on taller stands gave the

spec. The actual minimum Imeasured was 3.5

most even treble balance, though there was
still too much EHF; this was solved by placing
the speakers so that they fired straight ahead.

Conclusion: Ican't help thinking that AR's

Ialso moved the 410s nearer the rear wall,

readers. Although well-engineered, its tonal

TSW 410 is not a speaker for Stereopbile

ending up with them 0.5m away. This cleaned

voicing is more suitable for rock than classical,

up athickness in the lower midrange, which
had been noticeable on voice. At last Iwas

in my opinion, and it lacks subtlety, particularly in the areas of imaging and soundstaging.

ready for more prolonged auditioning.
Midrange coloration levels were relatively

top and bottom wooden styling features on

Iam also alittle suspicious of the effect of the

low, being confined to aslight "aww" in the

vertical dispersion. Isuggest that you stick

midband and a hint of "quack" on female

with AR's Connoisseur series, but would not

voice, and the lower midrange seemed alittle
forward. Low frequencies seemed reasonably
extended, though the mid and upper-bass

be surprised to learn that the TSW series is
doing very well in the marketplace.

were not particularly detailed, double bass and

ARC CS2: $695

bass guitar being abit reticent. Drums had

ARC, not to be confused with the long-

good impact, however. Where the TSW 410s

established Audio Research Corporation, is a

shone was on the reproduction of modern

new company to me, based in Colorada Their
CS2 loudspeaker offers an interesting design

rock. Totally artificial recordings, such as the
synth/percussion intro to Stevie Winwood's
"Higher Ground," were stunning, but the

concept, in that the cabinet is basically circular
in cross-section, the flattened front of the

tweeter's rising response was aproblem when

cylinder acting as the baffle for the two drive-

such recordings were overcooked—Prince's

units. Cylindrical enclosures have raised their
heads many times in the history of audio, but
not always with successful results. The advan-

"Purple Rain," one of my favorite quasi-live
'80s

rock

recordings,

came

over

with

altogether too much HF content to be
listenable. (Whoever mixes and equalizes
Prince's recordings must have severe hearing
loss above 2kHz!)

tage of acylindrical enclosure is that the lack
of sharp cabinet edges leads to optimal dispersion in the horizontal plane, with no frequencydependent anomalies. The main problem,

Stereo imaging was only average, lateral

however, is that the constant internal dimen-

definition being only fair, and the soundstage
lacked depth and asense of space.

sion can result in an accentuated air-space
resonance.

Measurement Measured nearfield, the bass

dome tweeter, made in the USA by General

The CS2 combines a conventional softextension was almost identical to that of the

Sound, with two 6.5" polypropylene-cone

35T at 51Hz, with very similar in-room extension. If Ithought that the spatially averaged in-

woofers, the three being mounted vertically

room response of the 35T was good, the TSW
410 was even better, with ±1.5dB limits sufficing from 200Hz to 4kHz on the midrange-

deep 2" ports on the front panel, placed be-

driver axis. On and above the tweeter axis, a

in-line. The enclosure is reflex-loaded via two
tween the woofers. The crossover is said to be
linear-phase, with mylar-dielectric capacitors

reasonably flat, but there was also asignificant

and air-cored inductors.
The cylindrical cabinet is filled with foam
and oak-veneered all around, with curved

rise in the HF response at 16kHz, something

edges to the baffle and the top finished in

that also could be readily heard on pink noise

black acrylic Asmall pedestal on the base sur-

peak developed around 500Hz. The treble was
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rounds apparently inexpensive spring-clip terminals, which will take bare wire ends up to
12-gauge and gold pins, but not banana plugs.
In my opinion, these do not belong on a$700
loudspeaker; Iwould prefer 5-way binding
posts. The tweeter fuse sits between the terminal clips, and agroove in the pedestal allows
the cables to be dressed.
The sound: ARC recommends placement
about 1r from the rear wall, and at least 18"
away from the side walls. Accordingly, this is
how they were positioned in my room, sitting
on Celestion 16' lead/sand-filled stands. First
impressions were favorable, the sound being
open, with quite good string tone. Low frequencies were delicate but typically reflex,
bass drum and bass guitar being a little
loose—"furry," my notes say. Deep bass was
absent, causing the balance to be on the
lightish side Two prominences could be heard
on pink noise, centered around 500Hz and
5kHz, and an excess of energy in the top octave rendered voice alittle lispy and accentuated breath noise on clarinet. This tweeter
is definitely an underachiever when compared
with the metal-dome units now appearing on
speakers in this price range.
Further listening revealed awiriness to the
treble that became fatiguing at highish play-

ARC CS2 speaker

back levels, voices taking on agritty edge, and

doing most of my listening with the CS2s sit-

recordings that are themselves overbright,

ting on 23" stands so that Icould sit beneath

Peter Gabriel's So, for example, did not fare as

the tweeters, my ears level with the upper of

well as distantly miked classical pieces. Both

the two woofers. This took away some of the

tapping the cabinet and listening to the "cabinet talk" on pink noise revealed aresonance

HF grittiness and gave the best transition between bass and midrange. Above the tweeter

problem around 500Hz; as aresult, the CS2

axis, it was hard to escape the presence-region

lacked equal power through the midrange,

peak, and the upper bass was left a little

some piano notes jumping forward out of the

isolated. The problem with the drive-unit

image, and the upper midrange left sounding

configuration adopted by ARC's designer is

alittle hollow.

that the effective radiating area in the crossover
region is large in the vertical plane, resulting

Nevertheless, the sound was reasonably
transparent, recorded ambience being well

in more vertical beaming than at lower or

correlated with the direct sounds of the instruments, and dynamics were good, there

higher frequencies, explaining why the cor-

being good definition on the HFN/RR drum

The trend over the last few years with twin-

recording. Imaging was also good, the speakers disappearing on Tony Faulkner's naturally

woofer, two-way designs has been to place the
tweeter between the bass units (as with the

miked Queen of Sheba and Dvorak String

Mission 780 reviewed elsewhere in this issue)

rect choice of listening axis is rather critical.

Serenade recordings on the HFN/RR Test CD.

in order to optimize this aspect of perform-

In general, good depth was apparent.
Choosing the correct axis on which to listen

ance, or at least render such beaming sym-

is as critical with this design as it is with the
AR speakers reviewed earlier, and Iended up
Stereophile, October 1987

metrical.
Measurement: The room-averaged response
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was fairly flat, but with apeak between 500
and 600Hz followed by a6dB trough at 800Hz.
There were also slight peaks at 2.5kHz and
6.3kHz, with too much energy in-room above
8kHz. The unevenness of the response
worsened above the tweeter axis. Measured
nearfield, the bass -6dB point referred to
100Hz was alow 36Hz. This doesn't represent
real bass response, however, as the figure is
exaggerated by the response hump in the upper bass, and low frequencies in-room were
6dB down at 40Hz. Above 90dB spis, the CS2
was obviously working very hard below 80Hz
despite its dual woofers; the sound on
V3 -octave pink noise was accompanied by
much chuffing and wind noise from the ports.
Impedance was on the low side, averaging
5ohms above 6kHz and dropping to 4ohms
in the midband. The CS2 shouldn't present
any drive problems, however. ARC claims a
high sensitivity of 93dB/W/m (4 ohms). No
frequency is given for this specification; when
I checked it using V3 -octave pink noise
centered on lkHz, the figure given was just
84dB/W/m, but this will be confused by the
lack of energy in this frequency band. Overall,
around 88dB/W/m
correct.

would probably

be

Conclusion: The CS2 does not appear to be
particularly high-tech when it comes to choice
of drive-units, yet it gives good stereo imaging and abasically "open," musical sound. It
also has reasonably good bass definition and
extension for a reflex design. However, its
uneven midrange, propensity to HF hardness,
and unforgiving treble balance 3 make it alittle
expensive for the sound quality offered.

Camber 1.5: $339
Following Bill Sommerwerck's enthusiastic
report on this Canadian company's products
in his report from the 1986 Toronto Show
(Vol.9 No.7), Iwas originally going to include
this loudspeaker—confusingly called the Rega

Camber 1.5 speaker
sive two-way design, a soft-dome tweeter
from Danish manufacturer Vila, with the dome
either loaded with avery short horn or recessed
slightly, depending on how you look at it, is
combined with acustom-made 6.5", plasticcone woofer with adiecast basket. Unusually,
the woofer is fixed in position with no less than
eight cross-head screws and amastic gasket. It
is loaded with adeep, large, 2.5"-diameter port
situated asymmetrically on the front panel
above the tweeter; as the HF unit is also offset
to one side, the speakers are supplied as a
handed pair and are recommended to be
used with the tweeters on the inside of the
baffle.
Construction is to agood standard, and the
six-element crossover uses air-cored inductors. Electrical connection is by the same
kind of awkward, angled binding posts I
criticized on the Siefert Magnum in Vol.10

Camber in the set-up leaflet but the Camber

No.5. While these easily accept 4mm plugs,

everywhere else—in the group of loudspeakers
reviewed in Von() No.5. Its availability in the

there is very little space to grip the knurled
knobs. The grille is only slightly profiled, so

USA at that time, however, was uncertain, due
to the collapse of the distributors, Naiad Prod-

exposed.

Iauditioned the speakers with the drivers

ucts Inc The speaker is now being distributed
by the manufacturers, so we felt it appropriate

The sound: The Camber 1.5s were positioned

to include it in this batch. A relatively inexpen-

on their matching 20" stands, positioned
about 1m away from the rear wall. Low bass

3As we go to press. ARC informs us thu thm are now using
adifferent tweeter. A follow-up review will follow.
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defined, the balance lacked weight in the

suspected from the listening tests, the top oc-

lower midrange, but the sound was never-

tave was alittle high in level.

theless musical, the 1.5 "playing tunes."
The main consequence of the reticent
lower midrange was alack of chest-tone to
voice, resulting in too small asound. Piano,
too,

lacked body,

though its tone was

reasonably natural. The upper midrange was

The impedance was benign, rarely dropping
below 10 ohms and reaching aminimum of 6
ohms at 170Hz. The Camber 1.5 is hardly likely,
therefore, to present drive problems to the inexpensive amplifiers and receivers with which
it will be used.

more colored than Iwould have liked, an
"eee" quality being apparent on strings, and
giving oboe a slightly hollow sound. Low

Conclusion: The Camber 1.5's basic sound
is open and musical, though lightish in tonal

treble was alittle hard at high levels, and the

balance. While alittle too colored in the mid-

very top octave of HF seemed alittle high in

range for my liking, it has obviously been

level, lending voice aslight "iffy" quality and

designed by someone who knows what he is

whitening recorded tape hiss alittle.

doing. Its sound quality may not be in the
same class as the $900 loudspeakers reviewed

The upper midband seemed problematical, with some notes jumping forward out
of the image. Otherwise the soundstage
seemed quite open in quality, though lacking
depth. Imaging seemed more precise in the

in Vol.10 No.5, but at the low price, the Camber 1.5 represents good value for money.

Monitor Audio R3 52: $559

treble than at lower frequencies, for some

Ireviewed the 5860/pair R652MD loudspeakers

reason.
Overall, considering the lowish price of the

from the UK's well-established Monitor
Audio in Vol.10 No.5. Whereas the two-way

1.5, this is quite arespectable performance.

'652 uses an aluminum-dome tweeter from

Measurement: Measured nearfield, the -6dB

SEAS and apolypropylene-cone woofer, the
less-expensive R352, launched in the UK in

bass point relative to the level at 100Hz was

1983, combines a soft-dome tweeter, very

38Hz, very low for the modest box size. The
bass extension in-room was more realistic,
rolling off quite sharply below 63Hz. The

similar to the Vil aused in the Camber, cross-

reflex tuning seemed to be well-managed, as
the corresponding lift in the 80-100Hz region

had special attention paid to the design of the
magnetic circuit, in order to minimize distor-

was only around 2dB compared with the oc-

tion. The cabinet is interesting in that it is

tave above. The speaker was working very

much larger than that of the '652MD; in fact,

hard in the bass at a90dB level, however, and
the sound didn't clean up till the 63Hz pink-

expensive speakers Ihave encountered. The

noise band and above, there being quite alot
of wind noise from the port, and obvious
"doubling" below that frequency.

ing over below 3kHz to aUK-made, flared
paper-cone woofer. This driver is said to have

this is one of the largest high-quality but inlow-frequency alignment is reflex, with a
shallow 2.5"-diameter port on the front baffle just under the woofer, while the crossover

A lack of energy in the lower midrange,

is simple, with just two capacitors, two

centered on 315Hz, worsened below the
tweeter axis, while above the tweeter, the

resistors, and two inductors. The front baffle
is painted black, but the sides of the carcass

midrange response grew significantly more

are veneered in real wood. A number of different finishes are available; the review pair

uneven, correlating with my pink-noise listening impression that the best axis was on the

were walnut. The cabinet sounded lively

tweeter. This seemed quite critical. The re-

when tapped, but is lined with athin film of

sponse in-room gently sloped up by 6dB

foam. Electrical connection is via five-way

above 315Hz to aslight peak at 6.3kHz, there
being no sharp discontinuities in this range.

binding posts on the rear panel.

Uniquely in this group, there was audible

The sound: Although the grille is rebated, I
auditioned the R352s au nature!, bolted on

distortion on the 500Hz, 630Hz, and 800Hz
Va -octave bands, noticeable because of the

to their own 13.5" stands, which tilt the

lack of masking with this kind of signal. The
lower treble was very slightly peaky, while, as

speakers appropriately to place the listener's
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ears on the correct axis. No recommenda125

Imaging was quite precise for what is quite
awide-baffled speaker, the piano image on
my own Chopin recording being naturally
sized. Prolonged auditioning, unfortunately,
was cut short by the "Garage Door" track on
the HFN/RR test CD. Whereas this track has
gained a justified reputation for blowing
tweeters, Idestroyed the voice-coil of one of
the R352's woofers! Nevertheless, the listening tests had revealed the R352 to be a
relatively uncolored design, capable of good
stereo and amusically satisfying sound.
Measurement: As might be expected from
such alarge box, the sensitivity is high, at
around 90dB/W/m, and this has not been obtained at the expense of too much low-frequency extension, the nearfield -6dB point
being a reasonably respectable 41Hz. Inroom, there was respectable extension down
to the 40Hz Vs -octave band, with abroad but
nevertheless reasonable rise in the 80-160Hz
region. Above IkHz, the treble was fairly fiat.
There was a peak in the response around
6.3kHz, tying in with the added sibilance on
voice, but the HF rolled off in-room to -5dB
at 161cHz, an ideal response in my room. Below
IkHz, however, abroad suckout developed in
the lower midrange around 400Hz, which was
worse on the tweeter axis than below it, suggesting that the ideal axis would be between
Monitor Audio R352 speaker
tions are made in the excellent booklet as to
positioning, so the R352 were placed 1.5m
from the rear walls. Initial impressions were
positive. The balance was warm, with aslight
"aww" coloration; though there was an
upper-bass hump in the in-room response,
this didn't contribute to as much "one-note"
character as was the case with the more expensive R652MD. Double-bass definition was
excellent, and recorded drums came over
very well, the R352, in UK parlance, "playing
tunes in the bass." Violins sounded alittle
ragged in the presence region, but overall, the
high-frequency balance was good, and surprisingly transparent for amid-priced model.
Over time, Ibecame aware of ahardness to
the presence region, but this did not interfere
with the music. Voice lacked a little chest
tone, or body, and acquired aslight emphasis
in sibilance, but was otherwise naturally
presented.
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the woofer/midrange and the tweeter. The
measured impedance never dropped to low
values, so the R352 should be regarded as a
benign amplifier load.
Conclusion: The R352 purchaser gets alot
of loudspeaker for his or her money; it also
shows what can be done by atalented designer
with what initially appear to be quite unprepossessing drivers. The bass is relatively
well-tuned for areflex design, with reasonably
good extension, though the lower midrange
lacks weight and the rest of the midband is not
as delicate or natural as its more expensive sibling, or the Celestion SL6S and Thiel CSI
reviewed two issues ago. Nevertheless, the
R352 still produces asurprisingly acceptable
sound. It goes loud—assuming my unfortunate mishap with the garage door track was
a one-off event—and will work well with
inexpensive amplifiers or receivers; it's good
value for money, even allowing for the import
premium.
Stereophile, October 1987

True Image HR-6.5 speaker
True Image

HR -6.5: $590

At the '86 Summer CES, JGH was very impressed with the sound acompany called Con-

wall, sitting on 23" stands to place the listening axis just below the tweeter. The first test,
with pink noise, was disappointing, with an

cert Master obtained with an integrated system

obvious peak in the response around 2.5kHz.

consisting

This peak worsened above the tweeter axis,
and low frequencies didn't seem very extend-

of preamp,

MOSFET

power

amplifier, and apair of small, two-way loudspeakers. The line's designer is said to be a

ed. The music tracks were even more disap-

violinist; "This is amusic-lover's system" was

pointing, with avery hard "shouty" quality
to strings, asevere "cupped-hands" colora-

how JGH appropriately expressed his opinion

True Image; the products remained the same,

tion which obscured and confused the tonal
quality of nearly all instruments, and aIispy
edge to voice. This last aspect to the sound was

however, and we received a pair of their

not unfamiliar, as 1got to know it around ten

loudspeakers for review.
The HR-6.5 is adiminutive speaker, coupl-

years ago when this Audax tweeter was fea-

in Vol.9 No.5. The company very quickly
changed their name, from Concert Master to

tured in anumber of speaker designs.

ing a version of the well-known Audax 1'

Recorded piano revealed the midrange to

fabric-dome tweeter with a plastic-cone

be very uneven, some notes literally jumping

woofer. The cabinet is well-made, with the

out of the image, and snare drum took on a
HF edge, exaggerating the noise of the snare
wires. The bass, however, was well-

veneer following the bevelled edges out to the
slightly sloping front baffle, while a1.75" port
on the rear panel indicates the box to be a

delineated, with quite good extension ap-

reflex design. According to True Image's liter-

parent on music, considering the size of the

ature, however, the 6.5 is atransmission-line

box. Although True Image claims the design

enclosure that doesn't "depend on resonance

to be atransmission line, there was signifi-

for extended lows." The line is filled with

cant output from the port, indicating that the

13AF wadding, and the 9-element crossover
uses audiophile-quality components, such

6.5 should really be regarded as areflex of

as polypropylene capacitors. Electrical con-

some kind.
Imaging was quite good laterally, though the

nection is via five-way binding posts on the

soundstage was not particularly well defined,

rear panel, above which is afuse for the tweeter.

the exaggerated lower treble pulling the image

The grille is slightly profiled, but not enough

into the speaker positions. Reproduced depth

not to interfere with the speaker's HF dispersion; accordingly, Iauditioned the 6.5s with

was minimal, but an apparent exaggeration of

the attractive baffle exposed.

recorded hall ambience lent all instruments a
cavernous quality in the midrange.

The sound: The best sound was obtained

Measurement: The impedance was highish,
averaging around 12 ohms, and showed the

with the 6.5s positioned 0.5m from the rear

double-peak characteristic of areflex design,
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with impedance maxima at 31Hz and 89Hz;

the raw components into asystem capable of

these were well-damped, however. While 'flue

giving good sound. All too often, in my opin-

Image claims ahigh 89dB/W/m sensitivity,

ion, the compromises made or the insufficient
talent of the designer are apparent. If the price

which seemed to be confirmed by my
measurement using the

V;

-octave noise band

centered on lkHz, this is alittle suspect in view

is low, then Ido not make too much fuss over
such shortcomings; an average sound for a

of the very non-flat response measured in-

below-average price is, after all, agood deal.

room; je, it will not be that sensitive at all frequencies. A deep depression centered on

But when the price reaches higher than, say,

250Hz worsened above the tweeter axis, while

$500/pair, Iexpect the necessary compromises to be tastefully balanced, the skill of the

the main characteristics on all forward axes

designer resulting in asound better than should

were arising trend from 200Hz to 6kHz, and

be expected at the price level. Then and only

alarge peak, up to 10dB high, at 2.5kHz, prob-

then will 1recommend the loudspeaker to
readers of Stereophile.

ably due to the tweeter being allowed to ring
away at its main resonant frequency. There was
also alittle too much energy in the 12.5 and
16kHz bands, correlating with the "lispiness."
The low frequencies seemed well-controlled,
with only amoderate 3dB rise in-room ap-

Three models in this group demonstrate this
point: the ARC CS2, Camber 1.5, and Monitor
Audio R352 have been carefully balanced, by
designers of talent, so that their measured
flaws—and none are outstanding objectively—

parent around 100Hz. The measured nearfield

do not get in the way of the music (to a

bass -6dB point of 69Hz is misleading, as the
strong output from the rear-mounted port is
not accounted for; true in-room extension ap-

greater or lesser extent). The ARC is too expensive for the sound quality offered, however, and Ifeel the designer's need to get the

peared to be nearer -6dB at 60Hz.

price of the Camber

1.5

down below

limited bass performance—below 200Hz, it
is truly excellent for such asmall box—but

$400/pair has resulted in alittle too much
sonic compromise in terms of coloration. But
if your budget does not run to the $900 level,
then the Monitor Audio can be recommended,

overall, its level of sound quality is well below

as its balance will suit classical-oriented tastes.

Conclusion: The HR-6.5 offers good if

what should be expected at its price level. I

The True Image HR-6.5, as with the Pres

cannot recommend this speaker at all as it

Classic 2 reviewed in Von() No.5, not only

stands; there is no doubt in my mind that the

measures badly, it sounds worse, and therefore

tweeter is to blame for much of the poor
sound, and in my opinion, 'hue Image should

does not merit any kind of recommendation
at any price.

consider a redesign around a more wellbehaved drive-unit. As to reconciling JGH's in-

The AR TSW 410, though well made and
featuring obvious attention to detail, has in my

itial impressions at CES with the sound I

opinion asonic signature alittle too different

heard, JGH could only conjecture that True
Image has changed the design in order to accommodate requeqs for amore "commercial" sound.

Overall Conclusion
Following my last bunch of loudspeaker

from the needs of the typical Stereopbile
reader. The AR 35T, though not as transparent
as Iwould have liked, features an uncolored
midrange and fine performance at the frequency extremes. Coupled with the fact that its sins
are, in general, sins of omission, this guarantees
it arecommendation.

reviews, it was suggested by several readers

Overall, the loudspeakers Ihave reviewed,

that Iam too critical when it comes to assessing affordable loudspeakers. Idon't think so,

coupled with those Ihave heard which have
recently gotten good reviews from other

however. In many ways, it is easier to design

Stereopbile contributors, gives the following

agood loudspeaker when price is not aconsideration (though designing any loudspeaker

loudspeakers which have pretensions toward

is never easy). To design aloudspeaker that
costs under $1000/pair involves both very
careful choice of drive-units and a considerable degree of skill and talent in turning
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personal list of recommended affordable
aneutral sound: Vandersteen 2C ($1150), Thiel
CS1 ($950), Spendor SPI ($950), Celestion
SL6S ($900), Monitor Audio R652MD ($859),
Siefert Magnum III ($833), AR 35T ($700), and
Stereophile, October 1987

Spendor SP2 ($650). To be considered by

dation holds only if the speakers are used on

those on a more restricted budget are the

appropriate stands, in placements that allow

Siefert Maxim HID ($599), JBL 18Ti ($590),
Monitor Audio R352 ($559), Magnepan SMGa

them to give of their best. If your domestic
situation demands that the loudspeakers be

($495), Spica TC50 ($450), and Spendor/Rogers LS3/5A ($450). (All prices are per pair.)

placed on the floor, close to the rear walls, or
in abookshelf, then be prepared to either lose

Obviously this list is incomplete, but it will ex-

some of the quality for which you've paid, or

pand over the next few months as more boxes
pass through Santa Fe.

use in such alocation (the Mission 780, re-

A point Imust stress is that my recommen-

choose aloudspeaker specifically designed for
viewed this month, for example).

MAGNEPAN SMGa LOUDSPEAKER
George M. Graves II
Two-way "Magneplanar" loudspeaker. Frequency response: 45Hz-18kHz +4dB. Sensitivity:
89dB/W at 1m. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Recommended minimum amplifier power: 40Wpc.
Dimensions: 48 1/
2"(122 cm) H by 19" W by 13
4 "(42mm) D. Weight: 25 lbs (11.4kg) each. Price:
/
S535/pr. Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer: Magnepan Inc., 1645 9th. Street,
White Bear Lake, MN 55110. Tel (612) 426-1645.
with small drivers and very little, if any, bass.
Many sound very good, but most are just boring. (I have to admit, though, that they are
much more musical than any large mid-fl
speaker in the same price range.)
Jim Winey, founder and proprietor of
Magnepan Inc, has always been interested in
the low end of the high-end market. For years,
many people first cut their high-end speaker
teeth with apair of Magnepan MG-1s. Winey
heroically kept the price of these speakers
down in the face of spiraling inflation
throughout the '70s and on into the '80s. It is
to his credit that these wonderfully musical
small Maggies stayed in the $500 range for so
long (marketing research has shown time and
time again that $500 is the demarcation line
between disposable, discretionary income and
a"Major Purchase" for most middle-income
Americans). Eventually, though, the pressures
of rising costs forced the price of apair of
MG-1s closer to $1000 than to $500, with the
result that Winey found himself without an
entry-level speaker. While this up-pricing was
Magneplanar SMGa speaker
Probably one of the most over-addressed
segments of the audiophile market is small
audiophile-quality speakers. All of the good
small speakers sell for between $350 and $850,
and they are all about the same: small boxes
Stereophile, October 1987

happening, marketing input indicated that
many people who would like to have MG-ls
simply did not have the room for them. So,
clearly, what was needed was a low-end
Magneplanar which had all of the musical
attributes of the line but was, at the same time,
smaller, lighter, and would take up less space.
129

Enter the SMG, or the Small Magneplanar.

move them. Once you find the "sweet spot,"

The SMG came out in the late '70s, and, let's

mark it (a small piece of thread, woven into the

face it, was adisappointment. It had much less

carpet, will do nicely). Then, when you aren't
listening, move the speakers up against the

bass than did the MG-1, and was very forward
in the midrange The highs, what there was of
them, had no vertical dispersion and simply

wall and out of the way. Believe me, it is arare
room indeed which doesn't have at least one

went away when the listener stood up. Not one

spot where these speakers really sing. 1use

to ignore the feedback from owners, dealers,

them in my library/listening room number 2,

and critics, Winey set about to improve the

which is only 12 feet by 12 feet (3.66m by
3.66m), and they sound great. Ihave afriend

smallest Maggie: enter the SMGa.
The SMGa is a very unprepossessing-

who uses them as his main speakers in aroom

looking little screen, which stands only 48.5°
tall. Two steel "L" brackets attached to the rear

32 feet by 22 feet (9.75m by 6.71m), driving

of the speaker hold it up. The base of each "L"
has astiff wire loop which can be hinged to

them with apair of classic McIntosh 60W tube
amplifiers. They sound stunning.

allow the speaker to stand at a90' angle to the

How stunning? From the day the first Magneplanar speaker came on the market, Winey

floor, otherwise the speaker is canted back

and company have steadily improved it. Like

about 15° to help with vertical dispersion from
the line-source-type tweeter. Like all Maggies,

Some are generic to the entire family of speak-

the SMGa is very thin—only about 13
4 "thick
/
across the wood end-caps. The speakers come
packed two to abox, and the review samples

ers, while some are indigenous only to certain family members. Magneplanars have always had aslight (and in early models, not

were very attractively finished, with an off-

so slight) forwardness in the midrange, but
recent designs from this company exhibit

white grille sock covering the speaker panels
and natural oak side-caps (the speakers are also
available with chrome or brass trim and black
or brown grilles; other finishes, or unfinished
wood, are available on special order). Connection to the amplifier is through /
4 "spaced
3

all speakers, Maggies have some colorations.

this fault to amuch lesser degree than did their
ancestors.
The bass response of the SMGas requires a
bit of explanation. Magneplanar specs these
speakers at 45Hz-18kHz at ±4dB. This would

banana jacks, which, with the very clever ad-

mean that they have almost the same amount

dition of aset screw, will also take bare wires
(the set screw can also be set against the ba-

of bass as their competition. Well, they have
more! Ihave not heard the speakers in any
room where they didn't exhibit exceptional

nana plug, making it abetter connection as
well). Magnepan recommends aminimum of

bass response for speakers in this price range.

40W per channel, but under most circum-

As an example, Ihave afriend who has apair

stances—apartments, condos, and the like—I

of Infinity speakers which sport 12" woofers.
In his room, the li'l Maggies actually went

find that aclean 25W receiver will do just fine
The speakers are fairly sensitive for drivers of

deeper than his Infinitys! On top of that, no

this type (about 89dB/W at 1m), and their

cone speaker can have the quality of the

almost totally resistive impedance of 4ohms
makes them an easy load for just about any

SMGa's bass. Because the planar diaphragm is

amplifier.
Like any bipolar radiator, the SMGas need
room to breathe For best results, they should

athin (0.5mil) piece of mylar film, it has less
moving mass than aconventional cone-type
speaker. This low mass allows the Maggie to
accelerate and decelerate very quickly com-

be set out about three feet from any wall
behind them. They should also be moved in

pared with acone (but the diaphragm is con-

at least afoot and ahalf from any side wall.

fast as, atypical electrostatic)!

siderably heavier than, and therefore not as

Finding just the right place for these speakers
in your own particular listening environment
will take some experimentation. Lest you think
that this is too dictatorial ademand for any
speaker to make on your living space, remember that these light speakers have almost no
thickness; a10-year-old child can easily lift and
130

IWhen Ireviewed the SMGa acouple of years back (HFN/RR.
February and June 1985), Ifound that the speakers measured
anechoic response fans off quite rapidly below 65Hz. In-room,
boundary reinforvinerx lowers the extension to between 45Hz
and 50Hz, which, coupled with ahealthy rise in the lower
midrange and good clarity in the upper bass, can result in an
impression of good bass extension.
—JA
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Quick means good low-frequency transient
response and increased focus. The lack of a
cabinet further reduces colorations in the bass
by eliminating the boxlike resonances which

room and still get ahigh-quality stereo image
Because of their small size, the SMGas image
better than most Magneplanar speakers that
lack their ribbon tweeter: the tweeter and

accompany cabinetry. Bass-wise, then, the

midrange portions of the speaker are much

SMGa gets top honors. In my modest room,
at normal listening levels, the Maggies pump
out a very audible 35Hz! Few audiophile

closer together. This affords an almost true
line-source at all the important frequencies.?
The resultant image is very stable, with little

speakers in any price range will do that. In the
mid-bass, say around 110-130Hz, there seems

or no frequency-related wander. The sound-

to be aslight suck-out, especially audible on
low woodwinds and cellos. At first, Ithought
it might be the room (these speakers being so

stage is wide and fairly deep. It is also square
and even in back, extending to the right and
left to the same degree as it does in front. As
might be expected, image height is not all that

room-sensitive), but locating them in listening room 1or hearing my friend's pair in his

great, but it is adequate. Image specificity is

home has convinced me that it is an SMGa

among the few planar-type speakers which
will show most pop and jazz recordings to be

very good, and as a result, the SMGas are

characteristic.
Moving on to the midrange, there is still alittle of that old Magneplanar "midrange glare."

the shallow multi-mono travesties they are.

In the SMGas, this midrange forwardness

legendary MG-1s as the entry-level Maggies,

manifests itself as slightly heightened presence
Marni Nixon's voice on "Summertime" (from
Reference Recording's Marné Nixon Sings
Gershwin, RR-19CD compact disc) has a
"breathy" quality that Idon't notice on my

These speakers, atrue bargain, replace the
and in some ways better them. They have
good bass quality and quantity, image well,
and seem smooth in balance They also exhibit
much less midrange forwardness than did the
MG-ls, or, for that matter, the original SMGs,

reference system. Brass, too, sounds just alittle

but Imust say Ihaven't listened to the current

too brassy. This is aquality that live brass just

MG-1 (now in its "C" revision, Ithink), so I

doesn't exhibit. Above the middle of the

don't know how well the SMGa stacks up

midrange, all the way to the top, the SMGa is

against it.
Still, Iknow of no other speakers in this

gorgeously smooth and almost colorless. The
crossover point is, for all practical purposes,

price range with this level of performance.

undetectable Ithink that Ican hear it on solo

Sure, the Rogers LS3/5A has amore accurate

piano, but I'm unsure. It's strange to hear a

midrange, and the Siefert Research Maxim IIID

speaker this smooth through this portion of
the musical spectrum; most speakers have

speaker is as seamless from top to bottom as

almost as much trouble here as they do in the
bass. Just where the competition starts to
exhibit broad suckouts (in the brightness range,
5kHz to 81cHz), the li'l Maggies are at their best.
Upper strings sound smooth and sweet (record-

more high-frequency extension, but neither
the Maggie, and none is as exciting as the
SMGa in its recreation of a symphony
orchestra.
So if you're on a tight budget, or have
limited room, or are just looking for apair of

ing permitting), and the detail...! Above

high-quality extension speakers for the den,

12kHz, the Maggies start a smooth rolloff.
There seems to be little information above

office, or bedroom, stop thinking about mini-

about 15kHz.
Another word about the highs before we

speakers for amoment and give the Magnepan
SMGa alisten. You might just fall in love. And
after all, isn't that what high-end audio is all

move on: the original SMGs suffered so badly

about?

from vertical beaming that they could only be
listened to sitting down. The SMGas are much
better in this regard, but they still attenuate the
high frequencies severely in the vertical axis.
Be advised, these are "sitting down" speakers.
As far as the horizontal dispersion of high frequencies is concerned, the SMGas are very
good. One can sit almost anywhere in the
Stereophile, October 1987

2The fact of aspeaker being long and thin does not, in itself.
Imply line-source operation. Strictly speaking, atrue linesource speaker extends from floor to ceiling, so that interference between the direct sound and the reflections from
the floor and ceiling will result in acylindrical wasefront. The
SMGa does not appear to be tall enough for this to happen,
but in practice it does have some of the imaging characteristics
of aline-source speaker
—3A
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FOLLOW-UP

Desire Extended Bass And Solidity?

Stax Quattro CD Player

YOUR SPEAKER:

Imust add something to JA's review of the Stax

WITHOUT PASSIVE ONE

Quattro player (Vol.10 No.6), which Ifelt did

WITH PASSIVE ONE

not make a strong enough point about its

in signal chain

sound quality.
The Stax has very nearly the same tonal
balance as the best of the recent "mainstream"
Japanese players—a balance which, despite
LA's reservations, Ihave reason to believe is
close to the ideal. The Stax's low end is no
more "deep, powerful, and well defined" than
that of the Sony, but because it is just alittle
bit laid-back by comparison, it sounds alittle
cleaner because it gives less prominence to the
grundgy underpinnings of many CDs. Otherwise, the Stax has greater clarity, focus, and
effortlessness than the Sony, and reproduces
low-level information better.
LA likes the $8000 Accuphase player better

.Invite aSOLOIST

perform SOLOIST, the First name in Pasuve Sao

Equaliaers. has developed Me PASSIVE ONE. A totally PASSIVE Bass FO
which performs in Me 25Hz region. ranging Irons 0.7 db. -7.0 db. Boost is
vaned via Ten•Turn dials. per channel. Zero noise, distortion. or coloration -Me benefits of apassive design. Unit is connected between Preamp
and Amp. or in Tape Loop

COMPONENTS — Ten Turn pers -Bourns. Sidereal. MIT. Wonder, Resiga.
Tillany. Brass

Panel

LIST — PASSIVE Ir. $109 ,PASSIVE ONE $259.. PASSIVE ONE GOLD
EDITION 0369.

audio
DEALER AND REP INQUIRIES WELCOME
S12-229-0712 Call Of write for details

than any he has heard, but until Ihear that one,
the Stax Quattro is the best CD player/have
heard to date.

332 Tuttle Rd
San Antonio. TO 78209

—JGH

JUST LISTEN!

"The Mod Squad Compact Disc Damper is an
inexpensive device that gives better sonic results than any $25 device has aright to. If it will
fit in your CD player, it comes with my highest
recommendation."
Allen Edelstein
Stereophile, vol. 9, no. 2

"We know of no other audio accessory that
provides so much sonic improvement for so little cost. A must, if application dictates, for any
system having compact discs as a program
source."
Earl C. Hudson,

Audiogram 2I

YOU'LL HEAR WHAT THEY'RE TALKING ABOUT
Available from Mod Squad dealers everywhere
The Mod Squad offers a unique portfolio of products
and services. For acomplete catalog, send $2 (refundable with order) to The Mod Squad, Department S,
542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024.

•-rjjae_

Ti.lexerael

542 Coast Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7666

In Australia Sound Centre HI-FI, Brisbane
In Canada May Audio Marketing, Longueuil
in France Audio Quartet, Nice
in Hong Kong Sound Chamber
in Italy P.F.A., Pisa
in Netherlands Audio Quartet, Nice
in South Africa Phonovox, Johannesburg
in Switzerland The Critical Ear, Basel
in United Kuxidun Parabolic Sales, Devon
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Co*-44-ettiete4ePiteN
J. Gordon Holt eta! solve your hi-fi problems

hard-disc storage. Once on hard disc, it is
Editor:

mathematically processed to clean up the

Ihave some analog recorded material that is

signal. Even with high-speed computers, I

very bad in quality. Ihave heard that there is

doubt that this would be cqrried out in real

adigital process that can be used to (almost)

time: to remove hiss, for example, Sonic Solu-

clean up anything. Could you let me know

tions says that 53 million calculations are re-

how this works and who is marketing the

quired for each second of music. But of

hardware?

course, that doesn't matter with digital data.
Eddy Gaasbeek

CDs which have been produced with the

Los Angeles, CA

NoNoise process will bear adistinctive logo:
we will acquire some and let you know what

A proprietary process called "NoNoise,"

we think of the sound. In the meantime, those

developed by a company called Sonic Solu-

interested can contact Sonic Solutions at 746

tions, is being used by record companies to

7Wentietb Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94121.

clean up early analog recordings for release

Tel: (415) 751-8666.

on CD, among which are The Andrews Sisters

—

JA

50th Anniversary Collection on MCA, '40s
jazz recordings by Louis Armstrong and Duke

A Question of Dither

Ellington on RCA, Live Dead on Warners, Paul

Could you explain how "dither" works? Mar-

Editor:

Horn's Taj Mahal recording Inside, Barbra

tin Colloms said in his review of the Sony R-

Streisand's Stoney End album on CBS, as well

DAT machine (Vol.10 No.5) that it improves

as a collection of classic Disney soundtrack

low-level linearity. How can adding noise to
asignal improve anything?

songs. Information on how NoNoise works is
scanty, but it appears that the recording is

Michael Smith

first digitized, then transferred to computer

Adelaide, Australia

Stereophile

;ree:
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ONE STEP IN THE MAKING OF A KEF

'Many so-called "8 ohm"
speakers present your amplifier with
an impedance that vanes from 3to 30
ohms, depending on frequency Such
speakers can seriously degrade your
amplifier's performance
'That's why KEF developed the
conjugate load matching crossover
It presents your amplifier with an ideal
4ohm resistive load at all frequencies. Because it's easier to dnve,

sensitivity and maximum amplifier
output are effectively doubled A
conjugate load matching network is
difficult to design because it simultaneously tailors frequency, phase
and impedance. But the computer
helps quite abit
'It is this scientific approach, so
different from hi-fi pseudo-science,
that convinced me to leave the
University of Sydney and join KEF'

'We wanted to make our speakers easier
to drive. We ended up making your amplifier
twice as powerful:

Il

Re Speak?,
Engineers

The dictionary definition of dither is "a state

on—to a binary One. If the input signal is

of nervous excitement or trembling agitation."

below half of that step, the LSB will remain

That is essentially its effect on a digital

off—at Zero. If we try to quantize a 1kHz
sinewave in the LSB region, its positive half-

recording.
Before you can grasp what dither accom-

cycles will all become Ones, its negative half-

plishes, you must understand something

cycles will all be Zeros, and the ¡kHz sinewave

about afundamental weakness of analog-to-

will be quantized as a ¡kHz squarewave

digital conversion: quantizing error Quan-

(fig.!). Any ¡kHz signal of lower level will pro-

tization is the conversion of an analog quan-

duce only astring of Zeros, representing dead

tity such as a signal voltage (which can be

silence.

continuous) into one which can only take up

Thus, very-low-level signals will

certain discrete values and not the values in

either be recorded with extremely high distortion, or won't be recorded at all. All very-low-

between. Quantization is accomplished by

level information (such as the tail end of re-

electronic switches, each of which can only be

verberation) will be completely lost. And low-

* TRANSITION
LEVEL.LSB
Fig. 1 UN-DITHERED SIGNAL

ENCODED ONES

Fig. 2

ENCODED ONES

DITHERED SIGNAL

How dithering reduces distortion and permits the
encoding of signal levels below the least significant
bit (LSB). Note that the stronger the signal amplitude,
the more often the AID converter will output aOne.
The incidence of transition reversals at levels inter-

mediate between the highest and lowest signal levels
is random, and the repeated sampling of many cycles
of signal causes the average over time to be aclose
replica of the input signal waveform.

in une of two states: On or Off Thus, quan-

level musical transients, usually random in

tization occurs in discrete steps, the available
number of which (from the largest to the

nature, will be encoded as tiny spikes which,
in playback, sound like aparticularly rough

smallest) depends on the number of binary

form of background hiss.

switches (bits)available for the quantizing.

But quantization errors are not limited to

Sixteen bits allow 65,536 different amplitude
values to be quantized (2 to the power 16),

the LSB; they are just at their worst there They
affect all low-level input signals: the lower the

which gives a theoretical dynamic range of

level, the fewer quantizing steps are available

96dB (6dB per bit). However; problems arise

and the worse the resolution of amplitude in-

when we try to quantize levels which ap-

formation. Dither solves the whole problem.

proach the system's cutoffpoint or quantization floor
In every AID converter,

The dither signal is basically just pink
noise—an undifferentiated, wideband, ran-

the smallest

amplitude that can be encoded is handled by
what is called the least significant bit—the
right-most binary digit, which represents a
One or aZero. If the input signal amplitude
rises above half the value of that smallest
quantizable step, the LSB will be switched
Stereophile, October 1987

I When recording, both stereo channels are sampled
simultaneously 41,000 times asecond. but since asingle seal
channel cannot carry more than one quantity at agiven
instant, the digitized data must be recorded sequentially as a
series of "words,- each of which contains alternating left and
Right data bits. These arc reassembled in playback, and
separated into left and Right channels.
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Ribbon/Planar Magnetic
at $1550 pr.

In 1972, Magnepan received a patent on a full-range, planar/magnetic
type of loudspeaker which became the most successful esoteric speaker
in the history of high-end audio. Other companies have introduced
speakers with similar drivers (sometimes called "ribbons"), but Magneplanars' ,with over 100,000 sold, remains the choice of audiophiles.
Then, in 1982, Magnepan received a patent on a true, line-source
ribbon speaker. The combination of these two technologies, as shown
above, is incorporated in the just-released MG-2.5/R, at $1550/pr. and
the MG -lila at $1995/pr.

HI MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
11111111

dom noise in which time-averaged energy is

They are different, although both refer to

the same within each octave of the audio

angles seen or measuredfrom the side (rather

range. Mixed with the input signal, at a level

than the front) of the cartridge.

of about 3dB above the encoding floor, the

Vertical Ducking Anglg or V14, is the angle

dither signal randomly cancels and reinforces

between the disc surface and an imaginary

the input signal, so that its instantaneous

line from the stylus-contact points to the rota-

levels fluctuate randomly above and below

tional center of the cantilever's pivot. If this

its average level. At the transition level be-

angle is not the same as the VTA of the cutting

tween one quantizing step and another dither

stylus, some of the energy from vertically

serves to randomly switch the encoding one

modulated signals will be translated into

way or the other As the input-signal level

longitudinal (in line with the groove) move-

rises, the dither will switch the quantization

ments of the stylus, which will cause both har-

increasingly often to the next level (the binary

monic (waveform) distortion and aform of

One), decreasingly to the previous level, until,
near the crest of each positive cycle, quantiza-

Rake angle is tbe angle between the vertical

tion occurs at the higher level most of the time.

(to the disc surface)and the axis of the stylus

doppler (frequency modulation) distortion.

Because of the 44,100Hz sampling rate, -

itself If the stylus is vertical to the disc sur-

the PCM recorder bas 44,100 opportunities

face, it is said to have œ of rake angle. Most

to switch the quantizing level during each sec-

styli are installed so that, with minimum VTA,

ond, and the random frequency and ampli-

the longitudinal axis of the elongated contad

tude content of the dither signal assures that

surface is in precise alignment with the short-

those "choices" will average out to aclose ap-

wavelength modulations in the groove.

proximation of the actual value of the input

Both tonearm-base height adjustment and

signal many times every second. The effect is

tracking-force variation change VTA and

to greatly improve the linearity with which

rake angle simultaneously. This can bave a

low-level input signals are quantized. The
squaring-off of low-level input waveforms is

marked effect on the sound, taking it from
shrill through sweet and back to shrill again

completely eliminated (fig.2).

as one passes through the "optimum." Whe-

And there's another useful side-effect of
dither Input signal levels below the digital

ther.most of the audible change is due to rake
angle or to VTA change is moot, however I

system's normal encodingfloor—its theoret-

suspect that it is incorrect rake angle which

ical lower limit of dynamic range—are also
randomly reinforced by dither allowing them

causes most of the distortion beard when

to be quantized many times during each 44,

to momentary losses of groove-wall contact)

misadjusted, because discontinuity noise (due

100 group of samples. These "random" en-

is significantly more obnoxiously audible

ergy bursts are averaged in playback (by the

than harmonic and doppler distortion. —JGH

output filter) to reproduce original signals
whose amplitudes are far below the system's

Loudspeaker sensitivity

theoretical encoding floor In fact, dithering

Editor:

adds about 20dB of additional dynamic range
to a 16-bit PCM system, for a total of 115dB—

Idon't understand what Stereophile's writers
mean by "sensitivity" when referring to

the volume range from the threshold of human

loudspeakers. What is the difference between

hearing to the point of physical pain. —JGH

sensitivity and the efficiency of aloudspeaker?
Werner Bawdry

VTA vs Rake Angle

Dallas, TX

Editor:
Reading discussions about adjusting the prop-

The problem of defining bow "loud" a

er height of atonearm's base, Ihave encoun-

loudspeaker is for agiven input power is a

tered references to vertical tracking angle and

complicated one. There are two specifications

stylus rake angle Are these different terms for

involved, which conflict to some extent.

the same thing, or are they, indeed, different?

Historically, dating from the days of valve

If so, what's the difference?

Stereophile, October 1987

amplifiers, when power outputs were very
Paul Hamill

limited and the question ofpower transfer to

Indianapolis, IN

the loudspeaker was more significant, there
137

Revox B226:
Digital at the Vanishing Point
Connect anew Revu
quality home audio s\,. •
recorded disc. Sit back.
control
and something peculiar happens.
The 5226 virtually disappears.
What you hear is pure music. Nothing added, nothing taken away. No harshness, no grittiness, no coloration, no shrinking, no softening, no etching. Nothing
except all the depth. dynamics. and subtle nuances of
alive musical performance.
This "vanishing act - does not come easily. For example. the B226 transport chassis is made from solid
die-cast aluminum alloy to provide long-term stability
The entire mechanism is suspended on damped isolation mounts to minimize potential problems from
vibration or resonance.
Also. the B226 incorporates the newest generation of Europeandeveloped LSI chips
for D-A conversion.
interpolation, error
correction, and digital filtering. Resolution is full I6-bit, with
quadruple oversampling and dual D-A
converters for precise
phase linearity. New adaptive error correction selects

.

7 '

'r•'!:

tiesi to greatly improe perlormanLe on dirty or damaged discs.
In the crucial analog output stages. Revox uses strictly
professional grade components. B226 circuit boards
meet the same performance and reliability standards
as boards made for our Studer professional mastering
recorders. Little wonder, since both come from the
same plant in the Black Forest of West Germany.
Essentially, then, the B226 delivers a purity and
transparency of sound that challenges "custom conversion" units. But without sacrificing convenience and
flexibility.
With Revox you still get full programmability of virtually every imaginable function, plus digital outputs
for audio and CD-I/CD-ROM, fixed and adjustable
audio outputs with ample voltage for directly driving
power amps. and the convenience of infrared remote
control with multi-room capability.
For aconvincing demonstration, visit your nearest
authorized Revox dealer. Slip your favorite CD into
aB226. Sit back. and listen to digital audio at the vanishing point.

B® IN REVOX
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
615-254-5651

is "efficiency" Strictly speaking efficiency is

In general, it is agood rule of thumb to make

acoustic power out for electrical power in, but

speaker cables equal length, which ensures as

more usually it is expressed as a sound-

close as possible channel matching regarding

pressure level at a specific distance, lm, for
IW input, le, in dB/W. This is problematic,

both response and amplitude, particularly
when it comes to long cable runs.

however, as there is no simple way of deter-

Regarding the conduit problem, if it is PVC

mining for agiven loudspeaker; what actually

(usually the case ((the conduit is in aconcrete

is a IW input—it depends on impedance and

slab), it will have no effect on the cable.

frequency.

However; according to David Salz of Straight

Since the advent of transistor amplifiers,
which (ideally) act as voltage sources— tbey

Wire,

ferromagnetic (made of soft iron or

mild steel), it will have asignificant effect on

maintain the same output voltage no matter

the sound. All cables bave an inductive char-

what the load and the current drawn—

acteristic which causes aphase shift in the

another concept has replaced efficiency:

audio signal beginning at afrequency deter-

voltage "sensitivity" This is the sound-

mined by the cable's construction and

pressure level produced at Im by astandard

geometry. In David's experience, there is an

voltage input, defined as 2.83V This odd

audible emphasis to frequencies near the

value was chosen simply because it's the

point at which phase shift commences. The ef-

voltage necessary to produce IW dissipation

fect of aferromagnetic material in proximity

in an 8ohm resistor The advantage of speci-

to the cable is to lower the frequency at which

fying sensitivity is that it remains unchanged

the phase shift begins: in afew cases, this may

no matter what the impedance of the loudspeaker; as it is assumed that the amplifier

will sound worse. David has experienced this

will always be able to provide the necessary

effect when running speaker cables up

current to maintain the 2.83V

make it sound better; but far more often, it

through the center of steel speaker stands;

Stereophile's loudspeaker reviews, there-

there was a clearly audible difference when

fore, specify sensitivity (at lkHz), not effi-

the cables were dressed away from the stand.

ciency. The nearer a loudspeaker's modulus
of impedance approaches a pure 8 ohm

—LA

resistor; the nearer the two criteria; but when
a speaker has an impedance wildly different

Subwoofer matching

from 8ohms (as with the Apogee Scintilla, for

Editor:

example), some mention has t
obe made of the

The

fact that the 2.83V represent considerably

MG111As, and we would like your advice on

speakers

we

use

are

Magneplanar

more watts than the IW implied by an effi-

what subwoofer to use with them.

ciency specification. The I ohm Scintilla

Mr. & Mrs. Paul D. Thomas

actually sucks 8watts from the amplifier to

Lafayette, CA

maintain that 2.83V level, and thus appears
eight times more efficient than it actually is.
—

JA

Subwoofers bave always been apopular and
convenient way of adding low-frequency
extension to small loudspeakers. In my ex-

Cable & Conduit

perience however; the problems of interfacing

Editor:

them both with the system and with the room

My loudspeakers are connected via heavy wire

are bard to overcome. As ageneral rule, you
should cross over to the main system at as low

running through conduits about 20 and 30 feet
long. Could Monster Cables be fished through

afrequency as you can manage, otherwise

this conduit, and would they be appreciably
better than what* Iam using? Will the differ-

stereo imaging will suffer and midrange fre-

ences in length make the speakers react badly?

coloration. Setting the level of the subwoofer
is also critical and somewhat program-de-

Ican't remove the conduit, as the floor is laid
over it, and cables would look like hell on our
floor.
Edward H. Bennett, Jr.
Chicago, IL
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quencies emittedfrom the subwoofer will add

pendent: it is only too easy to end up with an
irritating pitcbless bass 'continuo" accompanying the music
Placement of the subwoofer in the room is
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1Wo new
surround
audio
processors
from FOSGATE

We introduced Scheiber-Fosgate 360°
Digital Space Matrix technology in our
model DSM 3602. Now, the award-winning
performance of the DSM 3602 is available
in two new Fosgate surround audio
processors—the DSM 3603 and DSM 3604
(pictured above).

The DSM 3603—the world's
least expensive highseparation surround audio
processor
The DSM 3603 is modestly priced for a
high separation surround audio processor
but it gives up nothing in performance!
We've eliminated features that may not be
required in many systems such as infrared
remote, audio/video switching and variable
time delay. The DSM 3603 is strictly performance-oriented and includes dual
internal 40 watt amplifiers for the surround
channels and outputs for aseparate
subwoofer and center front channel. It can
be used as asimple control center or in the
tape monitor loop of your existing system
to provide surround audio processing of
Dolby Surround' encoded film sound
tracks or regular stereo sources.

P.O. Box 70

The DSM 3604—the convenience
of infrared remote control and
full Dolby processing
Our new DSM 3604 is identical to our new
DSM 3603 (and both are identical in
surround processing performance to our
DSM 3602) but with the added convenience
of infrared remote control, variable time
delay and Dolby noise reduction.

The industry's most complete
selection of high-separation
surround audio processors
No other manufacturer offers such awide
selection of high-performance, highseparation surround audio processors! The
DSM 3602, now available with or without
internal amplifiers, and the new DSM 3603
and DSM 3604, offer awide range of
features to meet any system requirement.

Owner comments about
360° Digital Space Matrix
technology
Actual comments from our registration files:
"This unit makes my first surround unit
seem like mono"..."I am atechnician &
find the internal layout awork of art!"...
"Just like the movies but better"..."Thank
you!!! Works even betterthan Iimagined!". ..
"Amazing!—Much better than my old 4ch.
SQ system!!..."Beyond my wildest dreams!"

Shouldn't your audio/video
system include Fostage 360°
Digital Space Matrix Surround
audio processing?

Heber City, Utah 84032

(801) 654-4046

Write or call today for additional product information.
360° Digital Space Matrix is atrademark of Peter Scheiber
'Dolby,' and 'Dolby Surround' is atrademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.

also highly critical: forget all you might have

then feeds the samples alternately to two (or

"a subwoofer can be placed

more) output circuits, to separate out the

anywhere because low-frequency sound-

original signals. The only other requirement

read that

waves are omnidirectional." The latter part

is that there be a means for synchronizing the

of that statement is true, but the subwoofer's

output switch to the input switch, so that both

excitation of room resonances will unam-

are set to the same signal channel at the same

biguously tell your ears that there is asound-

instant.

source in that particular position in the room.

A digital recording is a single-channel

In general, stereo subwoofers placed adjacent

medium, so all data must be recorded and

to the main speakers, asingle subwoofer posi-

retrieved as asequential bit stream. During

tioned directly between the main loudspeak-

recording the Land R signals are sampled

ers, or in the worst case, a single subwoofer

simultaneously (rather than alternately), held

directly behind your listening seat, are the

briefly in storage buffers (for encoding), then

only positions which Ibavefound to work. Irt.

recorded as alternating fragments of the L

will be exploring this subject in depth in a

and R signals in aprecisely determined se-

future issue of Stereophile when, among

quential order

others, we look at modern designs from Entec
and Suma

—JA

In playback, multiplexing is used to separate these out again. The start of

digital

"word" triggers a counter which assigns

Multiplexing

ascending numbers to each data bit and

Editor:

switches the output multiplexer to the Lor R

I thought Iunderstood how multiplexing

output, as required.

worked until Isaw in ablock diagram for my
CD player that it contains a multiplexer. I

In theory, it doesn't matter whether the

thought multiplexing was how asingle-DAC

channel switching is done in the analog domain, after a single DAC, or in the digital

machine separated the Land Rchannels from

domain prior to a pair of separate DACs.

the DAC's output. But my player is supposed

In either case, though, it is necessary to add

to be adual-DAC unit. Why, then, would it

aslight digital delay to one channel, to cor-

need amultiplexer?

rect for the time disparity between the siDave Clement
Dover, NJ

multaneous sampling during the record
phase and the sequential sampling during
playback.

—JGH

Multiplexing is simply aprocess of switching
between two (or more) simultaneously occur-

Loudness peaks

ring signals, so that samples of both can be

Editor:

transmitted sequentially through a single

In his review of the NAD 6300 cassette deck

signal circuit. A switch at the receiving end

in Vol.10 No.6, George Graves referred to the

A multiplexer/demultiplexer for transmitting astereo
pair of signals through asingle line. The switches at
both ends of the line are synchronized, so that both
are set to the same channel at the same instant.
On the diagram, the multiplexing is shown as be-

ing very coarse, for clarity. In actuality, the switching
will occur some tens of thousands of times per second,
with the chosen rate depending on the highest frequency to be transmitted.
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BY SINGER
nd Barry ought to know. For years, he has haunted every high end
store in the New York area. Call it fanaticism. Call it adetermination to
seek out the very best—in equipment, in service and in attention to detail.
Most of our customes are just like Barry, perfectionists to the nth degree.
Yet the high praise we receive from each and every one is, to our way of
thinking, no cause for celebration. After all, when it comes to something
as important as having music in one's home, who would settle for
anything less than the best? Not us. Not Barry. Not the rest of our
customers.
So, although we appreciate the recognition, it doesn't move us all that
much. Because to the staff at Sound by Singer, Ltd. being the best is
simply business as usual.
Acoustat •Adcom •Alphason •Apogee •Audioquest •Audio Research •California
Audio Labs •Cambridge Audio •Carnegie •Creek Audio •CWD •Dual •Dynavector
•Grado •Grace •Harman Kardon Video •Heybrook •Hiphonic •Kiseki •Kloss Video
•Koetsu •Krell •Kyocera •Linn Sondek •Meitner •Mod Squad •Mondial Aragon
•Monster Cable •Museatex •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Unix •Oracle •Parsec
•Pioneer Video •ProAc •Proton •PS Audio •Quad •QED. •Randall Research •
Rega •ReVox •Robertson •Roksan Xerxes •SME IV &V•Snell Acoustics •Stax
•Surround Sound •Symdex •Talisman •Target •Terk •Vandersteen •Wharfedale

SOUND BY SINGER 165 East 33rd Street New York, NY 10016 •
212-683-0925

meters being calibrated in VU units. What does

polarity-sensitive. Feed them reverse DC

VU stand for, and what is the difference be-

polarity and the needle goes offscale—to the

tween VU meters and peak-reading meters?

left. If (bey get an AC signal, they will read

Briggs Warner

only the average of any asymmetry between

New York, NY

the positive and negative phases of the signal,
giving very low and very inaccurate signallevel indications. For this reason, there must

It has always struck me as strange that the
VU-type meter; with its necessarily slow attack

always be asmall rectifier in series with the
meter circuit.

time (typically 300ms), became so popularfor

The typical signal-level meter reads only

indicating recording levels when we were con-

average levels. Inertia in the moving indi-

cerned not so muck with "How loud?" as with

cator needle assembly prevents it from re-

"How good?" in terms of distortion and noise

sponding speedily enough to extremely short

Volume Units give, as tbe name suggests, an

pulses (transients). The pulse is gone before

indication of the loudness of a music signal,

the needle has achance to swing up to the ap-

which depends on the average power present,

propriate spot on its scale.

but for tape recording—or amplification, for

To allow an average-reading meter to reg-

that matter—such loudness is only inciden-

ister peaks, a fast-charge/slow-discharge

tally important. Instead, what we're concerned

"holding circuit" is used. This consists of a

with is the voltage value of the signal at any

capacitor; a rectifier; and a resistor The ca-

one instant: if the voltage signal rises above

pacitor and rectifier connect right across the

the voltage equivalent to saturation of the

meter coil, in a circuit having an extremely

analog tape in use or above the maximum

short time constant, with the rectifier lamed"

word allowed by adigital system—or causes

so that it passes current in the direction that

an amplifier's output to attempt to exceed the

causes the needle to move to the right. The

power-supply voltage—then severe voltage

short time constant allows the capacitor to

clipping will result. Apeak-reading meter if

charge up almost instantly in response to a

mechanical, has special ballistic circuitry (if

signal peak.

electronic appropriate time-constant cir-

After the peak bas passed, the capacitor

cuitry) to register the instantaneous peak

charge must drain off before the needle will

value of the signal, often with a slow die-

drop back down, which means current must

away to give the user time to register that

flow in the opposite direction from its orig-

value.

inal flow. The in-circuit rectifier ensures that

It is fascinating to compare peak and mean

this will happen much more slowly—slowly

values for different kinds of music On speech

enough to give the indicator needle time to

and some kinds of classical music; a dif-

rise to the full level of the now-passed tran-

ference of 10dB between the two is not uncommon; when your 100W/8 ohms amplifier is

sient. Once that level bas been reached, &turn

on the point of clipping the peak voltages, as

enough to be able to register subsequent

indicated by the peak meter the perceived

smaller peaks, and relying on backward cur-

loudness, indicated by the VU meter is the

rent (leakage) through the rectifier to do this

equivalent of that from a 10W amp!

may not work. Capacitor discharge will probably be too slow. That's where the resistor

—JA

the meter should fall back to the left fast

comes in. Shunted across the rectifier this in-

Overcoming Meter Inertia
Editor:

creases the rate of capacitor discharge.
Different metering systems use different ar-

Ido not see how it is possible to make aheavy

rangements, but the principle is the same in

meter-indicator needle respond rapidly to the

all of them: afast capacitor charge time is ern-

almost-instantaneous program peaks of an

bined with a relatively slow discharge time.

audio signal.

In actual fact, however; it takes much more
sophisticated design than this to approach

Julian Cope
Arlington,VA

true peak-reading capability—that is, the

Signal-level meters are DC-operated and

ability to read accurate maxima on transients
of widely varying height and duration. —JGH
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Accuphase / Athena Polyphasors / Bryston / Carnegie / Celestion / Cello
CWD /Dual /Duntech /Energy/ESM /Entec /Goldmund /Grado /Hafler
Jadis / Linn
Monster/Alpha

/ Luxman
/ NAD

Pioneer Pro Video

/ Magnepan / Mark Levinson
/ Nakamichi

/ Proton

/ Pro Ac

/ Nitly Gritty
/ Quad

/ Meridian

/ MIT

/ Panasonic Pro Video

/ Rega

/ SME

/ Sota

Spectral /Spica /Stax /Sumiko /Talisman /Thiel /Van Den Hul /Wharfdale
To
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be on our mailing list.., scud us your name and address or 05.00 for aMari Levinson Catalog.

NORTH ROBERTSON BLVD •
L
OS ANGELES, CA 90069 •
213-858-8n2
Major Credit Cards Accepted. We Ship Anywhere...

BUILDING ALIBRARY

B

yacomplicated route, Bartok left his
native Hungary for the last time at the

end of 1940. Research work—catalog-

ing and transcribing Serbo-Croatian folksong
—had been arranged for him at Columbia University; this went on to the end of 1944, thanks
mainly to the intercession ofJozsef Szigeti. But
in New York, cut off from his family by the war,
and from royalties on his music, Bartok was like
afish out of water. His music was not well re-

ceived here; eg, the adaptation of the Sonata
for 71vo Pianos and Percussion as aConcerto
(presented under Fritz Reiner, 1943), or the
masterpiece inspired by Menuhin, the solo
Violin Sonata (1944). Teaching and playing
became increasingly difficult, and he was suffering from the early stages—undetected by
doctors—of leukemia. Financial help came
from ASCAP (the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers), and, more
relevant to these pages, aKoussevitzky Foundation commission contrived by Szigeti and
Reiner. The emigre Russian conductor visited
the hospitalized Bartok in the summer of '43,
leaving $500 as half of adown-payment on an
orchestral work in memory of his late wife.
It seemed that the illness was in remission;
Bartok was able to work again, renewed, and
the Concerto for Orchestra was written in
seven weeks. Its critical success, following the

Bartok 's
Concerto
for
Orchestra
David Lennox

two premiere performances at Boston's Symphony Hall, seemed to open afloodgate (albeit
posthumously: Bartok died September 26,
1945) for American performances of his works.
The Concerto for Orchestra, colorful, exciting,
and deeply serious—though tinged with
ironic jesting—became achallenge to recording engineers. (Koussevitzky left no recording, alas, and it was not until the 1974 Kubelik/
DG that the Bostonians made aworthy version.)
Most elaborate of all was Thomas Z. Shepard's
quadraphonic production at Manhattan Center
NY, where Pierre Boulez stood encircled by
the NYPO. He used two music-stands at 180';
the engineers fed 26 mikes to eight tracks, the
mixdown varying the apparent locations of instruments according to the "dictates" (?) of
the scoring. The resultant LP (Columbia MQ
32132) was not too satisfactory, although the

Stereophile, October 1987
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Concert
Grand
Accuphase •Acoustat
Athena Audio •Audio Research
Boston Acoustics •Bryston
B&W •Cabasse •California
Audio Labs •Carnegie
Carver •Celestion •ConradJohnson •CWD •Duntech
Entec •Goldmund •Grado
Infinity. including IRS •Jadis •JVC
Kloss •Kyocera •Magnepan •Mark
Levinson •Meridian •MIT
M&K •Mod Squad •Monster
Cable •Motif •NAD •Nakamichi •New York Audio Labs •Oracle
Parasound •Proton •Pyramid •Quad •Rega •Revox •Rogers •Shure/
Ultra •SME •Sonographe •Sony •Sota •Spectral •Stax •Sumiko
Systemdek •Talisman •Tandberg •Velodyne •VP! •And other fine lines
plus alarge recommended repertory of CDs in our Lexington Avenue
store •We specialize in 220 volt equipment for export •Audition the
fabulous Crown Prince loudspeaker system from Duntech

Lyric

HiFieide,,

2005 Broadway
New York. NY 10023
212-769-4600

1221 Lexington Avenue
New York. NY 10028
212-535-5710

146 East Post Road
White Plains, NY 10601
914-949-7500

later stereo reissue in the "Great Perfor-

132-02). Like the two Philadelphia/Ormandy

mances" series was better. Now, with the ad-

recordings, this is something of adisappointment, with unidiomatic playing, some unex-

dition of aBBCSO/Boulez recording of Music
for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta, this can
be had on Compact Disc (MK 42397).
The score has an optional 24-measure ending to the dazzling finale. The autocratic

pected forced touches—the arbitrary slowing
of the timpani part at the end of the second
movement—and an unfocused climax in the
Elegia.
Then there is the unpredictable Karajan. I

George Szell went further: he wrote to the
composer proposing abig cut in the finale,
with alinking passage of his own! Such was

am glad that the finer of his two Berlin perfor-

his value at Epic that the Cleveland recording

don's Philharmonia) is on Compact Disc (DG

was made incorporating this unique adjust-

415 322-2). Made in 1965, this account was far

ment—at the conductor's insistence.
When Sir Georg Solti came to make his

no less virtuosic in the finale. (The remake for

mances (he made afirst recording with Lon-

more sensitive to the poetry in the quiet music,

digital Chicago recording (his first, with the

EMI, in which the mood is heavier, has more

LSO, was more spontaneously exciting), he

of adetermination to be imposing, as in the
fortes in the Elegia.) The string sound was

found that the Boosey & Hawkes score (which
wrongly gives Carnegie Hall as the world-

richer and greater in spread; maybe EMI will

premiere venue, amistake perpetuated in the
liner-note to Karajan's DG recording) errone-

transfer it to their newly launched Studio CD
line?

ously prints "quarter-note equals 74" for the

The composer described the work as life-

Allegretto scherzando. Consulting the manu-

asserting, aprogression from the sternness of

script copy in Washington's Library of Con-

the opening movement. The attractive second

gress, Solti found the metronome marking to

has the instrumental entries in pairs, then a

be 94, the movement heading Allegro scherzando, and even the familiar subtitle "Play of

handsome chorale for brass is pronounced.
The fourth movement, Intermezzo interrot-

the couples" was Presentando le coppie. In

to, has plastic Bulgarian rhythms with asneer-

fact, Hungarian maestri Ferenc Fricsay and

ing quotation from Shostakovich's 7th Sym-

Fritz Reiner took the faster tempo years before,

phony (which Bartok found risible in its

in their 1958 RIAS Berlin (DG) and 1964

notorious "crescendo theme"); here his brass

Chicago SO (RCA) recordings.
In pure analog, the Japanese pressing of the

and winds rasp abuse, and the Soviet's theme

Reiner (RCL-1064) is worth picking up. Predic-

humor is just a little self-conscious, but

tably, the playing is well disciplined, but the

effective—infectious—enough; the resumed

is burlesqued. In the Boulez version, the

phrasing flows musically, and the sound—

Intermezzo had afine singing quality in the NY

gentle hiss can be ignored—is good for the
period, with fair bass extension but adip in

strings. No one could say Boulez lacks agrasp
of all the subtleties in which this piece abounds.
And his finale goes at whirlwind speed.

the middle, and consequent flattening of the
soundstage.
Fricsay's excellent '50s recordings for DG

the scrawny, tape-hiss-ridden old NYPO/Bern-

were mostly reissued in amemorial edition

stein recordings, incongruously recoupled a

Maybe perversely, Ienjoy as much as any

(Dokumente) that included three penetrating

while ago with Hindemith's Concert Music,

Bartok discs. But the great mono record of the
Concerto was, Ithink, excluded. It did surface

Op.50, as part of the CBS series "The Bern-

briefly, in 1981, as part of a 5-disc album
(2740-233).
In principle, one would go for the native

stein Years" (60343). The ensemble is not
always together, and the sound is all over the
place, with fluttery winds and edgy fortes. Yet
the generosity of the brass chorale in (2), the

interpreter. Antal Dorati (a pupil of Kodaly,

warmth of expression in (4), where there is a

rather than of Bartok) has made various recordings: the old Minneapolis SO/Mercury, hard
but brilliant; amore mellow LSO version for
Mercury, in stereo; aBudapest recording as

sense of the players given solo freedom and
relishing it, and the rhythmic impetus in (5),
all reflect an expressiveness and affection for
the music that makes you want to hear it all

part of Hungaroton's Bartok Edition; and, finally,

again. If Bernstein had gone for atidier ac-

a Concertgebouw digital disc (on CD, 411

count, we'd all have been the poorer.
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ExPoe
A

hem. Welcome to the official unveiling of Stereopbile's new Record Review department. Unlike the rest of

the magazine, the weight of this section will
fall squarely on music, only secondarily on

sound. Audio considerations will certainly
play akey role in each review, but always in the
service of the music. A wide range of music
will be critiques, including classical, jazz, rock,
folk, film music, and exotica (in about that
order of concentration). Future plans include
continuing criticism of the Inbal Mahler cycle,
an overview of Frank Zappa rereleases on CD,
the film music of Miklos Roma, Windham
Hill's Rabbit Ears Storybook Classic Series,
lieder, and opera.
As Music Editor, Iam assembling as varied

r,C)
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astable of writers and interests as space allows,

and was music critic for the LA Herald Ex-

and then some A handful of them—including
myself—are introduced in this issue. James

aminer. John Atkinson, J. Gordon Holt, Tom

Berwin lives, as does Stereopbile, in Santa Fe,

Gillett, and George Graves should be no sinners to readers of Stereophile. Iwas hired two

New Mexico. He sells audio equipment, has
written pop tunes and chamber music, and is

months ago to: 1) help dig JA out of the moun-

composing an opera. Dave Alfvin has also sold

sylvanian Les Berkley writes for Pikestaff, the

eopbile publishes each and every month; 2)
head up the present music section; and, as a
result of aunique Affirmative Action suit, 3)
take my place as the token non-audiophile on

newsletter of the Society for Creative Ana-

the Editorial staff.

audio equipment, has played (classical) piano
since the age of six, and lives in Illinois. Penn-

chronism. Harold Lynn, of Santa Fe, teaches
history while compiling an encyclopedic

tain of work that has piled up now that Ster-

Ihope you enjoy the reviews; your comments and criticisms are welcome.

—RL

knowledge—and record collection—of vocal
music. Bernard So11, originally of England, has

Reviewers: David B. Alfvin (DBA), John Atkin-

lived in Los Angeles for the last 20 years. In ad-

son (JA), Les Berkley (LB), James Berwin (JB),

dition to studies in violin, harmony and coun-

Tom Gillett (TG), George Graves (GG), J. Gor-

terpoint, conducting, trumpet, and voice, he

don Holt OGH), Richard Lehnert (RL), Harold

has also produced several CDs for Perpetua,

Lynn (HL), Bernard Soil (BS).

CLASSICAL
BALAKIREV: Symphony I. LIADOV: Polonaise, Op.49
Neeme,larvi, City of Birmingham SO
EMI CDC 747505 2(CD). DDD.17: 50:22

Mily Balakirev's first symphony, which took
him some 40 years to compose, was championed by the late Sir Thomas Beecham; his
mid-1950s stereo recording was, for many
years, the only recording in the catalog. On
Seraphim LP, now deleted, the sound of the
Beecham recording is somewhat congested
and strident, but Beecham and his Royal
Philharmonic give amore polished performance than the Birmingham forces under Jarvi.
And Beecham's matchless brio, so evident
in the second-movement scherzo, has it all
over Jarvi's more matter-of-fact reading. The
third movement, andante, comes off rather
better, with its languorous oriental motif. My
wife said, "That's pretty, what is it?" (Tchaikovsky buffs, take note.) The C of B orchestra
sounds rather like aRussian orchestra—brash,
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forward, rough, although there is some
beautiful woodwind playing throughout.
Maybe the recording is more to blame than the
band—somewhat bright, lacking in luster and
ambience, that dreaded "digital edge," though
I've heard far worse. At least the recording is
clear, which allows the inventiveness of
Balakirev's score to shine through.
—TG

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5
Kurt Sanderling, Berlin SO
Capriccio 10 018 (CD). DDD.

35:05

Ifound this recording in the CD "bargain bin"
at Sam Goody for $7.99, which seemed like a
good deal, despite the 35-minute playing time
After all, Sanderling is one of the great
Beethoven conductors. Not well known in the
West, Sanderling fled the Nazis for the USSR
in the late 1930s, conducted in Leningrad for
atime, then, after the war, in East Germany.
This, then, is an East Berlin orchestra. The
recording is of an actual concert performance,
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reference system. And, because
choosing the right system is more than
iust amatter of "hardware", Upscale
Audio is presided over by Mike
Harvey, a recognized high-end audio
expert
iIli,ucr adecade of serving
audiorhiles
Visit Unsettle Audio soon. You
won't hear quotes like the ones above.
But you will hear the finest audio
components in the world. In a relaxed
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tactics, since Mike Harvey doesn't
work on commission.
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and does not disappoint.
This well-thought-out, lovingly detailed
reading of the Beethoven Fifth lacks some
drama and tension, but has much to offer in
the way of delicacy and subtlety of phrasing,
and pleases me more with each hearing.
Despite the scrupulous, deliberate nature of
the reading, there is aspontaneity to the performance; in its own way, it catches fire and
is very involving. The performance builds,
rather slowly but surely, toward aclimax; it is
finely wrought, rather in the way of Klemperer,
but not overwrought. Ihave rarely heard the
second movement unfold with such lightness
and lucidity or the third movement with such
majesty. The way the tension starts to build at
the end of the third movement, leading
seamlessly to the allegro of the fourth, reveals
the presence of one of the great conductors.
The woodwind playing is particularly fine,
with the plaintive, slightly pinched quality
typical of East European orchestras. The recording could be better: it has amid-hall ambience—not your usual up-close, overmiked
recording—but is muddy and lacking in clarity
at times. The booklet is marked "limited edition," whatever that means—probably buy it
now or forever lose your chance.
Well worth seeking out. May we have more
Sanderling Beethoven, please, Capriccio?-11G
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 6("Pastoral")
Bruno Weer, Columbia SO
CBS MYK 36720 (CD). ADD.

rn 40:53

Ibought this disc on impulse. The CBS "Great
Performances" CDs are now selling at reduced
price—for as little as $7.99 in some New York
record stores. At this price, it makes sense to
duplicate some of your favorite LPs, and Bruno
Walter's "Pastoral" has always been high on my
list. Few conductors capture the lyricism of
this symphony with as much grace and charm
as Walter, although for the fourth movement
thunderstorms Iturn to someone like Solti.
Perhaps no other conductor has so conveyed
the composer's springtime joy at arriving in
the countryside as did Walter in the autumn
of his years. The transfer to CD—one is almost
tempted to say the transformation—is agreat
success. This recording never sounded so
good on LP, and holds up remarkably well for
its age (late '50s): alittle congested here and
there, and the highs could be more extended,
but abeautiful recording nonetheless—"newly
remixed original session tapes," according to
the liner notes. Enough said. Buy this disc; it's
one of the all-time greats.
—TG
CAGE: Sonatas and Interludes for Prepared Plano
Darryl Rosenberg, piano
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VQR 2001 (CD). Robert A. Vogt, eng.; Darryl Rosenberg,
Robert A. Vogt, prod. DDD. TT: 58:10
Available from VQR, PO Box 302, Needham, MA 02192. Tèl:
(607)444-8687.

To many, the name John Cage conjures up
images of acomposer whose music is filled
with tricks, mere gimmicks to amuse. Too
often, this is the listener's only awareness of
Cage. Sonatas and Interludes for Prepared
Piano would seem to underline this notion,
until, suddenly, the listener discovers that
somehow he has been hypnotized by this
music. This is no trick or illusion, but very
careful and exquisite craftsmanship on the
parts of both composer and performer.
Written from 1946-48, Sonatas and Interludes utilizes altered sonorities created by
the insertion of bolts, screws, pieces of plastic,
and rubber placed on and/or between the
piano strings. Cage is up to his old tricks, the
effect of this preparation being, in his own
words, "a percussion ensemble under the control of asingle player."
The piece is divided into 16 Sonatas, punctuated by Interludes after each grouping of
four. The use of the term "sonata" is not
arbitrary—each of the movements is, in fact,
constructed using atwo-part form modeled
after early Baroque sonatas.
lb most listeners (myself included) it is probably agood idea to test the water slowly when
it comes to enjoying this piece. Since each
Sonata is acomplete, self-contained work, my
suggestion is to sip at them as if tasting afine
wine, rather than gulping them down in one
sitting. In this way, the beauty and charm of
each movement will have far greater impact.
Within moments of the opening of Sonata
I, we know that we are in for something
special. Although all the sounds are created at
the keyboard, it sounds as if the quiet rattle of
adistant tambourine accompanies adeliberately
out-of-tune note, followed by a deep
"BWUMP" from amuted string. Not all the
strings are prepared; many are left in their
original state, supplying ahaunting contrast to
the altered tones.
My favorites are: Sonata III, which features
a chord with kalimba-like sounds draped
above it—this is flavored with the sonic equivalent of awooden drum; at the end we are
teased with the suggestion of albnic "resolved"
with an appropriate dischord; Sonata V,
perhaps my favorite, with avigorous Latin
rhythm that comes in waves; Sonata VI is
reminiscent of atoy music box turned at excruciatingly slow and varied speeds, this contrasted by fragmented virtuoso glissandos and
spiced with open strings; Sonata VII features
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adizzy chromatic twirl executed beautifully
by Rosenberg; and the Second Interlude with
its fortissimo opening followed by traditional
arpeggios, again with aIcalimba-sound supplying halo-like harmonics. Iam also equally fond
of Sonatas IX, XI, XIII, and XIV-XV.
Throughout, the performance is unquestionably brilliant.
Of nearly equal importance is that this is the
best-sounding disc that Ihave ever heard. It
is absolutely quiet, and in no way harsh. Even
forte attacks, prefaced by silences, have no
accompanying harmonics. This is quite impressive, indeed.
Although Sonatas and Interludes for
Prepared Piano abounds with gimmicks that
amuse, it is my opinion that it should and does
stand among the great works of the 20th Century. Buy this disc!!!
—JB
DURUFLE: Requiem. FAURE: Requiem.
Blegen, Morris, Shaw, Atlanta SO and Chorus
Telarc 80135 (CD). Jack Renner, mg. ;Roben Woods, prod.
ODD. rr: 7423

To have two Requiems by French composers
on the same disc certainly invites comparisons.
Superficially similar, the works are actually
quite different: both are conceived for smallscale performance, both rely on the organ, and
neither places any great demands on chorus
or orchestra. The differences concern mood
and even intent. Faure's Requiem has survived
all kinds of performances, both amateur and
professional, without losing its ability to move
hearers with its gentle hymn for the dead. The
Durufle has not achieved this kind of public
appeal. Acommissioned work, and not unified
in style, this requiem is enjoyed by those who
sing it; audiences tend to find it bland.
The present recording would be hard to
improve on. The sonic picture is all that anyone could wish for: both extremes of volume
sound natural, and inner parts are clear. The
accompanying leaflet assures us that the entire recording process was "transformerless."
As to the performance, it need hardly be said
that whatever chorus Robert Shaw chooses to
direct automatically becomes the best chorus
in America. No other conductor has managed
such control, diction, beauty of tone, and
unfussy rightness. The only possible criticism
is that the chorus is not French, and consequently cannot duplicate the charm of church
Latin sung with aFrench accent.
The solo parts in the Faure are well taken.
Judith Blegen is successful in scaling down her
voice to the size required for the simple but
difficult Pie Jesu. James Morris is sturdy and
sincere in music usually sung by abaritone.
There is nothing Gallic about either of these
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distinguished singers' performance.
The solo parts in the Durufle are taken by
the sections involved. The mezzo soprano
solo, as sung by Shaw's alto section, is a
beautiful example of what choral singing
should be.
These are fine performances, treated in a
manner more American than French, and
magnificently recorded.
—HL
GAUCELM FAIDIT: 7Youbadour Music from
12tb-I3tb Centuries
Hungaroton HCD 12584 (CD). DDD.

tbe

It is an exciting time for those of us who enjoy real early music; that is, anything written
before about 1650. The era of the David
Munrow imitators, with their seven countries
and four centuries on two LP sides, is wellnigh over, and there are now any number of
performers who combine scholarly understanding with aprofound emotional and artistic appreciation for the works of the earliest composers. (Traces of the former attitude remain,
in those performers who approach early music—regardless of theme or content—with a
"sense of fun." Presumably, they would approach the Beethoven late quartets with the
same sense. Pfui!) Among the best of this new
generation are the Hungarians.
Gaucelm Faidit (ca. 1150-ca.1220) is one of
the best known of the troubadours, that
remarkable group of Provencal poetcomposers who flourished between the
mid-12th and mid-13th centuries. During that
brief time, they created not only the courtly
love ethos, an idealization of the male-female
relationship that has had profound implications up to the present day, but also an extraordinarily sophisticated body of literature and
song in which that ethos was embodied.
This is not the place to discuss the difficulties of reconstructing troubadour performance
(the poems and songs were only written down
as the troubadour culture was dying, the melodies being transcribed in anotation intended
for aquite different sort of music); suffice to
say that this recording has the benefit of the
latest scholarly thought, as well as an obvious
commitment on the part of the musicians.
This CD features the Kecskes Ensemble:
four talented musicians employing avariety
of early instruments—recorders, oud (an Arabian ancestor of the lute), rebec, harp and
other strings, as well as awide range of percussion—and playing with expression and
energy throughout. As if this collection of instruments was insufficient to prevent boredom
in listeners unused to Old Provencal, variety
is further enhanced by the use of three vocalists, one of whom is agenuine Frenchman imStereophile, October 1987

ported (one supposes) for an added touch of
authenticity. The singing is intelligent and
always respectful of text and music, with nary
atrace of the stuffy breath of academe. In particular, the famous and oft-recorded lament
for Richard the Lionhearted, Fo riz cha usa es,
is given afine and moving performance by
Tamas Csanyi.
Of course, this recording is not for everyone. It is sung in alanguage almost certain to
be unknown to the listener, and the instruments may well be as unfamiliar, yet this CD
deserves an audition by anyone willing to add
anew and fascinating sound to their repertoire of interests.
All truly devout audiophiles ought to offer
aprayer of thanks to the Hungaroton engineers. Idon't know whether no one ever
showed them the secrets necessary to the production of abad recording (multimiking, overediting, etc.), or whether they simply know
good sound when they hear it, but whatever
the cause, this is asplendid CD. It seems to
have all the virtues we have admitted the digital
medium to possess—low noise floor and wide
dynamic range, as well as accurate spectral
balance—along with those we have ascribed
to analog—ambience, imaging, wide 3-D
soundstage, and all the rest. In particular, the
imaging is almost palpable; this has become
my imaging test recording.
Ihave heard anumber of other Hungaroton
recordings, and they have been almost universally excellent. , Ihope the trend continues,
and that we will soon have more troubadour
recordings from these artists. Performances
like this are unique in their ability to open a
window on the artistic and emotional life of
another age; there cannot be too many such.
Not for scholars only.
—LB

HAYDN: Symphony in C major, Hob. 1:48 ("Maria
Theresa"); Symphony In F minor, Hob. 1:49 ("La
Passlone")
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra
DG 419 607-2 (CD). DOD.

ri, 51:os

There are more and more of us who feel that
the finest orchestra in New York is not the youknow-what, conducted by you-know-who,
but the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra. DG
must know it, too. The 26-member Orpheus,
which plays conductorless as asuperb ensemble (how do they do it?), is perfect for these
middle Haydn symphonies. And no "original
instruments," either (praise God!), but lovely,
tuneful, modern ones. The performances are
ISee JB's review (in this issue, below) of Flungan son's recent
release of piano duets for arather less flattering view of their
recording techniques.
—ItL
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well-nigh perfect, but Ihave to single out the
first-movement adagio of "La Passione" for
special praise. The playing throughout is
straightforward, unfussy, and characterized by
the utmost chamberlike clarity. The energy of
these performances brings to mind Szell's way
with Haydn—catch, if you can, the breathtaking fourth-movement presto of "La Passione."
As icing on adelicious calce, the recording, too,
is superb—just close enough and not overmiked, although tending slightly to brightness
(somehow not inappropriate here). Haydn
symphony recordings don't come any better.
Bravo all around!
—TG
JANACEK: Glagolitic Mass
Soderstrom, Drobkova, Livora, Novak, Mackerras, Prague
Philharmonic Chorus, Czech PO
Supraphon 33C37-7448 (CD). ri:
39:55

The Glagolitic Mass of Leos Janacek is certainly
one of the choral landmarks of this century.
A peculiar work in that it was not intended for
liturgical use, it has had to wait 50 years for
public acceptance. This acceptance has now
arrived, and there have been some seven or
eight recordings of the work. The disc in hand
is of aperformance which reeks with authenticity: all the forces involved are Czech, with
the exceptions of the soprano soloist and the
conductor, and are world-renowned for their
interpretations of Janacek's music.
To begin with the best: Sir Charles draws
beautiful sound from his orchestra and chorus,
and his understanding of the composer's spirit
is quite compelling. It is fortunate for all lovers
of Janacek's music that Elisabeth Soderstrom
has taken it to her heart. Here, nearing the end
of her career, she is still unable to make an
unlovely sound. The other soloists represent
a cross-section of something—perhaps
political reliability: the alto is fairly good, the
bass wobbly, and the tenor squally. None has
the ease and understanding of their Swedish
colleague.
The recording was made in the Hall of
Artists in Prague, adry and rather un-resonant
place. This makes for clarity in the recording,
but leaves the organ solo, for example, with
almost no feeling of abig hall.
The prospective buyer will not fail to note
that a40-minute CD is not exactly abargain,
so this recording is, perhaps, only for the
devotee of Janacek who must have one of
everything, or for those who need the lovely
sounds of Elisabeth Soderstrom.
—HL
MAHLER: Symphonies I, 2, 3
Helen Donath, sop., Doris Soffel, alto, Mahn Inbal, Frankfurt
Radio SO
1: Denon 33C37-7537, TT: 54:55. 2: Denon 60C37-7603 (2
CDs),
85,13.3 Denon 60C37-7828 (2 CDs),
9818.
All DOD
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formances of the later symphonies. This includes even the Second, the only other, with
the First, to have metronome markings. The
Mahler's symphonies are windows on the
First, it seems, "plays itself," while the less forheart; they mirror the mercurial, instantaneous
mal subsequent symphonies leave much more
shifts of mood and emotion visible in the faces
room for interpretation. Interestingly enough,
of young children, or of men and women at
things begin to converge again with the
the extremes of grief, ecstasy, rage, and even
Eighth.) While Bruckner's great slabs of sound,
peace. Ilisten to them seldom, not because I no less episodic, move together and apart with
dislike or fear tiring of them, but because,
the slow majesty of tectonic plates, Mahler
listened to with full attentions of heart and
conjures earthquakes and floods, tornadoes
mind, they are virtual emotional avalanches,
and plagues: the recklessly punctuated disexhaustive and exhausting. The steady diet of
equilibrium of apocalypse, no the steady state
Mahler's nine, ten, or eleven symphonies
of apotheosis. Inbal, however, has chosen to
(depending on how one ranks Das Lied von
smooth out and bridge many of these conder Erde and the unfinished Tenth) in which
trasts with a graceful, almost democratic
Iindulged during aprotracted adolescence
approach to dynamics: each new instrumental
was ultimately debilitating, nerve-wracking,
choir or ensemble seems either to blend with,
climax without context. Exciting? Undeniably.
or seamlessly prepare for, the next. There are
Cathartic? Of course. But how many purges
very many fewer strong dynamic juxtaposican one have, one after another, before emotions; even the last movement of the Second,
tional dehydration sets in? For some time, Ilost
where these are least avoidable, seems submy capacity for Mahlerian emotional tumesdued, albeit silken.
cence, and my records gathered dust.
All of this reveals many details of tone color
It was with an ear freshened by relative
and inner voicings that I'd never heard before.
silence, then, that Irecently resumed listenJust as, after living and breathing the Szell/
ing to the works of this most "nervous" of
Cleveland Beethoven cycle for most of my life,
composers. Denon's much-ballyhooed Mahler
the Bohm/Berlin set revealed hitherto
cycle, with Eliahu Inbal and the Frankfurt
unimagined richnesses and sonorities of
Radio Symphony Orchestra, arrived on my
woodwind writing, so Inbal discovers or
desk, and for the first time in years, Isat down
invents (in German, the word is the same)
to some very serious Mahler listening.
moment after moment of astounding delicacy
From statements published in their promoand grace, of lightness without triviality. This
tional material (Denon News No.84), there
is a revelation: Mahler raised to a level of
seems to have been great unanimity of intent
"fine"-ness, of aural gold to airy thinness beat,
among Denon's producer, engineers, and Inbal
that Ihad never thought his scores could
himself. The Denon crew is, by their own adsupport.
mission, most experienced in recording
This has its price: except for a few tutti
chamber music, and Inbal is quoted as saying
sections—and by no means all—the Frankfurt
"A very important characteristic of Mahler's
RSO sounds, indeed, like a large chamber
music is its fragility, its delicateness (Bruecbigorchestra; certainly not the large and extrakeit)." That's true, of course, but Denon seems
large orchestras demanded by the scores (even
to have leapt on that quite partial truth like a taking into account the smaller band requested
dog on abone: "That appealed very much also
for the second and third movements of 3). The
to our feelings toward chamber music and so
string tone is smooth, but thin; the brasses are
the Mahler project was launched." This sounds
as clear and sharp as amountain stream, but
very much as if all concerned had decided that
it's asmall stream. And the first-chair horn's
they were about to conduct, perform, and
anemic, watery sound is the most Frenchrecord the largest chamber works ever written.
sounding tone I've ever heard in acompetent
This attitude is certainly borne out in the
German orchestra. Only when bass drum and
recordings, and is at once their greatest
tympani kick in is there any hint of true
strength and weakness. Certainly, the greatest
Mahlerian scale. It's really too bad.
challenge to aconductor approaching Mahler's
But credit where due: Inbal stakes out his
symphonies is their incredibly episodic, even
modest territory and cultivates it thoroughly;
picaresque, structures. (Excepting the First, of
Iget none of the sense of occasional slopcourse. While listening to various performpiness and boorishness that characterize Sold's
ances of these symphonies for this review, I recordings of the Second and Third with the
was impressed with how much more similar
LSO, or Bernstein's reckless "Hallelujah
are all conductors' readings of the First, when
Anyway!" approach (not to mention the excompared with those same conductors' perecrable NYPO ensemble playing and even

Peter Willman, Detlev larder, engs., Yoshibarn Kawaguchi,
Clemens Muller, dirs.
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more wretched handling of the highs by CBS).
But I'd be hard put to do without, for instance,
SoIti's wonderful Klezmer reading at the end
of the First's third movement (with the LSO),
tubas pumping away like asteam calliope,
clarinets squawking, which same passage Inbal
renders so politely as to lose any sense of play
or humor altogether. No doubt about it, a
homeopathically administered tastelessness is
not without its place in Mahler's music. As the
composer himself said in an ironic letter to
Bruno Walter, speaking of the Third, "The
whole thing is, of course, tainted by my
deplorable sense of humor and seeks opportunities to exercise my predilection for the
most brutal noises.'"
Granted, Inbal, et al's super-distilled Mahler
is aside of the music too often ignored, and
I'm grateful to them for doing it justice But it's
only one side—I sorely miss Bernstein's passionate grandiloquence, Solti's ineluctable
drive and precision. Inbal has dug deep into
arelatively unmined Mahlerite vein, but one
perspective does not whole vision make. In
the great climaxes—I think particularly here
of the Second's final movement—there is
never quite enough sound, conviction, or attack to truly lift the heart out of the body and
into the throat. Inbal simply does not deliver
the goods.
But Inbal seems born to conduct the innermovement laendlers of these symphonies.
The second and third movements of the Third,
in particular, full as they are of Mendelssohn
and Mozart, sweetness and light, are almost
perfectly brought off here The counterpoint
aminute before the end of the Menuetto is
deftly accented, with just the right amount of
bite. The Scberzando swings along, with even
the principal horn producing arespectable
tone in the more vigorous sections. The brass
solos sound as if played on astandard trumpet
here instead of the usual fluegelhorn or more
exotic posthorn, but this is more than made
up for by alimpid, uncloying sweetness of
tone The double-bass solo in the third movement of the First, however, is weak and faltering. (It's amazing how used one can get to the
almost exclusively poor performances available of this, admittedly, difficult passage Only
the Solti LSO and CSO performances fully
satisfy me in this regard. Probably the worst
is the Bemstein/NYPO, in which the poor bass
player not only can't keep asteady tone, but
plays sharp and first lags behind, then rushes
the beat. It's amazing this take made it to vinyl.)
Ihave yet to hear any conductor rise to the
challenge of the Urlicbt and Misterioso movements of the Second and Third, however (Walter
with 2, and Horenstein with 3, come closest.)
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The fact is that there's really not agreat deal
of actual music in these sections: the writing
for solo alto is, at best, atmospheric, at worst
protracted and awkward. And, as far as Iknow,
no one has ever followed Mahler's marking of
"ppp throughout" in the Misterioso.
Inbal's assay at "What the angels tell me," the
fifth movement of 3, is altogether more successful. If it lacks the festive, Christmas-Eve
brightness I've grown accustomed to from
other interpreters, the altogether darker
reading here is nonetheless welcome The Limburger Domsingknaben are anything but
reedy, and the women's, boys', and orchestral
colors are carefully balanced and blended.
Likewise, in the subsequent finale, "What love
tells me," Inbal finally—and for the first time
in this cycle—pulls out all the stops. The
Frankfurt RSO finally sounds like afull symphony orchestra, and the crescendi fill
speakers and hall with rich, full-throated
sound. Bernstein's majestically slow tempo
remains, for me, the fullest expression of this
movement, but Inbal brings out, more than
any other, the inner string voicings so reminiscent of the Meistersinger Act III Prelude. (For
the definitive, most cohesive reading of this
entire symphony, however, try Horenstein and
the LSO. Thanks, LA, for recommending it
to me.)
Denon's sound is remarkably smooth and
clear, and well suited to the intimacies here
unveiled. For the first time, for example, Idid
not have to listen to the chorus in 2, at its pppp
entrance, struggle to be heard over assorted
analog excreta. With all three symphonies, the
sound establishes itself in awide, deep soundstage rather high in the vertical plane; Iget the
feeling, while seated, of peering across the surface of an acre-wide soundscape whose edge
just touches the bridge of my nose.
All in all, abag of some mixed extremes and
many extreme middles. None of these performances is definitive, but all are unique. Inbal's
tastes, though too rarefied for many (including
myself), are nevertheless well worth serious
listening. Unfortunately, it's like making love
with gloves on.
My own problem is that now my other
recordings—Solti, Bernstein, Levine, Walter—
sound almost crude, clodhopperish in comparison. This makes me thirst for aconductor
who can combine the sheer power of Solti, the
emotionalism of Bernstein, the overarching
completeness of vision of Horenstein, and the
grace and detail of Inbal. These are not mutually
exclusive visions; it can be done.
—RL
MOZART: Symphonies 36 ("Linz"), K.425, R 38
("Prague"), K.504
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Mackerras, Prague Chamber Orchestra
flare CD•80148. Jack Renner, eng.; James Mallinson, prod.
DDD. rr: 66:14

Such is the inherent nature of musicology that
its practitioners and the results of their investigative studies invariably are labeled controversial. The commendable William Malloch,
whose recent research into classical-era tempi
is reflected in these performances, is certainly
no exception. However, as his intention was
to document performing practices prevalent
during Mozart's time—and not to attempt yet
another hypothesis of what made Amadeus's
mind tick—the findings should be of notable
interest to performers and their consumers.
History tells us that during his lifetime
Shakespeare's plays were declaimed in abombastic manner with exaggerated movements
and prodigious portions of what today would
be called ham. Ergo, few, if any, modern
theatrical companies endeavor to emulate their
Elizabethan predecessors: not if they wish to
fill their seats. To amuch lesser degree, the
same could apply to the Malloch/Mackerras
treatment of two of Mozart's greatest, most
endearing symphonies: it is different. My first
reaction was of something approaching shock
at the uncommonly fast tempi, at times emphasized by almost aggressive rhythmic accentuation. Yet Malloch's entertaining liner notes
claim that these tempi are actually slower than
those adopted by Johann Hummel, who studied
with Mozart. At subsequent sessions with the
album, the erstwhile shock at hearing the
familiar unfamiliarly presented gave way to exhilaration and pleasure at the revealed felicities.
To those who choose to audition this disc—a
practice that Istrongly recommend—a caveat:
After the initial upbeat shock or impression
(achieved paradoxically by emphatic downbeats) cools off, sit back, relax, listen and,
in all probability, enjoy.
Aside from the tempi, Mackerras achieves
an illuminating palette of appealing orchestral
textures. One factor contributing to this is the
seldom-seen seating of the second violins. In
accordance with Mozartean-era custom, the
seconds are placed down front to the conductor's right, not grouped behind the firsts on the
left. The coloristic difference, although subtle,
results in livelier, more plangent violin
sonorities heightened by Telarc's improved
upper-frequency engineering.
The sprightlier pacing of the "Linz" 's
charming minuet is adecided plus. Trenchant
phrasing aids in completely banishing the description "bland" (not infrequently applied to
this delightful, brief movement when paced
languidly, as it so often is). After many attempts, Iwas unable to come to terms with the
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"Prague" 's finale. If this is played presto as
marked, contemplation of aMackerras prestissimo boggles the mind. It is just too fast, too
excitable. In general, however, Mackerras's eloquent phrasing, dynamic scheme, color range,
and invigorating pacing, allied to acircumspect application of rubato, impressed and
refreshed these jaded sensibilities. Incidentally,
in both works, all repeats are observed.—BS
RACHMANINOV: Piano Pieces
Sonata, Op.36 No.2; Preludes: Op.23, Nos.4, 5. 6; Op.32,
Nos.5, 12, IS; Etudes-Tableaux: Op.33, Nos.2, 3, 5; Moment
Musical, Op.16, No.5; Daisies, Op.38, No.2
John Browning, piano
Delos C/CD 3044 (CD). DDD. 'IT 74:29

As John Browning himself notes, in the "discussion" which forms the liner notes for this
disc, Rachmaninov's music is like Tchaikovsky's—lyrical, often melancholy. It is also like
Liszt's—technically brilliant and demanding.
Without question, Browning is up to the technical demands, and this alone guarantees a
rewarding disc. The only fault Ifind is Browning's emotional distance from the music—he
lacks that luminescence, that mystical quality
which other pianists have been able to derive
from these works—pieces like the Prelude
Op.32, Nos.5 and 12, though exquisitely played,
are particularly disappointing, calling for more
passion, more willingness to immerse oneself
in the music.
The recording is close-up, but very natural,
never congested; digital technology can serve
the piano particularly well. And 74 V: minutes
of music! Recommended, then. But Ihave to
confess that the performances left me alittle
cold. Perhaps Delos could give us Browning
playing Prokofiev next? More suitable to the
pianist's temperament.
—TG
RACHMANINOV, Symphonic Dances for Large Symphony Orchestra, Op.45
Vladimir Fedoseyev, USSR TV & Radio Large SO
Melodiya/Mobil Fidelity MFCD 858 (CD). DDD.
37:42

An artist should be somewhat possessed in
order to play/conduct Rachmaninov. And
especially this work —Rachmaninov's last
major orchestral work, abeautiful and haunting composition (the chant of the Russian
Orthodox Church powerfully influences the
work) that is simultaneously acelebration of
life and apremonition of death. In the hands
of the right conductor—notably Svetlanov
and Kondrashin, on earlier Melodiya versions—
this work can lift the listener above this earth,
particularly in the spectral waltz that is the
second dance. It's this spirituality that Imiss
in Fedoseyev's performance (and in those of
Ashkenazy, Slatkin, and Previn). If it's agoodsounding recording you want, Ashkenazy wins
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hands down (London CD 410 124-2)—
smoother, more spacious, dynamic—and
offers a 20-minute bonus: the composer's
much earlier Isle of the Dead. This new Russian recording is spacious, but rather shrill and
aggressive sounding: not at all what you want
with this work. What's worse, this CD is a
"time gyp": less than 38 minutes of music I'm
really looking forward to future Melodiya
releases on Mobil Fidelity; too bad they had
to start with this one. This is my first CD with
liner notes in Russian (English, too). Pac,bimu?
—TG
SCHUBERT: String Quintet, Op.163, D. 956
Amadeus Quartet: Norbert Brainin, Siegmund Nissel, violins;
Peter Schidlof, viola; Martin Lovett. cello; with Robert Cohen,
cello
DG 419 611-2 (CD). DDD. Ti': 55:37

A bit overaggressive, this disc—not so much
the recording, perhaps, as the playing. The
players just seem to go at it too hard, and right
from the first movement. A little more tenderness and rubato would be welcome, the same
criticism Ihave of the recent Cleveland Quartet/Yo Yo Ma recording on CBS (MK 39134),
which Ilike even less than this performance
(the adagio is too rushed). The performance
never reaches the feverish intensity it should:
competent, yes, and lovely in places, to be
sure, it remains earthbound. The recording
seems abit thin; it, too, could benefit from
added warmth. As it is, the string tones are
lacking in luster, sometimes downright wiry.
A disappointment all around.
—TG
SCHUMANN: Symphony 1 ("Spring"), Symphony 3
("Rhenish")
Otmar Suitner, Staatskapelle Berlin
Denon 33CD-1516 (CD). DDD. TT: 68:28

Otmar Suitner, an Austrian conductor working
in East Germany, is not aname that sells alot
of records. One might be tempted to say, too,
that he is not an egoistic conductor who puts
himself before the music. His readings—all
quite good, especially his Denon Schubert
cycle—are characterized by a scrupulous
regard for the music This seems to work particularly well with Schumann. These are not
recordings which excite on first hearing; they
satisfy rather more, in fact, on second and third
hearings, free as they are of excesses or eccentricity. And if the orchestra isn't among the
very best, at least it sounds thoroughly
rehearsed. Tempos are abit on the slow side,
but the music is allowed to breathe and unfold
naturally. The best news is the recording
quality: open, spacious, with amid-hall ambience. Anyone who says CDs cannot sound
natural, or that the "air" is missing, should hear
these recordings, which are simply superb. In162

cidentally, Suitner follows Schumann's first
(1841) version of the "Spring"; there is just a
single Trio in the Scherzo.
—TG
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Mass in G minor, Sacred and
Secular Songs
Christ Church Cathedral Choir, Darlington
Nimbus NI 5083 (CD). DDD. TT: 52:29

If you are one of those people who can't abide
the sound of the English cathedral choir, with
its straight-toned boys and hooty male voices,
this record, lovingly sung under the direction
of Stephen Darlington, just might change your
mind. The choir of Christ Church Cathedral
in Oxford is one of the best of this dying
breed, and most unusual in that its boys sing
in tune and its altos rarely hoot.
The program begins with the well-known
Mass in G minor, long afavorite with choruses
and recording companies. This acapella for
solo quartet and double chorus stretches the
resources of the Cathedral choir, but they are
so well trained and so familiar with the work
that the effect is quite good in spite of the
group's small size.
The rest of the disc is devoted to eight
choral pieces which Vaughan Williams composed toward the end of his life. Two are
extracts from his oratorio Hodie—both sung
simply and with excellent choral sound. There
is that sugarplum written for the Coronation
of Elizabeth II, 0 Taste and See. Of particular
strength and beauty is amoving Valiant-forTruth, on a text of John Bunyan —long a
favorite poet of Vaughan Williams. The problem (admittedly not earthshaking) of how to
represent the sound of abell ringing under
water is beautifully solved in the setting of
Shakespeare's Full Fathom Five.
The Nimbus audio boys have done some
rather peculiar things in their search for perfect
clarity. Ican imagine their hanging acres of,
say, monks' cloth in order to remove the
natural resonance of Christ Church Cathedral.
The result is absolute clarity; all voices are
heard. What is lost is the feeling of hearing this
music in its proper ecclesiastical setting. Still,
it is an excellent record, and one to enjoy for
years to come.
—HL
CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
PIANO DUETS
MOZART: Sonata for Two Pianos in D maior, K 448 (375a).
RAVEL: Ma mere l'oye. BRAHMS: Variations on aTheme by
Haydn, Op. 56b
Deszo Ranki, Zoltan Kocsis, pianos
Hungaroton HCD 11641-2 (CD). Ferenc Dobo, eng.; Zoltan
Herser, prod. ADD. TT: 56:54

In his liner notes to the first selection, Istvan
Barna states: "The tonal beauty—always a
Stereophile, October 1987

significant point with Mozart—here exterBORODIN: in the Monastery; Scherzo in A flat major;
Nocturne
nalizes itself through the combination of the
Margaret Fingerhut, piano
possibilities offered by the compass of the two
Chandos CHAN 8439 (CD). DOD. TT: 54:27
instruments, and in the incredible wealth of
sonority." Unfortunately, this is certainly not
They were known variously as "The Mighty
the case in this performance.
Handful," or simply "The Five": Balakirev,
The most captivating aspect of piano duets
Borodin, Cui, Moussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsalcov.
is the way one artist, through subtle nuances
These 19th-century Russian nationalist comof phrasing, sends amessage to the other artist,
posers found inspiration and material in peaswho in turn mirrors this interpretation. Much
ant songs and dances, from whence these
as astring section of an orchestra will spend
short piano pieces derive their melodic charm.
endless hours developing consistent bowing,
And most appealing works they are, including
attack, and phrasing, a piano duo should
the Preludes of Cui, the least significant comreflect this same painstaking polish. It is the
poser of The Five (listen to the Op.64, No.9 in
lack of this polish that Ifind most disturbing
particular, a simple and endearing "song
in this recording. The difference in style bewithout words"). For technical fireworks,
tween the two pianists is clearly evidenced in
there's Balakirev's Toccata in C sharp minor,
the Mozart in mirrored phrases containing trills
in which the pianist, England's young Margaret
or 16th notes. Here, the pianist to the left is
Fingerhut, reveals her own considerable
significantly more precise than the one to the
technical virtuosity. Salon pieces for the most
right. This lack of precision is also apparent
part, but very enjoyable, and all the more
in the tendency of the right-hand player to
delightful because they're unfamiliar. The
some rhythmic shakiness in transitions, and
recording is warm and just resonant enough.
for the left-hand player to push the tempo
—TG
when heading toward major cadences, as in
JAZZ
the ending of the first movement. The best I
can say for the Mozart is that the duo is at their
WARREN BERNHARDT Hands On
Warren Bernhardt, piano; Marc Johnson. bass; Peter Erskine,
best when the tempo is fast.
drums; others
Nearly as annoying is the quality of the
DMP CD-457 (CD). Warren Bernhardt. Tom Jung. prod.; lbm
recording. There is agreat deal of background
Jung, eng. DDD. TT 62:18
hiss, alegacy apparently of the analog recordAmerican jazz musicians typically find it iming process. The Mozart is also blemished by
possible to be commercially successful at
the use of omnidirectional microphones,
home. Warren Bernhardt experienced this,
which in the final mix place the two pianos to
took his Steinway on the European road, and
the left of center and on top of each other. Forpromptly established himself as amajor intertunately, this milting error has been corrected
national jazz talent. Hands On, digitally refor the Brahms and Ravel. Another serious
corded after the 1983-85 European tour and
drawback of this disc is considerable digital
using class-A electronics and Mitsubishi/
harshness on any loud attack.
Studer recording hardware, amply reflects this
For the most part, the performance of Ma
investment in roadwork.
Mere ¡'oye is rather bland; the third movement,
Hands On falls loosely into the domain of
however, is done beautifully, the artists rising
"light" jazz, but is certainly not light in conto the occasion for this quiet, delicate piece.
tent: Bernhardt described the four-month projThis, the best moment on the disc, is sadly
ect as a"six-pencil album." All but two of the
marred by the accompanying intrusive hiss.
melodies—Chopin's C-minor Prelude, Op.28,
Overall, the performance of the Brahms is
No.20 (with anifty Bernhardt eight-bar proquite respectable. In the louder passages
gression), and George Young's October—are
(where the noise is far less obvious) the artists
play with astately and controlled style that I his own. The seven Bernhardt songs are individually distinctive: "Funtime" and "Jan in
find very pleasing; however, in quieter
Junuary" are finger-tapping, upbeat numbers;
passages the noise once more emerges,
"Kind of Blue" and "Praise" are soulful blues
blemishing an otherwise fine performance.
In short, other than the Brahms, there is litprogressions vividly contrasted to the new-age
tle to recommend this disc.
—JB
and modern "Patterns" and "New Moon."
"First Love" is unashamedly romantic, with
Bernhardt using cascading fifths like waterRUSSIAN PIANO MUSIC
BAL1K1REV, Tbccata in C sharp minor; In the Garden; Polka
falls—with synthesized background orchestrain Fsharp minor. MOUSSORGSKT A Teardrop; A Children's
tion, the effect is stunning.
Prank; In the Village: Nanny and I; First Punishment. CUI: Four
Bernhardt's six band members are accomPreludes, Op.64, Nos.2, 8, 9, & 10. RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Scherzino, Op.11, Na3; A little Song; Novelette, °pit, No.2.
plished pros, grouped with him in trios and
Stereophile, October 1987
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quartets. Iwas particularly impressed with
Peter Erskine's (late of Weather Report and
Steps Ahead) precision drumming and Marc
Johnson's cool confidence on acoustic bass.
Bernhardt's jazz piano ability equals or surpasses everyone Ihave heard in the last several
years. Apianist myself, Iquickly became aware
of his clarity, his ability to create space around
each note. His brilliant interpretations of the
various themes, while often complex, always
sustain their coherence. Bernhardt soars with
the eagles, then drops gently to earth. It all
works.
Sonically, Hands On sets some new standards in CD reproduction, while falling short
in other areas. My praise is lavished on the incredible tonal neutrality of all the instruments.
The overall sound is slightly etched—just as
live music is slightly etched. The percussive
quality of hammers striking strings comes
through better than Ihave ever heard. Lateral
imaging is excellent. Harmonics and image
depth are far above average for CDs, but are
afull order of magnitude below that of an expensive moving-coil cartridge.
The only true flaw is the overload of the
piano microphones on tracks 6, 8, and 9, and
particularly on 6. This is very similar to the
distortion found on some of the Claudio Arrau/Philips recordings. My other bone to pick
concerns drum miking: cymbals to the left,
high-hat to the right, and drums center, which
gives them a bigger-than-life, or "wraparound" effect in relation to the other instruments. Iknow other studios do this, but
prefer natural over spectacular.
Hands On is an important CD, both musically—there is always aneed for original, quality jazz—and sonically: the gap between CD
and MC has narrowed once again. Let's hope
that Digital Music Products continues their
relationship with Warren Bernhardt; it's clearly
ahands-down success.
—DBA

Buy this, then, as ademonstration disc.
Its musical merit is also considerable. When
classical meets jazz, all too often the result is
pretentious garbage that satisfies no one. Here,
the meld works. In the first track (Beethoven
meets Monk), listen to the way Ray Brown
makes the bass sing like a cello. Another
highlight of the disc is the rendition of "Blue
Skies" (how about crediting Irving Berlin,
guys?). Some of the other tracks are more
forgettable, alas, including Gershwin's "My
Man Is Gone," which just sort of meanders. A
must-have disc, though, for the first track
alone. Jeton appears to be aGerman label,
although the disc was made in Japan. If you
have trouble finding it, call the Compact Disc
Centre, Clifton Park, NY (800)232-3687. Have
your VISA or MasterCard number ready.—TG
FRANK MORGAN QUINTET: Bebop Myes!
Frank Morgan. alto sax; Johnny Coles, fluegelhorn; Cedar
Walton, piano. Buster Williams, bass; Billy Higgins. drums
Contemporary CCD-14026-2 (CD). DDD. TE 6026

If you hesitate before paying $18 for this CD,
as 1did, you'll be glad to know that it has 60
minutes of music, including one track ("A
Night in itinisia") not included on the LP or
cassette versions. This "live" Village Vanguard
date was digitally recorded, too, so CD is probably the format of preference. lf, like me, you
feel there's alot of junky jazz around these
days (and turn mostly to older recordings),
you'll welcome alto saxophonist Frank Morgan,
if you're not familiar with him already. Says
Morgan, "I'm abebopper, aperson who believes deeply in keeping the music in its purest
state."
Morgan was aprotege of Bird, among others.
Listen to the second track, "Parker's Mood,"
where Morgan's playing inspires some fantastic
fluegelhorning by Johnny Coles. Morgan and
the others more or less stick to the melodies—
there's aminimum of improvisation. But listen
to the way these guys pick up on one another,
the way Morgan and Coles fondle the notes—
RAY BROWN & LAURINDO ALMEIDA: Moonligbt
Serenade
this is jazz in its purest form, all the more efMusic of Beethoven. Thelonious Monk. Bach. George Gerfective in that it doesn't swing too far out. And
shwin, et al
hear Morgan's solo rendition of the Duke's
Jeton 123 (CD). DDD. TT: 39.22
"Come Sunday"—simple, direct, eloquent—
Ifirst heard this remarkable disc in the Madrifollowed by an inventive solo introduction to
gal room at last summer Chicago CES, where
"All the Things You Are."
it was being used to show off the Jadis and
The recording is excellent—close, clear,
Levinson amps. Iwas bowled over by the
with no artificial spotlighting. They could probsound—especially the first track, where Lau - ably get away with calling this an audiophile
rindo plays Beethoven's "Moonlight" Sonata
recording, but then it would scare away all the
while Ray plays Monk's "Round Midnight."
music loyers. What the hell, spring for the 18
The sound is so clear, the sense of the musibucks—this is the real stuff. You might also
cians' presence so real, it will give you goosewant to pick up Morgan's preceding digital
bumps. It will also show you what your system
album, Lament. Dig, in particular, "Perdito."
is or is not capable of in the way of deep bass.
—TG
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A L„A\ S BASS SYS I
LM
FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBVVOOFER DERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOICE WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL IDO

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE

THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM

JO-I\ VAROVSKS ALDO SYSTEVS, I\C,

2889 Roedng Averte, Bronx, Ni

VA\DERSTEE\
AUDIO

ík 13461 (212) 892i1-19

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
was founded in 1977 with
the commitment to offer
always the finest in music
reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will
always be ahigh degree of
pride love, and personal
satisfaction involved
dr•wwewear

gIC?"

in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your
Vandersteen dealer shares
in this commitment, and
has been carefully selected

allIMIIIII

for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling amusically satisfying
system. Although sometimes hard to find, he is
well worth seeking out.

VANŒRSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Streel
Honfisscl. Colifcxn. 93230
(209)582-0324

Write or call for abrochure

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

and the name of your
nearest dealer.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Classical Music on Compact Disc

sonal, and every reader will be irritated by

by Peter Herring

some omissions. My favorite Brandenburg set,

176 pages, softcover, $12.95
Opera on Compact Disc
by Peter Gammond

for example, on original instruments from the
Leonhardt Consort on Seon, doesn't even get

176 pages, softcover, $12.95
Both published by Harmony Books, Crown

alook in. But on the whole the authors have
done afine job, and while neither offers the
comprehensive coverage of the Penguin CD

Publishers Inc., 225 Park Avenue South,

Guide, these useful volumes are to be recom-

New York, NY 10003. Tel: (212)254-1600
A longstanding and valid criticism of the Com-

mended. Incidentally, for avirtually complete

pact Disc medium was the relative paucity of

the Stevenson Compact Disc Review Guide

listing of CD review ratings, Ican recommend

music available when compared with the LP.

(published by Joseph N. Stevenson, 3330 Aca-

With the rapid growth of the CD catalog in the
last two years or so spurring renewed interest

cia Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46214, Tel: (317)
293-7778), available on high-end newsstands.

in recorded music, however, there is now a

A bimonthly with acover price of $6, it sum-

need for aguide to the wealth of repertoire

marizes classical CD review ratings from the

now available. And that is what these two

English-speaking world's music and hi-fi mag-

books, each the size of ashelf-browser CD

azines, and is remarkable for the thoroughness

pack, purport to do, replacing the grey listings

of its coverage.

—JA

in the pages of the Green CD Catalog and
Gramophone Compact Disc Guide & Catalog
with precis reviews and recommendations.

Tbe Loudspeaker Design Cookbook

The authors are well-suited to the task: Peter
Herring was for along while the Editor of the

75 pages of text in magazine format, softcover, Third Edition, $14.95

British hi-fi magazine Practical Hi-Fi (latterly

The MarshallJones Co., Francestown, NH.

Hi -Fi Today), and combined an enthusiasm

Distributor: Old Colony Sound Lab, PO
Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458-0243

for recorded music with excellent skills as a
writer; while Peter Gammond, for many years
Music Editor of my alma mater HFN/RR, is a

by Vance Dickason

Books about loudspeakers tend to fall into two
categories. There's the scientific or theoretical

noted authority on the works of Scott Joplin

type, heavy on mathematics, that emphasizes

and Offenbach.

how loudspeakers work. And because loudspeaker theory cuts across three scientific

The format of the two books is identical.
Introductory articles on the technical side of
CD reproduction and orchestral/operatic recording as appropriate are followed first by a"100

disciplines (electrical, mechanical, and acous-

Best" CD listing, then by the reviews them-

college-level science. The second type of book

selves, arranged by composer in alphabetical

is basically amass-market treatment of loudspeaker construction projects: how to stuff a

order, and illustrated by color reproductions

tical), these sort of books are real bears even
for a person with a decent recollection of

of the CD sleeves. A brief biography of each

box with acouple of cheap drivers, the bot-

composer is followed by areview of one recording of each major work in his output,

tom line being cheap thrills and forgettable
sound. What's lacking is professional guidance

though obviously, with the more prolific com-

on how to design that subwoofer you've cov-

posers, the authors have had to exercise some
discretion. (Peter Herring has been able to

eted for so long, or that full-range three-way
speaker you can't really afford to buy.

include reviews of three of the four Delius
recordings so far extant on silver disc; it's just

sal phenomenon, acommon thread through-

sad that that's all there are.) The Opera book

out all cultures. They are driven by the desire

also includes choral sacred music.
As with any book of this kind, the decision
of what discs get the ultimate accolade is perStereophile, October 1987

Home loudspeaker constructors are auniver-

for good sound and the recognition that the
good commercial stuff costs more than the
common man can afford, and that home con-
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'Solid-core cable is the biggest advance in
audio reproduction since the realization
that turntables sound different...There is
only one brand of essentially
uncompromised solid-core cable at
present in existence ... DNM.'
Alvin Gold, Stereophile (Vol. 10, No. 4)
Its overwhelming strength was a
seamless coherance, an integrated
musical quality which made many other
cables sound cluttered.'
Hi Fi News (June 1987)
Winner, BEST ACCESSORY award —
Federation of British Audio (April 1987)
DNM SOLID-CORE CABLE AND
INTERCONNECT: $2.50 PER FOOT
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH
MUSIC HALL
108 STATION ROAD
GREAT NECK, NY 11023
(516)487 3663

Building on Success:

"I've heard separates that cost twice as much
and sound only half as good."
—Audio Cheapskate
Stereophile, Vol 9, No 4

A-1, 2x20 watt amplifier, pure Class A, $350

BRITISH FIDELITY *
Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
S denbutors tor Bnfish Fldaltty. Mordaunt- Short. Spendor. and LogIc
'MusIcal Fldellty nU K

hti
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struction offers the potential of high-end sound

mission-line designs are discussed in Chapter

for afraction of the cost. However, Iwant to

Four. This somewhat controversial design has

emphasize that sometimes this potential may

had acult following for the last 25 years, but

not be realized. The problem is that even a
technically competent design is no guarantee
of sonic excellence. In other words, you may

professional audio opinion is split. It has been
stated, for example, by our own MC that aTL
should perform no better than aproperly con-

have realized all of your initial design specifications, and the darn thing still doesn't sound

about that. Ithink that even in situations where

very good. Unfortunately, the art of loudspeaker
design cannot be distilled into simple formulas
and charts. If that were the case, Stereophile's

structed bass-reflex system. Idon't know
bass extension and "Q" are similar, TL bass is
better defined; probably because there is less
garbage leaking out of the TL compared with

"Recommended Components" listing would
be brimming over with entries. But with that

the bass-reflex vent. Ifind Mr. Dicicason's treat-

caveat in mind, Ican state that home constructors will find this book eminently useful, and

to recommending aline length. Under no circumstances should you use aline length less

Ican even think of certain manufacturers that

than that shown in Table 4.2 for undamped lines.

would benefit from it.

ment both fair and lucid, except when it comes

The issues of cabinet shape and damping are

Mr. Dicicason's book focuses entirely on

discussed in Chapter Five, again briefly but to

dynamic loudspeakers in concise prose that
gets to the heart of the matter. It is full of ap-

ing large panel resonances in enclosures. It

the point. Bracing is recommended for reduc-

plied information that takes you through all of

should have been pointed out that bracing can

the important technical aspects of loudspeaker

actually raise the resonant frequency and Q of

design. All of the technical information is clearly

the box panels, and is not useful without the

presented, but some knowledge of basic alge-

application of damping material.

bra and use of ascientific calculator are required

The synthesis of mid- and high-frequency

to fully digest all of the design equations. Much

drivers into asystem is covered in Chapter Six.

of the information presented is highly unoriginal, having been culled from the open liter-

Selection of proper crossover frequencies and

ature. This is said without malice, and is not
meant to detract from the author's achieve-

baffle locations and enclosures are discussed
here In the next chapter, the complex subject
of passive and active crossover networks is

ment. It is really arestatement of the obvious

discussed. Of necessity, the coverage is limited

fact that everything worth doing in this field

and deals mostly with examples of accepted
methods used by the loudspeaker industry.

has already been tried in the last 50 years. Mr.
Dicicason manages to condense an awful lot
of information into 75 pages of text, without
clouding the basic points or overwhelming the
reader. A list of useful references follows each
chapter, and provides the means of obtaining

Design formulas for both two-way and threeway networks are given. This is technically the
most imposing chapter in the book, but ploughing through it is worthwhile. It clearly highlights the technical problems and compro-

additional details about the topics covered.

mises in trying to blend together the outputs

However, some of the references might be

of multiple drivers.

hard to pin down in your local public library

Several important topics were not included,
however, all of which Ihope will find their

(Wireless World articles, for example).
The first three chapters discuss bass align-

way into the next edition. First, the time-

ments for closed-box, vented-box, and pas-

domain behavior of electrical filters should be

sive-radiator systems, following the work of
Small and Thiele. Compound-woofer or con-

described in much greater detail, in particular,
the fact that, in general, the time-domain

stant-pressure systems a la Linn's Isobarik
speaker are also discussed under closed-box

characteristics of low-pass filters such as the

systems. It is correctly pointed out that the
major advantage of aconstant-pressure format

high-pass transformation, the resultant highpass filter having much worse phase delay.

is an enclosure volume half that of asingledriver design. The penalty, of course, is the

Mention should also be made of the possibility
of using acoustic means for contouring driver

cost of an additional woofer, as well as com-

response. And finally, the subject of designing

plications in the cabinet construction. Trans-

filters for different source/load impedance

Stereophile, October 1987

Bessel type are not preserved by conventional
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Forte introduces a classic class A component.
the MODEL 2 micro-quiet, straight-line preamplifier
Hybrid IC/discrete electronic design by Nelson Pass
Provision for either MC or MM cartridges
Internally selectable cartridge loading
Five high level inputs including tape recorder

I f
FORTÉ
makes great muslc your system's forte

Audition Forte at selected audio specialists.
For a list of these specialists write
Ittitir Audio 1955 Industrial Drive Auburn Colifornta 95503
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In the last episode, other CD players were
still trying to sound like analog turntables.
They still are! We have something different in mind.
We want it all! The dynamics, clarity and silence of digital
with the sweetness, openess and ambience of analog. We've
got it all! .Starting with the CD-1 at 5495 or we will modify
your Philips based player. Available from our dealers or direct.
za •Floris
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ratios is of great practical importance and

informed and informative, and the result is a

should be described in some detail.

treasury of rock trivia.

The final chapter deals with loudspeaker

What Ifound particularly interesting was the

testing, or at least those tests that will provide
you with the necessary design parameters to

lack of change when the 1987 Top 100 is compared with the Top 30 albums of 1977. Sgt.

plug into the equations. Most of the tests are

Pepper is top in both; Dylan's Blonde on

relatively simple, but do require the use of a

Blonde drops just one place in the 10 years,

signal generator, afrequency counter to ensure

from #2 to #3, while Who's Next rises from

accuracy, acouple of AC voltmeters, and alot

#20 to #19, and Otis Blue, #23, drops by one

of patience. Mr. Dicicason relates that he spent

place; Born to Run drops from #2 to #10; and
about the biggest change is the drop for Love's

11 months full-time developing asingle loudspeaker just in time for the winter CES. And

Forever Changes, from #16 to #34. (A cry goes

he had help! From the Table of Contents, it

up over the land: when is that classic going to

appeared to me that alisting of sources for

be released on CD?) It appears that rock critics

drivers and parts would follow at the tail end

the world over would agree with me that the

of the book. Instead, what looks like aselect
number of ads are included. Not nice. The

two decades from 1955 to 1975 produced rock
music that, in these days of high-tech music-

readers deserve and would surely appreciate

making, are rarely rivalled. Is anything being

areasonably complete listing of sources for
reference purposes.

recorded today that will stand with Bobby
Bland's Dreamer (#63), the second Band

On the whole, Mr. Dickason has succeeded

album (#24), or James Brown's Live at the

in giving us aclearly written and useful cookbook on loudspeaker design. It rates very

Apollo (#16)? Iam tempted to say not. Or am
I, like nearly all the critics featured within the

highly on my report card in terms of current

pages of this excellent book—the photographs

topical coverage (through 1986), exposition of

are most revealing—getting old?

technical concepts, and utility to the loudspeaker

Evidence that this might be the case was

constructor. Highly recommended for the do-

provided by the mid-August issue of Rolling

it-yourself home constructor.

Stone magazine, which celebrated its 20th an-

—DO

niversary by listing its top 100 albums. Spring
Critics' Choice: the Top 100
Albums of All Time
by Paul Gambaccini
96 pages, softcover, $12.95

steen, the Beatles, and Stones are all there of
course, but the magazine list is considerably
more "hip" than the one compiled by Gambaccini. Talking Heads, for example, get three

Harmony Books, Crown Publishers Inc.,

albums included, as many as the Beatles, the

225 Park Avenue South, New York, NY

Sex Pistols' Never Mind the Bollocks is #2,

10003. Tel: (212)254-1600

compared with #19 in the Gambaccini list, and

Have you ever worried that your record col-

the 1973 debut album from the New York

lection would not be approved of by the cognoscenti? Are you insecure in your identity as

Dolls—a band Ionly thought notable for the
sheer quantity of media coverage they gen-

abona-fide member of the baby-boom gener-

erated, an amount in inverse proportion to

ation? For you, in one LP-jacket-size volume,

their originality—is #55. (Particularly inter-

is all you need to sparkle at parties and dazzle
admirers of both sexes with your instantly

esting is Rolling Stone's inclusion of total

available erudition on the subject of adult
rock. Rock writer and broadcaster Paul Gam-

albums sold in the US for most of the titles.
Would you believe that Patti Smith's Horses
sold 304,000 copies?)

baccini polled 81 of the world's critics on what

To return to the subject of this review, there

they felt to be the outstanding rock albums of

are five significant nonappearances— there is
not amention of Randy Newman, Ry Cooder,

all time; from their lists of top-10 candidates,
usefully included in an appendix, he compiled
alist of the World's MI-Time lbp 100 albums,
from Sergeant Pepper in pole position, to
back-marker Lou Reed's 7fransformer. Each
album, with its cover reproduced in color, is
subject to a brief description that is both
Stereophile, October 1987

Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, or the Grateful
Dead, and although Pet Sounds appears at #8,
there is no listing for the Beach Boys' (or Beach
Seniors, as they should now be called) Surf's
Up. That apart, Critics' Choice is essential
reading for lovers of rock and of lists. —JA
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The Best Deserves the Best
It should come as no surprise that these
two thoroughbreds work so well together.
When we saw SME's remarkable achievement of rigidity, non-resonance and
neutrality, we set about creating a phono
cartridge designed tothe same parameters.
Separately, each is recognized as the
state-of-the-art in its genre. And, of course,
the SME V will bring out the best in
whichever phono cartridge you decide to
use, just as the Virtuoso will perform
superbly in other tonearms.
Together they are the single most faithful
instrument for reproducing recorded
music. Once you've listened to this combination, we think you'll agree. Call us at
(415) 843-4500 and we'll rush literature to
you and give the name of an audio specialist
who can demonstrate our best playing your
best.

Talisman Virtuoso DTi
... "The best high output MC on the
market and one of the best cartridges
available regardless of type or price."
—Stereophile Magazine Vol 9, #4

SME Series V
"The Best Tonearm in the World."
P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705
415-843-4500

What The Experts Say
ABOLIT CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS CD PLAYERS
.. gets closer to the spirit of the music."
—John Atkinson
Stereophile Vol. 9, No, 6, Sept. '86
..widest stage curtain of any CD player, and
the richest ambience."
—J. Peter Moncrieff
International Audio Review #43-45
•

(

"... three-dimensionality and bass veracity
is truly revelatory."
—Ken Kessler
Hi-Fi News & Record Review Jan. '87
"clearly CD-accurate and CD-transparent, while
maintaining awarmth and charm all its own."
—Digital Audio Aug '87
.11,(11,(1,1(tx,

735
- -1

---

41111

California Audio Labs
7231 Garden Grove Blvd., Suite F

Garden Grove, CA 92641

(714) 894-9747
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hereas Stereophiles' "Recommended
Components" listing is, by definition, extremely selective, it is also

useful, particularly when buying secondhand,
to be able to find out when we reviewed equipment which for one reason or another is not
currently recommended. This index covers,
therefore, all the equipment reviewed in Stereopbile from the Summer 1971 issue (Vol.III No.1,
published in 1972) to the present day. The
Roman Numeral is the Volume, followed by
the Issue and page numbers, ig IX-5-67 means
Vol.9 No.5, page 67. (Volume IX covered 1986,
VIII 1985, VII 1984, VI 1983, and V 1982, with
Volume X current). Vol.IV covered 1977 to
1981, and Vol. III, 1972-1976. All issues are
available from our back issue department (if
out of print, they can be supplied in Xerox
form). See the advertisement in this issue for
details.
Reviewers: Larry Archibald, John Atkinson,
The Audio Cheapskate (Sam Tellig), Christopher Breunig, Martin Colloms, Anthony
H. Cordesman, Allen Edelstein, Alvin Gold,
George Graves, Larry Greenhill, J. Gordon
Holt, Ken Kessler, Thomas J. Norton, Dick
Olsher, Donald A. Scott, Bill Sommerwerck,
Stephen W. Watkinson
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Accessories:
ABX Comparator UGH)
V-5-11
Acoustic Research SRC remote control UGH)
VIII-2-63
AKG K-140 headphones UGH)
IV-2-28
AKG K-240 headphones UGH)
IV-2-28
AKG K-340 headphones UGH)
IV-5-18
Arcici Quad stands (Cheapskate)
X-1-35
ASC lithe Traps UGH,LA)
1X-3-66
Audiotec electrostatic headphones UGH) .111-7-8
Audio-Technica AT-666EX Disc Stabilizer UGH)
VI-6-14
Audio-Technica ltchniclean Record Cleaner UGH)
VII-5-57
CD Organizers (Cheapskate)
IX-3-31
CD Saver UGH)
X-7Center-A-Disc UGH)
IX-8-125
Cramolin Contact Cleaner (GG)
X-6-125
DB Systems DBP-6 Cartridge EQ Kit UGH)
IV-4-23
DB Systems DBP-10 Cartridge Protractor UGH)
1V-7-23
DB Systems Attenuators UGH)
IX-8-125
Dennesen Soundtractor UGH)
IV-7-20
Discrete ltchnology Power Bridge Cords (Cheapskate)
X-3-37
VII-5-57
IV-2-22
Mat (Cheapskate)
VI-6-53
Gruv-Glide (Cheapskate)
1X-8-41
Heathkit AD-1308 Spectrum Analyzer (BS)
IX-3-84
Infinity ES-1 headphones UGH) ..111-12-8,IV-1-47
Ivie Octave Analyzer UGH)
IV-3-24
DudIL/ Glass Mat UGH)
FMI Fat lbrntable Mat (AE)
Griffin Anacoustic Turntable

Jecklin Float Electrostatic headphones UGH)
111-8-10
Keith Monks record cleaner UGH)
IV-4-28
Koss ESP-9 headphones UGH)
III-3-8
Koss PRO-4X headphones UGH)
V-4-11
LAST Record Preservation Treatment (LA) .V-3-5
Levitation loudspeaker stands (BS)
VI-4-I4
Magneplanar stands (AG)
IX-2-66
Mobile Fidelity Geo-Tape (BS)
V111-5-107
The Mod Squad CD Damper (AE)
1X-5-130
Monster Cable Cable Helpers UGH). .. V111-8-89
Monster Cable/Soundex Stereo Imager UGH)
IX-8-124
Nalcamichi T-100 Audio Analyzer (BS) .... V-8-21
Neutrik Audio Tracer UGH)
IV-6-27
Nitty Gritty 2.5 & 3.5 record cleaners (JGH,BS,AHC)
V-2-10,VII-5-47y111-1-23
Nitty Gritty Pro II record cleaner (AHC)
VIII-1-23
Oracle Groove Isolator turntable mat (Cheapskate)
VI-6-55
The Pig Record Clamp (DO)
VI-6-2I
Robac Acoustic Tiles UGH)
IV-8-11
Recoton CD Converter (DS)
X-3-169
Signet TK33 headphones UGH)
IV-9-18
Signet Contact Cleaner Kit (GG)
X-6-I25
Sony FW-90 Soundbase UGH)
V-3-16
SOTA Electronic Flywheel (SWW)
1X-2-85
SOTA Supermat (SWW)
VIII-3-73
SOTA Vacuum Supermat (SWW)
IX-2-85
Souther Clever Clamp (DO)
V111-3-73,4-57
Stax SR3 headphones UGH)
III-3-6
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Stax SRX Mk.III headphones UGH)
IV-1-47
Stax Lambda Pro headphones (DOJGH). V11-5-45
Sumiko Tweek Contact Cleaner (AHC,GG)
VI1-6-35,X-6-125
Sumiko FB -1 Fluxbuster (BS,AHC)
IX-4-102,X-5-170
Tiptoes for Cartridges (AHC)
V111-7-78
Tiptoes (AHC)
IX-1-96
Torumat Superfluid UGH)
VII-1-43
VPI Brick (AE)
V-4-13
VPI HW-I6 record cleaner (AE)
V-7-14,9-2I
VPI HW-17 record cleaner (AHC)
VIII-1-43
Waterloo Platter Pad UGH)
VII-5-57
Watkins Echo-Muffs (AHCJA)
X-3-170
Yamaha HP1 headphones UGH)
IV-2-28

Amplifiers (integrated)
Accuphase E-204 (Cheapskate)
VIII-7-40
Advent 300 receiver UGH)
IV-1-12
Amber 508 UGH)
VII-7-38
Audiolab 8000A (Cheapskate)
1X-1-43
British Fidelity Synthesis (Cheapskate) .. VIII-5-33
British Fidelity A-1 (Cheapskate)
IX-1-43
British Fidelity A-100 (AG)
IX-6-55
Creek CAS4040 UGH)
V1-1- 9Y 11-8- 88
Creek C.AS4140 (Cheapskate)
Harman/Kardon PM655 (Cheapskate)
VIII-5-37
Luxman Brid LV105 (GG)
X-3-157
Marantz PM84 (Cheapskate)
VIII-5-36
Mission Cyrus 2OA)
X-7-103
Naim NAIT (Cheapskate)
VIII-5-32
NEC A10 Mk.I1 (Cheapskate)
VIII-5-33
Onkyo A-8067 (Cheapskate)
V111-5-36
Proton D540 (Cheapskate)
VIII-5-36
Proton P520 (DO)
VIII-5-94
PS Audio Elite UGH)
VII-7-38
Rotel RA-820BX (Cheapskate)
Yamaha A-1000 (AHC)
VII-5-39

Amplifiers (power)
Acoustat TNT-200 UGH)
V-5-14,9-22
Acoustic Electronics 2.2 (AE)
VI-4-22
Adcom GFA-555 (AHCJGH)
V1II-4-46,7-99
Amber Series 70 UGH)
VI-1-7
Audio Design 20A UGH)
v1-6-19
Audionics CC-2 UGH)
Audionics CC-3 UGH)
VI-6-25
Audio Research D-75 UGH)
III-3-16
Audio Research D-76 UGH)
111-7-5
Audio Research D-I00 UGH)
III-12-9
Audio Research D-150 UGH)
III-11-12
Audio Research D-160B (AHC)
VII-3-36
Audio Research D-250 II (AHC)
VII-8-23
Audio Research D-250-1I Servo UGH)
1X-5-100
B&K STI40 UGH,Cheapskate)
V11-4-20Y111-8-80,X-7-39
Beard P35 (DO)
X-5-144,6-129
Bedini 150/150 Mk.II (DO)
X-7-11I
BEL 2002 (LA)
V11-7-24
BEL 1001 (SWW)
V111-1-52
Belles One (DO)
VIII-5-93
Berning EA-230 UGH)
V-1-11
Berning EA-2100 UGH)
VII-3-38
Berning EA-2100M (AHC)
V111-3-71
BRB 120 UGH)
VII-6-91
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British Fidelity P170 (AG,Cheapskate)
VIII -5-42,1X-4-23
Boulder 500 (DO)
IX-5-105
Carver M-1.0t UGHJA,LA)
X-3-117
Classe DR-3 (LG)
VIII-8-69
Conrad Johnson MV50 (AHC)
IX-2-89
Conrad-Johnson MV75A UGH LA)
V11-7-26
Conrad-Johnson Premier One UGH)
VI-5-12
Conrad-Johnson Premier Four (AHC)
VII-3-36
Conrad-Johnson Premier Five (AHCJGH)
VII-8-20,V111-7-80
Counterpoint SA-4 (AHC)
IX-4-99
Counterpoint SA-12 (AHC)
IX-4-97
Crown D-40 UGH)
Curcio (BS)
1X-8-115
Denon POA-1500 (Cheapskate)
VII-3-80
Discrete Technology LS-2 (AHC)
X-2-103
Dynaco Stereo 400 UGH)
III-7-11
Electrocompaniet Ampliwire 11 (LA)
VI-6-29
Electrocompaniet Ampliwire 100 (AHC) IX-1-105
Electron Kinetics Eagle 7A UGH) ...V11-1-29,7-51
Electron Kinetics Eagle 2SWWJGH)
Esoteric Audio Research 509 UGH). .
VI-3-11,5-33
Forte Model 1UGH)
X-4-86
Hailer DH-120 (AHC)
VIII-7-31
Hafler DH-220 (BS)
VI-5-25
Hailer XL-280 UGH)
X-1-100
Harman/Kardon 870 (Cheapskate)
VII-3-80
Infinity Hybrid Class-A UGH)
IV-5-20
Jadis JA-30 (DO,Cheapskate)
X-2-96,7-35
Kinergetics KBA-100 (LG)
VIII-5-88
Krell KSA-50 (AHC)
V111-5-84
Krell KMA-I00 (AHC)
X-2-86
Linn LK2 (AG)
1X-2-64
Luxman M-05 (W)
1X-8-110
Marantz 8I3 (incorrectly identified as Model 9)(JGH)
VIII-7-118
McIntosh MC 7270 UGH)
X-2-88
Meitner MTR-100 (AHC)
X-2-100
Mirror Image 1.1S UGH)
X-6-106
NAD 2600 UGH)
X-2-92
Nestorovic Alpha-1 (SWW)
IX-8-108
NYAL Moscode 600 (AHC)
VIII-5-82
NYAL Futterman OTL-1 (AHC)
IX-6-100
NYAL Futterman OTL-3 (AHC)
VII-8-17
Onkyo M-510 Grand Integra (W)
VIII-8-73
Onkyo M-508 Grand Integra UGH)
X-4-87
Paoli 60M UGH)
III-7-8 8-11
Paoli Son of Behemoth UGH)
Phase Linear 400 UGH)
III-7-9
Precision Fidelity M-7A UGH)
V1-1-13
Precision Fidelity M-8 (SWW)
V11-7-28
PS Audio 2C-Plus (AHC)
V111-7-30
PS Audio 200C (AHCJGH)
VIII-8-76,8-79
Quad 405 UGH)
III-11-20
Quad 405-2 UGH,Cheapskate) ..V1-4-9Y111-4-20
Quad 306 (Cheapskate)
X-3-33
Quicksilver MX-190 UGH,Cheapskate,D0)
VII-3-41Y111-2-24,4-108
Radford STA 25 Renaissance(DO,Cheapskate)
X-6-I04,7-37
Robertson 4010 (AHCJGH)
VII-5-36
Robertson 6010 (AHC)
VII-5-36
Rowland Research 7/11 (DOJGH) ...IX-1-88,1-90
Sonic Developments D-235 UGH)
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Sony Esprit TAN-900 UGH)
V-3-15
Spectrascan BPA-101B (DO)
VIII-5-90
Sumo Andromeda (W)
VII-6-42
Sumo Polaris (Cheapskate)
X-7-39
SWTP Universal Tiger ll UGH)
III-7-13
Tandberg 3006A (Cheapskate)
VII-6-86
Technics SU -A6 Mk.11 (Cheapskate) ... VIII-1-18
Technics SA-E5 (Cheapskate)
VIII-1-19
Threshold S/500 UGH)
V1-5-23
Threshold S/500 Mk.II UGH)
VII-7-51
Threshold SA-1 UGH)
IX-1-85,3-108
Van Alstine Stereo MOSFET-120B UGH)
V11-1-27,7-51
VSP Trans-MOS UGH)
VI-5-28
VTL 30/30 (DO)
X-2-104,6-102
Yamaha B-1 UGH)
111-11-14
Yamaha M-60 (Cheapskate)
VIII-I-18

Amplifiers (preamps)
Ace Basic UGH)
III-2-13
Acoustat RP-2 (DOJGH)
V-2-14
Acoustat Trans-Nova UGH)
VI-3-8
Adcom GFP-555 (AHC)
IX-7-135
Advent 300 Receiver (as preamp)(1GH) ...IV-1-12
Analog Engineering 520 UGH)
IV-1-12
Audible Illusions Modulus (SWW)
V11-6-51
Audio Arts Bravura UGH)
IV-1-12
Audionics BT-2 UGH)
IV-2-12,6.34
Audio Research SP-3A UGH)
111-5-10,7-13
Audio Research SP-4 UGH)
1V-1-12
Audio Research SP-10 (AHC)
VII-3-29,7-30,IX-7-129
Audio Research SP-11 UGH,AHC). .
IX-4-121,7-129
B&K Pro 10MC (Cheapskate)
VIII-8-50
Berning TF -10 UGH)
IV-5-11
British Fidelity, The Preamp II (Cheapskate)
IX-4-23
Conrad-Johnson PV3 kit UGH). ..V-10-11y1-3-30
Conrad-Johnson PV4 (SWW)
VII-6-52
Conrad-Johnson PV5 UGH)
VII-3-15
Conrad-Johnson PV6 (Cheapskate) ....VIII-2-22
Conrad-Johnson Premier Three (AHCJGH)
VII-3-39Y111-2-42,4-106
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 (AHC)
IX-7-129
Counterpoint SA7 (SWW)
v11-6-53
DB Systems Model IUGH)
IV-1.12
Denon PRA-200 UGH)
Denon PRA-1000 (Cheapskate)
DNM (AG)
VIII-6-70
Dynaco PAT-5 UGH)
111.7-7,9-4
Electrocompaniet Preampliwire I& II (SWW)
VIII-2-49
Electrocompaniet Preampliwire la (AHC)
IX-1-105
GAS Thaedra UGH)
III-11-18
Harman/lCardon Citation 11 UGH)
III-4-11
Harman/lCardon 825 (Cheapskate)
V11-3-80
Kinergetics KPA-1 (W)
VIII-5-85
Klyne SK-5 UGH,AHC)
VI1I-2-42,5-68
Klyne SK-5A UGH)
X-6-88
Krell PAM-3 (AHC)
V111-5-68
Krell KRS2 (AHC)
X-4-82
Lazarus Cascade Basic (Cheapskate, DO)
IX-2-28,2-90
Linn LK1 (AG)
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Luxman C-05 (LO)

IX-8-112

Mark Levinson ML-7A UGH)
IX-5-108
The Mod Squad Line Drive (AHC)
X-3-153
Motif MC-7 (AHC)
1X-1-82,1X-7-129
Nova CPA-100 (SW)
V111-3-66
NYAL Minuet-in-A (GG)
X-6-96
NYAL Moscode SuperIt (GG,AHC)
IX-6-103,8-131
Phase Linear 4000 UGH)
111-7-4
Phoenix Systems P-100 (LO)
VIII-2-52
Precision Fidelity C-8 (SWW)
V111-1-58
PS Audio 1VH (AHC)
V1-1-48Y111-7-30
PS Audio Source kit (Cheapskate)
VIII-1-15
PS Audio 4.5 (AHC)
IX-7-135
Quad 34 UGH,Cheapskate)
VI-4-10Y111-4-20,X-3-35
Rappaport UGH)
SAE Mk.I UGH)
III-1-9
Spectral DMC-10 (LG)
VII-2-16
Sumo Electra (Cheapskate)
VIII-1-16
Superphon Revelation Basic (Cheapskate,AHC)
VIII-1-15,5-28,7-31
Superphon Revelation Dual Mono (Cheapskate)
VIII-4-24,X-6-45
Tandberg 3002A (Cheapskate)
VII-6-86
Threshold FET 10 UGH)
X-6-92
Yamaha C-1 UGH)
111-11-11
Yamaha C-80 (Cheapskate)
VIII-1-16

Amplifiers (MC Headamps)
Audio Research MCP-2 (AHC)
Audio Research MCP-33 (AHC)
Conrad-Johnson HV-IA (AHC)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Six (AHC)

VIII-5-78
VIII-5-76
VII-3-29

VIII-5-77
Counterpoint SA-2 (DO)
VI-2-12,3-29
Dynavector PE-2 (BS)
IX-1-110
EAR, The Head transformer (DO,AHC)
V1-5-24y111-5-81
Electrocompaniet MC2 (AHC)
VIII-5-80
Fidelity Research XG-5 transformer (AHC)
VIII-5-80
Klyne SK-2A (LA,AHC)
VII-3-17Y111-5-77
Koetsu transformer (AHC)
V111-5-82
Mark Levinson JC-1 UGH)
III-7-12
Music Reference FtM-4B (AHC)
VIII-5-79
Onyx 1100 (SWW)
VII-8-28
Ortofon T-5 transformers (AHC)
V111-7-33
PDG Cartridge Stabilizer (AE,BS) ..1X-1-108,3-103
PS Audio MC Amplifier (DOJGH)
V-2-11
RWR MCT-I transformer (DOJGH)
V-2-11
SOTA (SWW)
VII-8-29
Verion SPT transformer UGH)
IV-2-16

Cable

Audio Interconnects(JGH,AHC,AHC,D0)
Loudspeaker cable (AHC)
Polk Cobra Cable UGH)
Solid-core Cable (AG)

Cartridges

A&R E77Mg (KK)
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VIII-2-85,1X-1-91
IV-3-13
X-4-73

X-4-135

A&R P77Mg (KK)
Adcom HC/E II (AHC)
Adcom HC/MR II (AHC)
Adcom HC/vdH II (AHC)
Adcom SXC/vdH (AHC)
Apature MC-150 (AHC)
Apature Koce (KK)

X-4-135
VII-8-43
VII-8-44,X-5-114
VII-8-44
V11-8-44,X-5-114
V111-3-76
X-4-134

Argent
Argent
Argent
Argent
Astatic

VIII-1-68,X-5-115
VII-8-45
VII-8-46
VII-8-45
V-7-12

Diamond (AHC)
500H (AHC)
500HR (AHC)
500HS (ABC)
MF -100 UGH)

Audioquest T-5M (AHC)
VII-8-46
Audioquest T-7M (AHC)
VII-8-55
Audioquest 404M (Cheapskate)
IX-1-37
Audioquest B-100L (AHC)
VIII-4-66
Audioquest B-100M (AHC)
VIII-7-74
Audio Technica AT-F3 (KK)
X-1-139
Azclen GM-P5LP (AHC)
VIII-4-67
ClearAudio Ventas (AHC)
VIII-4-73,5-105,7-75,X-5-115
Decca MkY UGH)
III-6-4
Decca Garrott (AHC)
VII-8-56Y111-1-68,3-78,X-5-116
Decca Super Gold (AHC)
V111-4-67,X-5-117
Decca vdH (DOJGH,AHC) ...VII-4-21,5-60,8-47
Denon DL-103 UGH)
III-9-14
Denon DL-160 (Cheapskate,KK) ..1X-8-37,X-1-141
Denon DL-301 (KK)
X-4-136
Denon DL-303 UGH)
1V-8-19
Dynavector Karat DV-17D (BSJGH)
V-8-15YI-1-47
Dynavector Karat DV-17D5 (BS)
VII-8-70
Dynavector Karat DV-17D2 MR (MC)
V1II-1-69,X-5-117
Dynavector Karat DV-23R (BS)
VII-8-71
Dynavector Karat DV-238S MR (BS,AHC)
IX-4-90,X-5-117
Fidelity Research FRI Mk.3F UGH)
IV-7-18
Fidelity Research FR7 UGH)
IV-7-14
Fidelity Research MC-44 UGH)
VII-8-67
Fidelity Research MC-45 (SWW)
VIII-8-91
Goldring G900 IGC UGH)
V-9-14
Goldring Electro II vdH (AHC)
VII-8-49
Goldring G1020 (Cheapskate,KK)
IX-4-20,X-2-131
Goldring Epic (KK)
X-1-141
Grace F9E (AHC)
VII-8-49
Grado Gl+ (LA)
IV-5-42
Grado F3+ (LA)
1V-5-42
Grado GTE+1 (AHC)
V11-8-50
Grado Signature 8M (AHC)
V1I-8-50,8-57
Grado Signature 8MR (AHC)
VIII-3-78,4-70
Grado Signature 10M (AHC)
VII-8-50
Grado Signature 10MR (AHC) ....VIII-3-78,4-70
Grado Signature 8MX (AHC)
X-5-117
Grado Signature MCX (AHC)
X-5-118
High-phonic MC-A3 (AHC)
VIII-3-77
High-Phonic MR-R5 UGH)
1X-8-105
Kiseki Purple Heart (AHC) ....VIII-3-77,X-5-119
Kiseki Blue Silverspot (AHC)
X-5-119
Koetsu Black Gold Line (AHC)
VIII-3-78,4-71,X-5-120
Koetsu Rosewood Signature (AHC)
V111-7-76,X-5-120
Linn Basik (AE,KK)
V-3-10,X-I-142
X-1-143
Linn K9 (KK)
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Linn Asak (AHC)
VIII-1-70
Linn Karma (AHC)
X-5-121
Linn Troika UA)
X-6-98
MAS Econocoil (AHC)
VII-8-52
Mayware MC-2V (JGH)
VI-3-14
Mission Solitaire (KK)
X-2-132
Monster Cable Alpha 1(JGH,AHC)
VII-8-68,VIII-1-70,X-5-122
Monster Cable Alpha 2(JGH,AHC,AHCJGH,AHC)
VII-8-69,V111-1-71,3-75,IX-4-84,X-5-122
Monster Cable Alpha 2 High-Output (AHC)
VIII-4-72,X-5-122
Monster Cable Alpha Genesis 1000 (AHC)
X-5-122
Nagaoka MPIO (KK)
X-4-138
Nagaoka MP11 Gold (KK)
X-4-138
Nagaoka MP11 Boron (KK)
X-2-132
Ortofon M15E Super UGH)
III-6-13
Ortofon MCI0Ou (Cheapskate)
VII-5-74
Ortofon MC-2000 UGH) ...VIII-2-38,4-106,7-99
Ortofon MC-10 Super (KK)
X-2-133
Ortofon MC-20 Super (AHC) ..1X-6-113,X-5-123
Ortofon MC-30 Super (JGH,AHC)
X-1-121,X-5-124
Ortofon X3-MC (Cheapskate,KK)
IX-8-37,X-1-144
Ortofon XI-MC (KK)
X-I-144
Pickering XSV-3000 (LA)
IV-5-42
Promethean Green (DO)
VI-6-20
RATA RP-20 (KK)
X-2-133
RATA RP-40 (KK)
X-1-145
Robertson EK1 UGH)
VI-1-48,2-8,3-27,5-34
Satin Model 14 UGH)
III-6-20
Shinon Red Boron (AHC,Cheapskate)
V111-4-72,IX-1-37,X-5-124
Shinon Saphic (AHC)
VIII-3-76
Shure M-97E UGH)
1V-9-16
Shure V15 III UGH)
III-6-10
Shure V15 IV UGH)
IV-5-23
Shure V15 V UGH)
V-5-10,9-22
Shure VIS V MR (Cheapslcate,AHC)
VII-5-74,8-53,X-5-124
Shure Ultra 500 (JGH,AHC,Cheapskate,AHC)
VIII-4-63,7-77,IX-1-37,X-5-124
Shure M104E (KK)
X-2-134
Shure M105E (KK)
X-4-139
Signet MK-220E UGH)
VII-8-69
Signet TK-10ML UGH)
VII-5-51
Signet TK-I0ML-11 (BS)
IX-4-89
Signet MR5.0 lc (Cheapskate)
IX-1-37
Signet MK40 ML UGH)
IX-4-85
Sony XL-MC3 UGH)
V-9-12
Sony XL-88D (BSJGH)
V-1-13yI-3-15
Sumiko LMS (LA)
IV-5-42
Sumiko Talisman Alchemist Ills (AHCJGH,AHC)
VII-8-54,8-61,X-5-125
Sumiko Virtuosi DTi (SWW,AHC)
IX-4-87,X-5-125
Sumo UGH)
IV-5-15
Supcx 900E UGH)
III-7-5
Technics EPC100C Mk.IV UGH)
VII-6-36
Technics EPC205 Mk.III (AE) ....V-2-11,V1-3-26
vdH MCIO (AHC)
1X-6-115,X-5-126
vdH MC One (CB,AHC)
1X-8-103,X-5-126
Vitason VS1000 UGH)
VII-1-17
Win Labs Jewel MC (DO)
IX-2-87
Yamaha MC-1000 (LG)
VII-8-35
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CD Players
Accuphase DP-80/DC-81 (LAJA) .1X-9-4,X-6-109
Adcom GCD-300 (AHC)
IX-1-80
ADS Atelier CD3 UGH)
IX-8-97
B&O CDX UGH)
IX-8-100
California Audio Labs Tempest UA,A.HC)
IX-6-120,X-1-135
California Audio Labs lempest II (MC) ... X-3-136
California Audio Labs Aria (DO)
X-7-94
Cambridge Audio CD' (MC)
X-3-140
Denon DCD-1500 II UGH)
X-2-125
Denon DCD-3300 UGH)
X-7-98
Discrete Technology LSI Mk.II(AHC)
X-1-136
Euphonic Itchnology/Magnavox
FD-1040 (Cheapskate)
IX-7-65
Kinergetics KCD-20A (MC,D0) ... X-3-143,4-147
Kyocera DA -01 UGH)
VII-1-20
Kyocera DA-910 UGH)
VIII-7-82
Magnavox FD-1000 UGH)
VII -2 -38
Magnavox FD-1040 (Cheapskate)
IX-7-65
Magnavox CDB-560 (Cheapskate)
X-6-37
Magnavox CDB-650 (Cheapskate)
X-6-37
Meridian MCD UGH,GG)
V111-2-56,4-55
Meridian MCD Pro (AHC)
VIII-6-105,7-99
Meridian 207 (MC)
X-3-146
Mission PCM7000 (GG,MCJA)
X-2-127,4-91,7-103
Nalcamichi OMS -5 (DO)
VIII-5-97
Nalcamichi OMS -5 II (MC)
X-4-96
Nakamichi OMS-7 Il (MC)
X-4-96
NEC CD-705E (DO)
IX-2-93
Philips CD-650 (AG)
IX-5-95,8-89
Philips CD-960 (AG)
X-2-79
Pioneer PD-5010 (DAS)
VIII-5-98
PS Audio CD-1A UGH,AHC,MC)
IX-6-117,X-I-137,4-93
Sanyo CP700 (Cheapskate)
IX-3-28
Shure D-5000 UGH)
IX-5-118
Shure D-6000 UGH)
X-7-101
Sonographe SD-1A (AHC,MC,Cheapslcate)
X-1-137,3-149,6-39
Sony CD-P101 UGH,LA)
V-10-0,1-3-27
Sony CD-P701ES UGH)
VII-2-34
Sony CD-P520ES (SWWJGH)
VIII-2-59
Sony CD-P55 UGH)
IX-6-124
Sony CD-P650ES 11 (JGH,MC) ...1X-8-94,X-4-98
Sony CD-P505ESD (Cheapskate)
x-6-39
Sony CD-P705ESD UGH)
X-7-92
Sony D-7S (BS,Cheapskate)
IX-5-120,7-65
Stax CDP Quattro (JAJGH)
X-6-109,7-132
Tandberg TCP 30I5A (AHC)
X-1-138
TEAC ZD-5000 UGH)
X-3-154
Technics SL-P1200 (MC)
X-4-102
Yamaha CD-XI UGH)
VII-6-32
Yamaha CD-2 UGH)
VIII-2-54

Loudspeakers
ACOUSt2t

Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat
Acoustat

X UGH)
IV-3-16
Monitor 4UGH)
IV-6-36
One (AHC)
IX-4-94
1+1 Improved (AHC)
VII-7-15
2+2 UGH)
V11-2-21
Four UGH)
V-2-6,VI-3-30
Six (BSJGH)
V111-3-80
"Medallion" Transformer update (BS)
VIII-3-84
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Acoustat "C" Transformer update (BS). ..
IX-5-147
ACOUSGII Spectra III UGH)
X-5-147
Allison CD-9 UGH)
VIII-6-98
Altec Lansing 301 UGH)
IX-7-126
Angstrom Reflation (BS)
X-3-163
Apogee Caliper UA)
1X-7-121
Apogee Duetta (AG)
IX-3-58
Apogee Duetta Mk.11(AHC,MC,AG)
IX-7-112,X-1-108,2-79
Apogee Scintilla (AHC)
VIII-3-92
AR Connoisseur 19 (DO)
IX-6-96
AR Connoisseur 20 (Cheapskate)
VIII-3-22
AR Connoisseur 35T UA)
X-7-117
AR TSW 410 (JA)
X-7-1I7
AR Subwoofer (DO)
IX-6-96
AR MGC-1 (AG,AHC)
VII-8-74YIII-6-82
ARC CS2 OA)
X-7-117
Arcam W O (AG)
IX-7-55
Audio Concepts JC-CM (DO)
VII-4-47
Audio-itch HC-1 UGH)
IV-8-9
B&W DM6 (AE)
IV-1-30
B&W 801F Special (LG)
VII-6-30
Beveridge 2SW UGH)
IV-2-30,4-30
Black Rainbow UGH)
V-9-8
Bose 901 UGH)
111-2-17
Boston Acoustics A-40 (Cheapskate,AG)
VII-8-91,IX-7-55
Camber 1.5 (JA)
X-7-1I7
Castle Acoustics Clyde (DO)
VII-4-48
Celestion System 6000 (MC)
X-2-106
Celestion SL6S UA)
X-5-I53
Chartwell PM2I0 (AE)
IV-6-29
Dahlia Kit UGH)
1X-1-103
Dahlquist DQ-10 UGH)
III-7-11
Dayton Wright XG-10 UGH)
IV-6-35
Dayton Wright LCM-1 (AHC)
V11-2-25
Dayton Wright ICBM-1 subwoofer (SWW)
VIII-1-54
Dayton Wright System C UGH)
VIII-4-85
Dayton Wright XAM-4 (SWW)
V111-3-103
dbx Soundfield IA UGH)
X-4-108
Desktop System UGH)
VII-7-43
Dynaco A50 UGH)
III-2-15
Electrovoice Sentry UGH)
III-12-16
Eminent itchnology LFT-III(AHC)
X-3-127
Enigma Subwoofer (DO)
V111-8-82
Epicure 10/11 UGH)
III-12-I3
ESB 7/06 UGH)
V111-6-101
ESS/Heil AMT-1 UGH)
111-7-12
Euphonic Nymph UGH,AE)
VIII-2-65
Fanfare ibmpo (DO,AHC) ....VII-4-49Y111-7-34
Fanfare Prelude (TJN)
IX-8-117
FMI Model 80 UGH)
III-6-16
FMI J-Modular UGH)
11I-7,9,9-13,11-4
Fourier 6(LG,D0)
VII-3-21,4-50
Frankman System UGH)
III-12-15
Fried Model B UGH)
IV-2-31
Fried Beta UGH)
VII-4-39
Fried Q/2 (BS)
VI-4-19
Fried Studio IV UGH)
VIII-4-91
Fried G/3 (DO)
1X-7-104
Fuselier 3.3 (AHC)
VII-5-31
Gale GS402 (DOJGH)
V111-4-88
Genesis 44 (Cheapskate,D0)
VIII-3-20,4-98
GNP Valkyrie (TJN)
X-3-160
Greg Acoustics Little Entertainer (DO) .. .1X-3-81
Hartley H-200 UGH)
V-4-12
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Hartley SPL-1 UGH)
VI-1-48,2-15
Hegeman Model IUGH)
111-5-5
Heybrook HB1 (DO,AG)
VII-4-51,IX-7-55
Hill Plasmatronics UGH)
IV-4-24
IMF Studio Monitor UGH)
111-2-10
Infinity Servo-Statik IA UGH)
III-9-15,10-10
Infinity Monitor Junior UGH)
IV-1-33
Infinity QRS UGH)
IV-2-31
Infinity RS-4.5 UGH)
IV-5-28,6-33
Infinity RS-1B UGH,AHCJGH)
VIII-4-76,4-82,7-100,IX-2-95,3-108
Infinity IRS-III (AHC)
IX-2-95
Innovative itchnology ITC-1 UGH) ... VII-2-36
JBL 250Ti UGH,AHC)
VIII-6-90,6-93
JBL 18Ti UA)
X-5-156
JSE Infinite Slope Model 1(Cheapskate). V111-3-20
KEF R107 (AG,DO,MC)
IX-4-81,7-108,X-2-106
KEF Cara (AG)
1X-7-53
Kevek ES6 UA)
X-5-159
Kindel P-200 UGH)
IX-3-77
Kindel P-100 II (TJN)
X-4-122,6-127
KLH 33 UGH)
III-2-4
KLH 150 UGH)
V-8-I6
KLH 160 UGH)
V-8-16
Linn Index Mk.I (AG)
VI11-3-26
M&K Satellite/Volksbass UGH)
IV-9-7
Magneplanar SMGa (GG)
X-7-129
Magneplanar lympan11 UGH)
111-4-6
Magneplanar MG11 UGH)
III-12-17
Magneplanar MGM UGH)
VII-4-33
Magneplanar MGIIIA (AHC,MC) .IX-4-91,X-1-108
Magnepan Tympani IVA (SWW)
VIII-6-79
Mariah LS-2 UGH)
V-10-16
Mark Levinson HQD UGH)
1V-4-30
Martin-Logan Monolith UGH). VIII-3-87,1X-3-108
Martin-Logan CLS (AGJA,MC)
IX-6-54,7-116,X-1-108
MCM Model .7 (DO)
VIII-8-87
Mirage 200 UGH)
VIII-6-94
Mirage 350 UGH)
VIII-6-94
Mission 780 Argonaut OA)
X-7-103
Monitor Audio R352 (JA)
X-7-117
Monitor Audio R652MD (JA)
X-5-159
Mordaunt-Short Carnival 2UGH)
IV-6-24
Mordaunt-Short Pageant 2UGH)
IV-6-24
Mordaunt-Short MS20 (Cheapskate)
VIII-3-21
Mordaunt-Short MS100 (AG)
VIII-3-26
Morel MLP-202-1I UGH)
VI-6-23Y111-3-98
Music & Sound 925 UGH)
IX-3-75
MZ Mod 3UGH)
IV-2-13
Nelson Reed 602B UGH,D0)
V-3-17Y1I-1-25
Nelson Reed 502 Satellite/Subwoofer UGH)
VIII-3-107
Nestorovic Labs Type 5AS (DO)
1X-5-115
Norberg BCS-16 (DO)
1X-5-114
OEM Omnipotent MXLIIV UGH)
VIII-4-93
Ohm FUGH)
I11-7-6
Ohm Walsh 5(DO)
X-4-115
Orpheus S-505 UGH)
V-8-12
Pentagram P-I0 (SWW)
VII-6-27
Phase Tech PC-60 (DO)
VII-4-52
Polk Model 9UGH)
III-9-12
Power Research 3-C UGH)
IV-2-25
Pres Classic II UA)
X-5-160
ProAc Tablette (DO)
VII-4-32
Pyramid Metronome II (BS)
VII-4-40
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QLN Model 1and Subwoofer (BS)
V111-3-101,5-134
Quad ESL (original) (DO)
X-5-164
Quad ESL-63 OGH,AHC,Cheapskate,MC,Cheapsicate)
V1-4-6,5-33,V11-2-60,7-15,V111-3-17,X-1-119
RA Acoustics 802 (DO)
VIII-4-99
Rauna lyr UGH)
VII-4-44
Rauna lyr ll UGH)
IX-2-99
Rogers LS3/5A UGH)
111-12-5,1V-1-47
Rogers LS% (AE)
V-6-14
RTR ESR-6 electrostatic tweeter UGH)
III-7-13,8-21
Sans Model 44 (DO)
IX-3-80
Sequerra Model 7UGH)
V-4-10
Siefert Maxim III UGH)
VIII-3-109
Siefert Maxim II1D (TJN)
X-4-120
Siefert Magnum III UA)
X-5-161
Snell Type A UGH)
IV-3-26
Snell Type A/111(LGJGH,TJN)
VII-6-23,IX-3-107,6-127
Snell Type C (AG)
IX-6-54
Snell Type C/1 (TJN)
X-2-121,6-127
Sound Lab A-3 UGH)
1X-6-88
Spectrum 108A (Cheapskate)
VII-8-89
Spectrum 208A (JGH,Cheapskate)
V-10-17Y111-3-22
Spectrum 410 (BS)
X-3-163
Spendor BCI UGH)
IV-3-10
Spendor LS3/5A (DO)
VII-4-53
Spendor Prelude (AE)
VI-2-17
Spendor SP-1 (Cheapskate,D0).. .V111-3-20,3-99
Spica SC-50i (LA)
V-7-1
Spica TC-50 (AHC)
VII-2-25
Spica TC-50/Servo Woofer System (JGH,LA,AHC)
IX-5-111,7-149
Stax ESL-F81 (AHC)
VII-7-15
Stax ESTA 4U Extra (BS)
VIII-4-95
Synthesis LM-20 (AHC)
IX-2-101
Synthesis LM-250 (AHC)
1X-2-103
Synthesis LM-300 (TJN)
X-7-1I4
Tynnessee Sound Company Symphony 1(DO)
X-3-132
Thiel CS1 (IA)
X-5-162
Thiel CS2 (AHC)
VIII-6-86
Thiel CS3 UGH,AHC)
VII-3-24,5-59
Thiel CS3.5 (AHC)
X-1-104
Thiel 04A UGH)
VI-4-15
lbshiba SS-33 Mk.I1 (AG)
1X-7-53
True Image HR-6.5 (JA)
X-7-1I7
Vandersteen 2C (AHC)
IX-6-92
VMPS Subwoofer (DO)
VIII-4-100
VMPS Super Tower Ila/R (AHC)
IX-3-71
Watkins WE-1 UGH)
V1-5-14,V11-1-13,5-59
Watkins WE-IA UGH)
IX-7-147
Wharfedale Diamond UGH)
VIII-3-96
Wharfedale 708 (AG)
VI11-6-68
Wilson Audio WAMM (LA)
VI-3-17
Yamaha NS-1000 UGH)
III-11-17
Yamaha NS-200 UGH)
VIII-7-118

Recording Equipment
Advent 201 cassette deck UGH)
111 -4-13
Aiwa AD-F990H cassette deck (AHC) ...
V11-6-64
Aiwa AD-F770 cassette deck (GG)
IX-7-142
AKG C34 stereo microphone UGH)
V-1-8
B&O 9000 cassette deck (LG,AHC) .VII-1-54,6-62
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Beyer M-I60 microphone UGH)
III-5-3
Beyer M-260 microphone UGH)
III-5-3
Beyer M-360 microphone UGH)
III-7-10
Beyer M-500 microphone UGH)
III-5-3
Crown 319 PZM microphone (BS)
.
VIII-5-108
dbx 700 PCM processor (BS)
X-5-138
FMI 1400 microphone UGH)
III-7-10
Harman/Kardon CADS cassette deck UGH)
III-1-10
Harman/Kardon HK1000 cassette deck UGH)
11I-7-9
NAD 6300 cassette deck (GG)
X-6-117
Nakainichi 700 cassette deck UGH)
III-7-7
Nalcarnichi 680 cassette deck (BS). V-10-24y1-1-34
Nakamichi ZJC7 cassette deck (LG,AHC)
VII-I-62,6-62
Nalcamichi Dragon cassette deck (AHC). .
V11-6-62
Nakarnichi DMP-100 PCM processor (BS). VII-5-41
Otan iMX-5050 open-reel deck UGH) ....111-11-7
Otani MX-5050 BQ-11 open-reel deck (BS)
V-10-24
PML TC-4V microphone UGH)
III-7-12
Revox B-710 cassette deck UGH,AHC)
VI-3-27,5-34Y11-1-34,6-63,7-51
Revox B-215 cassette deck UGH)
VIII-7-69
Revox A77 Mk.III UGH)
111-5-4
Revox B77 Mk.II open-reel deck (BS) ...VII-6-44
Sony MX-12 microphone mixer UGH) .. .111-3-12
Sony WD-M6 Professional Walkman (GG)
VII-6-40
Sony PCM-1 PCM processor UGH)
IV-4-I4
Sony PCM-FI PCM processor UGH,BS)
V-7-5,10-24 Y1-1-34
Sony PCM-1630 PCM processor (MC) .. .X-5-128
Sony DTC-1000es R-DAT recorder (MC) .
X-5-128
Tandberg TCD340A cassette deck UGH) .
IV-6-32
Tandberg TCD3004A cassette deck (LG) V11-1-65
Tandberg TCD3014 cassette deck (AHC). V11-6-60
Tandberg TD-20A SE open-reel deck UGH)
V11-7-33

Signal Processors
Accuphase DC-8I D/A convener OA) . X-6-109
Advent 100A Dolby-B noise reduction UGH)
111-2-5
Aphex AVM-8000 surround-sound decoder (BS)
IX-2-71
Aphex Type C Aural Exciter (BS)
1X-8-127
Audionics Space & Image SQ Processor UGH)
1V-6-31
Audiopulse Model One ambience synthesizer UGH)
IV-2-9
Barcus-Berry 200OR audio processor (DAS)
X-4-142
Benchmark Ambience Restoration Unit (BSJGH)
V-6-23
CBS QC Noise Reduction (BS)
V-3-11,VI-5-17
DB Systems DB-7 Polarity Inverter UGH) .
IV-7-15
dbx 119 Expander UGH)
111-9-7
dbx Type II Noise Reduction (JGH,BS)
1V-8-14Y-3-11,V1-4-49
dbx 3BX Dynamic Range Expander UGH) .. V-9-9
Dennesen Phase Restoration Device (BS). VII-4-28
Dolby-C Noise Reduction (BS). ..
V-3-11,VI-4-49
Elektra Amplidyne speaker equalizer UGH)
III-3-10
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Fosgate 101A surround-sound decoder (DO)
V111-1-60
Fosgate 3601 surround-sound decoder (BSJGH)
IX-2-70,4-115
Hafler DH-160 graphic equalizer (BS) ....
VI-5-27
Kinergetics KDP UGH)
VII-5-57
Kinergetics KMP-I & 2UGH)
V11-1-14
KLH/Burwen TNE-7000A Transient Noise
Eliminator (BS)
IV-9-11
KLH/Burwen 1201A Dynamic Noise Filter (BS)
V-6-3
Packbum Disc Noise Reduction Unit UGH) V-8-8
Phoenix P250-DL surround-sound decoder UGH)
V111-8-66
Shure HTS 5000 surround-sound decoder (BS)
1X-2-68
Sony DAS-703ES DIA converter (IGH,MC)
IX-8-94,X-4-98
Soundcraftsmen Octave Equalizer UGH) .111-2-25
Yamaha DSP-1 ambience synthesizer (BS). X-4-124

Toneanns

Alphason HR-100S (AHC)
V1I-3-48,V111-7-60
Alphason Xenon (AHC)
VIII-7-61
Ariston Opus (AHC)
V111-5-103
Dynaveaor DV-505 UGH)
IV-2-20
Dynavector DV-507 (AHC)
V111-7-61
Eminent Technology I(DO)
VII-S-29
Eminent Technology 11 (AHC)
VIII-7-56
Goldmund T3-F & T-5 (AHC) .V11-3-51,VIII-7-62
Grado Signature (AHC)
VI11-5-102,7-62
Helius Aurum (AE)
VI-1-12
ICoetsu SA-1100D Mk.II (AHC)
VIII-7-62
Linn Basik (AE)
V-3-9
Linn Basik LVX (AE)
VI-6-17
Linn Ittok LV11(AHC)
VIII-7-62
Maplenoll Athena (GG)
1X-2-78
MAS MAS -282 UGH)
VII-4-31
IV-1-27
Mayware Formula 4UGH)
VII -8-38
Odyssey RP1-XG (DO)
III-1-16
Rabco SL-8E UGH)
Rega RB300/250 (Cheapslcate,AG)
VII-7-77,X-1-99
SAEC 407/23 (AHC)
VII-8-31,V111-7-63
Signet XK35 (DO)
VII-8-36
SME 3009 III UGH)
1V-6-32
SHE Series V (SWW,AHC)
1X-6-105
Souther SLA-3 UGH)
VII-7-46
Souther Junior (AHC)
V111-7-66
Souther Triquartz (AHC)
VIII-5-105,7-63
Stax UA -70 UGH)
111-1-10
Sumiko, The Arm (AHC)
VIII-7-66
Sumiko MMT (AHC)
V111-5-100
Sumiko FT-3 (AHC)
IX-4-103
Syrinx PU -3 (AHC)
VII-3-45Y111-7-66
Technics EPA-100 Mk.II UGH)
V11-6-36
Technics EPA-500 Mk.II UGH)
VIII-4-108
Transcriptors Vestigial UGH)
111-8-4
The Well-Tempered Arm UGH,AHCJGH,BS)
VIII-4-51,7-68,IX-3-107,5-145
Zeta (AHC)
VII-3-46Y111-7-67

Tuners &Aerials
Accuphase T-106 (DAS)
Accuphase T-107 (DAS)
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VIII-1-72
VIII-7-85

Adcom GFT-1A (DAS)
V11-7-58
ADS Atelier 2(DAS)
V111-1-76
Amber 7(DAS)
VII -7-60
Arcam Alpha (DAS)
1X-8-119
Akai AT-S7BN (DAS)
VII1-4-58,1X-8-131
Bogen TP-100 (DAS)
1X-3-97
Carver TX-11 (DAS)
V11-4-25
Creek CAS-3040 (Cheapskate,DAS)
V11-8-88Y111-7-92
Denon TU -767 (DAS)
VIII-I-80
GC Electronics Antenna (DAS)
1X-8-123
Hailer DH-330 (DAS)
V11-7-62
Harman/Kardon Citation 14/15 (1GH)
III-7-4
Harman/Kardon TU -905 (DAS)
IX -5-122
Harman/Kardon TU -915 (DAS)
VI11-1-72
Luxman TX-101 (DAS)
VII -7-68
Luxman T/02 (DAS)
IX -3-90
McIntosh MR 78 (DAS)
VII -7-65
McIntosh MR 80 (DAS)
1X-3-92
Magnum 105 FM Booster (DAS)
VII -7-44
Magnum 95 FM Booster (DAS)
V11-7-45
Magnum 205 FM Booster (DAS)
X-6-123
Magnum FT-101 (DAS)
VI11-4-59,X-3-172
Maranta 10B (DAS)
X-4-140
Marantz ST74 (DAS)
V111-7-87
Maranta ST551 (DAS)
X-6-120
Mission Cyrus (DAS)
IX -5-124
Mitsubishi DAF-30 (DAS)
VIII-1-72
NEC T-6E (DAS)
VIII-1-74
Nikko NT -950 (DAS)
X-6-122
Onkyo T-22 (DAS)
V111-1-81
Onkyo T-4087 (DAS)
IX -3-88
Onkyo T-9090 (DAS)
VII -7-67
Parsec 7403-11 Antenna (DAS)
IX -3-82
Pioneer TX-V1160 (DAS)
VIII-7-89
Pioneer F-77 (DAS)
X-3-168
Proton 440 (DAS)
VIII-I-78
Quad FM4 (DAS)
VIII-4-61
SAE T-I01 (DAS)
VIII-1-73
Sansui TU-D99AMX (DAS)
1X-3-95
HM Scott 599T (DAS)
VII -7-69
HH Scott 595T (DAS)
VIII-5-134
Sequerra Model 1UGH)
III-7-11
Sherwood S-6010/S-2010 (DAS)
VIII-1-73
Sony ST -444e5 (DAS)
VIII-1-73
lkndberg TPT-3001A (DAS)
VIII-1-73
Technics ST -G7 (DAS)
V111-4-62
Yamaha T-80 (DAS,Cheapskate)
VIII-7-30
Yamaha T-85 (DAS)
IX -8-120

TUrntables
AR (Cheapskate)
VII-I-85Y111-2-22
AR ES-I (AHC)
VIII-7-33
AR EB-101 (AG)
VIII-7-54
Ariston RD-40 (AHC)
V111-5-103
Audionics LK-1 UGH)
V-4-9
Denon DP-2550 UGH)
IV-6-9
Dual CS505-2 (AHC)
VIII-3-68
Dual CS5000 (Cheapskate)
IX-4-18
Harman/Kardon T40 UGH)
V1-5-20
Harman/Kardon T45 (SWW)
IX-2-82
Harman/Kardon T60 (Cheapskate)
V1-5-52
Harman/Kardon T65C (SWW)
IX-2-82
JVC QL-Y5 (Cheapskate)
X-1-38
Linn Axis (AG)
X-1-97
Linn Sondek Valhalla (LG)
VII-2-20
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SOTA's Reflex
Clamp is Here!

Ready to Hear LP Perfection?
SOTA's new record clamp combines simplicity
of use, elegance, and unequalled performance. True Reflex action. Rigid, massive, yet
decoupled during play. The ideal match for
the SOTA Supermat.
Capture part of the SOTA achievement
Experience how perfect an LP can sound!
Warning: Both may be addictive!

, SOTA
P.O. Box 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707

CASE STUDY:

Manticore Mantra (AG)
V111-3-25
Maplenoll Athena (GG)
1X-2-78
MAS UGH)
VII-5-49
Micro Seiki BL99V (Cheapskate)
VIII-6-60
NAD 5020 UGH)
Oracle Delphi II (AHC)
IX-4-112
Pink Triangle UGH)
VII-5-34
RATA Linn Sondek Modification (CB)
X-3-I29
Rega Planar 3(Cheapskate) ....VII-1-77,V111-6-60
Revolver (Cheapskate)
VIII-6-60
Roksan Xerxes (AG)
IX-3-61
Sonographe SG-3 (Cheapskate)
SOTA Star UGH)
SOTA Star Sapphire (SWW,AHC)
SOTA Star Sapphire Series III UGH)
X-5-105
SOTA Electronic Flywheel (SWW)
SOTA Vacuum Supermat (SWW)
IX-2-85
Thorens TD-318 (Cheapskate)
IX-4-18
VPI HW-I9 UGH)
VII-2-31
VPI 1-1W-19 11 (AHC,BS)
V111-4-48,IX-4-109,5-145
C&J Walker CJ-55 UGH)
V-8-5,9-21

Video Equipment
jVc G-71CSJ Color Camera UGH)

IV-6-38
JVC HR-3600 VHS VCR UGH)
IV-6-39
NAD MR20 TV Monitor (BS)
IX-5-129
Sony SL-8200 Beta VCR UGH)
IV-4-34
Sony SL-HF900 Beta Hi -Fi VCR (BS) ....IX-5-126
Teknika TVC-22 MIS tuner (DAS)

AUDIO CABLE ANATOMY

PATIENT: A seemingly healthy, high-quality audio system
SYMPTOMS: The patient appears to be suffering from aloss
of subtlety, harmonic purity and lifelike dimensionality. Extreme high frequencies are diminished and upper midrange
frequencies sound congested and irritated. Musical enjoyment is significantly impaired.
DIAGNOSIS: The patient's cables have inadequate control of
their electromatic fields due to acongenital design defect. The
cable's twisted conductors cannot fully contain the magnetic
field of the music signal (Fig. 1). This induces aslowing down
of high frequencies (PHASE SHIFT) and atendency toward
bloated lower extremities (malignant bass).

-Twisted Arrays

CURE:

Immediate, radical cablectomy (removal of existing
cables) followed by implantation of cables that uniformly
contain the signal's magnetic field. The best prescription —
SYMMETRICAL COAXIAL cables (Fig. 2) by STRAIGHT WIRE
(The Music Conductor Series, LSI, and Ultra Flex interconnect). NO GENERIC SUBSTITUTES WILL DO!

=SITINGHT WIRE
THE /MUSIC CONDUCTOR
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FL'

- Symmetrical

Coaxial

1909 HARRISON ST. HOLLYWOOD. FL 33020
13051 925-2470

INTRODUCING

CONTRABASS 12
—

SUBWMFER

Inert two-layer top cap
Large, aperiodic (heavily damped, low Q) vent
Nonresonant cylindrical cabinet (29" h x 16" dia)
— rigid plywood shell with lossy internal
mechanical damping using bass-trap technique
Free-flow acoustic damping

-

Tensioned steel rods dissipate reaction energy
from driver
Ultra-high performance Dynaudio 12-inch driver —
downward orientation reduces harmonic distortion

The painstaking design and unconventional
construction of the Contra Bass yield unmatched
overall realism, preserving the tonal definition
and dynamics of live performance. The quick,
light midbass is especially well suited to planar
and other demanding loudspeakers.

COGAN FULL INSTRUMENTS° (513)421°1055
1609 Young Street °Cincinnati, Ohio 45210

Concert sound... budget price *

-

The FT-11 analog FM tuner
For a free, color brochure, call us at
MAGNUM

(Judd)

or

1-800-448-8490 Toll Free
1-716-873-9475 (Nrete)

"The FM Specialists"

255 Great Arrow Ave.. Buffalo, N.Y. 14207
182
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Shure & cartridges

Fine. Reviewers are people too. (1 know, I

Editor:

touched one once.) There is no way to predict

As Sam Tellig pointed out in his report from

how any individual will react to aspecific pro-

the Summer CES ("The Audio Cheapskate,"
Vol.10 No.5), the cost of exhibiting products

duct; that is the risk amanufacturer takes each
time aproduct is submitted for review. Iam

on the main floor of McCormick Place is high.

reminded of the only other negative review I

In addition to these dollar costs, considerable
time and energy is required to make any show

can recall concerning one of our products. In

like this asuccess. Given the enormous effort

thony Cordesman gave apoor review to our

that went into the cartridge exhibit for this
show, Iam sure you can understand my dismay

Tempest CD player, which even at that time
was well on its way to becoming the world-

when Iread Sam

opinion that Shure ap-

wide industry standard in CD players. Regret-

pears to have "lost interest" in cartridges.
Ido understand the difficulty in trying to ac-

did not like the Tempest, that fact did not stop

the January issue of this same publication, An-

table though it may be that Tony Cordesman

curately report on ashow the size of Summer

the Tempest from enjoying aposition as num-

CES. However, given the large booth space,
and the associated sales effort that was focused

ber one in avery competitive market. Imight
also point out that dozens of reviews before

on cartridges, Ifind it difficult to believe that

and after Mr. Cordesman's comments sup-

anyone who visited our booth would report
our efforts were those of acompany that had

ported the Tempest as the best CD player on

"lost interest in cartridges," and "laid off all its
cartridge development people." That is what

in this very publication.
This brings us full circle, back to the issue

Sam Tellig reported and it is not accurate.

of Dick Olsher and his review of our Aria CD

the market. Some of those reviews appeared

As you must know, Shure Brothers has been

player. There have been reviews in other pub-

aleader in the cartridge business for over 30
years. We have remained on the leading edge

Digital Audio, which sang the praises of the

of phono technology through successive gen-

Aria (one publication even called it "revela-

erations of products, from our first stereo car-

tory" for its imaging and dynamic sound). This
must mean that all reviewers are not alike? No

tridge, the M3D, introduced in 1958, to the
world-famous V15 series. Our research and

lications, notably The Absolute Sound and

matter, if they were all of the same opinion this
would be aboring business. For what it is

development efforts continue, your published
comments about "unconfirmed rumors" not-

worth, Ihave met Mr. Olsher, Ilike him, and

withstanding. We are an American company

Itruly wish him well in his continued work.

with alarge number of employees depending

Ijust don't happen to agree with him this time

on our cartridge and stylus business for their

around. It might also be helpful to your read-

livelihood. Comments such as those in the

ers to note that some 18 high-end manufac-

August issue of Stereopbile could result in

turers and adown or so record companies use

someone actually having to be laid off or

the Aria CD player as their reference. Some

transferred. Iwould request that you check

noted reviewers have also purchased the Aria,

with us before publishing future rumors which
could cause significant and serious damage

but we are unable to publicly disclose their
names as that would amount to acommercial

to our business, our reputation, and our em-

endorsement. All of these manufacturers,

ployees.
Thank you for your cooperation. Ilook for-

have chosen anything—after all, it was their

ward to Sam Tellig's visits to future CE shows.
Duncan R. Kennedy
Shure Brothers Inc.

record companies, and reviewers really could
money—but they chose the Aria.
Lead times being what they are in the publishing business, as of this writing the world
is safe (sorry, Dick) from the Aria which Dick

CAL Aria CD player

reviewed. That version has been off the deal-

Editor:

ers' shelves since August 1, when we began

So Dick Olsher doesn't like our Aria CD player.

shipping acompletely revised edition of the
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SIEFERT RESEARCH MAXIM III
The Most Successful Design of All"
J GORDON HOLT. STEREOPHILE-JULY. 1985, VOL 8. NO 3

SIEFERT RESEARCH MAXIM III D
1Have Heard No Other Loudspeaker That is Obviously Superior Above
5k Hz" TOM NORTON, STEREOPHILE-JUNE. 1987. VOL 10, NO 4
Introducing SIEFERT RESEARCH HIGH-ACCURACY MAXIM III H
Features the new SR Hybri Dome aluminum/polyamide-surround dome and anew
modified 3rd-order crossover network providing an overall response: 48 Hz -24 kHz
± 11/
2 dB (46 Hz @ -3dB)
J.G.H. further reports "the low end from these is just amazing ...gives asolidarity and foundation one does not expect
to hear." while Mr. Norton notes "The bass of the Ill D was
surprising for asmall loudspeaker."
All the Maxims feature a40-Hz resonance unmatched anywhere for a2-way front-ported system only 13H x11D x9W.
Hardwood oak cabinet available finished in blk. lacquer or
honey toned. Send for reprints of both Stereophile reviews,
complete specs for all Maxims and the new Magnum Ill
3-way system, plus where-to-buy. Prices from $499/pr.
e

1987 Sleterl Research

SIEFERT RESERRCH INC.
31212S Badard Rd Mah00, CA 90265 (213) 457.4239
DEALERS' INQUIRE ABOUT THE NEW SIEFERT RESEARCH EXCLUSIVE DEALER PROGRAM

SIMPLY, THE BEST.

The BEST Audio Equipment.
•AR •Acoustat •Adcom
•Alphason •Apogee
•Audible Illusions •Audio Research
• Bang & Olufsen •B&K • B&W
•Counterpoint •Dahlquist
• Eminent Technology •Grado
•Hafler •Janis •Koetsu •Live Wire
•Magnavox •Monster/Alpha
• NAD •Nakarnichi •NEC
• Polk Audio • PS Audio
•Shure/Ultra •Signet •Spendor
•Stax •Straight Wire •Systemdex
• Thorens • Ultra •VPI • Yamaha
The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer • NAD •Proton
•Magnavox •Shure •Yamaha
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New York
City location.

The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not composed
of "Sales People," but of long time
"Audiophiles" who love MUSIC as
much as you do.
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City 212-595-7157
1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset 516-627-7333
129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. )I6-423-7755
All locations open late Monday
Thursday Friday all day Sunday

Audio Breakthroughs
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Aria. In fairness to Dick, he reviewed what we
gave him, but the months required to write
and print areview prevented us from getting
arevised Aria to Dick in time for this review.
What's new in the revised Aria? Is it really
different from the old Aria? Will Dick Olsher
like the revised Aria? Will J. Gordon Holt
marry Princess Leia? Sorry, guys, Ionly know
the answers to two of these questions. The
revised Aria has alarger soundstage with better, more specific focus (you can hear the back
wall if there is one), deeper, more accurate
bass, and better low-level resolution. Other
than that, it is the same. All you upgrade fans,
rest assured that all of the original Arias are

have provided atruer evaluation.
Our new model 150/150 Mk.III would perform more to the reviewer's satisfaction with
those speakers. This is due to new capacitors,
wiring, and increased current and wattage
due to the new power transformer we have
developed.
We also feel that the prose that the reviewer
inserted, je, "gun to head," "jump out of window," etc., is unnecessary and demeaning of
both Stereophile and Bedini.
Again, thank you for your time and efforts
on this review. We are sending you our 150/150
Mk.III prototype for review.
Michael Fishman
Royal Sales

upgradable to this revised status. In case you
are wondering how we achieved this laundry
list of improvements without starting over,
here's the secret: We doubled the clock speed.

Radford Renaissance amplifier

(Is anybody at Meridian reading this stuff?) We

With reference to the Audio Cheapskate's de-

took the 6MHz clock and replaced it with a
12MHz clock. Do not try this at home as there
are anumber of other changes to the digital

Editor:
scription of the Radford Renaissance amplifier:
Ido think that his comment "From the sublime to the. .." is rather harsh. The designer

circuit required to make this work. Ican only

of arelatively simple piece of electronic equip-

tell you that the result of all this is really quite
aprofound improvement. Your ears are invited

ment would be somewhat hurt to have his

to audition this change at your local dealer.

afair slice of one's life goes into the more complicated design of afirst-class amplifier such

Art Paymer
President, California Audio Labs

Bedini 150/150 Mk.I1 amplifier
Editor:
We at Bedini thank you for the time and effort
Dick Olsher has taken to review our model
150/150 Mk.I1 amplifier.
Iwould like to make some corrections in the
editorial copy. Royal Sales is only the marketing arm of Bedini. Various individuals have
funded Bedini; not Royal Sales.
We can appreciate that DO prefers tube

creation discounted out of hand. Believe me,

as the Renaissance.
However, there are afew points that Iwould
like to mention. The retail price in England is
not £1100 but £977. Multiply by about 1.6, and
you arrive at about $1560 US. Due to the success of the Renaissance in the UK, Europe, the
Far East, and Canada (everywhere except in
Stereophile, it seems), the manufacturers' order
books are full. This, coupled with a more
favorable currency exchange, has enabled us
to reduce the price to below $2000. The suggested US selling price is now $1995 ($2995

amps to transistor amps. We would also suggest, since only one pair of speakers was used

Canadian).

in the evaluation process, that the results

the eye (and/or ear) of the beholder. To accommodate local preferences, the finish of the

would indicate that our model 150/150 Mk.II
does not perform well with these speakers.
The results of any review are asubjective, not
an objective, observation. In this case, the
reviewer observed that the 150 did not perform well. Our observation is that the 150 did
not perform well with these speakers. Also, the
pre-amp may have had an impedance mismatch
with our amp in the drive stage. This would
explain the sonic deficiencies observed by DO.
A broader test of preamps and speakers would
Stereophile, October 1987

On the subject of appearance—beauty is in

Renaissance is now exactly the same as the STA
25 Mk.IV "Signature" series—that is, high.
gloss black with gold trim. Unfortunately,
safety standards forbid exposure of the valves,
and the square-holed metal from which the
old cage was made is no longer available economically.
Finally, there have been some refinements
in the circuit design. The already excellent
low-frequency performance has been further
185

Accuphase • Adcom •Apogee • AR -• Aragon •AQ •Belles •138NV
California Audio •Carnegie* C4 •CWD •Duntech Sovereign •FMS
jadis • JSE. • Koetsu • Krell a Kreil Reference •lume'i Melos •Mission
Pro Ac • SME IV 8i V •Souther •Spica •Sumiko •Velodyne •VII

AUDIO
„_-

-

O

Everybody's favorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174 617 648-4434

No question! From the only store that approaches musical
taste & budget of the novice to the educated ear. We
specialize in system matching with quality accessories, plus professional set up.

u

1575 So. Pearl St.

Components By
•conrad johnson •superphon •synthesis
•sumiko •dual •ortofon •VPI •B& K •beard
•grado •rogers •talisman •sound labs
•sonographe •AR electronics •straight wire
•mordaunt-short •goodmans •and the finest in
select pre-owned audio

Denver, CO 80210

722-3200

store hours
mon -fri I1to 7:30
sat 10 to 6
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improved, and the high-frequency spectrum
has been somewhat enhanced. The amplifier's

passive equalization or high Q response at res-

brighter physical appearance is in keeping with
its now more vivacious performance.

onance, the system will give the subjective
impression of no bass at all. Of course, if the
designer should resort to the nonpurist but

Compared with the JadisJA-30s, the Renais-

superficially effective methods of extending

sance can no longer be described as dull—
especially when it comes in at less than half
the price! For $510 more than the Conrad-

bass by means of resonance peaks, added midbass warmth, etc., he will be excoriated by a

hard-wired signal path, star earthing, and in-

vigilant audiophile press, trained to protest the
least sign of spurious boom or thud in aspeaker, what Mr. Colloms refers to as "irresponsible

house, Radford custom-built output trans-

degrees of bass lift."

Johnson MV-50, one has the benefit of afully

formers. To use the Cheapskate's word: "Refor-

Iconfess to being alongtime bass lifter; I

mation" is indeed at hand!
The subject of cuisine, however, is another

can't help it, bass is too important to me. Mr.

matter entirely. Don't you think there must be

and "competent measurement" will certainly

an exotic French translation for "Bangers and

give an impression to both the manufacturer

Mash" (sausage and mashed potatoes usually
accompanied by avegetable, plus the inevi-

and listener of adequate bass; it depends on
your definition of "adequate." Mr. Colloms

table cuppa tea)?
Thank you for your review, and the oppor-

quency, and none of bass quality. The bass

Colloms' suggestions about room placement

makes mention only of bass amplitude at fre-

tunity to bring these few points to your notice

quality of any speaker at frequencies below

Barry E Falconer

system resonance is poor: high in distortion
(due to the close proximity of resonance),
poor in control, with bad (and steadily wor-

Tercel Audio Marketing

sening with decreasing frequency) waveform

The question of bass

fidelity. Rooms provide more than the idealized

Editor:

5dB/octave local boundary boost. They also

Iwould like to comment on Martin Colloms'

act as sounding boards and generators of col-

article "No One Stole the Bass," in 'l.10 No.5,

ossal low-frequency aberrations; Iprefer to
place speakers where they will do the least to

from the standpoint of aprofessional speaker
designer.

excite room models, diminishing boundary-

After reading both Mr. Colloms and Mr. Cordesman (Vol.10 No.3) on the subject of bass

effect boost. Such placement returns the minimonitor to where it began: with no bass.

response in small speaker systems, Ifind my

Idon't feel it is possible to divorce one por-

sympathies edging toward Mr. Cordesman
rather than the estimable Mr. Colloms, whose

tion of the musical spectrum from the others.
Play arecording of Cesare Siepi on the high-

many writings on audio over the years Ihave

quality minimonitor: he sounds like abaritone

found both entertaining and educational. The
thrust of Mr. Cordesman's article is that with-

Play him again on a competent full-range
system with true (anechoic, -3dB nearfield)

out competent bass response, aspeaker system
Colloms thinks that if ideal room placement

first-octave extension, and lo, he sounds like
abasso (which he is). Icannot conclude from
this, and many other obvious musical exam-

is possible, boundary effects will provide suf-

ples Icould cite, that the minimonitor (in-

ficient reinforcement to provide adequate bass
extension and musical satisfaction from a

cluding the SL600) is amore faithful music

robs the listener of much musical impact. Mr.

system whose true cutoff (anechoic -3dB) lies

reproducer.
One more argument should be addressed:

as much as an octave higher. For the designer,

the advice from many critics is that, once you

there is much attraction to Mr. Colloms' view-

have apremium quality minimonitor, all you
need do is fill in the missing bass with agood

point. To many of us, bass is the enemy: elusive, obtrusive, generally either in its absence
or presence the worst thing about the sound

subwoofer. This combination is then reputed

of asystem. The capacitive effect of very small

doesn't work that way, as it pains me to admit

enclosures (15-30 liter internal volume) is so

(and Idesign ana sell subwoofers for aliving!).

severe that without utilizing tricks such as

Good low-bass response is much more achiev-
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to provide everything you need. Sorry, it
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THE•FINEST•PRODUCTS
SUPERIOR•SER VICE
Adcom •AKG •AR •Audio Research •Bang &Olufsen •Boston Acoustics
Bryston •California Audio Labs •Canton •Celestion SL •CWD •Dahlquist
Denon •Forte •Fosgate •Grado •Infinity •Janis •Kyocera •M &K
Magnepan •MIT •Monster •NAD •Nakamichi •NEC •Nitty Gritty
Oracle •Pioneer Video •Revox •SME •Snell •Sonographe •SOTA
Spica •Stax •Sumiko •Talisman •Tandberg •Threshold •Van den Hu!
VPI •WATT •Yamaha
751 Amboy Avenue (Rt. 35)
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
(201) 636-7777
Paddock Plaza, Route 36
West Long Branch, NJ 07764
(201) 542-5255

woodbridge
stereoi
ly
center.
Major Credit Lard. Accepled. Financiny Available

THE BEAT GOES ON
• Audioquest
• B&K Components

• Koetsu
• Magnum

• Rauna
• Rowland

• Superphon
• Tube Traps

• Convergent Audio
• Counterpoint

• MIT Cables
• Mod Squad

• SME V
• Sota

• Vacuum Tube Logic
• van den Hul

• Eminent Technology

• Nifty Gritty

• Spica

• Vandersteen

• Grado Labs
• Harman/Kardon

• Oracle
• Polyphasors

• Stax
• Straightwire

• Virtuoso
• Well Tempered Lab

Music

Please come and visit our
unconventional audio salon,
located between Los Angeles
and San Diego. New products
include Mod Squad 650 CD
player, Rowland Research
electronics and Sota Series Ill
turntables.

542 Coast Highway 101 • Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7692
Tuesday-Saturday 11 am to 6pm
Call for your MUSICAL NOTES newsletter
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able when integrated into afull-range system

prehensive survey of phono cartridges.

from the onset. Adding awoofer of unknown

Believe it or not, we are indeed in anew era

polar radiation pattern, rise time, and ampli-

of phono-cartridge performance. Our promo-

tude response to aminispeaker is an invitation

tion for the Alpha Genesis touts "The Rebirth

to humps, dropouts, excess warmth, and other

of Analog," which is areflection of the ex-

gremlins. True, with aflexible electronic crossover and much luck, one may achieve "accept-

cellence of all the highest-rated cartridges in
Mr. Cordesman's survey. We especially appre-

able" results, but now we're back bandying

ciate the favorable review of the Alpha Genesis

words. Any designer can tell you that even a
supertweeter operating above 10kHz can, if

1000 ($800 retail). It's arelief to me that Monster has finally been able to produce acartridge

not accurately handling the very energetic

that Mr. Cordesman likes! Now all the hard

overtones of low-bass instruments, significantly alter and deteriorate the subjective bass

work and late-night listening sessions in the
development of the Alpha Genesis 1000 seem

response of the speaker.

somehow worth it.

If the above arguments are combined with
such related matters as the poor dynamics of
most minimonitors (a bass-output-related
phenomenon in many cases), the fact that

Permit me to make some comments on the
survey.
It is difficult to design an audio component

many "ambience" cues are low-frequency in

that is "balanced" in terms of overall performance, whether it be acartridge, an amplifier,

nature (sometimes very low frequency), that

or cables. Ihave tried to reflect that philosophy

sound-pressure levels at the listening position

in all of Monster's products and am very grate-

over 95dB are simply unavailable from mini-

ful that our efforts to that end have been ap-

monitors (which, while attempting to approach
such levels, generate double-digit distortion

preciated in the Alpha Genesis 1000. We have

at most musical frequencies), Imust conclude

never favored the idea of selecting acomponent to compensate for the deficiencies of

that it is not unfair to relegate minimonitors to

another (le, arolled-off cartridge to compen-

their proper place: as background music sour-

sate for abright speaker). Rather, the most

ces, rear-channel speakers, and noncritical

critical components (starting from the source,

listening of all sorts. If Iwant to hear solo
clavichord or the Mahler Third, Iplay it on a

through all the connecting cables) should be

good, large, high-power, wide-bandwidth

as neutral as possible to reveal the best and the
worst of the remaining components in the

speaker system. The designer's obligation is

system.

to address the problem of high-quality low

As Mr. Cordesman points out, the Alpha

bass from asmall enclosure, and not ignore it.

Genesis is for detail freaks. Overcut, over-

As for measurements, Iwould be more stringent than the tolerant Mr. Colloms: asmall

processed, and many digital recordings are

speaker should measure 3dB down from a

mercilessly revealed and at times unlistenable,
but when atruly excellent recording is played,

lkHz reference level in the first half of the

we want you to hear it all!

second musical octave, with less than 5% THD

A fact that was not mentioned is that the

at 90dB SPL/Im output levels, to be called

quality of the tonearrn cables used is extremely

competent. Inow echo Mr. Colloms' lament:
"But there are so few of them!"
Brian Cheney

important in maximizing the performance of

President, Itone VMPS

any of the latest-generation cartridges. Because
of the retrieval of phase-related qualities like
depth, soundstage, and imaging, phase-correct
cables become acritical part of the chain in

Monster Cable Alpha Genesis
1000

getting signal from cartridge to preamplifier.

Editor:
Thank you, Tony Cordesman, for reinforcing

to maximize the performance of not only the
Alpha Genesis Series, but all moving-coil

audiophiles' beliefs (Vol.10 No.5) in analog

cartridges.

We will be releasing acable for that purpose

reproduction, using the tried and true phono

Another important announcement is that

cartridge as asuperior means for listening to

although we do not agree with some of Mr.

music In this age of digital, it takes abrave man

Cordesman's harsh words on the previous

(and apatient one, too) to write such acom-

Alpha cartridges, we are offering acartridge
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AUDIOPHILE
ACCESSORIES
1. Audloquest (AQ) CD Stabilizer Rings
25 Sorbothane Rings wflocator ...29.50
Set of 50 Rings
49.95
2 AQ Automatic Tonearm Lifter
3 AQ Super Reflex Clamp (DeInn)
4 AQ Sorbothane Record Mat

39.50
39.50
31.95

5. AQ Sorbothane Foot

9.00

Set of Four
6.
7.

CONRAD JOHNSON
MOTIF -THE MOD SQUAD
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
SONOGRAPHE -SYNTHESIS
MERRILL -SPECTRUM
STRAIGHT WIRE
TIFFANY -LAST
Oltre l'high end

34.95

AQ Sorbothane Tube Damper Rings
AQ Wonder Solder 1511

.2.50
12.50

8. ASC Tube Traps
CALL
9 AR ES-1 Turntable W/MMT Tonearm 499 00*
10. Chicago Speaker Stands
Hercules 25. 6X9" Top Plate (TP)
119 00*
Hercules 12". For Spendor SP.1 ..110.00*

Presso:
HI-Fl CENTER
Saluzzo (CN) -Tel 0175/43633

TAXIVISION

Torino -Tel. 011/882185

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND

131•10 10. 10X10" TP w/spikes .. 71.95*
Datagard 6 outlet electrical strip

Melegnano (M1)- Tel 02/9838171

11

Udine -Tel. 0432/294620 int. 41

12
13

w/spike/noise protection
39.50
DB Sytms Sway Aux InputSelector ..59.50
DB Cartridge Alignment Protractor .24.50
King Size Bananas Dual (8ga)
7 95
Singlel8ga). .. 3.95
Grado Phono Cartridges XTE + 1 ..15.00

FABIO BULLO «AUDIO CONSEIL«

14
15

s,g 8MX
16

Sig MCX
HQ Premium Carbon Fiber Brush

169 00
.255.00
.. 9.95

MOFERT
RADIO RESETTI
Trieste -Tel 040/392646
Chioggia (Ve) -Tel 041/491991

UNCINI HI-Fl

Genova -Tel 010/564021

AUDIO LYRIC

Interconnect Cables Distech. FMS/Livewire. MIT. Monster, VandenHul
CALL

Modena -Tel 059/390474

18 Magnavox COB 465 CD Player ....219.00* •
19. Magnavox CDR 472 CD Player ....CALL. •

Bologna -Tel 051/320218

20
21.

Magnavox COB 650 CD Player ....399.95 Mod Squad (MS) CD Damper
23.50

Pisa -Tel 050/41437

22.
23
24.

MS Passive Line Drive
.
RCA's Mogarni, Tiffany, WBT
Monster Cable X-terminators (pr)

349.95**
CALL
24.95

Marina di Massa (MS) -Tel. 0585/245785

25,

NYAL Supent Tube Phono Preamp

169.00' •

26.

RAM/GoldAero PremiumGrade Tubes

17

CALL

27. Sonex
CALL
28. Sound Anchor Stands For Vandersteen IIC
Loudspeakers
219.95
UPS Srkppng (50 lbs/pr). . .19.95
Tip Toes for above stands
68,00
29.
30

QED Passive CD Volume Control Box
QED WF.1 Turntable Wall-Shelf

99.95
99.95* •

31. Sumiko FB.1 Fluxbuster MC Demag ICALL
32 Surniko AcrylMat/ReflexClamp combo 149 95
33. SUMMO MEEK. •EXTRA SPECIAL* •.9.99
34. Target Turntable Wall.Shelf
99.95**
35

Tip Toes/Counterfeet
1/2" for hard surfaces

.4.50

1 1/2" for carpeted surfaces
C.17 For VPI Turntables (set of 4)
C 37 For Sota Turntables (3)

6 50
35.95
26.95

36

VPI HW-5db "Magic Brick"

37

VPI Record Cleaning Solution: 8 oz

5.95

1gal
SHIPPING CHARGES (UPS, Insured)

19.95

Accessories

EDDY BIANCHI HI-Fl
LUCHI & BAMBAGIOTTI
Arezzo -Tel 0575/22665

STERO CENTER

Perugia -Tel 075/74741

PELLEGRINI
Marzocca (AN) -Tel 071/69036-698000

HI-Fl DI PRINZIO

Chien; Scab- Tel 0871/53198

ARS NOVA
Roma -06/5201118

BOUTIQUE HI-Fl
Roma -06/837866

AUDIO TIME

Caserta -Tel 0823/444153

DIAPASON
Monopoli (Ba) -Tel 080/743735

AUDIO FIDELYTY CENTER
Reggio Calabria -Tel 0965/99093

395
.1.25
12.95
895

CHARGE ITI (616) 451-3868
AME X/DISCOVERMC/OPT 'MANISA
prices subject to change without notice

oaudio
advisor, inc
225 OAKES SW • GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
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DE PAOLA HI-Fl

34.50

One Item

Each Additional Item
•Stands/AR Table
•*Electronics

WALTER LANDINI HI-Fl

Efeetalta-fedeità
Via V. Veneto, 15 -Tel. 0586/652368
56040 CASALE MARITTIMO
(PISA) ITALIA
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trade-up program for owners of Alpha Ones

of his market to take amanufacturing risk of

and Alpha Twos wishing to keep up with the

5000 pieces, and thereby pass along to the

state of the cartridge art. Those owners wish-

consumer the cost/production benefit? The
problem, George, is not the cost of parts, but

ing to do so may contact their Alpha dealer or
the customer service desk at Monster Cable for
pricing and details.
Lastly, my hat is off to Tony Cordesman for

the failure of our community to effectively
communicate.
Harvey Rosenberg
New York Audio Laboratories, Inc.

amuch-needed survey of the latest in analog
playback as well as the tips for proper setup.
It was very refreshing to read. The countless

LAST

reviews of compact disc players in all the

Editor:

magazines were starting to give me aheadache
Noel Lee

Congratulations on Stereopbile's 25th anniver-

Head Monster, Monster Cable Products, Inc.
NYAL Minuet in A preamplifier

sary. You have our wishes for many more.
We have just received the "Cartridge Issue"
(Vol.10 No.5) and deeply appreciate and understand the enormous amount of work and

Editor:

the hours implicit in AHC's testing and prep-

Iwould like to clarify our design goals for the
Minuet in A preamplifier, reviewed in Vol.10

aration of the reviews. The LAST Factory
wholeheartedly applauds Stereoptelle's goal of

No.6 by George Graves. The circuit had to be

reporting on and contributing to the improve-

free of noise and microphonics and have 80dB

ment of music reproduction. We also concur
with AHC that cartridges are improving more

of gain to eliminate the need for aheadamp.
This could not be achieved with aconven-

rapidly than CD players. There are, however,

tional cascade or cascode voltage amplifier.
The Minuet in A uses hybrid tube/FET cas-

some points of information in the AHC review

codes for voltage gain, FET-regulated power

need comment.

supplies, and an FET output stage. This is the

The LAST Factory agrees that high-quality
cartridges require clean records. Also, that a

same concept used in the Superlt. Once we

of the Sumiko Fluxbuster FB -1 (p.170) which

created areliable, noise-free circuit, we added

record-cleaning machine is clearly one of the

as many convenience features as possible
without interfering with the design's basic
charm. It broke my heart when we couldn't

fastest and most effective ways of achieving an
extremely clean surface on arecord. After all,

produce it so that it would sell for $499.
We would like to remind the readers of

cord Cleaning Machine) fluids for the professional user. However, for those who cannot

Stereopbile that one of the benefits of atube
preamp is that it is possible to alter its tonal

ware, or do not have adealer offering the use

quality by changing brands of tubes. Having

or rental of amachine, The LAST Factory of-

reached the outer limits of audio insanity, I
have aset of tubes selected to perfectly complement (to my ear) the unique personality of

tem Formula #1, Extra Strength Record Cleanez
will remove the majority of pressing residues,

the different cartridges Iuse. What fun!

mold release agents, gunk and grundge in

In thanking George for the kind review, I
wish to counter his comments about the high

LAST does make one of the finest RCM (Re-

justify the investment in record-cleaning hard-

fers amanually applied alternative. LAST Sys-

order to prepare adisc for play. Many institutional and professional operators of VPI, Keith

cost of quality audio components. Ibelieve the

Monks, etc., machines use LAST SF #1 as a

problem is not the cost of the parts, but the

pretreatment to help break apart some of those

fact that the market for high-end audio products is so small. Further, Ibelieve that this is

tenacious contaminants prior to cleaning with

true because we have not done an effective job

We welcome AHC's second point with regard to keeping the stylus scrupulously clean.

of communicating to alarger audience and

their RCM.

have failed to excite the imagination of the

However, we take strong issue with the sug-

public. How can aproduct be cost-effective
when you plan production runs of 100, 250,

gested use of pure ethyl alcohol. Ethyl alcohol
(or methyl, or isopropyl) is very aggressive

or 500 pieces? What high-end electronics

toward thin-walled aluminum tubing (the stuff

manufacturer has the confidence in the strength

of which most stylus cantilevers are made).

Stereophile, October 1987
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Experience Excellence

\Vc Bring_ii:.. ..Audio Research, Magneplanal; California_Audiol
1?.owline;:iegere Martin Logan, WATT, Spica, Velodyrie,
Car-Vîr
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BM.JL-u-Te aumo,
1232 N. Tustin, Orange, CA 9266r

(714) 538-443
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Further, alcohol will degrade the character-

John is right—"this tweeter is definitely an

istics of the small, delicate, elastomer suspen-

underachiever"—which is why our designer

sion components in astylus assembly. Neither
System Formula #5, STYLAST, nor LAST System Formula #4, Stylus Cleaner, contain any

tweeter he settled on, after trying ten or more

alcohol. In addition, LAST Stylus Cleaner is
supplied with two brushes: ashort, stiff one
for cleaning the diamond tip, and alonger, fine,
limber brush to clean off the dust and debris
which can accumulate on the top and sides of

rejected it this past winter. However, the
other candidates, is atweeter that looks very
similar to the General Sound. This is the primary reason we haven't drawn and quartered
the shipping person responsible for sending
you apair of speakers that do not represent
our current product. We also, to our chagrin,

the cantilever tube No stiff, short brush, man-

note that that pair of speakers included pre-

ual or ultrasonic, can effectively clean the top

production ports; "chuffing" is not anotable
feature in our production-model CS2s!

and sides of acantilever assembly.
Finally, may Isuggest that AHC has experi-

We trust that Stereophile readers can sort out

enced some cause/effect confusion regarding

for themselves the difference that amore ap-

our LAST System Formula #2, Record Preser-

propriate tweeter would make, and that they

vative. If LAST Record Preservative is applied

can see John's appreciation of our designer's

as recommended, the treatment of the surface

careful work, and the CS2s' characteristic
balance, definition, and imaging.

of the record is uniform (even though the carrier evaporates so quickly that the surface does
not appear uniformly wet). If anytbing at all

Meanwhile, we have aproduction pair of
CS2s on their way to Santa Fe We apologize

ends up on the stylus, it is residue, mold re-

for the mixup, and we look forward to John's

lease, or exudation from the interior of the
plastic which constitutes the disc. The manu-

comments on the real CS2s.

facturers and pressing plants that make records
all treat the formulation of mold release/internal lubricant (which is added to the vinyl
pellets) as Top Secret cookbook chemistry.
Some of these additives are not particularly

Judith Fowler
ARC Loudspeakers

ORPHEUS 808

soluble in alcohol, water, or even Freon. So,
even after machine or manual cleaning with
asafe fluid, there may be some residual contamination which will be carried away by the
stylus during the first few plays. LAST Record
Preservative is adsorbed into the vinyl surface
and does not constitute a"coating" or a"film?'
It works by stabilizing the vinyl and reducing
the friction at the vinyl/stylus interface by
modifying the free surface energy. However,
the main point to be considered in the use of
LAST Record Preservative is its unique ability
to halt and prevent record deterioration. Analog records can then rival the touted longevity
of Compact Discs.
Walter E. Davies
LAST Research and Development

ARC CS2 loudspeaker
Editor:

Direct Audition Program

When Isaw the words "General Sound" in

14 day money back guaranty

John Atkinson's review of our CS2 speakers,

44 1/
2 x 15 1
/
2 x81
2 — $1400/pair
/

Iknew someone on our end had made an
awful mistake Although this tweeter may have
a place somewhere, it isn't in ARC Loudspeakers' CS2.
Stereophile, October 1987
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87 S 6th St, Locust Valley, NY 11560
(516) 676-5082
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Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
ADS
Audio Research
Bryston
Cambndge
Counterpoint
CWD
DBX
DCM
Duntech

Eagle
Eminent Technology
Grado Signature
Magnepan
Martin-Logan
Meitner Audio
Mendian
Mission
MIT
Monster/Alpha

NAD
Nakamichi
Nelson-Reed
Oracle
SME
Signet
Sonographe
Snell
SOTA
Spica

Stax
Sumiko
Talisman
Tandberg
Thiel
Thorens
Threshold
VPI
Vandersteen
Velodyne

Wilson/WATT
Yamaha
VIDEO
NAD
NEC
Nova Beam
Pioneer
Sony
Yamaha
and more'

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

=_105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 06510
Mon.,Tue.,Wed.,Fn.,10-6,Thurs.,10-8,Sat.,10-5,

MC/VISA/AMEX/TAKE 5Charge

HOUSTON!
What separates the MEN from the BOYS?
The QUALITY of their toys!
Why not play with the BEST?
Simply Physics, VPI, Sota, Premier, J.S. Electrostatic, Eminent Technology,
Audioquest, Talisman, Clearaudio, B& K, Lazarus, Audible Illusion, Music
Reference, Meitner, Convergent Audio Technology, Discrete Technology,
Dimensional Optics, Magnum Dynalab, Rauna, Focus, Merlin, Vandersteen,
Martin Logan, Sound Lab, Sumiko Products, Straightwire, Van den Hul, Arcici
Lead Balloon, Chesky, OPUS3, Proprius, Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield Labs,
Reference Recordings, Wilson Audio and more!

The outstanding Simply Physics "Dark Star"

1 , phono system is now available. Air bearing
PHYSICS (Jtonearm •Acrylic platter eBelt drive •20 lb.
‘

34

of lead damping, 3foot steel stand -$995.00. WOW!

The

Housto
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end audio dealer

FREE NEWSLE IIERS
130pg. CATALOG AVAILABLE
auditions by appointment
Rick Roberts
713-537-8108
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WHERE 10 BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Birmingham
Lawrence Stereo
1927 11th Ave South
Dothan
Sight and Sound
2703 Ross Clark Circle SW
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N. Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
556 Holcombe Ave
Montgomery
The Record Shop
2515 Eastern Bypass
ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2420 Seward Hwy
Shimeks
405 E. Northern Lights Blvd
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi-Ft Sales
810 West Main St
Phoenix
Two Jeffreys Audio
527 W Butler Dr
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E. Edgemont SE
Tempe
Books Etc
901 South Mill Ave
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
2440 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Arcata
Northtown Books
957 H St

Diamond Bar
Audio Best
22204 E. Croll Court
Encinitas
North County
Stereo Vision
131 N El Camino
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave
Fairfield
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2020 N Texas
Foster City
Digital Sonics Inc.
999F Edgewater BI
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 E. Main St
Huntington Beach
Havens and Hardesty
15102-A Bolsa Chica
Irvine
Soundquest
4255 Campus Dr .116
La Habra
C.F. Audio
415 W. Imperial Highway
La Jolla
Stereo Vision
4130 La Jolla
Village Dr .205
Lancaster
California Soundworks
737 W. Lancaster Blvd
Leucadia
Music by the Sea
542 N. Highway 101
Long Beach
Audio by Design
6545 E. Pacific Coast Hiway
Audio Rhapsody
2263 Lakewood Blvd .207
Los Angeles
Christopher Hansen Ltd
646 North Robertson

Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N. Tustin
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
6282 Magnolia Ave
San Carlos
Manions Audio
1125 Laurel St
San Clemente
Audio Exposure
629 Camino de los
Mares .305
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Civic Center Books
360 Golden Gate Ave
News on 24
3920 24th St
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Books Inc.
420 Town & Country Village
Presto Audio
3125 Williamsburg Dr
San Juan Capistrano
Home Technology Systems
32992 Calle Perfecto
San Louis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
1130 Garden St, Suite A
San Mateo
Mateo Hi-Fidelity Inc.
2199 S. El Camino Real

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
U.S Tech
248 Detroit St.
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S. College Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
01ST OF COLUMBIA
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Sound Plus Wood
4705 N Federal Hwy
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Parkway SE .6
Gainesville
Tech Electronics
319 NW 13th St
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 South 21st Ave

Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelley's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave .4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill .139
Concord
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2151G Seim
Covina
Audio Designs
1060 Eva D. Edwards

Monterey Park
Gene Rubin Audio
529 S. Lincoln
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Napa
Bookends Bookstore
1014 Coombs St
Newport Beach
Newport Audio
3820 South Plaza Dr

San Rafael
Rafael Book and News
1114 4th St
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
3951 State St
Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave, .400
Jonas Miller Sound
2828 Wilshire Blvd
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc.
733 Fourth St
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 West Castle St
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd

Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Ave

Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd

Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd

Doraville
Audio Lab of Georgia
5269-2 Buford Hwy
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr

Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th St

Woodland Hills
Sound Center
20044 Ventura Blvd

Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
810 Southampton Rd
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck
Campbell
Sound Goods
2627 S. Bascom Ave

Menlo Park
Classical Wax
827 El Camino
Mission Viejo
Home Technology Systems
28251 Marguerite Pkwy
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Parkway
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Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd 40
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 South Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
12241 South Dixie Hwy
Joe's News Inc.
1549 Sunset Dr
Sound Components
1536 South Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N Dale Maybry
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd

OMNI
SOUND
For the sound mind.

DALLAS, TEXAS
214/931-6664
4833 Keller Springs Road (75248)

ASC Tube Traps
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
Chicago Speaker Stand
Clearaudio
Duntech
Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology
Forte' Audio
Grado
Harman-Kardon
Kimber Kable
LAST
Martin-Logan
MIT
Monster Cable
Nitty Gritty
Onkyo
Proton
PS Audio
Rowland Research
SOTA
Souther
Spectrum
Spica
SME
Thiel
Threshold

better bottom ,.

The octaves down there at the two digit frequency range
are coming into their own today. And Speaker Builder has
every bit of information you need to design for yourself or buy the best available system that does full
justice to all the music you love. For seven years now Speaker Builder, the loudspeaker-design quarterly, has been publishing authoritative information for the music aficionado, whether it's software for FFT
analysis of room performance, or the smallest, best, transmission line with the newest multi-driver complement. Crossovers get full and excellent treatment in SB's pages. Whether its electrostatics, ribbons,
vented or closed boxes, subwoofers, horns, T-lines, or infinite baffles, Speaker Builder does it all.
Use the coupon below to order four quarterly issues with our absolute guarantee of satisfaction—or
your money back—whenever, whyever. Or call with your credit card order for faster service. You will
not be disappointed.

E
[11

Enter my subscription to Speaker Builder for two years @ $25.
Send me one year (four issues) for $15.

Ienclose $_ in a Check/MO

Please charge to my

NUMBER

E Master

Card /Visa

E

EXP

NAME
STREET
ST

SPEAKER BUILDER,

ZIP

PO Box 494. Dept. K77, Peterborough, NH 03458

Charge Card Telephone Orders: 1603) 924-9464. Monday-Friday. 9-4

I'10
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HAWAII
Honolulu
Sound
502 Kaaahi St
IDAHO
Boise
The Stereo Shoppe
5105 Overland Rd
Ketchum
Infinite Audio
231 Sun Valley Rd
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
1912 B Round Barn Rd
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S Harper
Audio Video Option
141 W Jackson Blvd
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
On Any Sunday
2223 N. Clybourn
Superior Audio Systems
716 North Wells St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Evanston
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Highland Park
Ravinia Classical Music
493 Roger Williams Ave
Lisle
Sound Choice
2791 Maple Ave
Lombard
Audio Video Encounters
40 Yorktown Center
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 West Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W Wabash. Ste S
INDIANA
Carmel
Sound Pro
2146 East 116th St
Dyer
Miles Books
1200 Sheffield Ave
Fort Wayne
Higher Fidelity
4201 Coldwater Rd
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone
Ye Olde
Shoppe
824 E 64th St
Mishawaka
Alltronics
6502 Grape Rd

Terre Haute
Stereocrafters
Dixie Bee Highway

Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St

IOWA

MICHIGAN

Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Fairfield
Golden Ears Audio-Video
304 N Main
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
311 E Washington
Sioux City
Audio Vision
2901 Hamilton Blvd .
,38

Ann Arbor
Sound Associates
322 S State
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems Ltd
112 S Port Crescent
Dewitt
Jemstone
603 Dartmouth Box 240

KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Audio Video by Design
9409 Shelbyville Rd
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Covington
Northshore Audio
2640 N Hwy 190
Metairie
Audio Resource
108 Bonnabell Ave
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
424 Paine Rd
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Lane
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
C K Audio
11605 Basswood Dr

Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
Swartz Creek
Audio House
4304 Brayan Dr
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave South
Hin Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon Place
St, Paul
Hi End Audio
1399 West 7th St
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave
In Concert
165 Western Ave North
MISSOURI
Buffalo
Audio Doctor
1518 W Commercial
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave
St, Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood BI
NEBRASKA

Sliver Spring
OEM Audio and Video
9330 Georgia Ave

Omaha
Audio Additives
12809 S 29th St

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Mass Ave

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main St

Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Encore Audio
225 Newbury St
The Listening Studio
23 Stillings St

Nashua
Re-Sound Inc
402 Amherst St. Suite 310
Portsmouth
Soundsmith
43 Pleasant St
Somersworth
Crossover Audio
10 Tates Brook Rd

Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0 Audio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
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NEW JERSEY
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St

Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Avenue
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo
Santa Fe Audio Video
120 W San Francisco
NEW YORK
Albany
Clark Music Audio
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church St
Huntington Station
Audio Brealohrough
129 Route 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Highway
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave
New York City
Audio Breakthrough
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 East 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 West 44th St

Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Avenue
and 2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 East 33rd
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Roslyn
Select Sound
1345 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E.
Thomwood
Definitive Hi Fi
920 Sherman Ave
Wappinger Falls
Sound Odyssey Inc.
55 Route 9
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Highway
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 East Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 East Post Rd
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Avenue
NORTH CAROLINA
Chapel Hill
Select Audio Systems
1502 Smith Level Rd
Charlotte
Sound Systems
3748 E. Independence Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Greensboro
The Book Collection
117 N. Greene St
Sound Systems
2148 Lawndale
Hendersonville
Pro Sound Co.
1322 Ashville Highway
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Shelby
Sound Advice
Custom Stereo
1180 Scenic Dr
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr
OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Soteric Audio
4611 Montgomery
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
and 4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 South Hamilton Rd

Dayton
Audio Etcetera
3864 Dayton Xenia Rd
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Findlay
Audio Specialties
229 North Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S. 22nd St
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
Lorain
Grasso's Audio
4355 Oberlin Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E. Perkins Ave
S. Euclid
Atiant's Home
Entertainment Systems
13861 Cedar Rd
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jamiesons'
3417 Dorr St
OREGON
Beaverton
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th
PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E. Wayne St
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W. Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 North 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Waynesburg
T.C. Audio Toys
RD 2, Box 1
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave .272
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pinero
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
CD City
358 Broadway St
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
Sound Source
941 Haywood Rd
Wise Audio
1001 N. Pleasantburg Dr
Suite B
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
200 Meeting St
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd.
2502 Paramount

Austin
Audio File
9041 Research .200
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Audio Abode
5526 Dyer .1119
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd .320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc.
6800 Gateway East 1D
Houston
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Highway
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr *106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Hi9hland Dr
Discriminator Music
1788 S.1100 East
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S. Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 East Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products & Svcs
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Leesburg
High C Stereo
212 East Market St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc.
6519 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W. 313 Sprague Ave

Tacoma
The Stereo Shoppe
11007 Bridgeport Wy SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E. Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc.
467 High St
Video Den
148 High St
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8, Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2031 W. Grand Ave
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave S.W.
Edmonton
Audio Ark
1a746A 124th St
Red Deer
Audio West
4715-49th St
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Marine Dr
Music Works
4740 Main St
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
621 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Eastmen Audio
295A Queen St E.
Essex
Essex Audio Consultants
5Francis Court
Guelph
Guelph Hi Fi
5Speedvale Ave E.
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 1
/ Upper James St
2
Globe Discount
217 King St E.
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multi-Mag
116 Dundas St
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E.
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Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
160 Bruyere Unit 7
Euphonics
687 Bank St
Saros
132 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2

HOLLAND

Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Richmond HIll
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St

HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Room 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St

Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rinstraat 142-150

SYSTEMDEK

Eindhoven
Sound Guided
Van Kanstraat 12

Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W.
Toronto Home of Audiophile
150 Dundas St W.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N.

ICELAND
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN
Sums-Ku, Kobe
Vente
3-6-1 Sekimon-Cho
NEW ZEALAND
Christchurch
Denco Engineering
PO Box 2650

Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S.
Windsor
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W.

The Systemdek Ilx Turntable
has earned areputation
for excellent sound, along
with value for money, ease
of set up, and operation.
We are pleased to introduce
our new Systemdek Tonearm,
which combines with the Ilx
to give acartridge every
opportunity to do its best.
To find out why critics and
consumers everywhere endorse
this uncomplicated elegant
design, please contact your
nearest dealer or:

SYSTEMDEK SALES U.S.A.
16 Edgewood Road
Robbinsville, New Jersey 08691
(609) 259-6423

NORWAY
N-0134 Oslo 1
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland

QUEBEC
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

TAIWAN
Taipei
Taifu Electronics
Chung Ching South Rd

ARGENTINA
Cuba 2263
Equipos de alta
Performance

""4u tal' 3nzlÂonies

THAILAND
Bangkok
Future Land
496-502 Amann Plaza
3rd Floor, Ploechit Rd

AUSTRALIA
Thornbury, Victoria
Audio 0 Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
ENGLAND

WEST GERMANY

Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane

6 Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b

As -One Interconnect Cable

Carries
4 CD's without
jewel

boxes

plus $1 50
linguine
handling
PA nandents add 6% tax

• Light • Durable • Soft Velour Lining •

Call Toll Free 1-800-331-4315
un.PA 215-860-9015
P0

Box 1463 Southampton, PA

Stereophile,

October 1987

ivic VISA

18966

Audio cables influence the signature
of a sound system Our research and
development team combined a select
group of materials that resulted in
factors such as quality construction.
and non-fatiguing sound We believe
sound quality sells itself, and invite
you to experience the As-One
Interconnect Cable.
-11usaf 3 ..9n4onics
2016 Flintbury Court

408 -270-6033

.San Jose Calif 95148
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merica's oldest and largest subjective-review audio maga-

zine. Subscription rates: $35 (U.S. and Canada),

$75 (foreign). To Subscribe: remit all funds in U.S. dollars
to Stereophile, RO. Box 364, Mount Morris,
IL 61054, or call toll-free to charge subscription to your credit card:
800-435-0715.
RECORD REVIEWS
PURE GOLD
AUDIO C11EAPSKATE
INTERVIEWS
SHOW REPORTS
EQUIPMENT REVIEWS
CONSULTATION WITI1 J.G. 110LT
BOOK REVIEWS

'1

Stereophile • 208 Delgado • Santa Fe, NM 87501

A

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY •STATE
VISA
MASTERCI1ARGE
EXP. DATE

•

o
o

AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word, no minimum; Commercial, $1.25 per word, $45 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. MC and Visa accepted; send card number and expire date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502. Ads must be received for Volume 10, No. 9by October 7, 1987; for Volume 11, No. 1by November
6, 1987.

FOR SALE
ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7, 12BH7,
6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000 types
stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperex, lèlefunken, Gold
Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade, same day
shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS Electronics,
7110 DeCelis PI, PO Box 732 3-Dept Se Van Nays,
CA 91406. In California, (800)422-4277. Outside
California, (800)422-4250.
MFSL COLLECTION, complete and factory sealed—
analog; all UHQRs, factory sealed; many miscellaneous audiophile analog. $6 for list to Jim Buchanan,
2525 Arapaboe Ave, Suite E4-284, Boulder, CO
80302.
AUDIO BEST LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Demonstrates preamp best buys: conrad-johnson,
Audible Illusions, PS, Adcom, Superphon, B&K,
Moscode, Music Reference CD best buys: Sonographe,
PS, Audioquest. Also Acoustat, Palantir, Spica, Spectrum, Rauna, Sound Lab, Velodyne, Well-Tempered
Lab, VPI, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Magnum, Premiere,
Grado, Alphason, Garrott, vd Hul, MIT, Monster, Randall, Straight Wire. (714)861-5413, by appointment.
DBX4 DYNAMIC EXPANDER, $300; Sony 650ES,
$600. (404)752-7772.
SME TYPE V, brand new in box, $1395. Sumiko Virtuoso Boron, also brand new in box, Moo. Call Neal
evenings, weekends (408)723-7110 (CA) PSI or leave
message.
VECTOR ELECTRONICS SUPPLIES TOP QUALITY
audio products at competitive prices. B&IC components, amps, preamps; Cramolin; Goldbug cartridges;
GE 6550A (matched pairs); India ECC83/12AX7;
Kimbcr Kable; Kevek speakers; Michell turntables;
Micro Seiki turntables, t011eaMIS; Namilci AC direction
finder; Orsonic side force checker; Sheffield lab;
S
OI1CPC; .11•ChIliCS stylus force pige; iblefunken (original) ECC82/12AU7; Zeta tonearm. Visa/MC/Amex.
Please call for price quote: (503)233-2603. Vector
Electronics, Portland, OR.
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable,
portable oak units hold LPs, CDs, and tapes. Free mailorder brochure (please mention Stereopbile). Per
Madsen Design, (415)928-4509, PO Bat 330101, San
Francisco, CA 94133

REMEMBER FULTON JMODULAR SPEAKERS? These
have been stored for the last seven years. Iwill sacrifice at $900 or best offer. Call Paul, (503)342-5258
evenings.
IN CONNECTICUT STRAIGHT WIRE TMI/TMC, improved LSI, custom lengths, harnesses, silver solder;
Luarus class-A amplifiers; Monster Cable MI/M1000;
RM -9 amplifiers; quality tubes & capacitors. Auditions by appointment, 5pm-10pm weekdays,
10am-6pm weekends. Hi-Ft Happenings; 156 Summer St., Meriden, CT 06450. (203)237-4844.
QUAD 306 POWER AMP, perfect condition. Original
packaging, $380. (516)223-0143.
MAIL ORDER—FREE DELIVERY: Linn, Nains, Spendor, Creek, Rega, conrad Johnson, Rotel, British
Fidelity, DNM, many others. No tax outside California. Call for brochure and newsletter. Gene Rubin
Audio, (800)521-1453.
MUSIC LIBRARY DATA13ASE PROGRAM. Catalog your
records, tapes, CDs, scores. Store 30,000 compositions on hard disk; search by Composer, Title, Music
Category, Opus, and combinations of above; find any
composition in one second. Find any performer.
Many reports. 40-page manual. IBM PC and compatibles, 192K, one floppy. Just $19.95 plus $2 shipping, 60-day money-back. The Software Guild, Inc,
PO Box 654335, Dept. 16, Miami, FL 33265-4335.
SOLID-CORE SPEAKER CABLE (see Stereopbile
Vol.10 No.4). Four solid-core conductors small
enough to just fit into "holes" of amps and speakers
for the surest connection (no expensive ends wanted
or needed). 10 ft. pr. $20; 15 ft. pr. $30; 20 ft. pr.
$40.; 30 ft.pr. $60. Free shipping. Custom lengths
and terminations available 30-day money-back guarantee. RMS Stereo, RDe2 Box 120A, Moundsville,
WV 26041. (304)843-1761.
KRELL PAM-3, $2100. (2/6)32/-644/.
HIGH END IN STOCKTON, NJ. Electron Kinetics;
high-current Eagle 2A for Apogee; Eagle 2000
preamp; Nova JFET preamp; Koctsu. Call Aria,
(609)397-2416, 5-9pm ET and weekends. Free
shipping.

SOUND OF NAICAMICH1 REFERENCE CASSETTES
individually duplicated in real-time on the finest TDK

NAKAMICHI TX1000 COMPUTING TURNTABLE,
collector's item, never been opened, price negotiable
Please call Helen at (305)667-4151, or-digital beeper
956-0082.

metal tripes, from the finest analog and digital masters.
Sound of Nakamichi reference cassettes, the only
challenge to the compact disc. Labels represented:
"ItLirc, A&M, Delos, Sheffield Lab, Good Vibes, & GRF'.
All titles are available in Dolby B or Dolby C. For a
catalog or more information contact Pacific Cassette
Laboratories, PO Box 6248, Torrance, CA 90504.
(213)618-9267. Dealer inquiries welcome.

JEMSTONE AUDIO: SERVING LANSING and the
Midwest. Your best source for premium audio 8t
video systems! New: Meitner, Aragon, Meridian, Fried,
Quicksilver, Linn, Luxman, Vector Research, AR,
Sumo, Shure HIS, Pulsar Video. Premium equipment
and nice people. Newsletter. Jemstone Audio, 325
Grove St., E. Lansing M148823. (517)332-1230. Electronically: (517)332-1322.
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— _VACUUM TUBE LOGIC

NELSON-REED
LOUDSPEAKERS

Has Moved!
Please make anote of our new
address and phone number:

1120 North Euclid Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764
(714) 984-6229
VTL (Great Britain)
Unit K rear block
8-14 Norwood Road
Southall
MSX UB2 40L
United Kingdom
tel (01) 575-4814

VIL (Australia)
71 Beaver Street
E Malvern
Victoria 31145
Australia
tel (3) 211-3715

EXCELLENCE REALIZED

the audible difference is not subtle...

15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

CHESKY Records

••••••••

VACUUM TUBE LOGIC —

RC4 Scheherazade: Reiner /Chicago Symphony.
Lp only 814.98
RC5 The Pines & Fountains of Rome: Reiner /CSO.
1p only 514.98
RC8 Gershwin /American in Paris /Rhapsody in
Blue /Earl Wild Pianist /Arthur Fiedler and the
Boston Pops. Lp only 814.98
RC9 Fritz Reiner and The Chicago Symphony /
Spain. Lp only $14.98
OTHER RELEASES Records & Compact Discs
CRI Berlioz: Symphonie Fantasticiue: The Royal
Philharmonic, Massimo Freccia, Conductor.
Lp only 512.98
CR2 Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 2: Earl
Wild, Pianist, The Royal Philharmonic, Jascha
Horenstein, Conductor. Lp $12.98. Compact
Disc (CD2) with "Isle of the Dead" addedS16.98
CR3 Sibelius: Symphony No. 2: The Royal
Philharmonic, Sir John Barbirolli, Conductor.
Lp. $12.98. Compact Disc (CD3) 516.98.
CD6 Brahms /Sym. No. 4/F. Reiner and The Royal
Philharmonic. CD only 816.98
CD7Tchaikovsky /Francesa Di Rimni /Bizet /
Symphony in C /Charles Munch and The Royal
Philharmonic. CD only $16.98
Available in fine audio and record stores or direct
mail order.
Send check or money order plus $2.00 postage and
handling (add 8Y.% tax in New York State)

Chesky Records
P.O. Box 1268
Radio City Station
New York, New York 10101
Send to

II>I>I>IW

KIMBER KABLE 1'
1
ACCLAIMED AS A LEADING CABLE PRODUCT
LINE. SEE OUR NEW LPC (LOW PROFILE
CABLE) WITH 100% TEFLON CONSTRUCTION SUITABLE FOR UNDER CARPET INSTALLATIONS. KCI-INTERCONNECIS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE!! ASK YOUR KIMBER
KABLE DEALER.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable (but not too expensive)
4PR•S1.00/FT •4VS.$2.00/FT •4TC-$4.40/FT
STC-$7.80/FT •KCI.S58.00 /Meter Pair
ril.PC-$6.00/FT •16LPC-810.00/FE •4AG-SI(X).(X)/FT
SAG.$180.00/FT •KCAG-S350.00 /Meter Pair
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

KIMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE •OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621.5530

FAX(801) 627-6980

Dealer inquiries invited

2(12
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Serving music lovers
world wide.
Representing:

ADCOM
SUMIKO
ENERGY
DUAL
KYOCERA
CALIFORNIA
ONKYO
AUDIO LABS
PRO AC
MONSTER CABLE
JANIS
MIRAGE
LINN SONDEK
SOUND LAB
VPI
SHURE VIDEO
EMINENT
SUPERPHON
TECHNOLOGY COUNTERPOINT
ELECTROCOMPANIET

Call or write for our
monthly newsletter.
The Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 253-5260
Hours:
Mon Fri.
Sat

11 A.M.-8 P.M.
11 A M-6 PM

WHEN YOU THINK YOU'VE HEARD IT ALL, make
suit you haven't missed: Merrill turntables, VTL tubed
electronics & CD players, Princeton Acoustics loudspeakers, Eminent itchnology tonearms, Garrott cartridges. RPM Audio, Box 157, Cornish, NH 03746.
(603)675-6166.
CHICAGO SPEAICERWORICS. Speakers: Acoustu, Castle, Rogers, Spectrum, Suriano. Electronics: Adcom,
Alphason, Arcam, &MC, Counterpoint, Grado, Haller,
'Umber, Monster, PS Audio, Superphon, Systemdek,
VP!. Car Stereo: ADS, Boston Acoustics, Code Alarm,
Kenwood, Nakamichi, Proton, Pyle. 5700 N. Meters;
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60659. Phone (312)769-5640.
Free shipping. Some equipment not available mail
order.
TOP DOLLAR FOR POWERAMP PREAMP from Arc,
Adcom, ICrell, contad-johnson, Mark Levinson, Threshold, PS Audio, Jadis, McIntosh. Call Bobby, (718)
917-6955 days, (718)459-7236 nights, NY
FOR LESS THAN 1500 you can own the tube amplifier that Sensible Sound called "Thoroughly musical,
with 2rare ability to approach the sound of alive
acoustical music event." The Dynaco ST-70 only as
modified by Enlightened Audio, 6392 Park Avenue,
Garden Grove, CA 92645. (714)8 97- 935 1.
AUDIO RESEARCH D90-B SP power amplifier just
retubed, $900; Oracle Delphi (Mark II suspension and
power supply) with Oracle prelude arm and Grado
Signature 8MR (or lItlisman S) cartridge, $800; Audio
Interface CST-80 step-up transformer, $100. (615)
435-4668, evenings.
MAGNAVOX CD, COST-EFFECTIVE MODIFICATIONS. The best coupling capacitor is no coupling

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!

AUDIO CENTEq
We Proudly Represent:
APOGEE• KRELL •SOTA
VANDERSTEEN •KOETSU •PRoAc
SONOGRAPHE•SME•KLYNE
SUMIKO•CWD•NITTY GRITTY
STRAIGHTWIRE•ORTOFON
THORENS•KIMBER KABLE
AUDIOPFIILE RECORDINGS & ACCESSORIES

4134 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33308

(305) 566-0233
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capacitor, Servo amp. Models 460, 465, 650. Yamaha
& more. Magnavox 465, modified, $250; ours premodified, $450. Call for details. (718)631-4669. Write
Precision Audio, 223-47 65th Ave., Bayside, NY
11364.
SUPER SERVO, Hailer super-cost-effective DC servo
amp modification from 5150. Eliminates stock capacitors, major increase in audible warmth, V2St increase
in high-end resolution. Please consult us about other
amps "victimized" by ineffective coupling capacitors.

For details call (718)631-4669. Write Precision Audios
223-47 65tb Ave, &settle, NY 11364.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-2C THROUGH SP-3A-1, Mara= 7, others. Super mod extended bass, treble
linearity, increased separation at high frequencies,
wider soundstage, much more neutral sound. Automatic DC mute & warm-up protection circuit available from $180. Call for details. (718)631-4669. Write
Precision Audio, 223-47 65th Ave., Bayside, NY
11364.
MICRO SEIKI IUC-15000 FVG turntable with Premier
FT-3 arm, $1200. Kiselci Agate Ruby MC cartridge,
$300. Excellent condition with low hours. (808)
944-1974.
INLAND EMPIRE AUDIO, Palm Springs, Riverside,
San Bernardino. Stereopbile prods, custom installation. Nestorovic, Counterpoint, B&K, Robertson,
Audioquest, Livewire, Rauna, Vortex, Fosgate, more.
Moreno Valley, CA. 5(714)924-2372.
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Aud ipmmi
Cdnnection
DALLAS
WON'T
BELIEVE
ITS EARS

If you are into MUSIC
we have what you are into!
components and systems to
satisfy the most discriminating ...

615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ 07044
Hours: Mon, Tues. Fr 12-7. Thurs 12-9.
Sat 11-6 Closed

Sun .Wed

P
RESTON TRAIL AUDIO
AR • ASC • APOGEE • AUDIOQUEST
B&W •CAL • CARNEGIE • CARVER
CONRAD-JOHNSON •CWD • DCM
DENON •HAFLER • INFINITY • KRELL
LAST • LUXMAN • MARK LEVINSON
MEITNER • MOD SQUAD • MONSTER
PIERRE LUNE • SME •SONOGRAPHE
SOFA •SUMIKO •VPI

P
RESTON TRAIL AUDIO
17390PRESTON
SUITE :120
DALLAS, TEXAS 75252 (214)248.9104

201-239-1799

Buy —Sell — Trade
.
your stereo equipment like you never
could before
with SOUND MART! An
independent MONTHLY NATIONWIDE
NEWSLE7TER that puts buyers and
sellers together. We are not adealer. You
deal direct. You make your very best deao
There are never any commissions or fees
Get more for that hard-to-sell speaker..
pay less for that hard-to-find preamp.
SOUND MARThelps the audiophile find
what he needs... sell or trade what he no
longer wants. Member/subscribers receive
FREE ad placement every month ...for a
year. A one year subscription is only $24
You can even include your first ad with
your subscription ... indicate whether its
FOR SALE...WANTED...or FOR TRADE
..
but you don't need an ad to subscribe
Just mail your check or money order for $24 to

PRESENTS

e

ptlea-é
',MOM

flst.

z.;

Also.

Model 10

(FL resdents add 5% sales tax)

A. R. • ASC Tube Traps • Audio Guest •
B8 KComponents • Beard • Clements
Audio •Counterpoint • Ducote • Kindel
Audio • Lazarus • Livewire • May Audio •
Mod Squad • Rotel • Shadow • Shure •
Sound Lab • Spectrum • Straight Wire •
Sumiko • Superphon • VPI

Visa/MasterCard accepted.

Atlanta, Georgia 1404) 381-0778

MART PUBLICATIONS, INC.
2901 Dorchester Lane
Cooper City, FL 33026
Or call 1-800-942-MART
In FL call (305)432-8788,
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CE AUDIO

QUALITY EQUIPMENT
HELPFUL SERVICE
WE CAN SHIP TOO
VISA, MC. COD

FREE LITERATURE
PLEASE BE SPECIFIC

P.O. BOX 2305, 90632-2305
415 W. IMPERIAL HWY.
LA HABRA, CA 90631
(213) 691-0967
(714) 871-5670

Atint01112ED
DEALER FOlt

ALPHASON
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
ARCICI INC
BENNETT SOUND CORP
CONVERGENT TECHNOLOGY
COUNTERPOINT
DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
FRIED
GOLD AERO
GRADO SIGNATURE
HITACHI LC-OFC WIRE
KINERGETICS
LANTANA
MICRO SEIK1
MOD SQUAD
MONSTER CABLE M-SERIES
MUSIC REFERENCE
NITTY GRITTY
QUAD
RAM TUBE WORKS
ROTEL
SAEC
SFIINON
SONOGRAPHE
SOUTHER
SUPERPHON
VPI

HERE'S AN IDEA FOR AN EXCELLENT SYSTEM OR
LETS TAILOR ASYSTEM TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS
LIST
COUNTERPOINT SA-3 IPreamp
$995 00
COUNTERPOINT SA-12 Hera) Amp
S995 00
MOD SQUAD 650 CD Player w/remote
$110000
SONOGRAPHE SG3 Turntable
$449 00
ALPHASON XENON Tonearm
$525 00
GRADO MCX Cartnclge
$ 30000
FRIED G/3 Speakers
$2295 00
TOTAL SYSTEM LIST PRICE $6659 00
w•••••••••••11MIMIIIMIMMII».111.•••11114

!

AUDIO CLASSICS FALL DEMO AND USED EQUIPMENT SALE. Most items mint or slightly used. Demo:
conrad-johnson Premier 5s, $4200; Premier 6, $695;
MEA Magus preamp, $550; Jordan amp, $650; Jordan
preamp, $750; GS' 4tp preamp, $425; Berning TF10AH preamp, $1295; Kinergetics KBA-100 amp,
$395; KI3A-200 amp, $1000; Classe Audio DR-3,
$2050; Kinergetics KCD-20R CD, $695; Merlin 7s,
$360; Fried Studio 4s, $900; Fosgate 3601, $400;
Music Reference RM-9 amp, $1495; Elite Rock table
with case, $695; Berning 2100, $1650; JSE Infinite
Slopes Is, $750; MCM .7s, $450; NYAL 011-4, $2295;
Classe Audio NIL-2, $850; Melos preamp, $795;
Vacuum 'Babe Logic Deluxe 100-watt monos, $2195;
Lazarus preamp, $450; Pink titian*, $540; Alphason
HR-10Cis arm, $460; Synthesis LM-20 speakers, $450;
Merlin Is, $425; Polyphasor/cartridge, $395; Souther
SL-1r, $400; Koetsu transformer, $595; Onyx headamp, $395; Kindel Purist ST, $395; Counterpoint
SA-2, $550.
Used: Meridian Pro CD, $650; NYAL NCP 2HTMPS,
$2295; NCP Ipreamp, $695; Precision Fidelity C7ar,
$360; M-8amp, $595; Beveridge RM1a/RM2 modified, $1595; Levinson ML-2 amps, $2495; conradjohnson Premier 2, $895; Sumo Gold amp, $1095;
Carver CD, $295; Denon PMA-777 integrated, $375;
Ampzilla 2amp, $395; Theta preamp, $395; Tandberg TCD-340A, $425; NYAL OTL Is, $7200; Nalcamichi 1000 II, $695; Counterpoint SA-5, $895:
Robertson 4010, $595; Nakamichi 7007JCI. w/remote.
$1295; Electrocompaniet Arnpliwire II, $595; Acouscat Monitors w/Curcio $1200 modification, $1995;
Dayton Wright SPA preamp, $449. Call Mon-Sat 9-6,
Audio Classics, Inc:, Oklahoma City, OK. Phone
(405)842-3033.

MUSIC n DESIGN

ARC SP-6A, $550; D-79, $1500; both RAM tubes, low
hours. Sound Lab A piano black, $1200; Fidelity
Research FR64-FX, $200; Dahlquist DQ LP-1 x-over,
$150; new Grado MOC, $150. 7bin. (201)992-7963.

WHEN YOU'RE READY
TO OWN THE BEST

Reel to Real Legacy 1speakers, $1000. Mint, price firm.
Call anytime. Ezra (803)327-4849.

CUSTOM

HOME

STEREO

The most exciting and revolutionary
components in the world. Featuring:
Audio Research •Vandersteen
Oracle •Apogee •Krell •Rowland
Counterpoint •PS •Spica
Audible Illusions •Athena
Koetsu •New York Audio Lab
and many others

(415) 332-2142

BRYSTON 4B POWER AMP, $950 or best offer. Vandersteen OL-1 head amp, $145. (602)458-2839.
FOR SALE: PS AUDIO 4H, $350; JSE 1.8, $800; Polk
Audio SDA-1A, $600; Sanyo P-55 power amp, C-55
pre, T-55 tuner, set $600. (919)832-8090 or evenings 851-7924.
SIDEREALKAP. The SiderealKap was designed from
its inception to be the finest-sounding capacitor
available for audio today. Find out what the musiclover's capacitor doesn't sound like. Call (619)7227707 or write to Sidereal Akustic, 1969 Outrigger
Way, Oceansidg CA 92054. Free literature and information upon request. Dealer inquiries invited.
EXCEPTIONAL MODIFICATIONS AVAILABLE for
ARC, c-j, Dyna, and other fine electronics. Please contact Ken Hosp, (404)469-8783.
FOR SALE; AUDIO RESEARCH M-100s pair, new
tubes, mint. Must sell, won't drive Apogees. After
7pm, (505)292-6935.

107 Caledona Street
Sausalito, California 94965
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PROPRIUS RECORDS, the original Swedish LPs and
CDs. Also, Water Lily Acoustics all tube chain recordings and Opus 3recordings. Scandinavian Sounds,
5237 Mt. Alijan Dr, San Diego, CA 92111.
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The Audio
Enthusiast
SPECIALISTS IN THE NATURAL
UNCOLORED REPRODU CTI
ON

or M USIC

Satellite/Subwoofer Systems from
Nestorovic
Stand-Alone Speaker Systems from
Nestorovic, Perkins, Euphonic Audio,
Kindel, Rauna
Tube Electronics from
Nestorovic, Berning,
Music Reference, Lazarus

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA

Solid State Electronics from
PSE, British Fidelity, Rotel
Turntables from
VPI, Michell, Sonographe

"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

Tonearms from
Souther, Grado, Profile, Sumiko

VANDERSTEEN MUj. MPRT1(11.0GPfl Er

Threshold

F.SALJCII0

Cartridges from
Clearaudio (Ventas and Gamma),
Grado, Garrott, Audioquest

conradlohnson

Phone for evening appointment.

Speaker and Interconnect Cables from
Kimber, Audioquest, Peterson

THE
C
-Yelt
S-10PPE

si

Compact Disk Players from
Kinergetics, Audioquest
Much More!
W EEKDAYS 5-9

SAT- SUN 9-6

Los A NGELES

(2131541-8177

21 N. Market Si.. Selinsgrove, PA •717.374.0150

The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy

Directory of Specialty
audio Deafers
DSAD includes over 500 "Upper
Mid -Fi" to extreme "High-End" home
audio dealers from all 50 states.

Try our prescription for fast relief
from headaches caused by
poor stereo performance.

Each listing includes:
•Dealer's Name •Address •Phone
Number •Up to 42 brands of
equipment offered!

• SOTA Sapphire & Star
Sapphire turntables
• COUNTERPOINT tube pre-amplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
• VANDERSTEEN classic, timecoherent loudspeakers

1/2 Price on limited supply
of Spring-Summer '87 issue.
Fall-Winter '87 issue is now
available for immediate shipping.
Check (i Money Order 0

Alphason •Argent •Audioquest •BEL
B & K •British Fidelity •0 Walker •Counterpoint
Eminent Technology •Fried •Grace •JSE
Kimber Kable •Kiseki •Klyne •Melos
Meridian •Merlin •MIT •Monster Cable/Alpha
Nitty Gritty •Plexus •Premier •PS Audio •Rauna
Robertson •Rotel •Rowland Research
SME •Sonographe •Sota •Spectrum •Stax
Systemdek •Talisman/Alchemist •lbbe Traps
Van Den Hut •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research

MCNIsa •

Send To:
()SAD
P.O. Box 33,331
Austin, TX 78764
Card I
Exp.Date

Sgnature

Phi/

Name

-

Address
St.

City

'taChma

2011

call (512) 443.1778

ZO

Youmayusaatranksteet

0,

I

0
0
0
0
0
0
d

r
d

AUDIO NEXUS

CALL US FOR THE EXTRA-SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-464-8238
Berkeley Heights, NJ
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LAZARUS
ELECTRONICS

KINDEL
PLSA LOUDSPEAKERS
"IN HARMONY TOQETHER"
AT

AUDIO RftAIDSODY
Open 7Days a Week by Appt.
Long Beach, California
213/597-1157 or 213/498-0867
We also stock:
Rotel •B+K •Magnum /Dynalab
Systerndek •Spectrum •Aucioquest
Mod Squad •Apature •ARCICI
Chicago Stands • Kímberkable
+More!

SP' HIRER Slh'IOP
UNCOMPROMISED STEREO VIDEO
(ESTABLISHED 1977)

716-837-1557
3604 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14226
KNOWN for QUALITY, SERVICE
and FRIENDLY ADVICE.

AKG • ALPHASON • APOGEE • AR • BRYSTON
CANON • CHICAGO STANDS • COUNTERPOINT
DAHLOUIST • DEA • DUAL • GRADO SIGNATURE
HAFLER • JBL TI • KEF • KLOSS • KOETSU • KRELL
MAGNUM DYNALAB • MISSION • MONSTER • NAD
NAKAMICHI • ORACLE • ORTOFON • POLK • PROTON
PS-AUDIO • QUAD • ROBERTSON • SHURE ULTRA
SIGNET • SONRISE • SONY ES • SUMIKO • VPI
WELL TEMPERED • XYLOPHILE • YAMAHA
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THE RESURRECTION OF THE AUDIO CRITIC." As
many of you will remember, The Audio Critic flourished from 1977 to 1981 and then ceased to publish,
much to the regret of an exceptionally intelligent and
loyal following of audiophiles. While it lasted, it was
often spoken of as the technically most sophisticated,
as well as the most literate, of the underground or
alternative audio reviews, especially appreciated for
asingle and unequivocal editorial opinion on both
theory and equipment preferences. With the publication of the Fall 1987 issue, The Audio Critic is back
in business, risen from the dead with no changes in
its editorial format and with Peter Arzel still as Editor.
The frequency will be four issues ayear, to be stepped
up to six when all goes well. Very important: if you
are aformer subscriber and we owe you some issues,
please send us your name and current address immediately. Your subscription will be fully honored,
but it is meaningless to mail anything in these United
States to a 1981 address. First-timers should take
advantage of our special introductory offer: send us
$10 for the Fall 1987 and Winter 1987-88 issues (at
the old subscription price of $5 per issue), and you
will get the Spring 1988 issue as afree bonus. After
that you can decide to sign up for afull subscription
or not. Send your $10 with your name and address
(or just your name and address if we owe you) to The
Audio Critic, Box 392, Bronxville, NY 10708.
MERRILL "HEIRLOOM" TURNTABLE, featuring
Acrylic Lead Platter, Periphery Clamping Ring, Fluid
Damped Motor, Constant Resonance liming System,
and many more innovations. Underground Sound,
2125 Central Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104. (901)
272-12 75.
KOSS MODEL 14-way full-range electrostatic speakers. Detail and bass together with reliability. Excellent
condition. $700, negotiable, (312) 755-3111 or (312)
371-5 725.
FOR SALE: DYNACO'S FINEST AMPLIFIER. Mark VI
vacuum-tube 120 watt monoblocks. Factory sealed
kits, $750 each. Call (503)888-946 7,ask for Neal.
MERRILL TONEARM DYNAMIC DAMPER, $8. Absorbs energy generated by cartridge, increases the
tonearm's moment of inertia. Underground Sound,
2125 Central Ave, Memphis TN 38104. (901)2 72-12 75.
CLASSE AUDIO: DR-7 PREAMP & DR-3-VFIC amplifier; ltipp-Lite line (conditioners, voltage regulation,
protection) for computers and electronics; Straight
Wire Power Purifier VIII—power conditioner designed
for Audio; TMI interconnect, TMC speaker cable;
Audioquest, van den Hul, more. We buy and consign,
high-end only. Free shipping, prompt service. AID
Systems, Ltd., 2525 Arapaboe Ave., Suite E4-284,
Boulder, CO 80302. (303)443-4443.
GET TO KNOW GSI MUSICAL ELECTRONICS: TAS
called our Dynamods "high end performance at a
mid -fi price," our X-1 is Dick Olsher's candidate for
the "finest sounding electronic aossover he's heard..."
Our new 3tp prramp offers coil gain at $795; our new
A-3 hybrid power amp offers 100 watts at $795; 5tp
prearnp with 70db of gain, $1195; A-I tube/HEXFET
power amp, 250 watts at $1395. Send two 22-cent
stamps for free literature/review pack. CS!, 622
Bloomfield Ave., Dept(S), Bloomfield, NJ 07003.
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THE BEST EQUIPMENT EXPERT ADVICE, outstanding prices! Apogee, Klyne, sorA, Eminent ltchnology, MIT, Carnegie, Sonographe, Meitner, Celestion,
Krell, Quad—more! Free newsletter. Galen Carol
Audio, (512)494-3551.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE COST.
Brands like Mobile Fidelity Nautilus, Sweet Thunder.
Running out of good titles fast! Example: MFSL Stones
collection, $175; UHQRs $25. Chad Kassem, PO Box
2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)825-8609.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See Audio
Cheapskate review December 1986. 121.95 per kit.
Check or MO to Raw!! Lubricant Ca, Box 19003,
Las Vegas, NV 89132.
TWO REVOLUTIONARY RECORD CLEANERS, $145
AND $85. Powerful vacuum and fluid cleans 100%
of dust, grease, and static. Guaranteed results. 15-day
trial. Fantastic record sleeves! Factory direct pricing.
No dealers. Record Doctor: 1313 N. Grand #388,
Walnut, CA 91789.
OUT OF PRINT hard to find audiophile records.
Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Sheffield, M&K, Super Discs,
and others. Free catalog. Bill, 1331 Cessna, New
Brighton, MN 55112, (612)639-0119.
MERRILL MODS. AR (all): acrylic lead outer platter
with clamping ring, $135; acrylic subchassis. 195;
replacement motor, $65; spindle, $25; spring kit $8.
and more. Linn: acrylic lead outer platter with clamping ring, $135; acrylic arm board, $48. Undergn9und
Sound, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104.
(901)272-1275.
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tubetic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resists ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Oki Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. We buy
and sell by phone—paying over blue book prices. The
Stereo lending Outlet, 320 Old lb,* Rd,Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call for highest quote. (215)886-1650.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIERE 3PREAMPLIFIER,
$1950; Robertson 4010 Amplifier, 1550; Klyne 2A
Pre-Prearnp, $400; Revox A-700 recorder, $995;
Grado Signature 8MR Cartridge, $100; Dynayector
I7DR Cartridge (30 hrs), 1200. Records: Casino
Royale, Missouri Breaks, Bang Baroom, and Harp. 150
others of audiophile interest; SASE for list. Doug
Robinson, 104 Lincoln Ave., Waterloo, NE 68069.
(402)779-2589 eves., (402)779-2531 days 8-5.
MAGNUM TUNERS MODIFIED! %the audio stage
installed; parts, labor, shipping complete, $149.95;
10b sound at abargain price. GSI, 622 Bloomfield
Ave., Bloomfield, NJ 07003.
C-J PREMIER 2, 1700; C-J Premier 4, 11500; Infinity
RSIIB, 11700; all like new. (307)733-5631.
SOUNDIAB AI IMPROVED, (originally 19m+), $3000;
Rappaport class-A amp, $900; Cotter preamp complete in rosewood Case, $1000 or b/o. Lux 444 2-arm
table, $385; Ampex 445, 1
/ -1
4
/ track, in console.
2
$895; Marantz 10B, 1795. (718)377-7282.
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FINALLY...

ASERVICE CENTER FOR MUSIC LOVERS

CALIBUR
TECHNICAL
SERVICES

If music is Important

SPECIALIZING IN THE
MAINTENANCE,
RESTORATION
AND IMPROVEMENT
OF QUALITY AUDIO
COMPONENTS
(AIRFAX, VA 22031
703-698-7181

The Last Great
$3991Preampl
Announcing the exclusive limited edition
Superphon Revelation Basic Dual Mono PLUS'

The anginal Superphon Revelaron Basic Duet Mono
was hailed in Stefeophile (Vol & No 5) as "one of the
greatest preamps ever produced and one of the greatest
audio products ever made" Ken Kessler, in Britain's Ht
Fr News (2/87). called It "one d the wary best preamps
around" for under $1.500
Audio Advisor. Inc has bought up the first, last and
only production run of the Revelation Basic Dual Mono
PLUS. Not sold elsewhere. it features asingle volume
control balance control (new) and lower gain for the
high.level input gain to better match CD players The
standard Revelation Dual Mono last listed at $45900
Our exclusive Dual Mono PLUS is yours for $399 A
limited number vAll be made Satisfaction guaranteed
Order now , Shipping $695 within continental US
CHARGE It? VISA /MC /AMEX

(616) 451-3868

audio
00 advisor,
inc
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids MI 49503
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LUARUS H-1

V

AMPS (2 matched), $995 each,

$1800 both; SM
P Ser
Ei
R
es V Tonearm Cable (new), $75;
Monster Ref A 4ft., $45; Grado 3ft. arm cable w/WBT
plugs, $45; Audioplan Musicables speaker cables 3M.
$195; Respons Grand speakers, $2500; Perreaux
5150B, $1695; all items ppd. Dean, (512)695-9763
evenings & weekends, (512)'51-2222 days.
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 28, $400. Call
9am-2pm, (718)23 , -2925.
APOGEE DUETTAS, $1800; Sony TAE 868, $400; Perream 1150, $400. All mint. (212)595-1 ,49 evenings.

INTRODUCING...

Gyz
9nturin .

Our speaker cables
and mlerconnects bring
(ho muse back to you

WANTED
NEC T6-E
(message).

TUNER.

(602)895- 7911,

895-72'0

CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS—ARC, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold, conrad-johnson, & Counterpoint,
in good condition. Collect from your home or just
ship UPS/COD. Call CA (213)25 , -62 ,6.
ENGINEER—MONSTER CABLE. Want to make your
audiophile interest your career? Monster Cable is looking for engineering talent in the areas of production,
product development, and mechanical design. Experience in the areas of computers and pro sound
equipment preferred. Build a future in a young,
friendly, high-energy, growth-oriented company.
Send resume to Monster Cable, 101 Townsend, San
Francisco, CA 94107, attention Arlene.
PRD-reuRn»

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

TM choke of recording industry, archives arid collectors
around the world
Three prom:sots 107 reduction of transient led steady-state
noises Plus special features for optimum reproduction of old
records, lateral or vertical
Model 323A: $2.650
Write for literature W.
P.O. Box 335, Dowttl. NY USA 13214-0335
Tel. 13151 472-5644
MOD.FICATIOqrçà

Dept S. 1925 Massechusetla Avenue.
Cambodge. MA (617) 354.8933

a
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WORKS
Gasworks brings experience and attention to detail to the modification of
classic audio components.
Retain the original sonic signature
of your equipment while removing its
rough

edges.

Modification

now

available for Adcom GFA-555.
Write for free brochure.
5563 Kendall

•

Boise, Idaho 83706

(208) 323-0861

Famous expert
JAMES BOYK designs Stereo
Systems for music lovers
nationwide. Not adealer or a
hidden dealer. Expensive, but
cheaper than getting it wrong!
SOUND DECISION' Consulting, 2135 Holmby Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA 90025.
213/475-8261.

ProAc •VMPS •Scan-Speak •Dynaudio •Morel
The Dahlia/Debra •Nelson-Reed •Jordan
Focal •SEAS •Euphonic Audio •Falcon
Featuring: The Bill Reed 6-02 A Kit

MiS SPEAKERS

Mail order source for high fidelity loudspeakers, speaker kits and drivers.

Free literature:
Box 7462 P, Denver, CO 80207, (303) 399-8609
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophule is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described and are available to customers at the advertised price Advertising that does
not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted ti any
Stereophiie reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write Nelson &Associates.

62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar performer"
HI Fl HERETIC FALL 86

"UK products are among the finest values on the market today"
,
'...one

of the most musical power amps on the market.. sounds better
than many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO 8, JAN '86

Be)
PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

COMPONENT
POWER AP

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
8& KComponents, Ltd., 1971 Abbott Road, Lackawanna, NY 14218 -1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-8488)

THE
ONKYO
INTEGRA DX-530
Because digital and analog shouldn't mix
The Integra DX-530 is the newest ONKYO CD player to
incorporate our exclusive Opto-Coupling technology, which prevents
the leakage of Digital Signal Interference into the analog
domain. By using fiber optics instead of conventional printed circuit
wiring, the DX-530 ensures correct D/A conversion, and
provides superb CD sound at an affordable price.
Complete programmability is enhanced by ONKYO's exclusive
Random Music Calendar, aunique display which clearly
shows programmed tracks in corred playback order. A 40 key wireless
remote duplicates every control function, including motorized
analog output level. Audition the Integra DX-530 at your ONKYO
dealer, or write to ONKYO for adetailed brochure.

Artistry in Sound

ONKYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 •(201) 825-7950

